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ABSTRACT 
 
  
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IMPACTS UPON CULVERT HYDRAULICS 
 
 
by 
 
 
Wade Hamilton Goodridge, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2009 
 
 
Major Professor: Dr. William J. Rahmeyer 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
 
 
Sedimentation buildup and accumulation can cause serious impediments 
to the hydraulic capacity of culvert systems.  There has not been any significant 
research to date regarding the behavior of bed load transport nor the implications 
of bed forms upon the hydraulics associated with culvert flow.  The primary 
objective of this study was to investigate how sediment transport occurs in a 
culvert and to then develop a methodology and test setup to successfully 
investigate this sediment transport.  The investigation was limited to studying 
culvert and pipeline transport of alluvial material in sand and gravel sizes.   
This dissertation develops a semi-empirical bed load transport equation 
from existing open channel flow models to be used in predicting sediment yields 
in culvert applications.  Incipient motion and critical shear stresses were 
investigated for application into eight empirically based models.  The methods 
analyzed include the Meyer-Peter Müller, Engelund and Hansen, Shields, 
Toffaleti (as seen in the United States Army Corps of Engineers program HEC 
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RAS), Schoklitsch, DuBoy, Yang, and Rottner methods.  These methods were 
tested for predictive accuracy to physically modeled bed load transport data 
obtained from a 304.8 mm (11.89 in) diameter culvert.  Tests involved fully 
pressurized, partially pressurized inlet controlled, and open channel flow regimes 
for a variety of bed elevations and bedforms.  Bedform regime and associated 
resistance impacts on flow energy were presented to better understand their 
hydraulic consequence in culvert applications.   
An extensive literature review regarding sediment transport in both open 
channel and closed conduit applications is provided to develop a foundation of 
knowledge to pursue further research in this area.  This literature review 
summarizes the current body of scientific knowledge that is applicable to 
sediment transport in culverts.  Investigations into both historical and current 
works are cited throughout this studies literature review. 
A tested methodology is presented for the investigation of sediment bed 
load transport in culvert applications.  Development of a procedure for the testing 
of critical shear limits and bed load transport is outlined.  A detailed application 
example is provided.  Recommended changes in testing techniques and physical 
model are made for the next generation of culvert sediment transport research. 
(380 pages) 
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 CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Culvert sediment transport, aggradation, and deposition are an area of 
considerable importance that is substantially lacking in research.  This type of 
sedimentation directly impacts the hydraulic capacity of culvert systems.  
Sediment deposition can decrease hydraulic capacity with consequences 
including flooding of streets, rural roads, parking lots, detention basins, streams, 
and rivers.  Flooding caused in this way can have severe impacts upon 
municipalities, counties, states, parks and wilderness areas.  Wilcock et al. 
(2001) discusses the fact that even with the considerable progress in the science 
of bedload mechanics over the last few decades; our ability to predict sediment 
transport rates in rivers remains poor.  He states that at best it is within an order 
of magnitude.  Knowledge of hydraulic consequences regarding sedimentation 
transport in culvert systems is even more lacking in both research and 
understanding.  Ettema and Mutel (2004) discuss the difficulty in dealing with 
alluvial rivers and sedimentation when they state that scientists and engineers 
have recognized the complexity of river systems and have as a result used 
largely empirical and analytical approaches to characterize alluvial-river behavior.  
Bagnold (1966) also discusses the difficulty of understanding a two-phase flow 
due to the lack of an adequate parent natural science from which a firm 
established foundation knowledge can be extrapolated. To this point there does 
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not even exist any empirical bed load transport equations for culvert flow 
conditions. 
 The primary objective of this study was to investigate how sediment 
transport occurs in a culvert and to develop a methodology and test setup to 
successfully investigate sediment transport in a culvert.  The investigation will be 
limited to studying culvert and pipeline transport of alluvial material in sand and 
gravel sizes.  Almost all existing work in sediment transport for closed conduit 
systems has been conducted for homogenous flows.  As a result the application 
of modern design tools such as HEC-RAS based on these principles cannot 
always accurately predict sediment yields in culverts with larger sediment sizes.  
Bed load transport is typically the most dominant form of transport associated 
with larger particle size such as sands and gravels.  This study was based on the 
premises that this will also be the most dominant form of sand and gravel 
sediment transport in culvert sedimentation.   This body of research will establish 
the validity of this hypothesis by looking at the transportation, deposition, 
aggradation, critical shear stresses, and maintenance velocities associated with 
bed load transport in culverts.   
 A study of incipient motion for the acquisition of critical shear stress values 
has been conducted for their appropriate application to the sediment yield 
equations.  The study analyzed eight existing sediment transport equations 
developed on a 2-dimensional approach for open channel applications.  The 
studie assess the equations capability to predict sediment transport in fully 
pressurized, partially pressurized, and open channel culvert applications.  It was 
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anticipated that these eight equations will not predict sediment yield in a culvert 
setting to any degree of accuracy and that the equations can be manipulated or 
calibrated to increase their predictive competence.  This calibration will be of 
primary importance in this study. 
 As previously indicated, the study will investigate transport involving sand 
and small gravels for three different sediment bed levels at a variety of flow rates.  
Specifically the study used sand with a mean diameter of 1.33 mm (0.05 in) and 
gravel with a mean diameter of 6.50 mm (0.26 inch).  The methods analyzed 
include the Meyer-Peter Müller, Engelund and Hansen, Shields, Toffaleti (as 
seen in the United States Army Corps of Engineers program HEC RAS), 
Schoklitsch, DuBoy, Yang, and Rottner methods.  A detailed description of these 
methods can be found in the following literature review.  Each method is tested 
using the two previously mentioned sediment sizes.  Calibrated coefficients for 
these methods have been developed for their implementation to their appropriate 
sediment transport equations making them viable as predictive tools in culvert 
sediment transport.  Comparisons between the equations existing coefficient 
values and calibrated coefficient values are made.   
 Results regarding critical shear stress values for the sediments are 
presented for completely pressurized flow, pressurized inlet flow, and open 
channel flow conditions in the culvert.  This portion of this study is interested in 
resolving the use of the energy grade line slope in sediment transport equations 
as opposed to the bed slope used in typical open channel flow applications. 
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 The study includes the quantification of the resistive effects imposed by 
the different sediment sizes and any associated bedforms under different 
sediment bed levels at differing flow rates.  Bedforms significantly impact 
sediment transport in traditional open channel flow situations and it was 
hypothesized that they would also do so in culvert sediment bed load transport.  
Observations of bedform formation and bedform progression in culvert sediment 
transport are made and reported in this study.  Wavelengths of ripple and dune 
forms along with bedform height and speed are also presented.  Bedform 
resistance impacts are incorporated into the overall resistive effects of sediment 
transport discussed and presented above.  Flow regime changes are also 
discussed. 
 In addition to the aforementioned study interests, research also includes 
the development of appropriate methodology and test apparatus used in a 
laboratory environment for testing of sediment transport in culvert systems.  
There has not been any significant research involving methodologies for testing 
sediment transport in culvert systems.  This study presents the methodology 
used to ascertain culvert sediment transport yields by this author. The method 
focuses on the use of a hopper sediment delivery system, static and dynamic 
measurements of hydraulic conditions, and sediment yield quantified by dry 
weight.  Emphasis is placed upon maintaining continuity of sediment transport 
and thus maintaining bed elevations throughout the sediment yield testing 
process.   In order to predict sediment transport it was crucial to know the 
critical shear stress associated with the sediment of interest.  Any study of a 
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particular sediments critical shear stress requires knowledge of incipient motion 
characteristics for that sediment size.  For this reason, this study devoted some 
time to ascertaining the critical shear stresses associated with the sediment used 
in the sediment bed load equations.  Critical shear stress methodology was 
adapted from Crookston and Tullis (2008) research into this area for buried 
culverts.  Differences between their methodology and that used in this study 
involved the investigation of fully pressurized culvert flow effects, multiple bed 
elevations, lower culvert slopes, coarse grained sand sediments, and 
calculations of shear velocity using the energy grade line rather than the bed 
slope.   
Specifics regarding the transport and critical shear stress methodologies 
implemented can be investigated further in the methodology chapter of this 
dissertation.  Detailed procedural checklists are developed for both the sediment 
yield and incipient motion phases of this study and are presented in Appendix C. 
The last main objective for this paper was the development of an 
extensive current literature review to be used in further research into culvert 
sedimentation.  The completion of this objective is reflected in the thoroughness 
of this papers literature review.  It encompasses research from the development 
of the field to some of the newest works published looking into transport of sewer 
sediments in pipes.  It is once again iterated that there is no significant research 
into the field of sediment bed load transport in culvert applications. 
In summary, the objective to investigate sediment transport in culverts 
required an investigation into existing sediment yield equations.  Some of these 
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equations use a critical shear stress value which had to be first tested under the 
specific conditions needed for this studies pursuit of transport research.  The 
research into these critical shear stress values allowed observations into 
roughness, bed form impact, and flow regimes for extremely low sediment yield 
rates to be combined with observations of the same for a spectrum of bed load 
rates beyond. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
1. Investigate sediment bed load transport with existing bed load transport 
equations to see their compatibility with laboratory data of 304.8 mm (12 
in) diameter culverts for fully pressurized, partially pressurized, and open 
channel flow conditions. 
2. Investigate critical shear limits for pressurized and open channel 
conditions in 304.8 mm (12 in) diameter culverts using 1.33 mm (0.052 in) 
coarse sand, 2.23 mm (0.088 in) coarse sand, 6.50 mm (0.256 in) pea 
gravel, and 14.58 mm (0.574 in) angular gravel. 
3. Investigate the resistance effects of 1.33 mm (0.052 in) and 6.50 mm 
(0.256 in) sediment sizes at a variety of different culvert bed elevations 
and flow conditions. 
4. Investigate bedforms developed under varying flow rates with different 
culvert bed elevations for 1.33 mm (0.052 in) and 6.50 mm (0.256 in) 
mean sediment diameters and moving bedform resistance. 
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5. Investigate the prevalent flow regimes associated with sediment transport 
in a 304.8 mm (12 in) culvert. 
6. Develop valid testing methods and procedures for bed load transport in 
culvert sedimentation. 
7. Complete an extensive literature review regarding sediment transport in 
culvert applications for both this and future studies. 
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CHAPTER II  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
SEDIMENT CLASSIFICATION 
  
 Any study involving the action of sediment transport will require 
classification of the sediments itself.  Inman (1952) states the importance of 
comparisons of sediment analyses using standardized grain size distribution 
techniques.  There are three main systems of soil classification used in civil 
engineering.  The three systems are the Unified Soil Classification System, the 
AASHTO classification system, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
classification system.   
 
SIZE 
 
UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
 By far, the most popular classification system among soil and foundation 
engineers is the Unified soil classification system (Dunn et al.1980).  This is in 
part due to its adoption, with slight modifications from Casagrande’s original work 
(1948), to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and U.S. Corps of Engineers in 1952.  
With its later adoption into the ASTM in 1969 the Unified soil classification 
system became widely accepted for engineering purposes.  Government 
engineering entities use this system predominantly (Holtz and Kovacs 1981).  
This system divides soils into three main groups based on sieve sizes.  It is this 
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classification system which will be utilized in this sedimentation study.  Figure 1 
illustrates the classifications within this system. 
 
ASSHTO SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
 The AASHTO system was developed in the late 1920’s by the U.S Bureau  
 
Group 
symbol Group name
GW well graded gravel, fine to coarse gravel
GP poorly graded gravel
GM silty gravel
GC clayey gravel
SW well graded sand, fine to coarse sand
SP poorly-graded sand
SM silty sand
SC clayey sand
inorganic ML silt
CL clay
organic OL organic silt, organic 
clay
inorganic MH silt of high plasticity, 
elastic silt
CH clay of high plasticity, fat clay
organic OH organic clay, organic 
silt
Pt peat
sand with 
>12% fines
                         HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS
SAND                     
More than 50% of 
coarse fraction 
passes 4.75 mm 
(No. 4) sieve
COARSE GRAINED SOILS                                                                  
More than 50% retained on 0.075 
mm (No. 200) sieve
FINE GRAINED SOILS                                                                  
50% or more passing 0.075 mm (No. 
200) sieve
SILT AND CLAY                             
Liquid limit 50% or 
less
SILT AND CLAY                             
Liquid limit greater 
than 50%
Major divisions
clean gravel
gravel with 
>12% fines
clean sand
GRAVELS                          
50% or more of 
coarse fraction 
retained on 4.75 
mm (No. 4) sieve
 
Figure 1.  Unified soil classification system. 
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of Public Roads for soils for use as highway sub-grade (Dunn et al. 1980).  This 
system is currently used by Departments of Transportation in the United States 
(Holtz and Kovacs 1981).  This system classifies soils into eight groups 
designated as A-1 through A-8.  An A-1 soil was considered to be the best suited 
for use as highway subgrade, with soils of decreasing suitability given higher 
group numbers.  The following figure represents the AASHTO Designation M145-
73, which was adopted in 1973.  Soils are classified progressing from left to right 
and stopping at the first group that the soil fits into.  Soils of fine grained material  
 
General Classification
A-7
A-1-a A-1-b A-2-4 A-2-5 A-2-6 A-2-7
A-7-5 
A-7-6
Sieve Analysis, % 
passing
2.00 mm (No. 10) 50 max … … … … … … … … … …
0.425 (No. 40) 30 max 50 max 51 min … … … … … … … …
0.075 (No. 200) 15 max 25 max 10 max 35 max 35 max 35 max
35 
max 36 min 36 min 36 min 36 min
Characteristics of 
fraction passing 0.425 
mm (No. 40)
Liquid Limit … 40 max 41 min 40 max 41 min
40 
max 41 min
40 
max 41 min
Plasticity Index N.P. 10 max 10 max 11 min 11 min
10 
max
10 
max 11 min
11 
mina
Usual types of 
significant constituent 
materials
fine 
sand
General rating as a 
subgrade
a  Plasticity index of A-7-5 subgroup is equal to or less than the LL - 30. 
    Plasticity index of A-7-6 subgroup is greater than LL - 30
excellent to good fair to poor
stone 
fragments, 
gravel and 
sand silty or clayey gravel and sand silty soils clayey soils
…
6 max
Granular Materials (35% or less passing the 0.075 
mm sieve)
Silt-Clay Materials (>35% 
passing the 0.075 mm sieve)
Group Classification
A-1
A-3
A-2
A-4 A-5 A-6
 
Figure 2.  AASHTO classification of soils. 
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are further identified by their group index defined in the following equation, 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )101501.040005.02.035 −−+−+−= PIFLLFGI
      (1) 
where GI is the group index, F is the percent passing 0.075 mm (No. 200) sieve, 
expressed as a whole number, LL is the liquid limit, and PI is the plasticity index.  
 
U. S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE SOIL  
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
The United States Department of Agriculture developed a grain size 
classification system that names a soil specific to the percentages of sand, clay, 
and silt that it is comprised of.  This system is limited in that there is very limited 
relationship between grain size and physical properties for fined grain soils.  
Figure 3 represents the triangular chart utilized in this systems approach. 
 
Figure 3.  Triangular soil classification chart (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture). 
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SHAPE 
 
 
Of equal importance to particle size is the particle shape.  Ranjan (2000) 
gives the general shape classifications in his book.  He designates bulky, flaky, 
and needle-shaped grains.  Bulky grains are particles where all or most of the 
dimensions of the grain are close to being equal.  They are formed by the 
mechanical breakdown of the parent rocks and are generally angular.  With 
weathering and transport they finally become rounded.  Typical classifications for 
bulky grains include rounded, sub-rounded, sub-angular, and angular (Holtz and 
Kovacs 1981).  Of these shapes, the later will certainly exhibit more shear 
resistance to a flow force applied over part of its surface.  Bulky particles are also 
defined in terms of sphericity.  Sphericity is defined as 
    
L
DS e=          (2) 
where S is the sphericity, L is the length of the particle, and De is the equivalent 
diameter of the particle if it was assumed to be a sphere.  Equivalent diameter is 
defined as  
3
1
6





=
π
VDe          (3) 
where V is the volume of the particle. 
 Flaky grains have one dimension that has no similarity to lateral 
dimensions on the particles.  The thickness dimension is usually much smaller 
and rather consistent throughout the cross section of the particle. 
Submicroscopic crystals of clay minerals usually adhere to this shape. 
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 Needle-shaped grains have one fully developed dimension that is 
significantly greater than the other two.  This configuration lends them to a 
needlelike appearance.  Kaolinite clay minerals are typified by this structure. 
 There is also a series of shape quantifying rules usually applied by 
sedimentary petrologists in their work regarding sediment particle shapes, but 
those perpetrated by Holtz and Kovacs are considered to be more than 
applicable descriptors for this engineering study.  
 
SIEVE ANALYSIS 
 
 
 Sieve analysis is a method of mechanical analysis by which soil particles 
larger than approximately 0.075 mm (coarse fraction) are separated using a set 
of sieves (Dunn et al. 1980).  Generally, a series of sieves are stacked or nested 
together progressing in a vertically downward direction from the largest sieve 
opening to the smallest.  A sample of soil is then placed upon the top sieve and 
the stack of sieve is vibrated allowing for the individual soil particles smaller than 
that sieve size to fall through the sieve openings.  The grain size distribution also 
known as particle size distribution is then determined by measuring the dry 
weight of material retained on each sieve with results plotted on semi log paper.  
Sieve analysis was conducted on all sediments used in this study. 
 Sieve openings are defined as the distance between parallel wires of the 
fabric comprising the sieve.  Typical U. S. standard sieve-size numbers and their 
corresponding opening are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  U. S. Standard sieve size numbers and corresponding sizes. 
U. S. Standard Size in mm  Size in Inches U. S. Standard Size in mm  
Size in 
Inches 
No. 3-1/2  5.600 0.220 No. 40  0.425 0.017 
No. 4  4.750 0.187 No. 45  0.355 0.014 
No. 5  4.000 0.157 No. 50  0.300 0.012 
No. 6  3.350 0.132 No. 60  0.250 0.010 
No. 7  2.800 0.110 No. 70  0.212 0.008 
No. 8  2.360 0.093 No. 80  0.180 0.007 
No. 10  2.000 0.079 No. 100  0.150 0.006 
No. 12  1.700 0.067 No. 120  0.125 0.005 
No. 14  1.400 0.055 No. 140  0.106 0.004 
No. 16  1.180 0.046 No. 170  0.090 0.004 
No. 18  1.000 0.039 No. 200  0.075 0.003 
No. 20  0.850 0.033 No. 230  0.063 0.002 
No. 25  0.710 0.028 No. 270  0.053 0.002 
No. 30  0.600 0.024 No. 325  0.045 0.002 
No. 35  0.500 0.020 No. 400  0.038 0.001 
 
Particles of sizes that are less than 0.075 mm are sorted with a wet 
mechanical analysis procedure.  This procedure involves the suspension of soil 
particles thoroughly mixed in a water sample and allowed to settle.  The amount 
of time for complete settlement is recorded and a grain size distribution can be 
developed using Stoke’s law.  Stokes law relates the terminal velocity of a sphere 
falling through a liquid to the square of its diameter.  The sediments used in this 
study are not off small enough sizes to warrant a wet mechanical analysis. 
 
PARTICLE-SIZE GRADATION 
 
 
 The effective particle size of a soil is defined as the size for which 10% of 
the material by weight (D10) is smaller.  There are a variety of other sizes used to 
describe soils.  The median particle size, defined as the size for which 50% of the 
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material by weight (D50) is smaller, and the D85 and D15 sizes, which are typically 
used for filter design in earthen dams.  In all these cases the subscript refers to 
the percent of passing material past that particular diameter set as a datum.   
Uniform soils, like the ones that will be tested in this dissertation, have 
nearly vertical grain size distribution curves.  A distinction between a uniform soil 
and well graded soil can be numerically assigned using the uniformity coefficient, 
Cu.  This coefficient is a crude shape parameter (Holtz and Kovacs 1981).  This 
coefficient is defined by 
  
10
60
D
DCu =        (4) 
where Cu is the coefficient of uniformity, and D60 and D10 are the diameters for 
which 60 and 10 percent of the material by weight is passing, respectively.  Soils 
with a Cu less than 4 are said to be uniform while a Cu greater than 4 or 6 for 
sands are considered well graded when the grain-size distribution curve is 
smooth and reasonably symmetrical (Dunn et al. 1980). 
 A measure of symmetry and shape of the gradation curve is designated as 
the coefficient of curvature, Cz (Dunn et al. 1980).  This coefficient is also 
designated by the symbol Cc in some texts (Holtz and Kovacs 1981) but is 
nevertheless always defined by 
  
6010
2
30
DD
DCz =       (5) 
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where Cz is the coefficient of curvature, and D30, D10, and D60 are the particle 
diameters for which 30, 10, and 60 percent of the material by weight is passing, 
respectively.   
 In addition to these coefficients a variety of statistical relationships can be 
designated to describe the grain-size distribution curve for a particular soil.  The 
standard deviation, a measure of a numbers distance from an average 
(Freedman et al. 1998) is defined by  
2
1
16
84

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
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

=
D
D
gσ         (6) 
where σg is the standard deviation and D84 and D16 are the diameters for which 
84 and 16 percent of the material by weight is passing, respectively.  The 
gradation coefficient is defined as 
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where G is the gradation coefficient, and D84, D50, and D16 are the particle 
diameters for which 84, 50, and 16 percent of the material by weight is passing, 
respectively.  The geometric mean (Otto 1939) is defined by  
( ) 218416 DDDG =         (8) 
where DG is the geometric mean and D84 and D16 are the diameters for which 84 
and 16 percent of the material by weight is passing, respectively.  The geometric 
skewness (Inman 1952) is defined by 
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where γ1 is the geometric skewness, σG is the standard deviation, DG is the 
geometric mean, and D50 is the particle diameter for which 50 percent of the 
material by weight is passing.  The kurtosis (Rahmeyer 2006) is defined by 
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where γ2 is the kurtosis, σG is the standard deviation, and D95, D84, D50, and D16 
are the particle diameters for which 95, 84, 50, and 16 percent of the material by 
weight is passing, respectively. 
 The sorting coefficient, S, is another form used to measure gradation.  
With river materials, its values are typically seen lying between 1.2 and 3 and 
most often found below 1.6 and above 1.2.  The formula for the sorting coefficient 
can be found below. 
       
25
75
d
dSc =                     (11) 
where Sc is the sorting coefficient, d designate the associated sieve size which 
passed the percentage of sediment weight designated in the subscript. 
 All of the above values are reported on the sediment data found in 
Appendix A.   
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INCIPIENT MOTION 
 
 
 The purpose of this section is to investigate and examine pertinent 
research, theory, and equations related to incipient motion.  This section should 
provide the reader with a review of the hydraulic principles necessary to 
understand and evaluate incipient motion and its applications.  Prior to this paper 
limited research has been conducted on incipient motion within culvert structures.  
Some literature is currently being produced by the Utah Water Research 
Laboratory at Utah State University regarding a culvert study conducted for the 
Alaska Department of Transportation. With the exception of this source, there are 
not any other significant contributions in this area.  There has been significant 
research regarding this area in open channels and riverine systems.    It is 
therefore necessary that the reader uses this information as a foundation for the 
work done in this study.  The reader is cautioned that conditions in culverts are 
different than those experienced in rivers.  Culverts have rigid boundaries and 
well defined, significantly different, cross sections from typical open channel 
applications that will impact their hydraulics.  In particular there are many 3D flow 
conditions that limit the application of existing sediment yield equations derived 
on a 2D flow foundation for open channel flow conditions.   
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PHYSICS OF INCIPIENT MOTION 
 
 
The prediction of incipient motion is a fundamental initial component to the 
engineer’s ability to predict sediment transport.  There is not much doubt that the 
hydraulics near a sediment bed, and specifically the associated shear stress, 
remains one of the most important parameters involved with the study of bedload 
transport (Wilcock 1996, Blizard and Wohl 1998). Shear stress itself is generally 
recognized as the criterion for initiation of movement for bed material (Petit 
1994).  Incipient motion has been studied extensively over the last 70 years.  
Recently many studies have involved laboratory work requiring specialized 
equipment such as video (Roarty and Bruno 2006), still photography (Schuyler 
and Papanyouci 2002), high speed photography (Ancey et al. 2006), acoustic 
Doppler current profiling (Rennie et al. 2001), and PIV metering systems and 
software (Papanicolaou et al. 1999). 
Essentially incipient motion is defined as the point at which a larger shear 
stress applied to a particle will cause it to exhibit some form of movement.  The 
term is also expressed as the threshold of motion.  When incipient motion 
initiates, critical conditions have been achieved and concurrent bed shear stress, 
stream stage, and mean stream velocity are then said to have reached critical or 
threshold values (Vanoni 2006).  Threshold of motion is a term seen frequently in 
the literature and can be considered synonymous to incipient motion for the 
purposes of this study.   
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Dancey et al. (2002) eloquently describe the threshold condition when 
they state “strictly speaking, the condition of the threshold of motion requires that 
forces (or moments) applied on the particle are exactly equal to the forces (or 
moments) resisting movement.”  Aguirre-Pe et al. (2003) mentions that a driving 
force is associated with the flow separation found behind a sediment particle.  
Dingman (1984) states that incipient motion is achieved when hydraulic lift and 
drag forces are large enough to overcome a particles resistance to motion.   
Chien and Wan (1999) point out that the lift force contribution to sediment 
movement was not widely recognized in the past, and that only the drag force 
was accounted for in early sediment movement studies.  Jeffreys (1929) is 
attributed with the first demonstration of the existence of a lift force.  White’s 
(1940) work basically proved that a flows drag force is directly involved with the 
achievement of incipient motion, while Wiberg and Smith (1987) point out that the 
induction of sediment motion is tied directly to the local or near-bed velocity.    
Literature is profuse with schematic diagrams showing the interaction of 
forces on a sediment particle.  Almost all acknowledge the existence of a drag 
force, lift force, and gravitational force.  Figure 4 shows this author’s graphical 
illustration of the forces acting on a particle based on a similar graphic by Vanoni 
(2006).  Following Vanoni’s (2006) definitions, FG is equal to the gravity force 
given by c1(γs-γf)ds3 where c1ds3 is equal to the volume of the particle and ds is 
the mean sieve size, γs is the specific weight of the sediment, γf is the specific 
weight of the fluid, and c1 is a dimensionless coefficient.  The critical drag 
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Figure 4.  Forces acting on sediment particle in flow stream. 
 
force FD is equal to c2τcds2 in which c2ds2 is equal to the effective surface area of 
the particle exposed to the critical shear stress, τc, and c2 is a dimensionless 
coefficient.  Θ is the bed slope angle measured from horizontal.  a1 is the 
distance from the particles center of gravity to the downstream particles 
contacting support point and a2 is the distance from a point on the particle 
coplanar to the bed slope projection to the same support point on the 
downstream particle.  Vanoni (2006) equates the moments of the gravity and the 
drag forces about the support point with the following equation. 
  
( ) ( ) θτθφγγ cossin 222131 adcadc scsfs =−−                (12) 
This equation can then be algebraically manipulated to the following form. 
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( ) ( )φθφγγτ tantancos
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               (13) 
White (1940) proposed a similar equation to Equation 2.  White’s equation can be 
seen below. 
  
( ) θγγτ tan
22
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sfsc d
ac
ac
−              (14) 
Cheng and Chiew (1998, 1999) define these same three forces as follows: 
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3dgW fs
π
ρρ −=                       (15) 
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where W is the submerged weight, FD is the drag force, FL is the lift force, ρs is 
the density of the sediment, ρf is the density of the fluid, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, A is the frontal area exposed to the flow, ub is the area averaged 
instantaneous velocity, CD and CL are the drag and lift coefficients, and d is the 
diameter of the particle.  Cheng and Chiew (1998) have also accounted for the lift 
force in equation form.  Vanoni (2006) did not mention this force in his diagram, 
but it may be assumed that he knew of its existence as an opposing force to the 
weight or gravitational force.  
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DEFINING INCIPIENT MOTION 
 
  
There are a variety of methods proposed to define incipient motion.  Wu 
and Chou (2003) define sediment entrainment as the transition from particle 
repose to particle displacement.  Buffington and Montgomery (1997) point out 
that the four most common methods are (1) the extrapolation of bed load 
transport rates to a low reference value or zero, (2) visual observation, (3) the 
development of competence functions relating shear stress to the largest mobile 
grain size form, and (4) theoretical calculation.  The choice of the method used is 
dependent upon the recognition of the strengths and weaknesses associated 
with each (Carson and Griffiths 1985); however, Buffington and Montgomery 
(1997) point out that none of the methods are demonstrably better.   
This particular study will utilize the visual method of defining incipient 
motion in an attempt to correlate data better with Shields original work.  Some of 
these critical shear values will then be used in their appropriate yield equations.  
Literature points out the direct and yet subjective nature of the visual method 
when determining how much movement constitutes initial motion (Buffington and 
Montgomery 1999, Gilbert 1914, Kramer 1935, Neill and Yalin 1969, and Wilcock 
1988).  There is however, evidence of the standardization of incipient motion 
definitions based on the number of grains in motion, the bed area observed, and 
the duration of the observation period (Neill and Yalin 1969, Wilcock 1988). 
Kramer narrowed the subjectivity of the visual method technique outlining 
four definitions for the method.  These four definitions include no movement, 
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weak movement, medium movement, and general movement (Kramer 1935).  
Paphitis and Collins (2005) discuss the variety of research that has qualitatively 
defined a visual threshold condition for sediment motion.  Chepil (1959) 
described threshold as a point where the first downstream movement of grains 
becomes perceptible, while Rathburn and Guy (1967) define “scattered particle 
movement.”  Graf and Pazis (1977) define the condition as “weak sediment 
transport” while Collins and Rigler (1982) mention “intermittent motion.”  Hager 
and Oliveto (2002) define four types of inception intensities.  Their definitions are 
(1) sediment trembling with no movement downstream, (2) movement of isolated 
particles, (3) movement of some particles, and (4) general surface movement.    
As the reader may interpret from this literature review, there have been ample 
definitions given over the past decades.   
Neill and Yalin (1969) discuss the difficulty of defining a point for particle 
motion with any precision.  Shvidchenko and Pender (2000) state that such a 
definition is difficult to precisely define because the entrainment of sediment is 
not seen as a single, abrupt, well defined event (Dancey et al. 2002) but rather 
as a process involving bed mobilization and characterized by rising flow 
strengths increasing the frequency of particle displacement.  McNamara and 
Borden (2004) point out that sediment movement is often in distinct steps where 
a particle may come to a rest for a moment before again being activated into 
motion by the flow, while Wang and Shen (1985) mention that only a few 
sediment particles may be moved by flow near the incipient condition.  
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Most definitions discussed herein are related but it can be daunting to 
decipher just what is defined by the definition itself and to reproduce the work 
defined in such descriptions.  It is for this reason that this study will focus on a 
more analytical approach to incipient motion incorporating a small number of 
particles moving in a given area for a given time period.  Particles will only be 
considered as moving if they egress the designated area in the allotted time. 
 
SHIELDS RESEARCH 
 
The foundation work involving incipient motion was completed by Shields 
over 72 years ago (Shields 1936).  Shields presented a semiempirical approach 
to incipient motion that presented data in a diagram that is currently widely 
accepted throughout the world despite some current criticisms (Yang 1996, Dey 
and Raju 2002).  One of the major criticisms is the fact that there is an 
appearance of the same variables in both the abscissa and ordinate.  This forces 
the engineer to use an iterative approach to arriving at a solution.   
Shields diagram is a graphical representation of the Shield’s parameter 
and the grain Reynolds number.  The former is tied to the gravitational influences 
that tend to keep the particle at rest while the later relates to the viscous effects 
that tend to initiate motion of the particle (Andrews 1983, Chien and Wan 1999).  
Shields parameter is utilized in a variety of sediment transport procedures.  
Buffington and Montgomery (1997) point out that regardless of the use of 
selective transport (Komar 1987), equal mobility (Parker et al. 1982), or some 
other sediment movement technique, most investigators incorporate a modified 
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or standard form of the critical shields parameter to ascertain incipient motion for 
a particular grain sediment size.   
Shields work involved the testing of a variety of sediments including, 
brown coal, amber cuttings, crushed barite, and crushed granite fragments. 
These materials provided a nice range of particle densities for Shields (1936) to 
work with.  It is typically reported that Shields determined the critical shear stress 
for incipient motion by the extrapolation to a zero level of transport of paired 
measurements for shear stress, and bed-load transport rates (Vanoni 1964, 
1966, Ward 1969, Gessler 1971, Paintal 1971, Mantz 1977, Miller et al. 1977, 
Church 1978, Andrews 1983, Middleton and Southard 1984, Lavelle and Mofjeld 
1987).  Buffington (1999) points out Kennedy’s (1995) argument of Shields 
adherence to this method.  Kennedy (1995) states that Shields measured initial 
motion of the flume bed surface through visual observation techniques developed 
by Kramer (1932, 1935).  Kramer (1932, 1935) proposed 4 levels of visual 
movement that will be referred to later in this literature review.   
Andrews (1983) traces the development of the Shields parameter.  The 
Shields parameter is derived by recognizing that the shear stress, τ, acting on a 
particle is defined by 
 
DSfγτ =              (18) 
where γf is the specific weight of the fluid, D is the depth of flow, and S is the 
water surface slope.  The entrainment force acting upon the particle with a given 
diameter, di, is equal to 
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2
1 ii dc τ      (19) 
where c1 is a constant and the other variables are as defined above.  The force 
of gravity that tends to keep the particle at rest is equal to 
 
( ) 32 ifs dc γγ −       (20) 
where c2 is a constant, γs is the specific weight of the sediment particle, and all 
other variables  are as defined above.  Considering a sediment particle of 
diameter di, equations 2 and 3 can be set equal and algebraically manipulated to 
define the critical shear stress, τci.  This formula is seen below. 
  ( ) ifsci d
c
c
γγτ −=
1
2
              (21) 
The critical dimensionless shear stress, τ*ci, is then found by dividing both sides 
of equation 10 by (γs-γf)di to yield 
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                         (22) 
This is the variable plotted on the abscissa of Shields diagram.  Shields 
determined that the dimensionless shear stress, τ*ci, was solely a function of 
grain Reynolds number (Shields 1936).  The grain Reynolds number is the 
variable that defines the ordinate of the shields diagram and is mathematically 
defined in the equation below. 
  
ν
i
e
du
R *
*
=        (23) 
Where Re* is the grain Reynolds number, u* is the shear velocity, di is the given 
particle diameter, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. 
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Shear stress, the difference in the density of the sediment and the fluid, 
sediment particle diameter, kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and the gravitational 
acceleration are the five quantities that are grouped into the two dimensionless 
quantities proposed by Shields and used in his diagram (Yang 1996).  The 
relation of grain Reynolds number and the Shields parameter defines a region 
that adequately represents the prediction of incipient motion (Marsh et al. 2004).   
While Shields work is the most widely recognized investigation into 
incipient motion, there have also been other studies defining adequate incipient 
motion prediction.  Marsh et al. (2004) conducted a study relating two other 
methods to Shields work, comparing their predictive abilities.  White (1940) also 
developed a shear stress technique for incipient motion.  Two velocity 
approaches to incipient motion that predate Shields work are Fortier and 
Scobey’s (1926) extensive field survey work and Hjulstrom (1935) detailed 
analysis of data obtained from the movement of uniform particles. Hjulstrom 
diagram is used to represent sediment entrainment or deposition based on flow 
velocities and sediment sizes.  The diagram can be seen in Figure 5.  Cao 
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Figure 5.  Hjulstrom’s diagram. 
 
(1997) also proposes a simple theoretical model for sediment entrainment from a 
flat, loose bed material using an average turbulent bursting period scaled 
specially for the existence of turbulent bursts.  
Yang (1996) thoroughly details another velocity approach to incipient 
motion in his book.  The following equations can be seen found in his book along 
with their derivation.  Yang used laboratory data collected by different 
investigators to determine the coefficients used in these equations. 
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where Vcr is the average critical flow velocity at incipient motion, ω is the clear 
water sediment fall velocity, U* shear velocity, d is the sediment particle diameter, 
and ν is the viscosity of the fluid. 
There are also three criteria used in the engineering community to 
determine incipient motion and armor layer formation.  Meyer-Peter and Muller 
(1948) use the following equation to determine sediment size at incipient motion. 
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where da is the sediment size in the armor layer, Sc is the channel slope, D is the 
mean flow depth, K1 is a constant (0.19 when D is in feet or 0.058 when D is in 
meters), n is the channel roughness or Mannings coefficient, and d90 is the bed 
material size where 90% of the material is finer.  Mavis and Laushey (1948) 
developed the following equation for sediment at incipient motion 
 
2
1
2 mmb dKV =         (27) 
where Vb is the competent bottom velocity equal to 0.7 multiplied by the mean 
flow velocity, K2 is a constant (0.51 when Vb is in ft/s and 0.155 when Vb is in 
m/s) and dmm is the sediment size in mm.  The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has a 
criterion based on critical shear stress as seen in the equation below 
  
DSwc γτ =       (28) 
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where τc is the critical tractive force or shear stress in lb/ft2 or gm/m2, γw is the 
specific weight of water at 62.4 lb/ft3 or 1 ton/m3, and D is the mean flow depth in 
feet or meters.  They provide a diagram, Figure 5, showing the relationship 
between the critical tractive force (shear stress) and the mean particle diameter.   
 
Figure 6.  Tractive force vs. transportable sediment size (USBR, 1987). 
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SHIELDS DIAGRAM 
 
 Shields study involved a series of flume experiments that were conducted 
to find critical shear stress’s for particle sizes ranging 0.36 to 3.44 mm with 
sediment densities from 1.06 to 4.3 0 g/cm3 (Shields 1936).  Both sands tested in 
this study fall into this range.  The two gravels tested herein fall above the 
particle size boundaries of Shield’s original research.  Shields also used only 
uniform sediments in his testing.  Figure 6 is the original Shields diagram relating 
grain Reynolds number to critical dimensionless shear stress.  
 
Figure 7.  Shield original diagram (Shields 1936). 
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Shields (1936) points out that there are three regions associated with the shaded 
region on his diagram.  These three regions progress along the ordinate with 
increasing grain Reynolds number. 
The first region is where the thickness of the laminar layer is greater than 
the mean grain size and consequently no additional energy loss is caused by the 
roughness as compared to that lost over a smooth bed.  The second region is 
where the mean grain size and the thickness of the laminar layer are of the same 
order of magnitude.  This is the region where the shearing force of the flow is 
most effective.  The third region is where the flow resistance is almost exclusively 
governed by eddy formation because the laminar layer has become so small.  
This region is counterintuitive because the shearing force of the flow increases 
with increasing grain Reynolds numbers.  One would assume that the shearing 
force would exercise a constant influence upon the upper grains letting the 
stabilizing force applied by gravity (τo=(γs- γf)) remain constant.  Shields (1936) 
points out that this is not the case as the resistance of the flow is quadratic while 
the resistance of the grain in the bed is not.  He states that this is due to the low 
velocities that prevail in this region of roughness.  
Shields also indicates a critical dimensionless shear stress, τ*ci, of 0.06 for 
grain Reynolds numbers that are greater than 100 (Andrews 1983).  This value 
was later determined by Vanoni (2006) to correspond to a small but measurable 
transport rate.  Aguirre-Pe et al. (2003) agree, but their reasoning leans more 
towards the stochastic phenomena of motion.  Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) 
suggest a threshold value of 0.03 and Neill (1968) suggests 0.03 as an absolute 
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lower limit for particle entrainment from a noncohesive bed of uniform sediment 
material.   Shields work found that for the same hydraulic conditions, both 
rounded and sharp edge grains could resist slightly higher shear stresses than 
angular grains, but upon plotting, the scatter between data sets proved to be 
small (Fenton and Abbott 1977). 
It is important to note that Shields original diagram expressed a range of 
incipient values indicated by the shaded region section lined into the diagram and 
that the data was not given mathematically (Garcia 2000).  It is well known that 
Shields diagram represents an empirical result where a line of best fit has been 
applied to the scattered experimental data (Marsh et al. 2004).  The curve that is 
currently associated with Shields diagram was developed by Hunter Rouse 
(Kennedy 1995, Yang 1996) who ultimately made 2 revisions of the original 
Shield’s diagram (Kennedy 1995).  Further revisions, as noted by (Dey 2003) 
were carried out by Grass (1970); Mantz (1977); Miller et al. (1997); Yalin and 
Karahan (1979); Wiberg and Smith (1987); James (1990); Dey (1999); Dey and 
Debnath (2000); and Dey (2001).   
 
CURVE FITTING SHIELDS DIAGRAM 
 
Shields basic curve fitting technique and measurements are not found in 
literature, thus making it difficult to evaluate discrepancies between his work and 
that done subsequently by others (Buffington and Montgomery 1997).  Many 
attempts have been made to curve fit Shields data with equations.  Among the 
most recent of these attempts is Rahmeyer (2006) and Cao et al. (2006).  
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Rahmeyer’s curve fit equation can be seen below and encompasses the entire 
curve in the same equation.  Rahmeyer reports an R2 of 0.999162 for his 
equation. 
          
5432 xFxExDxCxBAy RRRRRR +++++=               (29) 
where AR = 0.099923, BR = -0.17327, CR = 0.154914, DR = -0.06149, ER = 
0.011636, FR = -0.00086, and x and y are the log of the grain Reynolds number 
and the Shields parameter as defined below. 
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Here, V* is the shear velocity, D50 is the diameter defined by 50% passing in a 
sieve analysis, v is the kinematic viscosity, τc is the critical shear stress, γs is the 
specific weight of the sediment, γf is the specific weight of the fluid. 
Cao curve fit Shields work in three equations corresponding to three 
regions defined by the critical Reynolds number using a logarithmic matching 
method defined by Guo (2002).  His equations can be seen below. 
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045.0=cθ              (34) 
where equation 14 is for critical Reynolds numbers between and including 2 to 
60, equation 15 is for critical Reynolds numbers less than 2 and equation 16 is 
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for critical Reynolds numbers greater than 60.  θc is the critical Shields parameter 
for the incipient motion of sediment and R* is the shear Reynolds number.  
 
ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO SHIELD DIAGRAM 
 
Yalin (1972) used a different parameterization than Shields, using a 
dimensionless material number and a mobility number.  He produced a similar 
diagram to Shields using these new variables, respectively seen below. 
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For these equations, Ξ is the dimensionless material number, γs is the specific 
weight of the sediment, Dg is the uniform grain size, d is the particle diameter, ρf 
is the density of the fluid, and V* is the critical shear velocity.   
 Dey (1999) proposed another threshold of motion model developed 
analytically using micro-mechanics and hydro-dynamics.  Dey compared his work 
with various investigators data and used their results in calibrating his model.    
His develops a diagram allowing for the direct estimation of threshold shear 
stress from information on sediment size and angle of repose.  He illustrates an 
eight step procedure to calculate a normalized threshold shear stress and 
subsequent particle diameter.  With these variables he then compares his data 
against results from Shields (1936), Ling (1995), Mantz (1977), Iwagaki (1956), 
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Karahan (1975), and Wiberg and Smith (1991).  For details in multiple equation 
derivation and the final diagram, the reader is encouraged to review Dey’s work. 
 
PHYSICAL FACTORS EFFECTING INCIPIENT MOTION 
 
 
 There are several physical factors that affect a particles threshold of 
motion.  This section will be concerned with the detailing each with current 
research conducted upon their impacts to incipient motion.   
 
SIZE AND RELATIVE SIZE 
 
Particle size is the first physical factor that impacts incipient motion.  Ritter 
(1967) and Church (1978) found that the threshold shear stress can vary by as 
much as an order of magnitude for a given sediment size.  They compiled data 
for particles greater than 2 mm.  Andrews discusses the large amount of 
uncertainty in the hydraulic conditions required to entrain a given particle.  
Andrews (1983) researched the entrainment of particles based on subsurface 
particle diameter.  He found that particles between 0.3 and 4.2 times the 
subsurface d50 are entrained at nearly the same shear stress and thus the same 
discharge at a given location.  Meland and Norrman (1966) showed that the 
influence of size is a minimum at high velocities and small bed roughness.   
Hjulstrom (1935) and Miller et al. (1977) investigated incipient motion for 
non-uniform sized distributions of bed material.  They discovered two factors 
regarding bed material size distribution that can affect the force acting on a given 
particle.  First, they discovered that relatively smaller particles in a mixture are 
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essentially hidden in the turbulent wake of relatively larger particles, thus 
interfering with their ability to entrain into the flow.  They also noted that the force 
necessary to start a larger particle rolling over smaller particles is less than that 
required to initiate rolling of smaller particles over larger ones.  Both items 
indicate that less shear stress is required to entrain a particle if it is surrounded 
by smaller neighbors rather than larger ones. 
Hager and Oliveto (1999) discuss the small effect of the relative grain size 
for the viscous regime.  They further state that the effect is strong in the 
transitional, and moderate in the fully rough regime.  The reader is directed to 
their work for more information on this subject. 
 
SLOPE 
 
 The second physical factor noted in literature concerns the slope of the 
sediment bed.  Chiew and Parker (1994) found that streamwise bed slope has 
important influences on the initiation of particle motion. Lamb et al. (2008) show 
that while the existing experimental studies regarding incipient motion have 
explored a variety of parameter space, they have been limited to moderate 
channel slopes and consequently any empirically determined critical shear stress 
is not applicable to steep mountain streams or lowland rivers.   
Shvidchenko and Pender (2000) and Shvidchenko et al. (2001) advocate 
a slope-dependent critical shear stress.  Their research indicates that incipient 
motion is slope dependent even at low slopes (S<0.01) and for small particles 
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(Re<102).  They suggest that a slope dependant shield stress is applicable for 
both lowland rivers and steep mountain streams.   
Shields (1936) mentions that his results are limited to a relative roughness 
(d/R) value greater than 1/25 and that at the most should not exceed 1/40.  
Shields research acknowledges a possible slope dependency of the critical shear 
stress but Neill (1967) is one of the first to show that critical shear stress 
increases with increasing channel slope.   
Lamb et al. (2008) point out that theoretical model’s suggest an opposite 
trend to that which has been observed.  Theoretical models typically suggest an 
increase in sediment mobility with a concurrent increase in slope (Wiberg and 
Smith 1987). This is due to the component of gravity acting in the downstream 
direction.   
Reduced mobility on larger slopes has been attributed to increased 
relative roughness of the flow (Shields 1936, Ashida and Baayazit 1973, 
Buffington and Montgomery 1997, Buffington and Montgomery 1999, 
Shvidchenko and Pender 2000, and Müller et al., 2005).  For the larger slope 
values an increase in slope, with its subsequent decrease in flow depth, and 
same flow rate causes the relative roughness (d/R) to increase in a way that no 
longer represents a roughness but rather a change in cross sectional area 
(Shields 1936, Nikuradse 1933).  It should be noted that most research 
conducted on slope impacts to incipient motion has been conducted in open 
channel conditions where the slope of the energy grade line approximates that of 
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the bed for uniform flow conditions.  This is not always the case in culverts where 
head and tail water elevations can be significantly different.   
Schoklitsch proposed a formula for the critical flow rate for the initiation of 
bed load transport.  Bathurst et al. (1982) proposed a non-dimensional version of 
the same equation examining a number of experiments with uniform bed material 
and slopes ranging from 0.25% to 20%.  The revised equation can be seen 
below.   
               
12.15.1
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5.015.0 −= Sdgqcr      (37) 
where d50 is in meters and represents the sieved grain diameter with 50% 
passing, qcr is in m3/s/m, S is the slope in m/m, and g is the gravitational 
acceleration.  The development of this transport equation defines the critical flow 
rate associated with a threshold of motion condition. 
Chen and Richards (2003) points out an equation in the civil engineering 
handbook for use with side slopes associated with the banks of a channel.  The 
model accounts for the angle of the sloping surface and the angle of repose of 
the grains. 
 
GRAIN SHAPE OR PARTICLE GEOMETRY 
 
 Shields (1936) listed five ways in which grain shape can influence particle 
motion.  He assigns a series of variables accounting for grain shape’s influence 
upon porosity, the bed friction coefficient, grain surface, flow conditions in the 
channel, and the resistance coefficient.  All of these variables obviously oppose 
the beginning of particle motion.  There have been analytical methods developed 
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to quantify grain shape.  Vanoni (2006) states the typical shape factor formula 
seen in literature and reproduced below.  This is the common way of defining the 
shape of a particle in an analytical sense. 
             
ab
cSF =       (38) 
SF is the shape factor, and a, b, and c are the lengths of the longest, 
intermediate, and shortest mutually perpendicular axes of the particle.  Paphitis 
and Collins (2005) mention that non-cohesive particles undergo reorientation with 
relation to their bed position offering a minimum resistance to the flow.  Carling et 
al. (1992) also observed such phenomena.  Greater angularity and sorting cause 
a larger resistance to movement and increase associated critical shear stress 
values (Shields 1936, Miller and Bryne 1966, Li and Kromar 1986, Crookston and 
Tullis 2008, and Buffington et al. 1992).  Platty grains tend towards lower 
incipient motion thresholds (Mantz 1977).  Gogus and Defne (2005) clearly show 
that particle shape has an impact upon the entrainment function and thus 
incipient motion.  
 
DEPTH AND RELATIVE DEPTH 
 
 Relative depth’s consequences on incipient motion can be seen in 
Shvidchenko and Pender’s (2000) paper where they state,  that for a given  
particle size and shape, the critical value of the entrainment function increases 
with the decrease in flow depth and consequently the relative depth Rb/dn.  
Afzalimhr et al. (2007) indicate with their research that there is no impact upon 
critical shear stress and decelerating flows over a gravel-bed channel.   Maxwell 
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et al. (2001) state that for mountainous streams the bed shear stress at incipient 
motion is no longer dependent upon the particle Reynolds number but rather on 
the relative submergence (H/D84) and Froude number.  The slopes tested in his 
research were 3%, 5%, and 7%, 
 
PACKING DENSITY 
 
 Dancey et al. (2002) discusses both, the packing density of a sediment 
bed, and the associated threshold of motion for bed sediments.  According to 
their study, the Shields parameter increases with packing density.  To 
summarize, they found that closely spaced beads tend to shield each other while 
beads spaced farther apart suffer greater capacity for entrainment.  They do note 
that after a limited spacing has been achieved, further separation will not impact 
entrainment tendency any greater. Krogstad et al. (1992) and Papanicolaou et al. 
(2001) provide further evidence of bed packing and its impacts upon turbulence 
and thus sediment entrainment in gravel bed streams.  He even argues that the 
Reynolds stress component is not the most relevant component to sediment 
entrainment.  His work found that flows over low packing densities can be 
envisioned as extracting energy from turbulence to mean flow.  Fenton and 
Abbot (1977) and Powell and Ashworth (1995) also looked into packing density 
as well as protrusions effects upon critical shear stress. 
 
PARTICLE EXPOSURE 
 
 The entrainment of a sediment particle is influenced strongly by local bed 
surface topography.  The texture and surface structure surrounding a particle has 
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an important impact upon its ability to achieve incipient motion.  Shields diagram 
implicitly incorporates variation associated with relative protrusion (Fenton and 
Abbott 1977).  This is directly related to the lack of our ability to structure 
individual grain arrangements in testing facilities.    Fine sediments are especially 
subject to a non-coplanar grain arrangement.  It is safe therefore to assume that 
the portion of the Shields diagram corresponding to fines provides a satisfactory 
criterion to allow for particle protrusion.   
 
NON-UNIFORM SEDIMENT 
 
Fenton and Abbott (1977) point out that if a particle is smaller than 
ambient grain size, a higher drag force would be required to entrain it than was 
previously thought when considerations where just given to particle weight and 
absolute size alone.  The opposite would be true for larger particles surrounded 
by smaller grain sized neighbors where lower drag forces would initiate motion.   
Several other studies have been conducted upon incipient motion of non-uniform 
sediment bed mixtures (Nakagawa et al. 1982, Parker et al. 1982, White and Day 
1982, Wiberg and Smith 1987, Wilcock 1992, Patel and Ranga Raju 1999, Dey 
and Debnath 2000).  Buffington et al. (1992) point out that the bed surface can 
often selectively trap smaller sediment particles making the movement of larger 
grains essential for the mobilization of smaller ones.   
 
VELOCITY 
 
 The intuitive effect that velocity has upon incipient motion is pointed out by 
Shvidchenko and Pender (2000) in their study.  They state that the greater the 
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fluid velocity is the higher the level of turbulence.  Colebrook and White (1937) 
said something similar when they state that it is reasonable to suppose that a 
grains contribution to resistance only occurs when local speeds are high enough 
to cause the grain to shed eddies.  This is directly associated to an increase in 
the probability of mobilization for the sediment particle.  Velocity increase near 
the bed in turbulent bursts may also increase localized entrainment.   
 
AIR ENTRAINMENT 
 
 Whittler and Abt (1995) completed research regarding the impacts upon 
incipient motion under increasing slopes by the aeration of flow.  Aeration results 
in the reduced mobility of particles even with increasing slope due to a reduction 
in the density of the air to water mixture.  It would only make sense that the same 
would hold true with even greater effects at lower slopes.  With the exception of 
this study, literature on the effects of air entrainment upon incipient motion is 
lacking. 
 
BED FORMS 
 
 The production of bedforms is related to the interaction of the flow 
structure and entrainable sediment (Strom et al. 2004).  Bed forms significantly 
increase the shear stress necessary to initiate particle motion compared to the 
critical value for a flat bed.  Shields (1936) determined values of critical shear 
stress, τcr*, throughout a range of small transport rates and then extrapolated the 
relation back to a near zero transport rate.  Andrews (1983) points out the danger 
in this stating that bed forms develop when transport of fine grain sands and 
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other sand-sized particles of similar specific weight begin.  Rahmeyer (2006) 
points out that sand ripples are usually the first bedform to initiate from a plane 
bed.  Engelund and Hansen (1967) point out that plane beds are seldom stable 
and tend to break into either ripples or dunes.  They mention that finer sediments 
typically move from plane bed to ripples while coarser sediments move to dunes.  
The former is observable with a small exceedance of the critical tractive force 
while a viscous layer present above the bed.  The later form when the bed is 
hydraulically rough. 
The physics of flow over the bedform explains its hindrance in incipient 
motion formation.  Chien and Wan (1999) describe the process nicely.  When 
bedforms exist in a flow situation, streamlines can no longer stay parallel to the 
bed surface, causing flow to separate at the crest of the bedform creating a 
differential in pressures seen on the upstream and downstream side of the 
bedform.  The net force produced creates a form resistance of the bedform.  This 
is a dynamic process that changes itself causing friction factors associated with it 
to also not be constant.   
Strom et al. (2004) point out the two typical scale classes of bedforms.  
Macroscale and macroforms such as step pool and pool riffle sequences and 
microscale or cluster microforms such as cellular structures and pebble clusters. 
Papanicolaou and Schuyler (2003a) discuss how clusters behave as energy 
dissipation structures and are usually present in gravel streams exhibiting low 
rates of bed material transport and having slopes from 0.0002 through 0.07.  
Papanicolaou and Schuyler (2003b) point out a broader definition of microforms 
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extending beyond a traditional pebble cluster microform definition to all organized 
grain topography.  Papanicolaou and Schuyler (2003b) and Papanicolaou et al. 
(2004) both demonstrate that microforms can develop from uniform-size 
particles.  The later also shows that transverse and longitudinal cluster spacing is 
bed shear stress dependant and that cluster formation occurs from 1.25 to 
2.00τc*.  Cluster disintegration occurs at flow conditions equal to 2.25 τc*.  
Papanicolaou et al. (2004) also designate three phases for the instantaneous 
bedload transport through a clustered bed subject to a rising limb unsteady flow 
event.  Schuyler and Papanicolaou (2000) point out that for incipient flow 
conditions the clustering process reaches an equilibrium stage.  Hunt and 
Papanicolaou (2003) published a theoretical prediction for the downstream 
transport of clasts in a turbulent flow by accounting for the interaction between 
eddies and sediment particles at an entrainment level.  He bases the model on 
energy transfer concepts that have not been explored in other literature.  “Clasts” 
are defined as the core or anchor particle obstructing flow and to which “Stoss” 
accumulates and behind which a wake tail develops.  Stoss is defined as side 
accumulated imbricated particles.   Studies have shown that monosized 
sediments can form clusters and that both sediment availability and specific 
gravity affect cluster shape and size (Papanicolaou and Schuyler 2003a).  
Papanicolaou et al. (1999) also develop a computer technique to track bed load 
movement and incipient flow conditions of glass beads.  All of these studies have 
been conducted upon open channel conditions for rectangular or standard cross 
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sectional geometry typically associated with canal structures.  No such studies 
have been conducted inside a culvert system be it pressurized or not. 
STRESS HISTORY 
 
Paphitis and Collins (2005) are one of the only studies that consider flow 
histories affects upon incipient motion.  They found that the stress history is 
found to increase the observed critical shear velocity by as much as 27% under 
certain circumstances.  This is the only research this author is aware of 
concerning stress histories impacts upon incipient motion. 
  
THE STOCHASTIC NATURE OF INCIPIENT MOTION 
 
  
While many studies approach incipient motion as a deterministic problem 
(Schoklitsch 1962, Williams 1983) there is growing research to attribute it to a 
more stochastic determination process (Papanicolaou 2002).  The shaded area 
in Shields original work is representative of the stochastic nature of incipient 
motion.  This region can be explained by a number of reasons.  Variables 
including, bed packing, protrusion, particle size and shape, sediment uniformity, 
and bed surface turbulence are all responsible for the initial dislodgement of 
sediment. The integranular geometry in a bed is controlled by grain shape, 
sorting, and packing (Miller and Bryne 1966, Li and Komar 1986, Kirchner et al. 
1990, Buffington et al. 1992).  Papanicolaou (2002) points out the difficulties in 
assigning incipient motion as another factor.  He points out problems associated 
with accurate discharge and difficulty in observing sediment particles at the 
instant of incipient motion.  van Rijn (1989) and Graf and Pazis (1977) 
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demonstrate that the determined values of critical shear stress may vary 
significantly depending upon the degree of mobility set as the threshold of 
motion. 
Incipient motion of a particular sediment grain size has been recognized 
as dependant upon probability functions for both integranular geometry and 
turbulent shear stress.  This dependence creates an inherent statistical nature to 
the inception of sediment movement.  Wu and Chou (2003) state that even 
though a threshold shear stress condition is applied to the particle, the 
entrainment probability is a highly variable function of the hydrodynamic 
boundary condition.  They show the importance of not treating the critical shear 
stress as a meaningful value representing the critical state of particle 
entrainment.  White (1940) pursues a justification of the statistical nature of 
incipient motion stating that with low and high speeds a turbulent mainstream will 
produce an applied force to the sediment particle that fluctuates significantly.    
The effect of turbulence was first modeled in detail by Einstein (1950) and 
Kalinske (1947).  Neill and Yalin (1969) point out that there is serious difficulty in 
assigning a single critical shear stress value because when we are at this value, 
only the peaks of the turbulent fluctuations are competent to displace grains. 
Ancey et al. (2006) conducted research into the statistical nature of sediment 
transport evaluating some of Einstein’s work for probability distributions.  Gomez 
and Phillips (1999) develop a methodology to test the ability of distribution 
functions to characterize rate variations in bed load transport rates. 
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TURBULENT BURSTS 
 
Turbulent bursts can be defined as the turbulent flow that initiates 
sediment motion on a local area of the sediment bed.  It is often assumed that 
this is a cause for grain dislodgement (Dancey et al. 2002).    Vanoni (1964) and 
Grass (1983) both suggest the connection between the entrainment of sand and 
turbulent bursts.  Jain (1992) and Cao (1997) have proposed turbulent bursts as 
relevant events in the modeling of sediment transport.  Papanicolaou (2002) 
develops a stochastic incipient motion model that accounts for near bed turbulent 
structures and bed microtopography for unisized particles.  The stochastic nature 
of incipient motion argues for a return to the area approach originally developed 
on Shields diagram, rather than the single line later rendered by other 
researchers.  
  
INCIPIENT MOTION IN CLOSED CONDUITS 
 
  
There is limited research available on incipient motion in closed conduit 
applications.  One of the first to deal with this subject was Wang and Shen 
(1970).  There research is limited to 4-inch square plastic pipe with a length of 54  
feet.  They found that Shield’s criterion for incipient sediment motion was 
applicable to rectangular closed conduit turbulent flow.  Their work did not 
investigate larger circular cross sections, nor did it address shorter lengths of 
conduits as would be seen in typical culvert applications.   
Crookston and Tullis (2008) conducted research into incipient motion 
using four sediment substrate sizes from small pea gravels to larger angular 
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cobles.  They used the visual inspection technique to determine incipient motion 
and used a variety of methods to calculate Shields parameter with relative 
roughness.  Their results were for bottomless arch culverts that are far more 
similar to the culvert studies researched in this study than any other research has 
provided.   
There has also been no noticeable research regarding bedform impacts 
upon incipient motion of sediment particles for culvert systems as well as regular 
channel applications. 
  
INCIPIENT MOTION IN BOTTOMLESS CULVERTS 
 
  
Crookston and Tullis (2008) investigated incipient motion along with scour 
for bottomless or D shaped culvert profiles with a mobile bed and existing bed 
material. Their research involved four sediment sizes ranging from 6mm diameter 
pea gravel to 37 mm diameter angular rock sediments of both angular and 
rounded cobble materials.  Their results determined that Shield’s criterion is to be 
considered a good initial estimate for incipient motion of sediments.  They noted 
moving bedforms in the 6mm diameter pea gravel sediments under certain 
hydraulic conditions.  They also noted that culvert entrance and exit conditions 
influence incipient motion over a finite distance both into and out of the culvert. 
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Culvert sedimentation encompasses a broad range of principles including 
such things as settling velocity, soil classifications, hydraulics, sediment 
transport, scour, and slurry flows.  At this time minimal amounts of significant 
research has been found concerning sediment transport through culverts. This 
literature review will therefore encompass research conducted on sediment 
transport in open channel flow conditions and closed conduit pipeline slurries. 
 As Castro (2003) points out, culvert design is mainly concerned with the 
passing of water and not sedimentation or debris.  There is therefore a need for 
research regarding sediment transport in culverts.  There is plenty of research 
currently published regarding slurry flow systems and other similar transportation 
models for sediment particles in pipelines.  These do have direct bearing upon 
this research.  Currently, there is also significant research on sedimentation 
transport in open channels.  Roughness research is also extensive in literature 
including the classical work of Nikuradse (1933).  The following reviews will 
discuss the research available regarding the later two conditions. 
 
SEDIMENT SOURCES 
 
 
 According to Yang (1996) there are essentially two sources of sediment 
transported by a stream.  The first source is the bed material that makes up the 
stream bed and the second is the fine materials derived from the banks and 
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upstream watersheds.  The former is termed “bed material load” while the later is 
appropriately known as the “wash load.”  These classifications are according to 
the patterns and laws of movement (Chein and Wan 1999).  The bed material 
load is carried at the capacity of the stream and is directly related to measurable 
hydraulic variables, while the washload is not related to stream capacity and thus 
is not affected by those same hydraulic variables (Richardson et al. 1990).  
Leopold et al. (1964) quantify washload with the definition, “that load which 
because of its fine size has such a small settling velocity that it would be held in 
suspension as colloidal particles.”  They further describe washload as being 
composed of such fine particles associated with such low rates of settling that 
they may pass through a river system with no relative relation to a reach’s 
existing hydraulics.   
 Often engineers assume the demarcation between bed material loads and 
wash loads to be controlled by sediment size.  The typical grain size value 
assigned as a boundary in this event is 0.0625 mm (Shen 1971).  A better 
demarcation can be assigned based on the bed material load transported by the 
stream.  This improved criterion involves a size designation finer than the 
smallest ten percent of the bed material (D10) and was originally suggested by 
Einstein.  Such a criterion will accommodate both shallow and very steep sloped 
streams and rivers.  Richardson et al. (1990) presents an argument for this 
application based on the default of the 0.0625 mm criterion in steep mountain 
streams where coarser sand sized particles may very easily be entrained in the 
washload. 
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 Karim (1981) designates two principal modes of sediment transport 
generally recognized for application to alluvial streams.  These two modes are 
suspended load and bed load.  It is imperative to understand the difference 
between this set of transport classifications and the previously mentioned set.  
Bed material load and washload classifications are distinct and separate from 
bed load and suspended load classifications.  Sediment classification as bed 
material load is descriptive of its origin and does not preclude its transport as bed 
load or suspended load.  Bed material load simply designates sediment that is 
originally entrained from the bed and sides of the channel.   It may in fact travel 
as both bed load and suspended load throughout its journey downstream.  
Similarly, wash load is definitive of its origin from the watershed itself.  Its 
assignment does not preclude that it will travel either as bed load or suspended 
load.  However, due to the gradation of particles typically associated with wash 
load, the observer will mainly see it traveling as suspended load.  Only on rare 
occasions under special circumstances will it be seen traveling as bed load. 
 Karim (1981) quantifies these two transport modes (bed load and 
suspended load) using particle fall velocity (ω) and bed shear velocity (u*).  At 
small values of ω/u* most of the transported material is suspended by turbulent 
diffusion in the flow profile.  The particle carried by such a means will be swept 
along the flow at or near the fluid velocity.  This material movement places the 
particle in the suspended flow regime discussed above.  At high ω/u* values 
sediment will tend to roll or slide along the bed thus comprising the bed load.  
The particles in this regime will also make intermittent short duration excursions 
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into the flow just above the bed, but will shortly return to their previous status of 
rolling and sliding.  Such motions are commonly known as saltating. 
 Richardson, Simons and Julien (1990) points out that the bed load in a 
large sandy bottomed river may only comprise about 5 to 10 percent of the total 
sediment load of the river itself, while the suspended sediment load may 
encompass 90 to 95 percent.  Shen (1971) qualifies the importance of bed load 
stating that “although the amount of bedload may be small as compared with the 
total sediment load, it is nevertheless important because it shapes the bed and is 
a major factor in determining the stability of the channel and the form of the 
sediment bed surface.  Suspended fine sediment loads can be as great as sixty 
percent by weight (Richardson et al.1990).  Such high sediment composition in a 
flow directly affects the transporting fluid’s viscosity and density.  The 
consequences of increases in both of these properties can result in a significant 
increase in the flows capacity to transport bed material (Richardson et al.1990).  
Chien and Wan (1999) re-emphasize this concept when they state “Not only are 
the flow structure but also the intensity and distribution of the sediment 
movement closely related to the bed configuration.  The latter can vary 
continuously with the intensity of the flow, thus further complicating the problem.” 
 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT REGIMES 
 
 
 In their discussion of the patterns of sediment motion Chien and Wan 
(1999) further break bed load down.  The authors describe four classifications of 
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sediment based on its motion.  The first three of these fall under what is 
considered to be the bed load.   
 Contact load is described as the classification incorporating a rolling 
particle which has its motion initiated due to existing drag forces exerted on 
protruding surfaces.   
 Saltation load describes the jumping motion of a particle that is 
intermittently entrained in the flow due to low pressures experienced above the 
particle and larger lift forces acting beneath it.  Flow velocity on a saltated particle 
is important to the consequence of its impact back into the bed material.  A high 
flow velocity with high saltation heights can cause the crashing sediment particle 
to knock other particles into a saltation pattern.  Low flow velocities and low 
saltation heights creates low level transmission of shock to surrounding bed 
particles and will not be great enough to cause the sediment particle to rebound 
back into the flow.  Moderate levels of flow velocity and saltation heights can be 
enough to cause the sediment particle to rebound and continue in a saltation 
process throughout its downstream travel.  
 Laminated load refers to a bed tendency to dilate under shear stress.  This 
tendency is smaller with greater depths of the bed material.  A particle at five 
inches depth into the bed will not exhibit as much side to side motion as one only 
one inch into the bed.  Essentially the bed sediment particles move in layers by 
bumping into each other.  With increases in depth, a particle will experience 
increasing friction forces, caused by its effective weight plus an extra pressure 
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exerted on it by dispersive forces.  When this frictional force is balanced against 
its drag force, all laminated movement will cease. 
 Suspended load occurs with higher flow velocities and subsequent 
turbulent eddies near boundaries.  In this transport regime the particle is 
entrained in the flow and suspended throughout its downstream travel.  Turbulent 
eddies must be of a much greater size than the sediment particle and they must 
exert a greater upward velocity than the fall velocity of the particle to keep the 
particle suspended.  The trajectory of such a suspended particle can be quite 
erratic as it passes from one turbulent eddy to another.  Due to a boundary’s 
influence on turbulent eddies, only small turbulent eddies may be maintained 
near bed layers in an open channel.  It is for this reason that a sediment particle 
usually must first experience saltation prior to suspension. 
 Rahmeyer (2006) also describes similar regimes as those discussed 
above using different nomenclature.  For the purpose of this study these will be 
the identifying regime nomenclature used.  These regimes include homogeneous 
flow, heterogeneous flow, saltation flow, and stationary bed flow.  A brief 
discussion of these regimes follows. 
 Homogenous flow consists of small particle sizes uniformly distributed 
throughout the entire flow cross section.  This flow commonly exhibits a sharp 
increase in fluid viscosity and specific weight.  Heterogeneous flow consists of 
larger particles with an uneven distribution and smaller subsequent viscosity and 
specific weight.  This flow regime still consists of all the particles located in 
suspension throughout the fluid.  Saltation flow, also known as moving bed or 
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solid fluid, is flow typified by the presence of a moving bed with particles both in 
suspension and not.  In such a case there is usually a moving bed in existence 
with its representative irregularities, such as ripples and dune.  Both ripples and 
dunes have an associated undesirable head loss (Rahmeyer, 2006) for this flow 
regime.  Stationary bed flow has a stationary bed as it name implies.  In this flow 
regime there is no suspended material transport and it is often treated as a rigid 
boundary problem (Rahmeyer, 2006). 
 Often the difference between transport regimes can be vague as a particle 
may often move part of the time in contact with the bed and then the rest of the 
time suspended in the flows water column.  The existence of many different sizes 
of transported sediment associated with one flow may also confuse the observer 
as to the existing transport regime.  Essentially there is no definitive point 
between flow regimes.   
 In any sedimentation study, the most important region of interest is in the 
local vicinity of the bed where both the velocity and the concentration gradient 
are relatively large.  This is the region where the potential energy is actively 
transformed into kinetic energy in the form of turbulence (Chien and Wan, 1999).  
Turbulence as defined by Hinze (1959) is “an irregular condition of flow in which 
the various quantities show a random variation with time and space coordinates, 
so that statistically distinct average values can be discerned.”  This same region 
is also the area where exchanges between bed load and the suspended load 
take place.  Chien and Wan (1999) point out that the thickness of this area is well 
under one tenth of the depth of flow.  Such small dimensions perpetrate a 
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negative impact on data acquisition.  Many measuring and sampling devices 
used to determine this area’s velocities and sediment composition, in fact alter 
boundary flow conditions making their gathered data questionable.   
 Regardless of nomenclature it is important to realize that sediment 
particles are never restrained to one particular regime of transport.  They quite 
often transition between two or more regimes along their downstream travel.  Of 
equal importance is the transition of bed material into a transport regime or vice 
versa. 
 
BED FORMS 
 
 
 Ripples and dunes are generally classified as bed forms and are usually 
the most recognized of all bed forms.  Typically there are seven distinct 
classifications of bed form.  Yang (1996) does an excellent job of summarizing 
these.   
 The plane bed form is associated with a relatively flat bed without any 
rises or depressions greater than the largest grains composing the bed.  This bed 
form is not usually stable and will tend to break up and form one of the other bed 
forms discussed below (Engelund and Hansen 1967).   
 Ripples are small bedforms with wavelengths less than 30 cm and heights 
less than 5 cm.  Ripples are typically formed from fine sediments and occur when 
the critical tractive force is exceeded thus initiating sediment transport.  They 
tend to be present only with small sediment sizes such as silts and sands.   
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 Bars are the next bedform to be discussed.  Bar are bedforms exhibiting 
lengths on the same order as the channel width or even greater, with associated 
heights comparable to the mean depth of flow.   
 Dunes are an intermediate form found between bars and ripples with a 
profile that will be out of phase with the water surface profile.  They are generally 
formed from coarser sediments (Engelund and Hansen 1972) with a longitudinal 
profile that is nearly triangular.  The downstream slope will be approximately 
equal to the friction angle of the bed material.  Rollers are formed at the lee side 
of such a dune and a zone of violent turbulence can be seen above them.  A 
sediment particle’s course will travel along the upstream side of a dune due to 
the local shear stress exerted upon it.  The sediment particle will then topple over 
the crest to become buried on the downstream side of the dune.  The 
continuation of this cyclic process creates a downstream migration of sediment 
particles.  The variation of the shear stress along the dune’s form creates a 
segregation of bed material when the inflow sediment gradation is large 
(Engelund and Hansen 1972).  Often material found in the crest area of the dune 
is finer than that found in the trough area. 
 Transition bed configurations will be observed when flow conditions exist 
between those producing dunes and plane bed forms.  For fine sediments with 
large depths the transition zone is quite narrow.  The zone will be quite large for 
coarse materials with shallow depths.   
 Antidunes, also known as standing waves, require bed and water surface 
profiles to be out of phase and will exhibit bed and water surface wave 
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movement opposing the direction of flow.  With antidunes the bed profile and 
water surface will be roughly sinusoidal.  With higher Froude numbers the 
amplitude of the surface profiles tend to grow until water surface breaking occurs.  
This breaking action creates smaller amplitudes for a while until the water 
surface seeks its original form.  At this point breaking will then occur again 
(Engelund and Hansen 1972).  A culvert under pressurized flow will not exhibit 
this bed form due to the absence of a water surface (Chein and Wan 1999). 
 Chutes and pools occur at relatively large slope values with high velocities 
and sediment concentrations.  They will easily be identified by large elongated 
mounds of sediment. 
 Kleinhans and van Rijn (2002) point out the existence of barchans and 
sand ribbons when there is not enough transportable sediment available for the 
formation of fully developed ripples or dunes.    Their study points out the 
importance of a limited sediment supply on bedform formation. These forms were 
present in this study when sediment input was below that required to maintain 
continuity in the culvert. 
 Bedforms can have significant impact upon channel roughness.  
Buffington and Montgomery (1997) point out that bedform resistance can 
compromise up to 75 percent of the total channel roughness.  There are many 
factors affecting bed forms in open channel flow situations.  Yang (1996) does an 
excellent job summarizing these factors. The first factor, depth, is related to 
relative depth or relative roughness.  An increase in depth upon a plane bed 
decreases the relative roughness and resistance to flow.  Slope is the second 
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factor influencing bed forms.  With an increase in channel or energy slope a 
channel can progress completely from a lower to an upper flow regime.  Density 
is the third factor of importance to bed forms.  An increase in fine sediment will 
increase the density of the sediment water mix subsequently decreasing the 
resistance to flow.  The fourth factor affecting bed form, is perhaps more intuitive. 
A change in bed material size will result in a change in the grain roughness and 
vertical sediment distribution.  Gradation, the fifth factor, can be summarized by 
stating that a bed form comprised of more uniform material will be more regular 
with a higher resistance to flow than that experienced by graded material.  Fall 
velocity is considered to be a primary variable in determining the interaction 
between a sediment particle and a fluid transport medium.   An increase in this 
factor can result in greater flow resistance with existing ripples changing to 
dunes.  Channel cross-sectional shape affects the velocity and shear stress 
distributions in the flow.  Nonuniform distributions of velocity and shear stress 
can cause multiple bedforms to exist along or across a channel.  The eighth and 
final factor stated by Yang (1996) is seepage flow.  Seepage flow into a channel 
can obviously reduce the effective weight of sediment and thus the stability of the 
sediment grains.  The opposite effect can be observed with seepage escaping 
the channel. 
 Engelund and Hansen (1972) point out that the shape of the cross section 
does have a little, but in no way a dominating effect, upon the bed configuration 
and sediment transport rate.  They also note that side walls can produce 
secondary currents.  They point out the existence of an associated resultant 
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shear stress transferred to the side walls thus creating a bed shear stress of 
smaller magnitude than that seen in a channel of infinite width.  This resultant 
shear stress effectively reduces average bed shear and of course causes a non-
uniform distribution of shear stresses.  There is a correlated dependence of 
shear stress on the width to depth ratio of a flume or channel and also upon the 
hydraulic roughness of the bed and side walls.  It is for this reason that results 
from narrow experimental flumes should be considered with some reservation.   
 Chien and Wan (1999) offer an iterative process to correct for a roughness 
coefficient for close wall regions involving smooth hydraulic boundaries.  The 
process allows an estimate for the hydraulic radius and a corresponding shear 
velocity.  With these properties known the sidewall corrected shear stress can 
then be calculated.   
 
RESISTANCE CLASSIFICATIONS 
 
 
 There are two classifications of resistance involved with movable 
boundaries such as the bed forms previously described.  “Grain” roughness is 
classified as the roughness directly correlated to grain size.  Roughness resultant 
to existing bedforms is termed “form” roughness.  Yang (1996) points out the 
importance of not neglecting the impact that bed forms have upon the 
determination of total roughness to flow.  However, he then states that there is no 
reliable method for the computation of a Manning’s n value to quantify this form 
roughness.  For these same reasons Engelund and Hansen discuss dividing 
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shear into two component parts focusing on the form and grain roughness 
elements (Engelund and Hansen, 1967).   
 
TOTAL ROUGHNESS 
 
 
 There have been a variety of methods proposed to assess the total 
roughness of alluvial channels.  The Einstein (1950) approach, Lovera-Kennedy 
(1969), Richardson and Simons’ (1967) approach, Brownlie (1981), Ackers and 
White (1973), and Yang (1996) approach all propose a variety of means to 
assess total roughness.  These methods range from graphical to computational.  
This literature review will present the Einstein method only.  For a good reference 
into the use and application of the other methods the authors suggests a review 
of Yang (1996). 
 
EINSTEIN APPROACH 
 
 The Einstein approach (1950) expresses the resistance due to grain 
roughness or skin friction by the following equation.   
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where R’ is the hydraulic radius due to skin friction, ks is the equivalent grain 
roughness usually equal to the d65, x is a function of ks/δ, and δ is the boundary 
layer thickness expressed in the following equation, 
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Figure 8.  Connection x in the logarithmic friction formula in terms of ks/δ 
(Einstein 1950). 
 
and where U*’ is the shear velocity due to skin friction or grain roughness and can 
be seen defined in the equation below and ks/δ is defined in figure 8. 
( ) 21'
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BED LOAD TRANSPORT METHODS 
 
 As previously mentioned, bed load transport is relevant if any sediment 
particles are rolling, sliding, or intermittently jumping along the bed.  Typically bed 
load transport of a river is about 5 to 25 percent of that in suspension (Yang 
1996).  There are a variety of methods used to asses this type of transport 
capacity.  Batalla (1997) points out that stream discharge is the primary factor 
controlling the transport of bed material.  Yalin (1972) points out that most 
formulas not containing a flow depth, h, separately from the form γSh (meaning   
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τo = ρv*
2) are only valid if grains are transported in the vicinity of the bed making 
such expressions valid for bed load calculations only. Gomez (1991) is an 
excellent source for some of the historical background to the following equations.  
 
DUBOYS 
 
 DuBoys’ (1879) approach assumes sediment movement in layers along 
the bed and is one of the first mathematical descriptions of bedload transport.  In 
it original form, it can be seen below. The formula is used still for estimation, but 
its physics is considered inadequate (Gyr and Hoyer 2006).   Tractive force along 
the bed facilitates the layers movement.  All of DuBoys’ data is obtained from 
small laboratory flumes with a small and limited range of particle size variation.   
                     ( )cb Kq τττ −=                       (42) 
where K is a coefficient determined in the following graph, and the other 
variables are as defined below. 
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Figure 9.  Relationship between τc, K, and d for the DuBoys Method. 
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 Struab (1935) found that the original K value is related to particle size.  
With this adjustment DuBoys’ finalized equation is seen below.  It should be 
noted that this equation has some question regarding applicability to field 
conditions (Yang 1996).  Straub’s modified DuBoys’ equation can be seen below,  
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where τc is the critical tractive force along the bed, qb is the bed-load discharge 
per unit channel width, d50 is the average sediment particle diameter, and τo is 
the shear force given by the following equation.   
  
DSwo γτ =       (44) 
where D is the average depth in feet, S is the slope, and γw is the specific weight 
of the water.  DuBoys’ equation is empirically based and requires units for d to be 
in mm while all other units should be English.     
 
SHIELDS METHOD 
 
 The Shield’s (1936) approach uses a semi-empirical equation for bed load 
based on measured flow conditions where transport was greater than zero.  This 
relationship was extended to obtain flow conditions corresponding to incipient 
motion.  Shield’s formula is based on the data from two flumes with respective 
widths of 40 cm and 80 cm.  Five sediments were used with specific gravities 
ranging from 1.06 to 4.20.  The lightest sediment was composed of amber 
particles with a median size of 1.7 mm to 2.5 mm.  Ripples were observed in 
some experiments but were not considered to be very high or steep.  Coarse 
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sediments were used for this study and shear stresses were low (Vanoni 2006).  
Shield’s bed load transport equation can be seen below and a more extensive 
review of shields work can be found later in this literature review.    
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q is the flow rate, S is the channel slope, τo and τc are the observed and critical 
shear stresses respectively, γs and γw are the specific weights of the sediment 
and water respectively, d50 is the average sediment particle diameter, and gs is 
the sediment discharge per unit of width.  The equation is dimensionally 
homogenous and can be used with any consistent set of units. 
 Yang (1996) demonstrates a nice example of a total load calculation using 
the following algebraically manipulated equation and Shields diagram.    
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where qb and q are the bed load and water discharge per unit channel width, 
respectively, τo is the shear stress and is defined in equation 23 above, τc is the 
critical tractive force along the bed, d50 is the average sediment particle diameter, 
γs and γw are the specific weights associated with the sediment and water, 
respectively, and S is the slope.   
 
ROTTNER METHOD 
 
 Rottner (1959) proposed a dimensionally homogenous expression for bed 
sediment transport using a regression technique.  He derived his equation based 
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upon data compiled by Johnson (1943).  Rottner used a regression analysis to 
determine the effect of a relative roughness parameter d50/D that can be seen in 
his equation below.  Wall and bedform effects were excluded from the 
development of his expression (Yang 1996), and he himself admits the form may 
not be valid for small quantities of bed material movement.  The following formula 
represents his model and is dimensionally homogenous. 
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where ξs is the sediments specific gravity, g is the acceleration of gravity, D is the 
mean depth, V is the mean velocity, d50 is the particle size at which 50% of the 
bed material by weight is finer, γs is the specific weight of sediment, qb is the load 
discharge.   
 
SHEN AND HUNG METHOD 
 
 Shen and Hung (1972) also used regression analysis techniques to 
develop an empirical relation between sediment bed material load concentration 
and the existing flow condition.  Their relation can be seen below and is 
reproduced in plots found in their original work.  
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where V is the flow velocity, Se is the energy slope, ω is the fall velocity of the 
median sediment size, and Cw is the concentration by weight. 
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CHANG, SIMONS AND RICHARDSONS METHOD 
 
   The approach of Chang et al. (1965) calculates the bed-load discharge 
by weight using 
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where Kb is a constant and Φ is the angle of repose of the submerged bed 
material.  Coefficient values can be collected graphically from graph provided 
with the original research.  qb is expressed in pounds per second per foot of 
channel width on a dry weight basis.  
 
MEYER-PETER METHOD 
 
   The approach of Meyer-Peter et al. (1934) approach can be seen in the 
equation below.  This approach is based on laboratory studies of sediment 
transport.  The constants 17 and 0.4 are valid for sand only with a specific gravity 
of 2.65.  The model should be used on coarse material only over 3 mm in size.  
For nonuniform sediment mixtures a d35 should be used in place of the d in the 
equation. 
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where qb is the bed load, q is the water discharge, S is the slope, and d is the 
particle size in meters.  All dimensions are metric on this equation.   
MEYER-PETER AND MŐLLER METHOD 
 
   The more recognized approach can be seen in the Meyer-Peter and 
Mőller (1948) approach which was based on another fourteen years of laboratory 
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studies.    This method is sometimes called the “Swiss formula.”  The range of 
characteristics incorporated into the methods design include slopes from 0.0004 
to 0.020, particle diameters from 0.4 mm (0.0157 in) to 30 mm (1.1811 in), 
specific sediment weights from 0.25 to 3.2, flume width from 0.15 m (0.4921 ft) to 
2 m (6.5617 ft), flows from 0.002 m3/s (0.0706 ft3/s) to 4 m3/s (141.2587 ft3/s), 
and flow depths from 1.0 cm (0.0328 ft) to 120 cm (3.937 ft).  The commonly 
tested material was quartz grains, but 12 tests with coal and 8 tests with baryt 
were also conducted to obtain data for lightweight and heavyweight sediments.  
Their formula adequately accounts for changes in the grain-fluid density ratio (s = 
σ/ρ).   The dimensionless model proposed in this study can be seen below. 
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where R is the hydraulic radius, d is the mean particle diameter, ρ is the specific 
mass of water, qb is the bedload rate in underwater weight per unit time and 
width, Kb/Kr represents a correction factor reducing the shear stress seen on the 
bed accounting for form drag losses, and S is the energy slope.   
 Meyer-Peter and Mőller only tested a few runs with high form roughness 
and assigned a mean value of Kb/Kr to be 0.85, while test with ripples produced a 
Kb/Kr of 0.5. Most of their tests involved plane and dune bedforms.  Rickenmann 
(1990) discusses the technique’s values in his dissertation.  Modifications to the 
method by the Federal Center of Research and Investigation (Rahmeyer 2006) 
have incorporated some conditional variable values into the method.  The 
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method and conditions are expressed below.  This is the form of the Meyer-Peter 
Mőller equation used in the bed load calculations for this yield portion of the 
study.  
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where Qb/Q is the ratio of flow rates with the empirical values designated below, 
Kb/Kr is a corrective coefficient with the values of 1, 0.8, and 0.5 for plane beds, 
gravel bars, and dunes respectively.  S is the energy grade line slope, Rh is the 
hydraulic radius, γs and γw are the specific weights of sediment and water 
respectively, B’ is the coefficient representative of the regression lines intercept 
at 0.47 for sediment bed load transport or 0.030 for armoring, B is a coefficient 
with the value of 0.25 for gravel sediments and 0.22 for sand sediments, and qb 
is the sediment flow rate per unit width. 
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SCHOKLITSCH METHOD 
 
   The discharge approach was pioneered by Schoklitsch and encapsulated 
in two formulas published in 1934 and 1943, respectively.  Schoklitsch formula 
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was based extensively on data collected by Gilbert (1914) in small flumes with 
well sorted and graded sediments.  Median sizes ranged from 0.3 mm to 5 mm.  
His sediment discharges calculated by formula agreed well (Shulits 1935) with 
bed load discharges measured via samplers in two European rivers that had 
gravel beds.  This suggests this formula should not be applied to sand bed load 
calculations, especially if they carry considerable bed sediment in suspension 
(Vanoni 2006).  The 1943 Schoklitsch formula for metric units can be seen 
below. 
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where q is the water discharge at incipient motion per unit width, d is the particle 
size in mm, qb is the bed load in kg/s/m, S is the bed slope, and qc is the critical 
discharge at incipient motion with the same units as the water discharge and 
found using the following formula 
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where d is the sediment size, and all other variables are as previously defined. 
 
 Velocity Approach Method 
   The velocity approach is based on the basic DuBoys formula with 
alterations by Donate (1929). The equation can be seen on the following page. 
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where C is Chezy’s roughness coefficient, γw is the specific weight of water, and 
Va and Vc are average and critical velocities at incipient motion, respectively.  K 
can be found graphically on DuBoys’ sediment parameters and critical tractive 
force diagrams in Figure 9.   
 Two important probabilistic approaches are the Einstein and the Einstein-
Brown approach.  Yang (1996) clearly demonstrates each.  The later 
incorporates a bed load transport formula developed by Brown and is based on 
Einstein’s formula.  
 
EINSTEIN’S PROBABILISTIC APPROACH 
 
   Einstein avoided the critical criterion for incipient motion due to its 
difficulty to define, and related bed load transport to the turbulent flow fluctuations 
rather than the average values of forces exerted by flow on sediment particles 
(Yang 1996).  He expressed the beginning and cessation of sediment motion in 
terms of probability.  The formula for bed load transport can be seen in the total 
load transport portion of this literature review on sediment transport.  
 
LAURSEN’S METHOD 
 
   Laursen (1958) used flume experimental data to establish a bed-material 
sediment transport formula.  Laursen used τc equal to 0.039 for sediments with 
median sizes of 0.011 mm to 4.08 mm.  His equation should be used only for 
natural sediments with specific gravities of 2.65.  Flume sizes for his experiments 
were 10.5 in wide by 49 feet long to 3 feet width by 90 feet long.  Grain size 
distributions varied from well-sorted to well-graded.  Laursen compared his 
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calculated sediment discharge values with observed values on the Niobrara 
River, Mountain Creek, and West Goose Creek.  Data matches were good for the 
former but only fair for the later two water systems.  Flow depth for these rivers 
ranged from 0.12 ft to 1.3 ft with median bed sediment sizes of 0.277 mm, 0.86 
mm, and 0.287 mm for each system, respectively.  He expresses the bed-
material sediment concentration formula for a given size fraction as 
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where Cti is the bed material sediment concentration by weight of size fraction i, 
V* is the shear velocity, τo’ is the critical shear stress for grain size Di as given by 
Shields diagram, ωi is the fall velocity of the same particle diameter Di, γ is the 
specific weight of the sediment, and f(V*/ωi) is a functional relationship expressed 
in graphical form.  Copeland and Thomas (1989) developed a modification to 
Laursen’s work for an Army Corps study on Corte Madera Creek. 
 
CHENG’S EQUATION 
 
   Cheng (2002) proposes the following formulas and showed that they 
were accurate for even low shear stresses using data from Bagnold (1973), Yalin 
(1972), Gilbert (1914), Meyer-Peter and Mőller (1948), and Wilson (1966). 
     
Ω=Φ C       (60) 
This is a simple expression of the proportional relationship between shear 
velocity and bed shear stress seen in Yalin (1972), that holds for large bed shear 
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stresses and is defined as qb~τbu* .  The variable Ω is the normalization of τbu* 
and is defined by 
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where τb is the bed shear stress, u* is the shear velocity, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, D is the particle diameter, ρ is density, s is the specific gravity of the 
particle, and the variable Φ is defined below 
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where Φ is the dimensionless transport rate, Θ is the dimensionless shear stress 
defined as 
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where ρs and ρ represent the density of the sediment and water respectively, g is 
the gravitational acceleration, D is the particle diameter, u* is the shear velocity, 
and Θ is the dimensionless shear stress.  
Turbulence Method 
   Sumer et al. (2003) have conducted recent research into the impacts of 
turbulence upon bedload sediment transport.  They conducted their research 
upon plane and ripple bed using a bar and a series of grids at alternate locations 
to generate turbulence in the flow profile.  They found that a 20% increase in 
turbulence level over plane beds increases sediment transport by a factor of 6.  
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For rough bed (ripple) conditions they found that an increase in sediment 
transport by the factors of 2.2 and 4.4 corresponded to a turbulence level 
increase of 11% and 56% respectively.  The former rough bed results were for 
the highest shields parameter associated to skin friction velocity while the later 
was for the lowest.  
 
SUSPENDED LOAD TRANSPORT 
 
 
 Suspended load refers to those sediments transported in the fluid medium 
supported by the upward components of turbulent currents.  This type of load will 
stay in suspension for an appreciable amount of time.  It is also responsible for 
the greatest amount of transported sediment through a river system.  Listed 
among the typical approaches for this type of transport are the Lane and 
Kalinske’s approach, and the Einstein approach. Each method involves some 
strict assumptions to their application.  It should be noted that Muste and Patel 
(1997) conducted research designating a small difference in the velocities of 
suspended sediments and the associated fluid transporting them.  If their results 
are seen to exist with a broad variety of sediment sizes, it could mean a 
reinvestigation to suspended sediment velocities and their consequence upon 
suspended sediment transport.    
 This study was conducted at low enough flow rates with large enough 
sediment sizes that no measurable suspended discharge was seen.  As such, 
this section will just introduce the reader to the pertinent equations that may be 
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used in future research in this area without looking into the details of their 
development. 
 
LANE AND KALINSKE EQUATION 
 
   Lane and Kalinske’s (1941) equation used to determine the 
concentration in dry weight is seen below. 
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where Ca is the sediment concentration in dry weight, γw is the specific weight of 
water, q is the discharge per unit width, ω is the fall velocity for the d50, D is the 
depth, and PL and is defined by 
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where Ccd is the depth integrated average depth concentration.  They provided a 
graphed relationship between PL and relative fall velocity, ω/U*. 
 
EINSTEIN SEDIMENT TRANSPORT METHOD 
 
   Einstein’s (1950) approach can be investigated in his literature.  It 
involves the use of numerical integrals that can be defined graphically as 
functions of I1 and I2 in his work.  There are some assumptions made by Einstein 
in the development of this model that are worth investigation if one chooses to 
use it.  Einstein’s work involved large sand rivers systems.  His equation can be 
seen in the total load transport section of this paper.   
CELIK AND RODI’S APPROACH 
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   Celik and Rodi (1991) propose a suspended sediment transport model 
that takes the following form.   
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where CT is the mean transport capacity concentration, β1 is the empirical 
coefficient designated as 0.024, ρw is the density of the fluid, ρs is the density for 
sediment, Um is the mean velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity, h is the flow 
depth, and Ws is the settling velocity taken as positive in the negative y direction.   
Their model is based on the assumption that the work performed by gravity to 
keep the particles in suspension is a constant proportion of the production of 
kinetic energy. 
 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION 
 
   Wren et al. (2005) discusses methods for investigating sediment 
concentration while Wren et al. (2000) show some plotted results of sediment 
concentrations in stream cross sections.  His investigations also included 
investigations into the variability in suspended sediment concentration over 
mobile sand beds, and the calculations of transverse eddy diffusivity using 
turbulence data. 
Leeder et al. (2005) combined a log-log plot of the Bagnold suspension 
criteria for the initiation of sediment suspension and the general trend of Shield’s 
curve for initiation of bedload motion as discussed by Miller et al. (1977) to 
represent four subdivided sediment transport fields.  He uses this combined plot 
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to show where bedload motion, suspended and bedload motion, introduced 
suspended load motion, and no motion will occur with respect to the grain size 
and dimensionless bed shear stress.  
Zyserman and Fredsoe (1994) develop an empirical relation for bed 
concentration of suspended sediment at a datum of a few grain diameters above 
the bed surface.  Their model is based on a sole function of the Shields 
parameter associated with skin friction. 
 
TURBULENCE 
 
Leeder et al. (2005) develop a dimensionless criterion for the maintenance 
of suspension.  They define this as the ratio of maximum vertical turbulent stress 
to immersed weight of the suspended load above a unit bed area.  Their criterion 
is defined as seen below. 
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where v’ is the instantaneous vertical turbulent velocity, σ and ρ are solid and 
fluid densities, respectively, and m is the suspended load dry mass.  The Λ 
criterion is dynamic as a ratio between stresses and is analogous in this respect 
to Shields dimensionless stress criterion.  
 
3-D MODELS 
 
Fang and Wang (2000) developed a mathematical model for sediment 
laden flow in nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems.  Their results were 
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tested against laboratory measurements for physical modeling experiments with 
good agreement and accuracy but where restricted to open channel conditions 
as seen in regular geometry cross sections. 
 
TOTAL LOAD TRANSPORT 
 
 
 Total load can be taken as the sum of the suspended load and the wash 
load to reflect the mode of transportation.  However, if the interest lies in the 
material being transported, the total load can be defined as the sum of the bed 
and wash load.  There are two general approaches to the calculation of a rivers 
total load.  The first involves the calculation of bed load and suspended load 
separately.  It then involves the addition of these two loads to calculate the total 
load.  The other method involves the determination of the total load function 
directly.  There are a variety of total load transport approaches that should be of 
interest in a study such as this.  
 
EINSTEIN ORIGINAL APPROACH 
 
   The first is Einstein’s original approach.  From a theoretical point of view 
this approach introduced some fundamental concepts that were later modified by 
others for the computation of sediment transport rates (Yang 1996).  The total 
bed material load of a given size fraction, it, can be calculated with the following 
equation 
     
swswbwBWtt qiqiqi +=      (68) 
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where itqt is the total bed material load for a given size fraction, iBWqbw is the bed 
load transport rate per unit channel width for a given size fraction, and ibwqbw is 
the suspended load transport rate per unit channel width for a given size fraction.  
The bedload transport rate per unit channel width of a given size fraction (iBW) 
can be obtained from 
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where ibw is the number of particles available upon the bed, iBW is the percentage 
of bedload by weight in size d, qbw is the bed load discharge by weight per unit 
channel width, ρs is the density of the sediment, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, ρ is the density of water, d is the sediment particle diameter, and Φ* is 
the Einstein transport parameter.  The suspended load transport rate per unit 
channel width of a given size fraction (isw) can be calculated using 
   
)( 21 IIPqiqi EbwBWswsw +=      (70) 
where iBW, ibw, qbw, are as defined above, qsw is the suspended sediment load by 
weight, isw is the percentage of suspended load by weight, and PE, I1,and I2 are 
parameters used in the Einstein transport function. 
 There is also a modified Einstein procedure that was modified by Colby 
and Hembree (1955) along with others (Yang 1996).  This procedure is not 
recommended for design purposes and will not be considered in this literature 
review.   
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TOFFALETI’S APPROACH 
 
   Toffaleti’s (1969) approach uses a procedure to compute an unsampled 
load based on Einstein (1950) and Einstein and Chien (1953) concepts.  His 
simplifications include using channel width with sediment discharge being equal 
to that experienced in a corresponding rectangular channel with width (B) and 
depth (R).   R in this case is the hydraulic radius of the original channel.  
Toffaleti’s second simplification involved the division of the flow profile into four 
distinct zones, including the upper, middle, lower, and bed zone.  All of these 
procedures were based on Einstein’s original work and are reviewed in Yang 
(1996).  The procedure begins with the calculation of the velocity distribution as 
seen below. 
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where V is the average flow velocity, y is the potential energy per unit weight of 
water, D is the average water depth, and ηv is given by 
   
Tv 00048.01198.0 +=η      (72) 
where T is the temperature in degrees Farenheit.  Sediment concentrations in the 
upper, middle, and lower zones of the flow cross section can be seen defined 
below, respectively. 
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where the coefficients Cui and Cmi can be expressed in terms of the coefficient CLi 
based on a continuous distribution of sediment concentration, CLi is the  
percentage of sediment by weight in a size fraction with mean size di, Zi is 
defined by 
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where ωi is the fall velocity of the sediment of size di in water with a temperature 
of T, V is the average flow velocity, S is the slope of the real stream, and Cz is 
defined by  
     
TCZ 667.067.260 −=      (77) 
where T is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.  When Zi is less than ηv, it is 
taken as equal to 1.5 ηv.  The sediment discharge per unit width for each zone 
can be integrated into the following forms 
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where D, di are as defined above, and Mi, η1, η2, and η3 are as defined below, 
respectively. 
      
( ) vZvLii iVDCpMi ηη −+= 756.012.43     (81) 
        
iv Z5.111 −+= ηη      (82) 
         
iv Z−+= ηη 12      (83) 
      
iv Z756.013 −+= ηη      (84) 
where pi is the fraction by weight of bed material with a  mean size of di.  In the 
above equation the unknown CLi is determined with the following equation when 
di ≥ 0.00029 ft. 
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where k is a correction factor given by a figure Toffaleti generated, Ac is a 
function of (105v)1/3/10U’* which is also given in a figure provided in his original 
work, and TT is given by 
 
( )TTT 00009.0051.010.1 +=     (86) 
where T is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.  When the term Ack is less 
than 16.0 a value of 16.0 should be substituted.  To obtain CLi, the following 
equation can be used where Mi incorporates the equation defined above with CLi 
as the unknown variable. 
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The concentration at y = 2di should be checked to ensure that it is not of an 
unrealistically high value with the following equation.  If the concentration 
exceeds 100 lb/ft3 the concentration CLi is reduced so that this equation yields a 
value of 100 lb/ft3. 
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The bed-load discharge is assumed to be given by the product of pi, the 
sediment concentration, and velocity at y = 2di and the distance 2di, which yields  
                                                   
3)2( ηiiBi dMq =                 (89) 
where Mi and η3 are defined in the previous equations.  The bed material load Qti 
for sediment size di is then given by the following equation. 
( )sLismisuiBiti qqqqBQ +++=      (90) 
It is important to remember that the hydraulic radius R, stream width B, and 
sediment size for this method are in feet.  The velocity is in ft/s, sediment 
concentration is in lb/ft3, and sediment discharge in tons/day/ft of width. 
 Toffaleti first computed the bed-load concentration form empirical relation 
for the lower zone suspended discharge and used this concentration to compute 
a bed load.  His research was for smaller particles in the sand ranges from 0.3 
mm to 0.93 mm and as stated above devoted to rectangular channels with widths 
from 0.27 m to 2.44 m (10.5 in to 8 ft).  Flow depths varied from 5.08 cm to 60.96 
cm (2 in to 2 ft).   
 Einstein (1950) first determined the bedload, and with experimental 
evidence, assumed the bed-load concentration can be found to occur two grain 
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diameters above the bed.  He then integrated to obtain the suspended load 
(Yang 1996).  Both the Einstein and Toffaleti methods are based on a 2D flow 
profile.  They should not be assumed to necessarily be applicable in more 
confined hydraulic situations where 3D flow effects may dominate throughout the 
flow area.  It is expected that the limitations on this method based on geometry 
and sediment size will have considerable affect on its accuracy for the gravel 
sized sediments and the culvert geometry. The army Corps of Engineers utilized 
a form of the Toffaleti method in their current sedimentation software, HEC RAS 
and HEC -6.  It is this version that has been used in this studies calculation. 
 Ranga Raju et al. (1981) and Yang (1973) also proposed total load 
transport methods that can easily be investigated in their journal articles but will 
not be elaborated on in this literature review.  Karamisheva et al. (2006) 
evaluated sediment transport formula for compound channel flows and 
designated good behavior for particular formulas based on the criterion of 
concern for an investigation. 
 
FRACTIONAL TRANSPORT 
 
 The analysis of fractional transport can be divided into two groups.  The 
first involves the modification of critical shear stress for each grain size fraction 
through a correction or hiding factor.  The second applies a correction factor 
directly into a uniform size sediment discharge equation used for each size 
fraction (Karim 1998).  The concept of hiding factors was established with 
Einsteins (1950) work in which applied shear stress was modified for finer size 
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fractions using a hiding function.  Other authors have since used variations of this 
concept.  These include Misri et al. (1984), Samaga et al. (1986), Parker and 
Sutherland (1990), and Wilcock (1993).  Karim (1998) and Sun and Donahue 
(2000) also investigated fractional sediment transport with a statistically derived 
bedload formula that they considered accurate.  Kleinhans and Rijn (2001) 
propose a method involving a stochastic investigation that significantly improved 
the reliability of sediment transport in sand and gravel-bed rivers. 
 Proffitt and Sutherland’s (1983) work applies to the second method of 
analyzing fractional transport.  They developed correction factors for adapting the 
Ackers-White and Paintal transport equations for use with nonuniform sediments.  
 
KARIM’S APPROACH 
 
   This approach (Garcia 2008) is based on previous work by Karim and 
Kennedy (1981).  Ultimately it involves the calculation of sediment discharge for 
each size fraction and then summing the size fractions together.  The equation 
for the sediment discharge per unit width for a given size fraction can be seen 
below. 
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where g is the gravitational acceleration, Di is the particle diameter for particles in 
the ith fraction, sg is the specific gravity of the sediment particles, V is the mean 
flow velocity, Wi is the fall velocity of particles in the ith fraction, and U*, Pai, and η 
are as defined below. 
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where Pi is the volumetric fraction of sediments in the I th fraction, Pai is the areal 
fraction of sediments in the ith fraction, n is the number of sediment size 
fractions, D50 is the median sediment size of bed material, H is the hydraulic 
depth, Se is the energy slope, ηs is the sheltering factor, U* is the bed shear 
velocity, C1 and C2 are coefficients defined as seen below 
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where W is the fall velocity associated with particle of the D50 diameter. 
 Almedeij and Diplas (2003) propose a unimodal approach to sediment 
bedload transport where they define a new relation for gravel streams.  It 
involves the development of a dimensionless transport parameter and shields 
stress parameter.  The former was developed from the analysis of data from Oak 
Creek and the Nahal Yatir representing two extremes of bedload sediment 
transport.  Almedeij and Diplas found their model to perform well. 
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 Baosheng et al. (2004) developed a method utilizing a size gradation 
correction factor, Kd, to be used with bed material load equations.  Kd is a 
function of the geometric standard deviation of bed material.  It implementation 
should be strictly for sand bed channels and in conjunction with a sediment 
transport equation based on a single representative size for uniform sediments.  
Its application has been observed to produce more accurate predictions for 
nonuniform sediment mixtures.  Wilcock and Crowe (2002) propose a transport 
model for mixed sand and gravel sediments where fractional transport rates are 
referenced to the size distribution of the bed surface.  This referencing of bed 
surface allows the capability of prediction of transient conditions such as bed 
armoring, scour, or aggradation.  Wilcock et al. (2001) also propose a new 
method for estimating sediment-transport rates in gravelbed rivers advocating the 
implementation of both a transport equation and subsequent calibration with a 
small number of observations of small transport rates. 
 Wu et al. (2003) propose a fractional transport method involving the 
Transport Capacity Fraction (TCF) concept for flows in sand bed rivers with 
nonuniform sediment mixtures.  The TCF concept relates the distribution of 
transport capacity to the fractional transport rate.  Their expressions account for 
the sheltering and exposure effects existing in nonuniform sediment mixtures.  
Wu and Molinas (2000) investigated different fractional bed-material load 
computational methods for sand-bed channels where they found the Karim and 
Kennedy and Wu and Molinas methods to produce the closest agreement with 
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measured data.  They tested a variety of the formulas previously discussed in 
this literature review. 
 Barry et al. (2004) propose a new bed load transport equation in the form 
of a power equation.  Surprisingly, simple power law models relating sediment 
flow rates to water flow depths can perform better than more sophisticated 
physically based models (Ancey et al. 2006).  The exponent is principally related 
to supply-related channel armoring where the coefficient is related to drainage 
area.  The accuracy of their formula was evaluated at seventeen independent 
test sites. 
 Aguirre et al. (2003) have proposed using particle densimetric Froude 
numbers to establish incipient motion criteria for flows in rough boundaries.  They 
define flows in this area as those where the ratios of flow depth to bed particle 
diameter are less than ten.  They then incorporated their results into a sediment 
transport equation adapted to accommodate the densimetric Froude number and 
found their results were accurate. 
 Power concept total load transport functions include Engelund and 
Hansen’s (1967), Ackers and White (1973), Yang’s (1972), and Velikanov’s 
(1954) approaches.  Chang et al. (1965), Colby’s (1964), and finally Karim and 
Kennedy’s (1990) approaches are all other models used to calculate total load 
transport (Yang 1996).  Reliable sources abound for examples and derivations of 
these methods and as they are beyond the scope of this study, they will not be 
commented on further. 
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SLURRY FLOWS 
 
 
 As justified as these open channel sedimentation methods are to this 
study, the application of hydraulics in a confined and possibly pressurized culvert 
also mandates research into slurry flow hydraulics.  Different researchers have 
classified pressurized flow regimes differently using various names (Vanoni 
2006).    Vanoni (2006) states “little is known about the transportation of graded 
sediments having a wide range of particle sizes.”  Abulnaga (2002) encompasses 
the subject of conduit sedimentation into two types of flow mixtures.  He states 
that in closed conduit hydraulics, flows may be heterogeneous or homogenous. 
 Heterogeneous mixtures consist of four initial flow regimes based on 
particle size that where originally proposed by Durand and Condolios (1952).  
The first regime includes homogeneous suspensions for particles smaller than 40 
µm.  The second flow regime includes suspensions maintained by turbulence for 
particle sizes between 40 µm and 0.15 mm (0.006 in).  The third regime involves 
suspension with saltation for particle sizes between 0.15 mm (0.006 in) and 1.5 
mm (0.06 in), and the fourth and final regime proposed by Durand and Condolios 
includes saltation for particles greater than 1.5 mm (0.06 in). 
 These initial flow regimes where later refined by Newitt et al. (1955), Ellis 
and Round (1963), Thomas (1964), Shen (1970), and Wicks (1971) to four flow 
regimes based on the flow of the particles and the particle size.  These new 
designations include, flow with a stationary bed, flow with a moving bed and 
saltation (with or without suspension), heterogeneous mixture with all solids in 
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suspension, and pseudohomogeneous or homogeneous mixtures with all solids 
in suspension (Vanoni 2006). 
 Flow with a stationary bed occurs when the slurry flow velocity is low thus 
allowing the bed to thicken.  The fluid above the bed will move the solids in a 
tumbling and rolling fashion along the bed itself.  Particles with low settling 
velocities move an asymmetric suspension while coarser particles build the bed 
up (Abulnaga 2002).  With continual decreases in slurry flow velocities the pipe 
will eventually block and high resultant pressures will be seen. 
 Flow with a moving bed occurs with large numbers of moving particles and 
lower slurry flow velocities.  Entrainment of the top particles occurs in the moving 
fluid directly above the bed resulting in the upper layers of the bed moving faster 
in transit than the lower layers.  With a mixture composed of a variety of sized 
particles having different settling velocities, the bed would obviously be 
composed of particles with the largest settling velocity, while those with moderate 
settling velocities would remain in an asymmetric suspension, and those of the 
smallest settling velocities remaining in symmetric suspension. 
 In a flow regime where suspension is maintained by turbulence, one will 
see many solids lifted by eddies throughout the pipes length.  All particles will 
move in an asymmetric flow pattern with the coarsest at the bottom of the pipe 
covered with superimposed layers of both fine and medium sized particles 
(Abulnaga 2002).   
 With symmetric flow at high speed, all particles may move in a symmetric 
pattern.  The flow is also referred to as pseudohomogeneuos due to the 
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symmetry found around the pipes axis.  It is important to recognize that while this 
flow is symmetric it may not necessarily be uniform (Abulnaga, 2002).   
 Research has also been conducted with regards to bedload 
transport capacity of slurry flows at steep slopes.  Rickenmann (1990) developed 
some equations and procedures (Rickenmann 1991) to model bedload transport 
under these conditions and tested his model using research by Smart and Jaeggi 
(1983) along with research by Meyer-Peter and Mőller (1948). 
 
TRANSITIONAL VELOCITIES 
 
 
 There have been some models (equations) developed to pinpoint the 
transitional velocities between these flow regimes.  It is important to note the 
qualifications and assumptions pertinent to these models.  Obviously a change in 
particle density will effect their successful application.  Wilson (1970) developed 
a model to ascertain the transitional velocity between a stationary and moving 
bed.  His model predicts the velocity at which incipient motion for granular solids 
would begin, using an assumption of hydrostatic pressure exerted by the solids 
on the walls.  This velocity is defined as V2 by Abulnaga (2002).  The V3 velocity 
or transitional velocity between moving bed and asymmetric flow is of great 
importance because it is the speed at which the pressure gradient is at a 
minimum in the conduit.  Durand and Condolis (1952) derived a model describing 
this velocity based on uniformly sized sand and gravel.  V4 is defined as the 
transitional velocity between asymmetric and symmetric flow and will be the point 
at which heterogeneous flow becomes pseodohomogenous.  Newitt et al. (1955) 
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is credited with developing the original model describing this velocity.  Govier and 
Aziz (1972) also developed a model that can be used to calculate this velocity.  
Their model applied Newton’s law for particles immersed in a fluid.  Abulnaga 
(2002) presents a graphical description of these transitional velocities.  
 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN CULVERTS 
 
 
 There are many similarities in sediment transport for open channel and 
closed conduit flows, however there are some decided differences that should be 
acknowledged.  With regards to these differences, understandings of the driving 
forces are of primary concern.  It is commonly acknowledged that the component 
of gravity is the driving force acting in the direction of flow for open channel flow, 
but in a closed conduit (pipeline) the driving force is the pressure gradient (Chien 
and Wan 1999).  It should not therefore be unreasonable to assume that culverts 
will operate with both factors as a driving force dependant upon whether they are 
experiencing pressurized or open channel flow.  Furthermore, when the culvert is 
experiencing pressurized flow conditions, phenomena typically related to a free 
surface cannot occur.  Anti-dunes and sand waves are examples of such 
phenomena (Chien and Wan 1999).   
 Development of a sediment transport model for an enclosed culvert can 
be quite complicated due to the flow conditions at the inlet and outlet.  Graf and 
Acaroglu (1968) present an acceptable equation due to the large range of pipe 
flow and open channel conditions that it was developed from.  There have been 
significant problems with culvert sedimentation.  These include such issues as 
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erosion at the inlet/outlet and sediment buildup in the culvert barrel.  This buildup 
increases the entrapment of debris in the culvert.  Such debris problems are 
often compensated for by oversizing the culvert or using a bridge structure to 
replace it.   Both options exhibit larger financial consequences. 
 The application of a robust and well defined model encompassing a large 
range of hydraulic and sediment conditions, would be a great asset to the 
hydraulic community.  
 
IN-SEWER SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
 
 There has been recent research into the study of sediment transport in 
sewer systems. While not specific to culvert applications, this research is 
nevertheless applicable to the movement of sediments in closed conduits.  De 
Sutter et al. (2003) have conducted research into the validation of the Ackers 
(1991) and May (1993) models and there accurate prediction of sediment 
transport.  The authors found the formulas to have some discrepancies with 
results observed, and propose an adjustment in the threshold parameter in the 
Ackers model that enabled its performance to improve.  May’s model was 
observed to perform better with finer sediments but underpredicted coarser 
sediment transport.  Skipworth et al. (1999) studied the erosion and transport of 
cohesive sediments in sewer pipes and proposed a new approach to model this 
process.    
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BED-FORM TRANSPORT 
 
 Bennett (1995) proposed and evaluated an algorithm that related 
physically reasonable constructs relating depth to discharge.  It determines bed 
and suspended load transport for the entire range of bedforms found in sand bed 
channels.  His algorithm produced equitable results to observed values on two 
different scaled field sites. 
 
MAINTENANCE VELOCITIES 
 
 
 It has been common in the design of sewer systems to specify a minimum 
“self cleansing” flow velocity to be achieved at some particular depth for their 
maintenance (Butler et al. 2002).  A similar practice would lend itself to the 
maintenance of culverts and their sediment accumulations.  There exists 
research regarding the associated velocities for sediment flushing in culverts and 
the modeling of sediments typically found in sewer systems.  The following 
literature review will discuss the important contributions made in these areas.  
 
CURRENT RESEARCH 
 
 
 Butler et al. (2003) conducted research elaborating a systematic method 
(CIRIA) to relate sewer self cleaning to hydraulic factors controlling it.  Their 
research elaborates a procedure to aid designers to develop large systems 
carrying high sediment loads.  Limitations to their type of approach are discussed 
by Arthur et al. (1999).   Tait et al. (2003) tested a previously developed model 
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for accuracy in prediction of the erosion of fine grain suspendible sediments from 
deposits within discrete lengths of a combined sewer.  It was found that the 
performance of the model is dependant upon the minimization criteria used to 
obtain the calibration parameters.  Verbanck (2000) conducted research where 
he investigated a two layer suspension model for open channel flow conditions in 
sewers.  He found that with a small number of adaptations to the traditional mode 
of computation of suspended load viable options for near bed solids transport in 
sewers could be accomplished.  Ashley et al. (2000) comment upon 
management strategies used for sediment control in combined sewers.  
 Further research not directly referenced in this literature review can be 
seen in Appendix F.  The reader is encouraged to investigate these sources in 
addition to those mentioned above. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
 The experimental setup that was used in the study consists of a head box, 
culvert, supply line, and tailbox.    Construction and building details for these four 
items can be found in the following sections of this study.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION 
  
 
THE HEAD BOX 
 
 The headbox consisted of a rectangular framed floor supported upon 3.81 
cm by 18.42 cm (1.50 in x 7.25 in) nominal sized joists.  The joists were set at 
30.48 cm (12 in) on center spacing.   
The floor was glued and nailed to the joists and was fabricated from 19.05 
mm thick, 121.92 cm by 243.84 cm (0.75 in thick, 4.00 ft by 8.00 ft) sheets of AC 
 
Figure 10.  Framed and sealed headbox floor. 
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plywood.  The walls were then glued and bolted through the sole plates to the 
subfloor system.  The bolts were 12.70 mm (0.50 in) carriage bolts.  Each wall 
was framed with studs set 30.48 cm (12.00 in) on center and all four walls were 
seemed together with NP1 and 12.70 mm (0.50 in) carriage bolts.  A “California 
corner,” framing method was implemented on the wall connections.  The walls 
were sheathed with 19.05 mm thick, 121.92 cm by 243.84 cm (0.75 in thick, 4.00 
ft by 8.00 ft) AC plywood.  One 19.05 mm thick, 121.92 cm by 243.84 cm (0.75 in 
thick, 4.00 ft by 8.00 ft) piece of clear acrylic was installed in the side of the 
headbox for observation purposes.   
Two 19.05 mm thick, 30.48 cm by 68.58 cm (0.75 in thick, 12.00 in by 
27.00 in) clear acrylic windows were also installed 33.66 cm (13.25 in) on each 
sidewall above the floor.  The downstream end of the box had a 30.48 cm (12.00 
 
Figure 11.  Framing of headbox walls prior to sheathing. 
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in) hole cut through a framed 91.44 cm by 91.44 cm (36.00 in by 36.00 in) non-
reinforced area were the culvert flanges mated to the wall system. 
 The head box was partitioned with a single framed wall.  This wall was 
framed from 3.81 cm by 8.89 cm (1.50 in by 3.50 in) lumber with only two interior 
dividing studs set 78.74 cm (31.00 in) in from the sides.  The upstream side of 
this wall has 6.35 mm (0.25 in) square steel mesh stapled onto the framed 
structure along with a synthetic cooler pad made from foamed polyester and 
manufactured by DuraCool.  This partition formed an effective barrier for wave 
propagation into the main area of the headbox.  The partition area was fed from a 
47.72 cm (18.00 in) ID PVC diffuser that can be seen in the detail drawing below.  
There were three rows of staggered 11.43 cm (4.50 in) holes drilled through the 
walls of this diffuser.  The top row contains 13 holes; the middle contains 12 
holes, and the bottom row contains 13 holes.  The diffuser sits so that the holes 
face away from the partition wall. 
 The headbox was created with this design to reduce any infeed flow line 
turbulence from entering into the culvert.  It was very effective in creating a static 
reservoir.  There were two drains installed into the headbox to allow water 
removal from the system.  The first drain was situated in the partitioned area 
while the secondary drain was placed in the main headbox area.  Both drains 
were mounted flush to the floor system and are composed of 10.16 cm (4.00 in) 
PVC pipe with ball valves at the ends allowing drainage.  Steel 6.35 mm (0.25 in) 
mesh screens were placed over the drain holes detering sediment egress 
through the drainpipe when the system was drained. 
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 The headbox was leveled and supported on a concrete floor with a 
standard building level.  Concrete blocks and wedges form the foundation 
supporting this headbox and allow for any necessary adjustments.  Headwater 
gauges were installed on the outside of the clear acrylic observation windows.  
These gauges were leveled to a datum reference height.  A small 6.35 mm (0.25 
in) inch tap was installed 2.54 cm (1.00 in) above the headbox floor for a static  
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   Figure 12.  Orthographic drawing of headbox. 
tube to be run to a stilling well used to record headwater elevations.   
 
THE TAILBOX 
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The tailbox was framed in a similar fashion to the headbox.  Dimensions 
for it can also be seen on the accompanying drawings.  There was a framed 
diversion channel at the outlet end of the tailbox.  This channel diverted the flow 
passing over the stoplogs into the laboratories waste channel.  Stop logs were 
utilized to create artificial tailwaters meeting the conditions necessary for the  
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   Figure 13.  Orthographic drawing of tailbox. 
 
study.  Stop logs were made from strips of 19.05 mm (0.75 in) AC plywood 
ripped in 10.16 cm and 15.24 cm (4.00 in and 6.00 in) widths.  Stop logs were 
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fitted into retention dados found down each side of the tailbox and rested against 
a framed stud wall for support.  Water passing over the stop logs fell an 
additional 29.85 cm (11.75 in) to the bottom of the diversion channel and was 
then directed into laboratories wasting channel.  The tailbox had one drain 10.16 
cm (4.00 in) in diameter constructed of PVC pipe. A ball valve was also placed 
on this drain to allow control of the draining process.  A steel 6.35 mm (0.25 in) 
mesh screen was also found on top of this drain prohibiting sediment collection 
into the drain. 
 
THE CULVERT 
 
The culvert was a 306.47 cm (120.66 in) long 30.20 cm (11.89 in) inner 
diameter, 32.41 cm (12.76 in) outer diameter, clear PVC pipe.  The clear PVC 
pipe was manufactured by ALSCO Industrial Products Inc. and has a slight green 
tint to it.  The tinting was not sufficient to eliminate critical observations of bed 
sediments and with the considerable reduction in cost over acrylic, resulted in 
considerable saving to the experimental setup budget.  This PVC segment 
comprises the observation portion of the culvert system.  There were two white 
PVC extension pipes dressered to the upstream and downstream ends of this 
clear PVC pipe.   Two Romac Industries 30.48 cm (12.00 in) #501 dressers were 
attached to these extensions and provided the connection to the clear PVC.  The 
upstream extension measures 91.44 cm (36.00 in) while the downstream 
extension measures 57.15 cm (22.50 in) in length.  Both extensions were bolted 
to their associated headbox or tailbox with Spears 30.48 cm (12.00 in) flanges 
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rated at 150 psi.  12.70 mm (0.50 in) diameter, 12.70 cm (5.00 in) long carriage 
bolts were used for the flange to box connection.  NP1 was used to seal the 
flange to box connection with carriage bolts applying the clamping force.  The 
culvert system was supported in the middle to prevent any sag from the weight of 
the tested bed sediments.  Three pressure taps were drilled into the clear PVC 
culvert.  These taps were located directly on top of the culvert and were spaced 
113.03 cm (44.05 in) upstream or downstream of a central tap.  The taps were 
used for dynamic and static pressure measurements.  Figures 14 and 15 shows 
the culvert system attached to the tailbox.  
 
THE INCLEMOMETER 
An inclemometer was attached to the pitot tube stand seen in Figures 15 
and 20.  This device allowed depth measurements to the sides of the culvert at a 
recorded angle to later be calculated into a linear depth from the invert. 
 
 
Figure 14.  Culvert looking downstream. Figure 15.  Culvert and inclemometer. 
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Figure 16.  Close view of culvert. 
 
 
 
Figure 17.  Headbox stilling well. 
 
Figure 18.  Tailbox stilling well. 
 
THE STILLING WELLS 
 
There were two stilling wells associated with this model.  One was 
attached to the head box and is 21.59 cm (8.50 in) in diameter.  The second 
attached to the tailbox and measures 15.24 cm (6.00 in) in diameter.  Both stilling 
wells were 116.84 cm (46.00 in) tall.  Both wells were instrumented with staff 
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gauges to obtain accurate elevation measurements.  The staff gauges were 
drawn on AutoDesk standard CAD software and were printed at a scale of 1 to 1.  
The depth gauges were accurately installed with a building level based on the 
same datum as that used for the gauges installed on the head and tail boxes.  
The stilling wells allowed accurate water elevations to be recorded by avoiding 
interference from velocity heads or wave action.   Figure 16 and 17 show the 
head and tailbox stilling wells. .  
 
THE PIEZOMETER BOARD 
The piezometer board was attached to the tailbox in a manner allowing 
the visual inspection of both it and the culvert simultaneously.  The piezometer 
consists of five clear polyurethane tubing strapped vertically across a CAD 
created staff guage taped to a plywood backing board.  Couplings were attached 
to the bottom of the piezometers allowing the connection of poly-flow tubing 
attached to pressure taps.  It is important to ensure correct pressure differential 
representation in the tubes for each data point.  This was accomplished by 
overfilling the piezometers and allowing the excessive head to drive water 
through them and their attached poly-flow tubes into the culvert.  The flushing 
movement of this water adequately removed all entrained air from the peizometer 
apparatus.  Once entrained air was evacuated the water level was allowed to 
equalize to the pressure differential representative of the static or dynamic heads 
at the taps location.  The piezometer rack can be seen in Figure 19 and the pitot 
tube used in dynamic measurements in Figure 20. 
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THE HOPPER 
 The hopper seen in Figure 21 and 22 was used to supply sediment to the 
headbox in the sediment transport portion of this research.  It was welded 
together from 6.35 mm (0.25 in) steel plate reinforced with 2.54 cm (1.00 in) 
angle iron.  Both sides of the hopper symmetrically taper together to a common 
19.05 cm (7.50 in) central channel.  The channel has an auger bit installed 
parallel to the hopper’s bottom to facilitate sediment delivery to an adjustable 
drop orifice.  The auger was supported externally on two roller bearings and had 
2, 2.54 cm (1 in) flutes wrapped down its full length.  The hopper sat above the 
inlet to the culvert resting on the head box and two legs.  The system allowed for 
the continuous delivery of sediment for low flow rates while sediment transport 
Figure 19.  Piezometer Figure 20.  Pitot tube and inclemometer 
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Figure 21.  Hopper profile. 
 
Figure 22.  Hopper end view. 
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Figure 23.  Orthographic drawing of hopper. 
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measurements were taken.  The hopper can be seen in Figure 21 and 22, 
respectively.  A schematic drawing of the hopper can be seen in Figure 23. 
INFEED FLOW LINE TO HEADBOX 
 
 The 45.72 cm (18.00 in) diameter water supply line was drawn off from a 
60.96 cm (24.00 in) diameter main feed line.  The water supply line was gravity 
fed from a reservoir upstream located on the Logan River.  The reservoir head 
was typically 7.62 m (25.00 ft).   The 60.96 cm (24.00 in) diameter infeed flow 
line was then connected to the headbox after passing through a calibrated pipe 
network system.  There were two orifice plates in the network allowing for a 
variety of flowrates to be tested in the experiments.  Two gate valves placed 
downstream of the orifice plates allowed the throttling of the incoming flow to 
maintain a constant desired flowrate for the model.  This system can be seen as 
a picture in Figure 24 and as a schematic drawing in Figure 25.  
 
 
Figure 24.  Infeed supply line looking upstream. 
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Figure 25.  Profile view infeed supply line schematic. 
 
 
WATER SUPPLY AND FLOW MEASUREMENT 
 
 
The water supply line used to deliver flow originated at first dam on the 
Logan River.  First dam is located at the base of Logan Canyon in Logan, Utah.  
The water was gravity fed into the Utah Water Research Laboratory (UWRL) and 
eventually arrived at the infeed flow line mentioned previously. 
To be sure to supply accurate orifice measurements for low and higher 
flow ranges, two different water supply pipe diameters were networked into the 
supply system.  At lower flows the top 20.32 cm (8.00 in) network provided an 
acceptably large manometer differential for accurate pressure measurements.   
The 45.72 cm (18.00 in) in diameter lower line accommodated the higher flow 
rates necessary for the higher sediment yield runs.  The entire network, gate 
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valves, and orifice plates were calibrated with a spectrum of known flow rates to 
find the discharge coefficients using the UWRL weigh tank.  Calibration curves 
for both orifice plates can be seen in Appendix B.  Flow measurements were 
taken with U-tube manometers attached to pressure taps found upstream and 
downstream of the installed orifice plates.  The U-tube manometers quantified 
the pressure differential generated by the contracting flow passing through their 
respective orifice plate.  The pressure differential was observed using Meriam 
blue fluid (s.g. = 1.75 @ 13.2o C).  Manometers were incremented in 1.00 mm 
(0.04 in) units and can easily be read to a plus or minus 0.50 mm (0.02 in) 
division.  With careful observation the manometers can be read to a plus or 
minus 0.25 mm (0.01 in) division.   
Flow measurements were used to calculate an average flow rate for the 
culvert for all of the sediment transport experiments.  Taps were placed 33.02 cm 
(13.00 in) upstream and 17.78 cm (7.00 in) downstream of the downstream face 
of the orifice plate.  Taps were connected to the U-tube manometer with 4.76 mm 
(0.19 in) internal diameter clear poly-flow tubing.  Extreme care was always taken 
to remove any intrusive air pockets in both the poly-flow lines and the U-tube 
manometers that may cause erroneous pressure differential measurements.  Any 
burs or obstructions on the tap hole was removed preventing interfere with 
correct pressure measurements.  The process is illustrated in more detail in the 
flow rate computational methodology portion of this paper. 
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FLOW RATE COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 All calculations were accomplished on Microsoft EXCEL Spreadsheets 
and the data is found in Appendices K and L.  The following equations and 
procedures were used in developing the spreadsheet. 
 To calculate flow rates, the differential height was measured in 
centimeters of Meriam blue fluid using the U-tube manometers discussed in the 
Water Supply and Flow measurement Portion of this paper.  The differential 
height in Meriam blue fluid was then converted to a differential height in water 
using the following formulas.   
                                      
( )OHBFBFOH GSGSHH 22 .... −∆=∆     (96) 
where ∆HH2O is the change in height of water, ∆HBF is the change of height of 
blue fluid,  S.G.BF is the specific gravity of Meriam blue fluid at the given 
temperature, and S.G.H2O is the specific gravity of water at a given temperature.   
The differential height of water in centimeters was then converted to a 
differential height in feet of water using the following equation. 
      
( )
( ) ft
cm H
H
∆=
∆
124.25
10
     (97) 
where ∆Hcm is the differential height in centimeters of water, and ∆Hft is the 
differential height in feet of water, and the numerical values are conversion 
factors for centimeters to millimeters to inches to feet.  
Flow rates were then calculated using the following formula for use with 
the orifice plate. 
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41
2
β−
∆
=
HgACQ oodo      (98) 
where Qo is the flow rate through the orifice in cfs, Cod is the orifices discharge 
coefficient, Ao is the area of the orifice itself, g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
∆H is the measured differential height of water measured from the previous step, 
and β is the ratio of meter throat diameter to meter inlet diameter better 
represented as seen below. 
                                                        
o
o
D
d
=β       (99) 
where d is the diameter of the orifice itself and D is the diameter of the upstream 
feed pipe.   
 Coefficient values were plotted for a variety of flow rates enabling the 
generation of a curve to utilize in data collection.  The collected orifice plate 
coefficient curves can be seen in Appendix B and allow for an accurate model 
flow rate calculation.  All calibrations were conducted at the Utah Water 
Research Laboratory.  
 
CULVERT GEOMETRY COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 This section reveals the computational methodology used to find 
geometric characteristics of the culvert.  Testing procedures disclosing the 
testing process are found in Chapter 4 of this study.  All calculations are 
accomplished on EXCEL.  The pertinent geometry calculations for the culvert 
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cross sections are seen below.  The depth measurements to the bed are given 
and the true depth was calculated using the following formula. 
                                                 
wallmeasact xYY −=               (100) 
where Yact is the depth measured from the culvert interior surface to the bed 
surface normal to the bed plane, Ymeas is the depth measured from the culvert top 
to the bed at the given location, and xwall is the thickness of the culvert wall 
material.   
If the flow regime was open channel, then another dimension was 
recorded for the depth of the water surface below the pipe invert.  The 
relationship is defined below. 
                                                 
wallmeasact xZZ −=     (101) 
where Zact is the depth measured from the culvert interior surface to the water 
surface normal to the bed plane, Zmeas is the depth measured from the culvert top 
to the water surface at the given location, and xwall is as defined above. 
 The actual bed depth was then calculated with the following equation. 
                                                  
actculbed YRY −= 2     (102) 
where Ybed is the depth of the bed sediment, Rcul is the radius of the internal wall 
surfaces of the culvert, and all other variables are as defined above. 
 Figure 26 and 27 displays the culvert geometry variables and has been 
provided to aid the reader in their identification.  The Figure represents variables 
associated with open channel, partially pressurized and fully pressurized flow 
regimes.   
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Figure 26.  Culvert geometry. 
 
Figure 27.  Culvert depth geometry. 
 
 
The bed angle was defined as 
                                               






−=
R
Y
a bedbed 1cosβ              (103) 
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where βbed is the angular measurement for the bed from the centerline of the 
culvert and all other terms are as previously defined. 
 The surface air angle was defined as  
                                               



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−=
R
Y
a bedair 1cosβ     (104) 
where βair is the angular measurement for the free air surface in open channel 
flows measured from the centerline of the culvert and all other terms are as 
previously defined. 
 The top width of the bed was defined in the following equation. 
                                                   
( )βsin2RTw =               (105) 
where Tw is the top width of the bed as seen in Figure 26.   
 For open channel and partially pressurized flow regimes the cross 
sectional area of the water was found by subtracting the cross sectional area of 
the bed and air from the whole culvert cross sectional area.  For fully pressurized 
flow regimes the cross sectional area of the water was calculated by subtracting 
the cross sectional area of the bed from the whole culvert cross sectional area. 
The cross sectional areas associated with the bed, air, and whole culvert are 
found with the following equations, respectively.   
                                     
( ) ( )( )bedbedbedbed RA βββ sincos2 −=    (106) 
                                      ( ) ( )( )airairairair RA βββ sincos2 −=    (107) 
                 
2RAwhole π=               (108) 
                                            
airbedwholewater AAAA −−=              (109) 
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where Abed is the cross sectional area of the bed, Aair is cross sectional area of 
the air above the water surface (not applicable for fully pressurized culvert flow), 
Awhole is the cross sectional area of the interior of the culvert, Awater is the cross 
sectional area of the flowing water through the culvert, and all other variables are 
as defined previously. 
 For open channel and partially pressurized flow regimes the perimeter of 
the water is found by subtracting the perimeter of the bed and air without their 
associated top widths from the perimeter of the whole pipe.    The top width of 
the bed was then added to this expression.  For fully pressurized flow regimes 
the perimeter of the water should be calculated by subtracting the perimeter of 
the bed from the culverts whole perimeter. Associated perimeter calculations are 
then conducted with the equations seen below.   
 
RPwhole π2=      (110) 
 
bedbed RP β2=     (111) 
 
airair RP β2=      (112) 
                                         
wairbedwholewater TPPPP +−−=                       (113) 
where Pwhole is the perimeter of the culvert interior, Pbed is the perimeter of the 
bed (exclusive of the top width associated with the bed), Pair is the perimeter of 
the air above the water surface (only applicable for open channel and partially 
pressurized conditions) with the top width excluded, Pwater is the perimeter of the 
water flowing through the culvert, Tw is the top width, and all other variables are 
as previously defined. 
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 The hydraulic radius was then found with 
  
water
water
h P
A
R =      (114) 
where Rh is the hydraulic radius and the other two variables are as previously 
defined.   
 
CRITICAL SHEAR LIMITS COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 The recorded sediment mean size (Ds), temperature in Fahrenheit (Tf), 
length of culvert (Lculvert), head upstream in the headbox (Hu/s), head downstream 
in the tailbox (Hd/s), culvert slope (Sculvert), specific weight of water (γw), and 
specific weight of sediment (γS) were then used to calculate the grain Reynolds 
number and Shield’s parameter using the Von Carmen method.  Data logs can 
be found in Appendix G.  First, viscosity was calculated using a curve fit 
equation,  
       
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 55840.372761.799509.7
118842.4135720.1160531.2
2
345
−+−−−+
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ETETE
TETETE
ff
fffν
     
(115) 
where ν is the kinematic viscosity and all other variables are as defined above. 
 The shear velocity associated with bed slope or energy grade line 
calculations were carried out with the following equations. 
bedh SgRV =*     (116) 
EGLh SgRV =*     (117) 
where V* is the shear velocity, g is acceleration associated with gravity, and Sbed 
or SEGL are the slopes of the sediment bed and energy grade line, respectively. 
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 The density of the sediment was then found to use in the calculation of the 
average shear stress.  The equations to accomplish these calculations are 
     
g
s
s
γ
ρ =      (118) 
 
sbedo V ρτ
2
*
=      (119) 
 
sEGLo V ρτ
2
*
=     (120) 
where ρs is the density of the sediment, γs is the specific weight of the sediment, 
g is the acceleration due to gravity, τo is the average shear stress, V*bed is the 
shear velocity associated with the calculation using the bed slope, and V*EGL is 
the shear velocity associated with the calculation using the energy grade line 
slope. 
 The grain Reynolds number and Shield’s parameter were then calculated 
with the following expressions, respectively. 
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−
    (122) 
where Re* is the grain Reynolds number, and the other equation is the Shields 
parameter.  
 
VANONI SIDEWALL CORRECTION COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 Vanoni’s sidewall correction as adapted by Wong and Parker (2006) was 
applied to the Von Carmen method results to investigate its impacts upon the 
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calculations.  The method is illustrated below and enabled the use of an average 
velocity in a corrective process that finds the shear stress to be used in the 
calculation of the Shields parameter. 
 The Reynolds number using either the bed slope or energy grade line 
slope was calculated using  
ν
aveh
e
VR
R
4
=      (123) 
where all variables are as presented previously. 
 Friction values for calculations involving bed slope or energy grade line 
slope were conducted using the following equations 
2
8
ave
bedh
V
SgRf =     (124) 
2
8
ave
EGLh
V
SgRf =     (125) 
where f is the friction variable representing the friction experienced by the flow, 
Vave is the average flow velocity for the cross section, and all other variables are 
as previously defined. 
 The friction associated with the wall was then calculated with an iterative 
process introduced by Wong and Parker (2006).  This calculation is conducted 
easily using a Newton Rhapson method coded in visual basic and assigned to a 
specific cell in EXCEL.  The Visual Basic program can be found in Appendix I 
and the equation is  
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where fw is the friction associated with the wall and all other variables are as 
previously defined. 
 The friction associated with the bed was calculated  
                                             
( )w
bed
wall
b ffP
Pff −+=              (127) 
where fb is the bed friction and all other variables are as previously defined. 
 The corrected hydraulic radius using the bed or energy grade line slope 
was then calculated with either of the two following equations respectively.  
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where Rb corr is the corrected hydraulic radius and all variables are as previously 
defined. 
 The corrected hydraulic radius was then used in the calculation for shear 
velocity previously described in the Von Carmen method.  That shear velocity 
was then used to calculate the shear stress and Shields parameter.  
 
SEDIMENT BED LOAD COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 There are eight methods used to predict bed load transport in this study.  
All methods rely on previous base data conducted in the earlier computational 
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methodologies for geometry and sediment characteristics.  There is not any 
difference between the given bed load transport formulas and the ones 
recommended for use by this study, except for the replacement of original 
empirical coefficients by the newer recalibrated empirical coefficients found. 
These coefficients were recalibrated to new values allowing a more accurate 
prediction of bed load transport in culvert systems. Toffaleti’s method, as 
presented in the USACE HEC RAS software, was the only exception to this 
statement with its lack of a single empirical coefficient easily adapted to the 
newer culvert flow characteristics.  A new coefficient was added at the end of the 
Toffaleti calculation process after the summation of all the four bed loads.  If the 
reader is interested in seeing the step by step procedure used in the HEC RAS 
Toffaleti’s calculations, they are encouraged to look in Appendix E of the HEC 
RAS Hydraulic Reference Manual.  A discussion of the coefficient calibration 
process is now presented. 
 There are significant and gross discrepancies between the bed load 
transport rates of the eight tested methods and the observed bed load transport 
rates found with the physical model.  However, with adjustments to the original 
coefficients, the eight models predicted sediment bed load transport rates very 
close to those seen with the physical model.  The calibration of these coefficients 
is conducted with the root mean square deviation calculation  
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where θ’b is the model predicted bed load transport rate, θr is the actual physical 
modeled bed load transport rate, RMSD is the root mean square deviation, and n 
is the number of runs for that particular sediment size and bed elevation with 
their varied flow rates.   
This calculation is strictly used as a measure of the difference between 
values predicted between the physical model and those found with the eight 
tested bed load transport equations.  The SOLVER function in EXCEL is used to 
minimize the differences predicted by the root mean square deviation through the 
adjustment of the coefficient.  This new coefficient value is then recommended 
for use in the various models for applications of 304.8 mm (11.89 in) diameter 
culvert where bed load transport rates are of concern. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TESTING METHODOLOGY  
INTRODUCTION 
  
 There are two different types of testing procedures utilized in this study.  
The incipient motion testing procedure will be discussed first followed by the 
sediment yield testing procedure.  
  
INCIPIENT MOTION TESTING PROCEDURE 
  
 The following discussion pertains to the processes and methodologies 
used to test for incipient motion and are applied to all three sediment types 
uniformly.  Prior to running water through the model, the sediment bed in the 
culvert required placement and leveling.  The placement of the sediment was 
carried out by shoveling a roughly uniform grade of sediment into the culvert 
which was then leveled with a hoe by hand.  The leveling process was 
accomplished using two methods in an attempt to maintain a uniform bed grade 
throughout the culvert length.  A leveling datum was established for the required 
depth in the culvert by taping a construction line to the side of the culvert at the 
designated height.  This allowed the tester to perform a very quick visual 
inspection for aggradation or degradation in the culvert as the test progresses.  A 
more accurate method used three taps drilled into the culvert top allowing a 
verniered steel rod to slide down to the sediment bed for measurements of its 
depth from the top of the pipe.  These measurements were taken at the start and 
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end of every run to check for aggradation or degradation.  Pipe thickness was 
subtracted from the measurements because readings were taken to the outer 
diameter of the pipe.   
 The actual testing process begins with the closing of the head box and the 
tailbox drains.  The U-tube manometer was then checked to verify its zero.  This 
process involves verifying equal measurements upon both sides of the 
manometer.  If the manometer did not zero properly all attachments, unions, and 
poly-flow tubing were checked for the presence of air.  The poly-flow tubing was 
easily bled if air was found to be present in the manometer lines.  
Experimentation was not allowed to continue until the manometers were zeroed 
correctly. 
 After the manometers are zeroed, either the 47.72 cm (18.00 in) or the 
20.32 cm (8 in) supply line butterfly valve was opened to accommodate a small 
flow rate.  It was important to check the flow rate on the manometer to verify that 
the isolation taps were open allowing pressures differential to register.  The 
slower filling flow rate was crucial to allow water to easily move through the 
culvert into the tailbox without disturbing the bed.  This slow fill process was 
abandoned as soon as enough water was present to allow an increase in the 
flow rate without disturbing the sediment.  Stop logs were placed in the exit of the 
tailbox to control the downstream depth needed for either a fully pressurized 
culvert flow or an open channel inlet controlled flow condition to be present. 
 As head and tailwater equalization occurs, flow rates were slightly 
increased in time intervals of two to three minutes while observations were made 
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of the bed to determine particle movement.  This process often took a 
considerable amount of time for particle movement to eventually be achieved.  
The reader is cautioned that initial movement may be observed as a threshold 
condition is surpassed to be followed by a no movement condition for the same 
flow rate.  True incipient motion only occurs when there is a continued particle 
motion past this threshold point.  If the objective was to achieve an open channel 
flow regime and the increased flow rate was seen to cause the headwater in the 
headbox to exceed the culvert invert, adjustments were made to the stop logs 
allowing more outflow from the model.  These adjustments were usually quite 
fine and needed a justifiable time increment of observation to verify that 
equalization between headwater and tailwater had occurred.   This procedure 
effectively increased the energy grade line slope while still maintaining an open 
invert. 
 When continual particle movement is observed, flow rates were then 
adjusted until sediment movement matches the author’s designated visual 
incipient motion criterion.  For this study that criterion is the movement of 10 to 
20 particles in 60 seconds over an area of 0.37 m2 (2 ft2).   This method was 
chosen because Kennedy (1995) (in legend of  shields, buffington) pointed out 
that Shields used a visual observation method to discern his critical threshold 
values based on parameters defined by Kramer (1932, 1935).  Wilcock (1988) 
standardized these parameters.  When these conditions were met, a variety of 
other measurements including manometer, bed depth, and temperature are 
taken.   
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 Initially the manometer was read to measure the pressure difference 
across the orifice plate for use in calculating the incipient motion flow rate.  The 
upstream and downstream heads were measured from the stilling wells or 
associated staff gauges.  Gauges were checked repeatedly throughout the 
experiment to guarantee no variation in head and tailwater heights.  Bed depths 
were recorded using the steel probe described earlier.  Depths were taken 
perpendicular to the bed at 12.70 mm (0.50 in) intervals.  In addition, depths 
were also recorded radially from the center of the bed to its edges.  This allowed 
for an accurate definition of the cross sectional profile.   
 After measurements are recorded, temperature was taken using a digital 
thermometer placed in the center culvert tap.  The static poly-flow lines were then 
hooked up to the taps allowing static heads to be measured at the same 
locations as the depth measurements.  The heads were measured with a 
piezometer.  The piezometer levels were checked multiple times throughout the 
data run to verify accuracy. 
 Headwater and tailwater heights for the head and tail boxes were then 
recorded from the stilling wells and or staff gauges.  This allowed for verification 
that equalization had occurred.  At high flow rates the experiments were not of 
sufficient length to allow the use of stilling well head measurements. The 
observer then used the staff gauge head measurements. 
 Dynamic heads were then collected using a pitot tube placed through the 
culvert taps.  Measurements were taken at all three culvert tap locations in 12.70 
mm (0.50 in) intervals measured from the bed to either the top of the culvert in 
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pressurized flow conditions or to the top of the water surface in open channel 
flow conditions.  An average dynamic head was then calculated for the culvert at 
the three culvert tap locations.  Head and tailwater elevations were then 
rechecked and the inlet and outlet velocities were sampled using a Global Water 
FP101 flow meter.  The flow meter measurements were taken at 15.24 cm (6.00 
in) intervals from culvert inlet outward into the entering flow profile.  They were 
also recorded for variable heights.  This allowed the discernment of the velocity 
profiles entering the culvert under incipient motion flow conditions.  The same 
velocity probe was used to record velocity measurements near the outlet of the 
culvert in a similar fashion. 
 With inlet and outlet velocity data collected, notes were taken on pertinent 
observations made during the run and the bed elevations were measured once 
again.  The supply line butterfly valve was then throttled close stopping inflow to 
the model.  The head and tailboxes were then drained.  This concluded the data 
run. The sediment bed was then releveled using the process described earlier.  A 
checklist of items to aid the data collection process can be found in Appendix C. 
 
SEDIMENT YIELD TESTING PROCEDURE 
 
 The following description pertains to the sediment yield testing procedure 
that was used in this study.  This procedure was developed over a series of 
introduction sediment runs used to ascertain the best approach to collecting data 
on sediment transport.  It should be noted that the sediment yield runs were 
carried out while maintaining a given bed level of sediment in the culvert 
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throughout the entire run sequence.  If aggradation was observed lower amounts 
of sediment is input into the system.  If degradation was observed then more 
sediment is applied to the system.  Continuity of sediment inflow, bed elevation, 
and sediment outflow was maintained throughout testing procedure.    
 This following description pertains to the processes and methodologies 
used to test sediment bed load transport rates and were applied to the Bear Lake 
sand and pea gravel.  Appendix D has the appropriate authorizations for the use 
of the Bear Lake sand sediment. The three quarter inch gravels used in the 
incipient motion portion of this study was unfortunately consumed in an onsite 
water lab construction process and was not available for sediment bed load 
testing.  
 Prior to running water through the model, the sediment bed in the culvert 
needed to be placed and leveled.  Initially the test sediment was shoveled into 
the culvert system and leveled with a hoe, as described in the incipient motion 
method above, however it was soon discovered that initiating a larger flow rate 
than that required for incipient motion, while simultaneously supplying sediment 
to the culvert system allowed an empty culvert to quickly and quite evenly be 
filled with sediments.  A minimum amount of hand leveling was then required 
after using this method.   
 After bed placement, bed elevations are recorded.  These elevations are 
recorded using the steel rod vernier and culvert taps mentioned earlier.  The 
construction string datum is then placed on the side of the culvert aiding in the 
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quick assessment of bed levels during the run.  The static poly-flow lines are then 
attached to their appropriate pressure taps and the drains are closed. 
 The supply line butterfly valve is then opened to emit flow into the model.  
The flow rate is kept very low until the head levels in the tailbox and headbox are 
equalized.  Flows are allowed to run at this rate long enough to ensure that a 
constant temperature can be recorded for the supply.  This eliminates the 
possibility of warmer temperatures being recorded for water stored inside the 
infeed lines at room temperature.  It has been observed that the indoor portion of 
the supply line requires such draining to reach the true reservoir water 
temperature that will eventually be flowing in the line.  This temperature is then 
recorded. 
 It has also been observed that water escape through stacked stoplogs in 
the tailbox can limit achievable tailwater elevation at some of the lower flow rates 
required to transport smaller sediment quantities.  A polyethylene plastic barrier 
wrapped around the stop logs eliminates this loss of tailwater and allows desired 
tailwater heights to then be easily achieved. 
 While head and tailwaters are allowed to equalize, calculations are made 
to target the appropriate manometer setting required for the desired flow rate.  
This calculation was carried out on a laptop computer using Microsoft’s EXCEL 
software to insure accuracy and avoid computational errors.  The desired flow 
rate was then dialed in using the supply line butterfly valve while another 
individual simultaneously adds sediment to the inlet of the culvert.  Visual checks 
using the datum string were then continuously made during the time period it 
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takes the head and tail water to equalize at the desired flow rate.  If any 
degradation or aggradation occured then the appropriate sediment supply action 
was taken to correct the problem. 
 When head and tail water levels equalized and sediment supply was 
sufficient to maintain sediment transport continuity in the culvert, the actual data 
collection process began.  Sediments that had already exited the outlet of the 
culvert were quickly removed and a timer was started.  This guaranteed that the 
sediment collected at the end of the experiment was only the sediment 
associated with the observed time period and flow rate.  
 After starting the timer, head and tail water elevations were recorded.  
Manometer readings were then re-verified for the run, recognizing that the 
equalization process should have altered the original reading due to the 
increased head in the headbox.  Static and dynamic elevations were then taken 
from the peizometer if run times were sufficiently long enough for the given flow 
rate to allow it.  Often, for higher flow rates these measurements were not able to 
be made.   
 Static heads may often vary during the sediment yield data collection 
process as a result of the passing of bedforms across the point of interest.  For 
this reasons a minimum and maximum observed static measurement was 
recorded to later be averaged.  At the lower flow rates dynamic heads at culvert 
tap number three could also be recorded.  These measurements may also vary 
requiring the recording of minimum and maximum dynamic pressures with the 
associated bedform location at that time.  If bedforms were present then 
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wavelength, general shape, amplitude, and travel times were recorded.  These 
features are further documented using a Sony DVD handy-cam video recorder.  
All other pertinent notes to the run are then recorded on the data collection sheet. 
 After recording a portion of the run, the head upstream and downstream 
was then recorded once again from their appropriate staff gauges.  For many of 
the higher flow rate runs there was often an observed difference in these heads.  
This is because it was impossible to truly reach an equilibrium state in the short 
time period required for the run by the limited sediment supply.  Measurements 
were still recorded in such high flow situations.  Manometer measurements were 
then rechecked and noted after once again recording head and tail water 
elevations. 
 At this point the flow and sediment supply were then immediately shut 
down and the timer was stopped.  At the same instant a flow block was placed in 
the outlet of the culvert guaranteeing no additional sediment flow and minor 
water flow through the culvert.  The drains were then opened to release the built 
up water elevations in both the headbox and tailbox and the system was allowed 
to evacuate the water.  Bed level elevations were then recorded for the 
termination of the run. 
 Data collection is not complete until transported sediment can be dried 
and weighed.  The sediment was shoveled into appropriate drier racks and 
allowed to completely dry for a period of 12 to 48 hours dependent upon the size 
of the sediment.   Sediment piles were turned over with shovels to speed the 
drying process.  The transported sediment weights were then recorded.  It was 
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observed that the sand required a greater amount of drying time than the gravels.  
Sediment was then returned to the supply hopper for the next run and the bed 
level was then releveled for the desired bed elevation required for the next run. 
 It is recommended that these bed load transport rate data runs be 
conducted with two individuals present to allow for the fast and correct collection 
of data at different locations on the experimental setup.  It should also be pointed 
out that at high flow rates, static and dynamic measurements and video recording 
is not always possible due to the short run times from limited sediment supply 
constraints.  Many high sediment transport rate data runs only required three 
minutes to transport 453.59 kg (1000.00 lbs) of sediment.  This amount of 
sediment is the limit of the hoppers capacity.  Lower sediment transport rates can 
easily be accommodated however, and it was observed that it took hours to 
provide 4.54 kg (10 lbs) of sediment.  The reader is once again cautioned that at 
the higher sediment transport rates head and tailwater equalization was not 
achieved.  Head and tailwater elevations were seen to change close to 5.08 mm 
(0.20 in) in 30 seconds.  Such variation will be pointed out and discussed further 
in the results, conclusions, and recommendation part of this dissertation.  A 
checklist of items to aid the data collection process can be found in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS  
 The following results are presented in the same order as the studies 
research objectives.  The list of objectives these results will address can be 
found in the introduction of the paper and specifically outlined on page 42. 
  
TRANSPORT EQUATION COMPATIBILITY TO SEDIMENT YIELD 
  
The following section presents the results associated with the use of 
existing sediment bed load yield equations to predict the sediment bed load of a 
304.80 mm (11.89 in) culvert system.  The Meyer-Peter Mőller, Engelund and 
Hansen, Shields, Toffaleti (as seen in the USACE program HEC RAS), 
Schoklitsch, DuBoys, Yang, and Rottner methods where all tested against the 
physical laboratory data collected in this study.  The actuall data is representative 
of physical modeling of the culvert structure while the predicted data is calculated 
using the above mentioned methods and coefficients applied to or replacing the 
original ones for the methods.  The author applies these new calibrated 
coefficients to the Toffaleti and Rottner method, and adjusts the Meyer-Peter 
Mőller method by replacing the Kb/Kr value with a calibrated coefficient value.  
All other methods have their original numerical coefficients replaced with the 
newly calibrated values to determine predictive yield results. 
The data is representative of transport with steady driving heads for low 
flows and slightly increasing heads for the high flows.  At large flow rates 
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limitations from the experimental setup regarding maximum headwater elevations 
and maximum sediment delivery volumes considerably shortened the run times 
and prevented uniform flow establishment.  Consequently, the use of this data for 
high flow rates will prove slightly unconservative for design purposes.   
The lower flow rates tested did not experience such experimental setup 
restrictions.  Many low flow rate runs were allowed to run for periods of 1 hour, 
ensuring that the sediment yields associated with them where close to uniform.  
In the interest of demonstrating the reliability of this data the author compared 
one sediment run using 0.76 cms (2.48 cfs) over a period of 510 seconds and a 
second run at 0.77 cms (2.51 cfs) over a period of 489 seconds.  The differences 
between the sediment yield rates for the two runs were 1.49% while the 
differences in flow rates were 1.20%.  These values indicate acceptable precision 
to the results of the experimental runs. 
The achievement of uniform flow is impossible with the existence of any 
bedform (Yalin 1972) or sediment transport in a heterogeneous sediment flow.  
The turbulent rollers found on the downstream side of most bedforms and the 
interaction between sediment particles forces abrupt changes in flow streamlines 
that eliminate any chance of streamlines being parallel.  In addition the inlet and 
outlet losses along with the shorter lengths associated with culverts does not 
allow streamlines to become laminar and only increase flow line seperation.  
Despite this phenomina, data should still be considered useful to the practicing 
engineer.  It establishes a level of understanding of sediment yield for culvert bed 
load transport that has not been previously investigated. 
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Additionally, no actual culvert will ever experience a constant sediment 
supply.  In most culvert applications the channel and system will be in equilibrium 
with little or no sediment transport until a flood event occurs.  Supply will initiate 
as the flow rates delivered to the culvert increase past critical values.  The data 
runs conducted with experimental setup where well within realistic operating 
conditions of a culvert.  On the downward leg of a hydrograph culvert bed load 
transport was seen to decrease after headwater had been allowed to dissipate.  
Bedforms subsequently evolved from saltation, to dunes when high flow rates 
were experienced.  When smaller driving heads were experienced by the culvert 
with sand sized sediments, ripples were quite often observed as flow rates 
decreased.  
The pressurized culvert runs seen in this study represent the movement of 
sediments in culverts that have head and tailwater elevations greater than the 
culvert invert elevations.  Such conditions are possible in multiple staggered 
culvert configurations where two exterior culverts are placed slightly above a 
central culvert.  It is also possible that such inlet and outlet pressurized 
conditions will exist on culvert systems subjected to tidal influences.  This 
scenario will also exist with most culvert sediment transport situations due to the 
large upstream channel flows and depths required to initiate sediment motion 
and resultant to flood events.  Sediment transport would not be initiated until the 
feeding stream reached bank full flows.  A more typical and familiar application 
exists when open channel flow or partially pressurized inlet controlled flow 
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conditions are present as the dominant flow regime.  Applications exhibiting 
these characteristics of flow can be seen on many highway culvert crossings. 
The Tables in Appendix E represent the data from the calibrated bed load 
yield equations and the actual bed load yield produced by the physical model.  
Fully pressurized runs are designated with the abbreviation (FP) while open 
channel and partially pressurized inlet flow regimes are designated with the 
abbreviations (OC) and (PP), respectively.  The eight investigated bed load 
methods are semi empirical in nature and required a coefficient to calibrate them 
to the actual data collected with the physical model.  The equations evaluated 
below were originally designed for open channel, two dimensional, rectangular 
cross sectional flows, with wide beds.  In order to compensate for a culverts 
circular cross sectionsed three-dimensional flow state, these coefficients were 
recalibrated using a root mean square deviation method to minimize their 
deviated error.  Calibration was accomplished with the physical modeled data as 
a datum using the SOLVER function in EXCEL.  The equation used with this 
method can be seen below. 
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              (131) 
where RMSD is the root mean square deviation, n is the number of data points, 
θ’b is the predicted data, and θr is the actual physical model data. 
The errors associated with the differences in predicted and actual data 
could then be minimized through the alteration of the original equation’s 
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coefficient.  Results were collected for a variety of tailwater and associated 
driving headwater elevations.  These elevations were established using a 
calibrated infeed flow rate into the model.  The resulting yields can be seen in 
their appropriate tables in Appendix E. 
It is prevalent in sediment transport literature to represent the ability of the 
model or equation to predict the actual sediment transport results by directly 
plotting the actual results on the abscissa against the calculated results 
presented on the ordinate.  Plots created in this manner graphically illustrate the 
accuracy of the model results to the laboratory results.  These plots have been 
provided below for all of the 6.50 mm and 1.33 mm mean diameter sediment 
runs.  Each plot represents an individual bed elevation used consistently over a 
variety of model flow rates with associated driving heads.  Fully pressurized runs 
are designated with the abbreviation (FP) while open channel and partially 
pressurized inlet controlled flow regimes are designated with the abbreviations 
(OC) and (PP), respectively.  The calculated data was obtained with the eight 
bed load transport equations previously mentioned while the actual data was 
collected from the physical model.  There was only one bed elevation tested for 
the 6.50 mm open channel (OC) and partially pressurized (PP) flow condition.   
Data correlation information is provided in tabular form following the 
presentation of the plots for each method.  The plots represent data calculated 
with the new calibrated coefficents.  They do not represent the original models 
performance as intended by their originating authors.  Graphical representations 
of the calibrated coefficients can be seen at the end of this section.  Appendix K 
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contains the tabular presentation of the sediment yield results with calibrated 
coefficients and  Appendix L contains uncalibrated results. 
The fully pressurized flow plot seen in Figure 28 displays the correlation 
between the actual and model data for 6.50 mm pea gravel with a 101.6 mm bed  
elevation.  Yang and the DuBoys approach perform better for lower sediment bed 
load rates while Yang and Meyer-Peter Müller methods perform better for higher 
sediment bed load rates.  The dashed lines describe a tolerance of plus or minus 
20% from a unity ratio of predicted to actual data.  Such a perfect match between 
predicted and actual data is represented with the black line on the graph. 
The fully pressurized flow plot seen in Figure 29 displays the correlation 
between the actual and modeled data for 6.50 mm pea gravel and a 152.4 mm 
bed elevation.  The dashed lines represent a 20% tolerance from a perfect match 
represented with the black line. 
  
Figure 28.  Model vs. actual yield, 6.50 mm Фm, 101.6 mm bed elev., FP flow. 
6.50 mm diameter 
101.60 mm bed elevation 
FP flow regime 
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Figure 29.  Model vs. actual yield, 6.50 mm Фm, 152.40 mm bed elev., FP flow. 
 
  
 
Figure 30.  Model vs. actual yield, 6.50 mm Фm, 203.20 mm bed elev., FP flow. 
 
6.50 mm diameter 
152.40 mm bed elevation 
FP flow regime 
6.50 mm diameter 
203.20 mm bed elevation 
FP flow regime 
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Figure 31.  Model vs. actual yield, 6.50 mm Фm, 177.8 mm bed elev., OC/PP flow. 
 
The fully pressurized flow plot seen in Figure 30 displays the correlation 
between the actual and model data for 6.50 mm pea gravel and a 203.2 mm bed 
elevation.  It is evident here that the Meyer-Peter Müller and Yang approach 
seem to perform better for the lower sediment bed load rates while the Shields 
and Meyer-Peter Müller method is more accurate for higher sediment bed load 
rates.  The dashed lines represent a 20% tolerance from a perfect match 
represented with the black line. 
The open channel and partially pressurized flow plot seen in Figure 31 
displays the correlation between the actual and model data for 6.50 mm pea 
gravel and a 177.8 mm bed elevation.  The dashed lines represent a 20% 
tolerance from a perfect match represented with the black line.  Meyer-{eter 
Müller and DuBoys methods provide the most accurate prediction of the 
6.50 mm diameter 
177.80 mm bed elevation 
OC/PP flow regime 
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laboratory results for this set of properties.  It is also observed that all 8 methods 
fit the actual data better in this figure than in the previous plots.  This was 
expected due to the eight tested methods derivation using open channel flows.  
The data represented here is also experiencing open channel flow regimes and 
as such does not experience as much of the three dimensional aspects of the 
culvert flow as the fully pressurized runs.  This data is presented as results using 
the calibrated coefficients.  Calibration was conducted to conform methods 
originally developed for two dimensional, open channel, rectangular cross section 
flows, to a confined 3-dimensional, culvert applications. 
Plots for all the 1.33 mm data runs can be seen below.  This median 
diameter sediment is classified as Bear Lake sand throughout this study and is 
representative of sediments associated with arid regions.  The bear lake sand is 
more appropriate for culvert sediment transport as smaller sand typically pass as 
wash load.  To date this is one of the larger sands used in laboratory testing.  
The sand is named after the location of its origin, near Bear Lake in northern 
Utah.  The first plot represents an individual bed elevation of 152.40 mm with a 
fully pressurized (FP) run.  The second plot represents the same bed elevation 
with an open channel (OC) and partially pressurized (PP) flow regime present.  
The calculated data was obtained with the same eight bed load transport 
equations previously seen, while the actual data was collected from the physical 
model.   
The fully pressurized flow plot seen in Figure 32 displays the correlation 
between the actual and model data for 6.50 mm pea gravel and a 152.40 mm 
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Figure 32.  Model vs. actual yield, 1.33 mm Фm, 152.4 mm bed elev., FP flow. 
 
bed elevation.  The dashed lines represent a 20% tolerance from a perfect match 
represented with the black line.  It is interesting to see that the Toffaleti method 
performs in an adequate manner when compared with some of the other options.  
It should be pointed out that the Toffaleti method is presented here with a 
calibrated coefficient of 1.0029.  This value only slightly deviates from unity and 
the method therefore should be considered accurate without any calibrated 
coefficient correction.  It is therefore safe to surmise that this method produces 
acceptable results without any calibration for the smaller 1.33 mm median 
diameter sediments. 
 The open channel and partially pressurized flow plot seen in Figure 33 
displays the correlation between the actual and model data for 1.33 mm Bear 
Lake sand and a 152.40 mm bed elevation.  The dashed lines represent a 20% 
tolerance from a perfect match represented with the black line.  The Toffalleti,  
1.33 mm diameter 
152.40 mm bed elevation 
FP flow regime 
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Figure 33.  Model vs. actual yield, 1.33 mm Фm, 152.4 mm bed elev., OC/PP flow. 
 
Shields, and Yang methods provide the most accurate prediction of the 
laboratory results with the Toffaleti performing better than the others.  This data 
has been corrected using calibrated coefficients with the exception of the 
Toffaleti’s method for the fully pressurized flow.  This contribution was conducted 
to calibrate methods originally developed for two dimensional, open channels, 
rectangular cross section flows, to a confined 3 dimensional, culvert application.
 The slope of the dark line in the plots represents the prediction ratio of one 
as defined by De Sutter et al. (2003).  The prediction ratio was defined as the 
mean ratio of predicted against observed values. The performance index is an 
indication of the percentage of predicted values that fall within a range of 50 to 
200 percent of the observed sediment transport rates.   
Table 2 displays the prediction ratios associated with the 6.50 mm fully 
pressurized, open channel, and partially pressurized flow regimes.  Flow regimes  
1.33 mm diameter 
152.40 mm bed elevation 
OC/PP flow regime 
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Table 2.  Prediction ratio values for all 6.50 mm data runs. 
 
Flow 
Regime 
Bed 
Elev. 
(mm) 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
FP 101.6 0.792 1.007 0.683 0.156 0.711 0.823 0.837 0.731 
FP 152.4 0.974 1.560 0.954 0.847 0.895 1.146 1.023 0.871 
FP 203.2 0.841 0.998 0.802 0.956 0.575 0.886 2.350 0.731 
OC/PP 177.8 0.792 1.007 0.683 0.156 0.711 0.823 0.837 0.731 
Mean  0.850 1.143 0.780 0.529 0.723 0.920 1.262 0.766 
 
are designated with their appropriate abbreviations in the left column and bed 
elevations in the column just to the right of that.  All methods perform poorly at 
bed load rates less than 0.45 kg/min (1 lb/min).  The calculations for the 
predictive ratios omit data at and below the 0.45 kg/min (1 lb/min) rate. 
DuBoys method has the lowest mean performance index deviation from 
unity for all of the eight tested methods using 6.50 mm mean diameter 
sediments.  Its mean predicted ratio was 0.920 indicating a slight underprediction 
of sediment bed load transport from the actual amount produced by the physical 
model.  The Meyer-Peter Müller methods performance index is next in predictive 
accuracy with a predictive ratio of 1.143.  This means it will tend to underpredict 
bed load transport.    
Table 3 displays the prediction ratios associated with the 1.33 mm fully 
pressurized, open channel, and partially pressurized flow regimes.  All methods 
perform poorly at bed load rates less than 0.45 kg/min (1.00 lb/min).  The 
calculations for the performance omit data at and below this 0.45 kg/min (1.00 
lb/min) rate. 
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Table 3.  Prediction ratio values for all 1.33 mm data runs. 
 
Flow 
Regime 
Bed 
Elev. 
(mm) 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
FP 152.4 0.707 1.557 0.794 0.946 0.797 1.250 1.321 0.769 
OC/PP 152.4 0.743 1.908 0.528 0.918 -0.387 1.281 0.731 0.834 
Mean  0.725 1.733 0.661 0.932 0.205 1.266 1.026 0.801 
 
Toffaleti has the lowest mean performance index deviation from unity 
when compared to all the eight other methods.  Its mean prediction ratio is 0.932 
while Yang follows with a predictive ratio of 1.026.  The difference from 1 for the 
two method’s predictive ratios deviation is larger than a factor of two and will 
cause underprediction of the transport rates. 
Table 4 shows the performance index associated with the 6.50 mm fully 
pressurized, open channel, and partially pressurized flow regimes.  Flow regimes 
are designated with their appropriate abbreviations in the left column and bed 
elevations in the column just to the right.  The performance index establishes a 
tolerance for calculated data to fall within.  Following De Sutter (2003) these 
limits were established at 50% to 200% of the actual physical modeled values.  
All methods perform poorly at bed load rates less than 0.45 kg/min (1 lb/min).  
The calculations for the performance indexes omit data at and below this 0.45 
kg/min (1.00 lb/min) rate. 
The data presented in Table 4 clearly demonstrates that the Meyer-Peter 
Müller, DuBoys and Rottner methods predict a higher percentage of bed load 
transport rates lying within a range of 50% to 200% of the actual rates collected 
from the physical model.  Both DuBoys and Rottner methods have a mean 
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performance index of 82 % while the MPM method has 87%.  The last row in the 
table represents the mean values of the performance indexes for all three fully 
pressurized runs and the single open channel, partially pressurized run. 
 Table 5 displays the performance indexes associated with the 1.33 mm 
fully pressurized, open channel, and partially pressurized flow regimes.  The 
calculations for the performance indexes omit data at and below this 0.45 kg/min 
(1.00 lb/min) rate.  The poor performance is a result of the stochastic variation in 
critical shear stress values that inhibit the calculation process for low flows.  In 
such cases the critical shear stresses on the particle are very close to the defined 
critical shear stress value and may at times even be below the value. 
The data presented in Table 5 clearly demonstrates that the Toffaleti method 
predicts a higher percentage of bed load transport rates lying within a range 
 
Table 4.  Performance index values for all 6.50 mm data runs. 
 
Flow 
Regime 
Bed 
Elev. 
(mm) 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
FP 101.6 89% 100% 75% 22% 75% 88% 100% 75% 
FP 203.2 80% 100% 92% 80% 69% 92% 31% 85% 
FP 152.4 68% 67% 56% 53% 50% 61% 44% 83% 
OC/PP 177.8 63% 71% 100% 50% 71% 86% 29% 86% 
Mean  75% 87% 81% 51% 66% 82% 51% 82% 
 
Table 5.  Performance index values for all 1.33 mm data runs. 
 
Flow 
Regime 
Bed 
Elev. 
(mm) 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
FP 152.4 83% 83% 100% 100% 67% 83% 67% 83% 
OC/PP 152.4 63% 63% 50% 100% 50% 100% 67% 50% 
Mean  73% 73% 75% 100% 58% 92% 67% 67% 
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of 50 to 200 percent of the actual rates collected from the physical model.  The 
last row in the table represents the mean values of the performance indexes for 
both the pressurized run and the single open channel, partially pressurized run.  
The Meyer-Peter Müller (MPM) and Tofalleti methods have an 82 percent and 
100 percent performance index for the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) and 1.33 mm (0.05 in) 
mean diameter sediments, respectively.  The MPM may seem better than the 
DuBoys and Rottner methods because it retained the highest performance index.  
While the MPM method demonstrated a slightly better performance index its 
much poorer prediction ration than DuBoys makes it a second choice.  For this 
reason, the DuBoys method is considered the best method for the application of 
the new calibrated coefficient in calculations with 6.50 mm mean sediment sizes.  
The Toffaleti method is the recommended method for mean sediment sizes of 
1.33 mm.  It dominated the other tested methods in both the predictive ratio and 
predictive index.  These methods are set apart as the best predictive models 
(using the new calibrated coefficients) to use in culvert sediment transport for 
multiple moving bedform elevations under both open channel and closed 
conduit/partially pressurized flow regimes. 
Figures 34 through 40 have been provided to present a graphical 
representation of the 6.55 mm (0.25 in in) calibrated sediment models predicted 
yield and the original uncalibrated sediment models predicted yield for both open 
channel and closed conduit/partially pressurized runs with a variety of bed 
elevations.  The former is using the new coefficients calibrated with this study 
while the later is using the original models as presented by their authors.  The 
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data represented by the circles displays the predicted yield plotted against the 
measured yield.  Data represented by cross marks displays the predicted yield 
plotted against the measured yield for the original model.  The solid line 
represents the theoretical perfect match between predicted and measured 
sediment yields.  The plot is presented as a log vs log plot to accommodate the 
range of data in a more presentable fashion.  It is worth noting that a drastic 
movement along the abscissa or ordinate of this figure represents a change in 
the respective calibrated or original sediment yield predictions. 
 
Figure 34.  Calibrated and original Engelund and Hansen method sediment 
yields for 6.55 mm mean diameter sediments. 
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Figure 35.  Calibrated and original Meyer-Peter Mőller method sediment yields 
for 6.55 mm mean diameter sediments. 
 
Figure 36.  Calibrated and original Shields method sediment yields for 6.55 mm 
mean diameter sediments. 
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Figure 37.  Calibrated and original Schoklitsch method sediment yields for 6.55 
mm mean diameter sediments. 
 
Figure 38.  Calibrated and original DuBoys method sediment yields for 6.55 mm 
mean diameter sediments. 
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Figure 39.  Calibrated and original Yang method sediment yields for 6.55 mm 
mean diameter sediments. 
 
Figure 40.  Calibrated and original Rottner method sediment yields for 6.55 mm 
mean diameter sediments. 
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Figures 41 through 47 have been provided below to present a graphical 
representation of the 1.33 mm (0.05 in in) calibrated sediment models predicted 
yield and the original uncalibrated sediment models predicted yield for both open 
channel and closed conduit/partially pressurized runs with a variety of bed 
elevations.  The former is using the new coefficients calibrated with this study 
while the later is using the original models as presented by their authors.  The 
data represented by the circles displays the predicted yield plotted against the 
measured yield.  Data represented by cross marks displays the predicted yield 
plotted against the measured yield for the original model.  The solid line 
represents the theoretical perfect match between predicted and measured 
sediment yields. 
 
Figure 41.  Calibrated and original Engelund and Hansen method sediment 
yields for 1.33 mm mean diameter sediments 
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Figure 42.  Calibrated and original Meyer-Peter Mőller sediment yields for 1.33 
mm mean diameter sediments. 
 
Figure 43.  Calibrated and original Shields sediment yields for 1.33 mm mean 
diameter sediments. 
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 Figure 44.  Calibrated and original Toffaleti sediment yields for 1.33 mm mean 
diameter sediments. 
 
Figure 45.  Calibrated and original Schoklitsch sediment yields for 1.33 mm mean 
diameter sediments. 
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Figure 46.  Calibrated and original DuBoys sediment yields for 1.33 mm mean 
diameter sediments. 
 
 
Figure 47.  Calibrated and original Yangs sediment yields for 1.33 mm mean 
diameter sediments. 
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Figure 48.  Calibrated and original Rottner sediment yields for 1.33 mm mean 
diameter sediments. 
 
 With these results in mind the author recommends the application of the 
DuBoys method for bed load sediment transport predictions involving sediments 
with mean diameters close to 6.50 mm (0.25 in) in 30.20 cm (11.89 in) culvert 
applications.  The Toffaleti method, as seen in the USACE HEC RAS software, 
should be applied to 30.20 cm (11.89 in) inch culvert applications where 1.33 mm 
(0.05 in) mean diameter bed load transport predictions are required. 
 Figure 49 shows a graph of the calibrated coefficient plotted against a 
dimensionless parameter of hydraulic radius (Rh) divided by the mean sediment 
diameter (D50).  This coefficient should be applied for sediments close to the 6.50 
mm mean sediment diameter and for fully pressurized culvert applications.  The 
Toffalleti method is omitted on the graph due to its extremely poor results with 
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the 6.50 mm (0.25 in) sediment sizes.  The method was developed for sands but 
may be corrected for application with gravels using the Meyer-Peter Müller 
method for the contact portion of the load.  Table 6 gives the open channel and 
partially pressurized model coefficient for 6.50 mm (0.25 in) sediment sizes.  Its 
use should be restricted to bed elevations close to 152.4 mm in 30.20 cm (11.89 
in) ID culverts.  The Toffaleti method is once again omitted for the same reasons.  
Further research is required to develop coefficients encompassing different bed 
elevations and culverts diameters. 
Table 6 shows the coefficients applied to the fine gravel data runs for open 
channel and partially pressurized flow regimes.  With further research it can be 
developed into a graph similar to that seen in Figure 49 for the 6.50 mm (0.25 in)  
 
 Figure 49.  Model coefficients for 6.50 mm mean sediment diameter FP flows. 
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Table 6.  Model coefficients for 6.50 mm mean sediment diameter OC/PP flows. 
 
Flow 
Regime 
Bed 
Elev. 
(mm) 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
OC/PP 152.4 0.007 2.661 0.291 6.634 1.948 55.543 1.132 
 
Table 7.  Model coefficients for 1.33 mm mean sediment diameter all flows. 
 
Flow 
Regime 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
FP 0.007 0.649 0.136 1.003 5.153 0.04323 2.87514 0.776 
OC/PP 0.035 0.609 0.124 1.43 4.971 0.03647 1.16098 1.091 
 
 
sediments sizes. 
Table 7 shows the coefficients that should be applied to the tested models 
for 1.33 mm (0.05 in) mean sediment diameters.  The table shows the 
coefficients for use in fully pressurized, partially pressurized, and open channel 
flow regimes with bed elevations close to 152.4 mm (6 in) in a 30.20 cm (11.89 
in) ID culvert application.  The Toffaleti method is represented for this sediment 
size due to its accurate performance.  The coefficient recommended for the 
Toffaleti method should be applied to the final calculated bed load and 
represents a corrective factor to the Toffaleti calculation process not present in its 
original development. 
Meyer-Peter Müller (MPM) and DuBoys methods are the most accurate 
methods to apply to bed load transport in culverts for fine gravels.  The DuBoys 
method had a prediction ratio and performance index of 0.922 and 82 percent, 
respectively.  The MPM method has a prediction ratio and a performance index 
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of 1.143 and 87 percent, respectively.  These methods were originally designed 
to calculate bed loads so their predictive ability with fine gravels is more accurate 
than Toffaleti’s which is cabable of calculating suspended sand too.   
The Toffaleti method is recommended for use with smaller very coarse 
sands with median diameters of 1.33 mm (0.05 in).  This methods 100 percent 
performance index and 0.932 predictive ratio leaves little doubt to is application 
for bed load calculations.  Its ability to evaluate suspended sand makes it an 
ideal choice for use with the coarse sands tested.   This methods is far more 
semi- empirical in nature than the other tested methods making it more likely to fit 
a greater variety of smaller sediment sizes than the Rottner or DuBoys methods.  
The coefficients presented in Figure 49, and Tables 6 and 7 calibrate the 
tested bed load transport models for application in 30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID 
culverts.  Sediments sizes that were tested included 6.50 mm (0.25 in) angular 
pea gravel and 1.33 mm (0.05 in) coarse grained sand.  These coefficients 
should only be applied to conditions similar to those used in their development. 
The tabular data used to develop the Figures and coefficients above are 
presented in Appendix E.  Tables E1, E2, and E3, represent data collected for 
6.50 mm (0.25 in) mean diameter sediments with fully pressurized flow in the 
culvert under three different bed elevations.  This means there was no free water 
surface in the culvert and a variety of controlling tailwater elevations were 
present to maintain culvert pressurization.  Table E4 represents the 6.50 mm 
(0.25 in) data collected for open channel and partially pressurized flow regimes in 
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the culvert.   These conditions mean there was an air surface at the top of the 
culvert during the run. 
As the headwater elevations increased, all flow regimes exhibiting open 
channel flow conditions, for both inlet and outlet, were gradually replaced by 
pressurized flow conditions at the inlet and open channel flow conditions at the 
outlet.  The open channel flow regime at the outlet consistently wandered up and 
down the lower half of the culvert.  It often moved up and downstream from the 
outlet of the culvert from 0.61 m to 3.05 m (2.00 ft to 10.00 ft).  The migratory 
nature was directly related to the size of the infeed flow and the depth of the 
tailwater.  Even within the very similar flowrates, these distances were often 
subject to pulsation.   
  In all the bed load transport methods used with the 6.50 mm (0.25 in) 
gravel, the Toffaleti method failed to accurately predict any form of sediment 
transport.  This is because the method was originally developed using fine grain 
sediments and wide rectangular river beds.  For this reason Toffaleti’s method 
was dismissed as a viable means of predicting bed load transport for 6.50 mm 
(0.25 in) mean diameter sediments. 
In addition to the 6.50 mm (0.25 in) mean diameter sediment data, further 
investigations are conducted for 1.33 mm (0.05 in) mean diameter sediments 
classified as very coarse sand.  There are noticeable differences in the slope of 
the energy grade line between flows tested with the 6.50 mm (0.25 in) gravel and 
flows tested with the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) sand.  Even with moving sediment beds 
and their associated form losses, this is consistent with the expectations of the 
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author for the rougher sediment bed to consume more flow energy than a 
smoother bed.   
Subsequently, larger sediment sizes thus require larger headwater 
elevations in their testing.  Headwater elevations were limited by headbox wall 
heights.  This will become an important point of concern in the design of 
experimental setups for future studies.  The author feels that the wall heights 
used in this study for the 30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID culvert are of minimal elevation 
to accommodate sediment sizes above 6.50 mm (0.25 in).   The recommendation 
for future research would be to increase the headbox wall heights by another 
60.96 cm (2.00 ft) and to accommodate this design change with appropriate 
structural reinforcement. 
The run times and associated flow rates for the 6.50 mm (0.25 in) bed 
load transport runs can be seen in Table E7.    The N/A (not applicable) 
abbreviation seen in Table E7 is used to illustrate that no data was taken for that 
flow regime and data run.  Maximum values associated with these runs represent 
the peak flows that can be accommodated by the model and sediment supply.  
Data collection with larger flow rates will overtop the headbox walls if the model 
is framed to the exact size as this one. Minimum flow rates correspond to 
transport conditions just above incipient motion.   
 
CRITICAL SHEAR LIMITS 
  
Limits for incipient motion were investigated for their direct application into 
four of the bed load models tested in this study.  This required a precursor study 
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into incipient motion for the sediment sizes used in the sediment yield portion of 
this study.  Specifically, the Yang, DuBoys, Schoklitsch, and Shields methods all 
require a critical shear stress value.  The Schoklitsch method incorporates its 
critical shear stress value into a critical flow rate used to set the limit of incipient 
motion.  
This study found the critical shear limits using the Von Carmen approach 
as demonstrated by Crookston and Tullis (2008).  Investigations were conducted 
into the use of bed slope or energy grade line slope in the calculation of shear 
velocity, and the application of Vanoni’s side wall corrective procedure to the 
same (2006).  For a better understanding of the methodology used to arrive at 
the presented grain Reynolds numbers and Shield’s parameters the reader is 
directed to the methodology portion of this study. 
The following results summarize these critical shear stress values and 
further validate the use of Shields diagram to define both incipient motion limits 
and corresponding critical shear stresses values for application into bed load 
transport calculations in culverts.  Four sediment sizes are represented in this 
portion of the study.  Unfortunately not all these sediments are then used in the 
sediment yield portion of the study.  The four sediments used in the critical shear 
stress portion of the study include two very coarse sands, angular pea gravel, 
and larger angular gravel.  The median diameters of the sediments are 1.33 mm 
(0.05 in), 2.23 mm (0.09 in), 6.50 mm (0.26 in), and 14.58 mm (0.57 in), 
respectively.  A more thorough presentation of the sediment analysis including 
specific weights, specific gravities, and coefficients can be found in Appendix A. 
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 Data was collected for critical shear stresses using the visual inspection 
method and an assigned sediment movement rate of 10 to 20 particles in an area 
of 0.37 m2 (2 ft2).  Buffington and Montgomery (1997) discuss this visual method 
as a viable incipient motion definition in their paper.  With the testing of fully 
pressurized culvert conditions the author felt that the use of the energy grade line 
slope rather than the bed slope would produce more accurate results regarding 
critical shear stress values.  The verification of this hypothesis can be seen with a 
 
Figure 50.  Shields diagram for all sediments, Von Carmen mthd. and EGL slope. 
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comparison between the presented shields curves in Figure 50 and 51.  
While it is justifiably argued that Shields diagram should be represented 
with a shaded region rather than a line, in these Figures the latter was chosen to 
more clearly represent the data.  The scatter and trends seen in this data are 
consistent with shields original work seen in Figure 6 and Crookstons (2008) 
work.   
Figure 50 represents the critical conditions for all four sediment sizes with 
calculations for the grain Reynolds number involving the slope of the energy 
grade line.  The listed sediments, bed elevations, and flow regimes can be seen 
represented in the legend of the Figure.  With the exception of the Bear Lake 
coarse grained sand all other sediments fit within a tolerable stochastic variation 
of shields curve indicating that the use of the Shields diagram to ascertain critical 
shear stress values is acceptable provided the user realizes that the energy 
grade line slope is used in the calculation of shear velocity rather than the bed 
slope.   Shen (1970) found similar results in a limited and smaller four inch 
rectangular pipe study.  He directly states that if flow is turbulent the 
determination of the threshold condition can be determined from the shields 
curve.  The work presented in this study validates the same statement and 
expands upon it for pressurized, partially pressurized, and open channel flow 
conditions in a 30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID circular culvert under a variety of bed 
elevations and with four different sediment sizes.   
The diagram also verifies that lower bed elevations with their larger flow 
areas sometimes exhibit threshold conditions of smaller values than do higher 
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sediment bed elevations.  This phenominia may be explained with an increase in 
the flow forces or shear stress with reduced flow area at the same velocity.  This 
makes it appear as if the critical limit is increasing resultant to added shear at the 
top of the water surface and top of the culvert.  In actuality the limit is probably 
constant while the calculation of flow shear is wrong.  No varied bed elevation 
studies have historically or currently been conducted into incipient motion in 
culvert systems.  With any value plotting above shields curve represents particle 
motion and any value found below the curve representings no motion, such 
findings verify that a change in bed elevation can impact sediment entrainment 
through its effects on the threshold condition characteristics.  
Figure 51 represents the same threshold conditions data for all four 
sediment sizes.  In this figure the slope used in the calculations is the bed slope 
typically used in open channel flow applications.  The listed sediments, bed 
elevations, and flow regimes can be seen represented in the legend of the figure.  
There is a significant trend in the data to deviate down from the shields curve as 
grain Reynolds number and the Shields parameter values increase.  This is 
because the shear stress value seen in the shields parameter is not calculated 
with a high enough value using the bed slope.  This figure does an excellent job 
of verifying the use of the energy grade line slope over the bed slope in the 
calculations involved to represent threshold conditions.  The discrepancy in the 
data representing threshold conditions is expected due to the Shields curve 
original development with only open channel conditions.  In such  
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Figure 51.  Shields diagram for all sediments, Von Carmen mthd. and bed slope. 
 
conditions the bed and energy grade line slopes typically parallel each other 
rather closely.  As such, the curve should not be expected to account for the 
considerable driving heads exhibited in fully pressurized and partially pressurized 
culvert flow regimes.  The study has concluded that in partially pressurized, fully 
pressurized, and even large head open channel flow regimes the slope used to 
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calculate shear velocity should be approximated by the slope of the energy grade 
line only. 
A further observation worth noticing in these two Figures involves the fact 
that the open channel and partially pressurized flow regime cause threshold 
conditions to plot with larger values of Shields parameter and grain Reynolds 
number than the corresponding fully pressurized flow regimes.  Chien and Wan 
(1999) mention this same characteristic existing in sediment transport associated 
with pipes.  The author is unaware of any such statement regarding culvert flow.  
Novak and Nallur (1974) present threshold conditions for particles on rigid beds 
under open channel and pipe flow regimes that exhibit similar plotting 
characteristics.  This adds considerable weight to the observations made for the 
culvert flow regimes.  The engineer and designer should be aware of this 
threshold difference in their design of culvert applications.  It was hypothesized 
that the use of Vanoni’s sidewall correction procedure might improve the 
threshold condition results seen in Figure 50 and 51.  The method corrects the 
hydraulic radius wich then impacts the shear stress value used in the Shields 
parameter.  Figures 52 and 53 display the same data plotted previously with the 
sidewall correction procedure applied.  Figure 52 uses this sidewall corrective 
procedure with the energy grade line slope while Figure 53 uses the bed slope.   
Figure 52 and 53 represent the same data as Figures 50 and 51.  The 
average culvert velocity was used in the application of Vanoni’s sidewall 
correction procedure (2006).  This procedure and a thorough discussion of the 
calculation process can be found in the methodology portion of this paper.  There 
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is significant deviation from the typical shields curve that cannot be accounted for 
even if normal stochastic variation is considered.  For this reason, the author 
recommends that the engineer not use this corrective measure with an average 
velocity approach in the design of sediment transport in culverts.  A table of the 
critical shear values associated with these methods can be found in Appendix H. 
 
 
Figure 52.  Shields diagram for all sediments, Von Carmen mthd., EGL slope, 
sidewall corrected. 
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Figure 53.  Shields diagram for all sediments, Von Carmen mthd., bed slope, 
sidewall corrected. 
 
 
BEDFORM AND RESISTANCE EFFECTS 
  
Bedform and resistance data is presented in two different types of figures 
in the following pages. Figure 39 represents bedform regimes found by plotting 
the dimensionless shear reynolds number against the dimensionless particle 
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diameter.  This figure is provided to allow the discernment of the bedform that will 
be active given the designed culvert hydraulic parameters.  The collection of data 
on the left of the chart represents the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) mean diameter 
sediments while the data on the right of the chart represents sediments of 6.50 
mm (0.26 in) mean diameter.  There is a transition zone on the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) 
data cluster for dune and saltation bedforms represented by the two nearly 
parallel arcs. 
The results of resistance effects due to sediment size, bed elevation, and 
average flow velocity can be seen in the following figures.  These figures are 
presented to allow the determination of the pressure or energy loss associated  
 
Figure 54.  Dimensionless shear Reynolds number against particle diameter 
number. 
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with the formation and active movement of the bedform revealed in Figure 54.  
Not all of the energy loss is related to bedforms, a portion is ascribed to both 
entrance and exit losses along with culvert sidewall friction.  All four energy loss 
variables are reflected in the presented figures.  The ordinate values represent a 
change in head per unit culvert length while the abscissa is the average flow 
velocity divided by the shear velocity.  The data represents head loss associated 
with the grain and form losses as well as losses due to wall roughness.   Form 
loss is associated with bed form movement while grain loss is directly related to 
sediment particle size.   
Figure 55 represents the energy loss per culvert length from the headbox 
to the tailbox taken for all the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean diameter sediment runs.  
This data was collected for fully pressurized, partial pressurized and open 
channel flow regimes.  Bed elevation is a measured value from the invert of the 
ID of the culvert to the sediment bed.  The legend on the left of the Figure 
describes the sediment diameter and bed elevation pertaining to that particular 
data run.   The plot is developed with logarithm ordinate and abscissa values 
where ordinate values represent the change in the energy grade line slope per 
unit length while abscissa values represent the average culvert velocitydivided by 
shear velocity.  The plots were developed using dimensionless parameters.  Graf 
and Acaroglu (1968) expressed data in a similar non dimensionless logarithmic 
form in their work comparing 0.33 mm sediments in a 0.61 mm wide rectangular 
flume under open channel conditions, to 2 mm sediments in a 76.2 mm diameter  
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Figure 55.  Energy loss and velocities for 6.50 mm sediments. 
 
 
pipe.  Each data point is labeled with an abbreviation matching the type of 
bedform observed for that velocity and energy grade line slope.  Delineating lines 
show the boundaries between bed form regimes.  A transition zone of dunes and 
saltation can be seen in Figure 55.  The acronym Rl represents a rolling set of 
particles exhibiting no type of bedform, Rp represents ripple bedforms and will 
only be seen in the data collected for the sand transport, D represents dune 
bedforms of varying wavelength and magnitudes, and S represents a saltating or 
sliding bedform where no observable wavelength or amplitude is noticed and 
particles seem to move in a laminar and linear fashion along the top of the 
stationary bed.   
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Figure 56 represents the energy loss seen from the headbox to the tailbox 
for all the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) mean diameter sediment runs with fully pressurized, 
partial pressurized, and open channel flow regimes present in the culvert.  Bed 
elevation is a measured value from the invert of the ID of the culvert to the 
sediment bed.  The legend on the left of the figure describes the sediment 
diameter, bed elevation, and flow regime pertaining to that particular data run.  
Data points are labeled with an abbreviation matching the type of bedform 
observed for that velocity and energy grade line slope.  There is only one open 
channel/partially pressurized coarse sand data run and one fully pressurized 
coarse sand data run represented in Figure 56. Delineating lines show the 
boundaries between bed form regimes.  
Figure 57 represents the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean sediment diameter at 
203.2 mm (8.00 in) bed elevation for the open channel/partially pressurized and  
 
Figure 56.  Energy loss and velocities for 1.33 mm sediments. 
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 Figure 57.  Energy loss and velocities, 6.50 mm sediments, 203.2 mm & 177.8 
mm bed elev., FP and PC/PP. 
 
Figure 58.  Energy loss and velocities, 6.50 mm sediments, FP, 101.6 mm and 
152.4 mm bed elev., FP. 
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fully pressurized flow regimes.  Bed elevation is a measured value from the invert 
of the ID of the culvert to the sediment bed.  Data labels for bedform identification 
have been applied.  The legend correlates the data run with identifying sediment 
diameters, bed elevations, and flow regime designation.  Delineating lines show 
the boundaries between bed form regimes.  A transition zone of dunes and 
saltation can be seen at the top of the graph. 
Figure 58 represents the 152.4 mm (6.00 in) and 101.6 mm (4.00 in) bed 
elevations of the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean sediment diameter runs for fully 
pressurized flow regimes.  Data labels for bedform identification have been 
applied.  Delineating lines show the boundaries between bed form regimes.  A 
transition zone of dunes and saltation can be seen at the upper left portion of the 
graph.  
 A comparison of the data represented in Figure 56 and 57 shows the 
difference in the energy consumed for two different sediment sizes both 
experiencing open channel/partially pressurized and fully pressurized flow 
regimes.  The 1.33 mm (0.05 in) mean diameter sediments consume less energy 
in their transitions between bedforms than the 6.50 mm  
(0.26 in) diameter sediments.  This is expected as the form loss and grain loss 
associated with the respective smaller bedform and sediment sizes should have 
a smaller impact upon the resistance to flow than that seen with larger bedform 
and sediments sizes.   
 Figures 55, 56, 57, and 58 are provided to allow engineers to ascertain 
pressure or energy loss associated with the formation of particular bedforms. No 
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such plots have ever been provided to allow design considerations of the energy 
or pressure loss present in a culvert with a given bedform present.   
 There are four significant bedforms observed during the study of sediment 
bed load transport.  There has been no significant research designating bedform 
movement and formation in culvert sediment transport.  The existence and 
classification of these bedforms are essential to understanding culvert sediment 
transport.  Dune bedforms are prevalent as well as a sliding or saltating bed 
which has never been considered in sediment transport culvert studies prior to 
this time.  The existence of bedforms within the culvert system also brings to 
question our previous assumptions on culvert resistance.  Publications 
disregarding the form resistance due to bedforms warrant review.  The bedforms 
will be discussed in the order of their appearance as flow rates and headwater 
elevations are increased through the testing process.  Initially all bedforms begin 
with a plane bed.     
For the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) mean diameter sediments a ripple bedform was 
observed as the flowrates were increased from those associated with a plane 
bed. Guy et al. (1966) concluded that ripple bedform were not possible with 
sediment sizes over 0.60 mm.  This study found them to exist with the 1.33 mm 
(0.05 in) sediment size.  The leading edge of the ripple was of greater length than 
the trailing edge.  It was observed that as flow rates subtly increase the ripple 
pattern developed from a straight linear pattern, with crests normal to flowlines, 
to a more curved and then scaled appearance.  This correlates nicely with Chien 
and Wan (1999).  The transition from plane bed to ripple bedform occurs very 
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quickly and for a sensitive and small range of input flowrates.  Ripple do not 
cause the flow separation experienced by dune forms nor do they cause 
recirculating vortices (Chien and Wan, 1999).  The velocities associated with 
these ripple bedforms are close to 38.10 cm/s (1.20 ft/s).    Ripple amplitudes 
were close to 19.05 mm (0.75 in) to 25.40 mm (1.00 in) with wavelengths ranging 
near 7.62 cm to 10.16 cm (3.00 in to 4.00 in).  Ripple bedforms were not 
observed with the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean sediment diameters.  The lack of their 
formation is not unexpected with this sediment size. 
 As flow rates increased for both the sediment diameters, particles began 
to roll along the bed.  For the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) diameter sediments, the ripple 
bedforms were extended in wavelength and this rolling sediment action began to 
predominate the sediment movement.  The 6.50 mm (0.26 in) diameter 
sediments exhibited this rolling sediment movement as their first form of 
transport.  This rolling motion is a transitional phase where particle begin to 
initiate dune formations.  Movement is seen to exist with higher intensities 
towards the center of the pipe tapering off in magnitude towards the walls.  If the 
flowrate is maintained, a slight concavity to the sediment bed will develop where 
this movement is localized.  Culvert wall effects are defindentally causing this 
localized phenominia as they force the velocity profile into a 3-dimensional 
lopsided parabolic shape.  This localized movement indicates why typical two 
dimensional empirical sediment transport methods are not extremely accurate in 
predicting bed load transport in the confined culvert environment. 
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 The next observable bedform for both sediment sizes were dunes.  Dunes 
are larger bedforms than a ripple often having considerable wavelengths and 
recirculating eddies at their leading edge.  The dunes associated with the 1.33 
mm (0.05 in) mean diameter sediment size were of smaller wavelength and 
amplitude than those seen with the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean diameter sediment.  
Dune wavelengths for the former often were 25.40 cm to 50.80 cm (10.00 in to 
20.00 in) while the later dune wavelengths were anywhere from 1.22 m to 3.05 m 
(4.00 ft to 10.00 ft).  Typical dune amplitudes were from 12.70 mm to 25.40 mm 
(0.50 in to 1.00 in) for 1.33 mm sediments and 2.54 cm to 10.16 cm (1.00 in to 
4.00 in) for the 6.50 mm sediments.  The dunes initially exhibited a very straight 
leading edge normal to the flow streamlines as seen in plan view but as flowrates 
are increased the leading edge is seen to develop concavity.  Increasing velocity 
increases both the wavelength and amplitude of the observable duneform.  Dune 
shape in the longitudinal profile was triangular with very short, steep, leading 
edges and a gradual longer trailing edge.  The sediment particles are seen to 
migrate up the trailing edge to then topple over the crest and come to a 
stationary position along the leading edge.  They are then quickly buried under 
the dune bedform as it progresses downstream. 
 The final bedform observed was a saltating or sliding bed with no 
wavelength or amplitude.  This bedform is resultant to the decay of the dune 
bedform with elongating wavelengths and a flattening of the bed.  The saltation of 
the particles includes the entrainment of sediment bed boundary particles in 
jumps and bursts until they crash further downstream into the bed again.    In the 
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literature this saltation is often referred to as a second flat bed stage.  Despite the 
designation, it is the regime where the greatest bed load transport was observed 
with this study.  A more thorough description of this saltation process can be 
found in the literature review. 
There were no bars, antidunes, or chutes and pools observed with the two 
sediments tested for bed load transport.  The lack of a free adibatic surface for 
the fully pressurized flow regimes precludes the formation of antidunes and the 
open channel flow regimes tested did not have sufficiently high enough velocities 
to create these forms.  For similar reasons, chutes and pools will not be seen in 
fully pressurized culvert flows.  
 
REGIME CHANGES 
  
 It may be of particular interest to the design engineer to know the 
flowrates at which open channel flow regimes transition to partially pressurized, 
inlet controlled flow regimes for a 30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID culvert. 
 With the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean diameter sediments and a 177.8 mm 
(7.00 in) bed elevation, a transition between purely open channel to inlet 
controlled partially pressurized flow occurs close to a range of 0.035 cms to 
0.045 cms (1.237 cfs to 1.595 cfs).    Initial inlet pressurization developed with 
the submergence of the culvert invert and a choppy displacement of the air 
pockets on the top of the culvert.  The culvert maintained this partially 
pressurized flow regime to the peak flow rates tested in this study.  At the highest 
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flow rates open channel conditions were still observed 1 to 2 culvert diameters 
upstream of the culvert exit due to the lack of tailwater pressure. 
 The 1.33 mm (0.05 in) sediments at a 152.4 mm (6.00 in) bed elevation 
exhibited a transition between open channel to a inlet controlled partially 
pressurized flow regime between 0.027 cms to 0.047 cms (0.959 cfs to 1.657 
cfs).  Time constraints for the study prevented the further narrowing down of 
these ranges to more specific flow rates.  The observance of higher flow rates 
with associated smaller cross sectional areas demonstrates the large impact that 
sediment size and bedforms have on the resistance to flow through the culvert. 
 Current design standards for culverts as suggested by the FWHA do not 
consider sediment transport.  The supply and passage of sediment through a 
culvert system as bed load should be considered in design standards. 
 A calculation process is demonstrated in Appendix J where the results 
clearly demonstrate the significance of bedform movement and sediment yield 
upon culvert capacity.  In this example a design flood of 0.04 cms (1.5 cfs) is 
routed to a 0.31 m (1.00 ft) diameter culvert from an upstream channel with a 
sediment yield of 1814.37 kg/day (2 tons/day).  The crest of the road sits at 0.91 
m (3.00 ft) elevation. And the temperature of the water is 10 degrees celcius 
(50.0 degrees farenhiet).  Tests were conducted to ascertain the optimal bed 
depth allowing sediment transport in a rooling bedform regime.  As a comparison, 
a clear water flow was also routed through the culvert.  With the presence of a 
0.33 ft bed in the culvert a rolling bedform is established and the difference in 
tailwater and headwaters is 0.08 m (0.26 ft).  Sediment transport capacity is 
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1935.03 kg/day (2.133 tons/day).  With a bed elevation of 0.15 m (0.50 ft) there is 
a difference in head and tailwater depths of 0.22 m (0.71 ft) with a sediment 
transport capacity of 18896.66 kg/day (20.83 tons/day).  Dune bedforms is the 
bedform regime present under this condition.  With a saltating bedform and a bed 
elevation of 0.24 m (0.80 ft) the head and tailwater difference is 0.49 m (1.61 ft).  
The sediment transport capacity is 101161.98 kg/day (111.51 ton/day).  This run 
failed to pass the flow and sediment with enough speed to prevent the road from 
overtopping.  Clear water flows routed through the culvert showed a head and 
tailwater difference of 0.03 m (0.10 ft).  There is noticeable change in culvert 
headwater and tailwater elevations as a consequence to the presence of a 
moving sediment bed.  There are also significant differences in sediment 
transport capacities based upon the bedform regime the culvert was designed to.  
This example demonstrates the importance in considering sediment transport in 
culvert design and its results can be seen below.  While the head and tailwater 
elevations for a rolling bed regime experienced a rise of 0.08 m (0.26 ft), the 
design engineer should be aware of the input conditions of this example.  Results 
can easily deviate considerably from what is seen here with far greater head to 
tailwater elevation differences for different culvert sizes, sediment sizes, input 
flood and sediment flow rates.  Failure to consider these conditions in culvert 
design can result inculvert sediment bed build up and the hydraulic failure of the 
culvert system. 
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SUMMARY 
 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate how sediment 
transport occurs in a culvert and to develop a methodology and test setup to 
successfully investigate sediment transport in a culvert.  The investigation will be 
limited to studying culvert and pipeline transport of alluvial material in sand and 
gravel sizes. 
DuBoys method is recommended by this author for application in bed load 
transport for culverts with 6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean sediment diameters.  This 
method has a prediction ratio and a performance index of 0.920 and 82 percent, 
respectively.  This data is reflective of a single culvert size tested at three bed 
elevations under three flow regimes.  Application to different design conditions is 
not advocated unless specific physical modeling can be accomplished for that 
specific implementation.   
 The Toffaleti method is recommended for use with smaller very coarse 
sands with median diameters of 1.33 mm (0.05 in).  This method had a 100 
percent performance index and 0.932 predictive ratio with its predicted bed load 
calculations.   
The coefficients presented in Figure 34, and Tables 6 and 7 calibrate the 
tested bed load transport models for application in 30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID 
culverts.  Sediments sizes that were tested included 6.50 mm angular pea gravel 
and 1.33 mm (0.05 in) coarse grained sand.  These coefficients should only be 
applied to conditions similar to those used in their development. 
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The critical shear stress values obtained from this study indicate that for 
open channel, fully pressurized, and partially pressurized flow regimes, threshold 
conditions can be obtained from Shields curve if the energy grade line slope is 
used in the calculatation of the shear velocity and subsequent grain Reynolds 
number.  The Von Carmen method illustrated in Crookston and Tullis (2008) is a 
viable method of calculating these threshold conditions.  Threshold values do not 
need to utilize side wall corrections with the Von Carmen method and fall within 
the typical stochastic variability that will always be inherent to the shields 
diagram.  Crookston and Tullis (2008) and Buffington and Montgomery (1997) 
discuss this variation and its representation as a shaded ribbon rather than the 
single line curve that indicates a finite value.   
The designer is also cautioned to recognize that open channel and 
partially pressurized culvert threshold conditions typically are of higher grain 
Reynolds and Shields parameter values than corresponding values obtained 
from fully pressurized culvert flow regimes.  Open channel flow regimes will 
initiate particle motion at lower grain Reynolds number and Shield parameter 
values than those seen in fully pressurized flow regimes.  While this variation is 
not enough to overcome the stochastic nature of sediment entrainment it is 
nevertheless an important observation for threshold conditions that exist within a 
culvert. 
Smaller sediment sizes can be associated with smaller energy 
consumption in the transition from one bedform to another.  In addition, changes 
in cross sectional areas will also result in a smaller amount of energy required to 
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force the transition between bedforms.  Bedform progression for very coarse 
sand starts with a plane bed, moves to ripples, transitions to rolling particles as 
dunes begin to form, and culminates with a saltating bedform.  Sediment 
transport involving coarse sands include ripples as a bedform even though they 
were not expected with sediment sizes over 0.60 mm (0.02 in).  The bedforms 
associated with 6.50 mm (0.26 in) sediment sizes will be identical, with the 
exception of an absence of this ripple bedform.  Sediment transport through a 
culvert will initiate and be of slightly higher intensity towards the center of the 
sediment bed in the culvert system.  This will produce a concavity to the bed 
readily observable for lower flow rates. 
Sediment size is a large contributing factor to grain losses associated with 
the culvert sediment transport.  Similarly, form roughness caused by bedform 
initiation and propagation also has significant impact upon culvert sediment 
transport hydraulics.  Sediment transport in culvert applications for the sizes 
studied exists only as bed load transport.  There are a variety of bedforms that 
may exist in this culvert bed load transport process which will impact head and 
tailwater elevations for the culvert.  
 
LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
  
There are some limitations to the applications of this study.  The study 
was conducted on 304.8 mm (11.89 in) diameter culvert.  Applications to larger 
sized culverts will undoubtedly change the impact that the published coefficients 
will have upon the original models predicted sediment yields.  As culvert sizes 
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approach very large diameters, the impact of the constrained three dimensional 
flow will have less effects upon sediment entrainment and the original model 
predictions will in all likelihood do a better job of predicting an accurate result.  
Reduction in culvert diameters will increase the turbulence impacts upon total 
flow conditions in the culvert and will alos change the coefficient value that 
should be applied.  The author recommends research into the specific application 
desired for the given situation and does not condone the application of these 
results to any culvert diameter that is different than those tested. 
The study was also conducted for alluvial sediments.  Under no conditions 
should the results be applied to situations of homogenous flows where entrained 
sediments are transported as wash loads.  The data spanned sediment sizes for  
sand with a median diameter of 1.33 mm (0.05 in) and gravel with a medial 
diameter of 6.50 mm (0.26 in) for 3 different bed elevations within the culvert.  
Coefficients can be interpolated for bed elevations in between the provided bed 
elevations for the closed conduit run on the 6.50 mm (0.26 in) gravels.  The 
coefficients for the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) with non pressurized and pressurized 
culvert conditions and 6.50 mm (0.26 in) sediments for non pressurized culvert 
conditions should not be altered in their application.  Future research will provide 
a more complete set of bed elevations to be able to interpolate these coefficients 
over but the values supplied are only representative of the the specific bed 
elevation they are provided for. 
 Applications of these results can be applied to culvert transport for road 
crossings with the upstream channel supplying the source sediment.  The results 
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are also applicable for hydraulic slurry transport of processed materials similar to 
the alluvial sediments tested in pressurized pipelines.  With both of these 
applications the majority of sediment transport would be for maximum transport 
of sand and gravels in pressurized culverts with sediment bed elevations less 
than half of the culvert diameter.  Using culverts in road crossing applications, 
maximum sediment transport would occur at larger channel flows and depths due 
to the need for most channels to be at bank full flow for the initiation of sediment 
transport. Example calculations using the results of this study can be found in 
Appendix M and N.  Appendix N displays the entire culvert design process while 
Appendix M demonstrates the DuBoys and Toffaletti method in detail. 
 
ERROR ANALYSIS FOR DATA COLLECTION AND MEASUREMENT 
  
An error analysis regarding the data collection and measurements made 
during this study was conducted based on the work of Kline and McClintock 
(1954) regarding uncertainty in single-sample experiments.  Uncertainty 
associated with the flow rate measurements for both orifice plates where 0.25 
percent while the errors associated with the measurement of the sediment yields 
were 0.10 percent for the respective methods previously discussed. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
This research presents an analysis of sediment bed load transport in 
culvert applications.  Background into the current understanding of sediment bed 
load transport for both open channel and closed conduit systems is provided, 
including some of the more historical works regarding sediment transport and 
incipient motion.  A thorough investigation into bed load transport, incipient 
motion, and sediment classification has been conducted and illustrated in the 
provided literature review.  Topics include methods for determining incipient 
motion including Shields diagram, calculating sediment yield for open channel 
and closed conduit systems, the physical factors controlling sediment 
entrainment, the stochastic nature of the critical shear stress thresholds for 
particle entrainment, and incipient motion in closed culvert systems.  In addition, 
research is presented concerning bedform classifications, sediment transport 
regimes, total and bed load transport models, fractional transport, total 
roughness, and sediment transport in closed conduit applications.  Maintenance 
velocities from current research into sewer sediment transport are also included. 
Applications for the results of this study include culvert transport for road 
crossings with the upstream channel as the source of sediment and hydraulic 
transport of processed material similar to alluvial sediment as slurries in 
pressurized pipelines.  The results for this study should provide valuable 
reference to the practicing engineering encountering these problems.  A specific 
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example of such has been provided in Appendix J, demonstrating the impact of 
bed height and bedform regime on culvert design.  Failure to design culvert 
applications without considering sediment transport can result in plugged or 
unacceptable culvert performance.  The lack of current research for culvert bed 
load transport becomes painfully obvious throughout this literature review.  The 
foundation established through the existing knowledge base dealing with open 
channel and closed conduit bed load transport is extended to culvert 
applications.  Eight empirical bed load transport models are investigated for their 
application into culvert sediment transport.  Specifically, the Engelund and 
Hansen, Meyer-Peter Mőller, Shields, Toffaleti, Schoklitsch, DuBoys, Yang, and 
Rottner methods are analyzed.  Given each model’s poor performance, the 
empirical coefficients were then recalibrated using the root mean square 
deviation to match their predicted yield to the actual yield produced in the 
physical model.  The calibrated coefficients are designed to be used with the 
original equations developed by their respective authors.  Their use is not 
recommended with any other application than the equation they were calibrated 
to in this study.  The author recommends the use of the DuBoys bed load 
transport model with his corrected coefficient for calculating bed load transport in 
30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID culverts.  The Toffaleti method, as seen in the USACE 
HEC RAS software, and the author’s calibrated coefficient is recommended for 
use with 1.33 mm (0.05 in) diameter sediments in 30.20 cm (11.89 in) ID inch 
culverts.  Justification for the use of these methods and coefficients can be found 
in the results section of this study.  A plot of the appropriate coefficient value for 
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all eight methods is provided for the multiple bed elevations associated with the 
6.50 mm (0.26 in) mean diameter sediments.  A table of the coefficients for the 
1.33 mm (0.05 in) diameter sediments at one bed elevation is also provided.  
Open channel, inlet controlled partially pressurized, and fully pressurized flow 
regimes were inclusive in this investigation.  This study provides calibrated 
models for the practicing engineer to utilize in the design of culvert application in 
streams and watersheds were sediment transport is of concern. 
Critical shear limits are investigated for the sediments used in the study to 
establish critical shear stress values for application into the eight models 
mentioned above.  During this work the author tested a variety of approaches for 
determining appropriate critical shear stress values.  It is recommended that the 
practicing engineer use the shields diagram as an acceptable determination of 
critical shear stress provided they use the energy grade line slope for 
determining the grain Reynolds number.  This is especially important for culverts 
that may see pressurized outlet and inlet conditions.   
This study also investigated bedform and roughness characteristics 
regarding bed load transport in culverts. The reader is made aware that all 
research herin is developed with the presence of moving bedforms and should 
therefore only be applied in similar conditions.  The five dominant bedforms seen 
with the 1.33 mm (0.05 in) diameter sediments where plane bed, ripples, rolling 
particle, dune, and saltation.  The four bedform regimes present with the 6.50 
mm (0.26 in) diameter sediment tests include plane bed, rolling particle, dune, 
and saltation.  Plots are provided representing the energy consumption for these 
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bedforms at their occurring velocities and comparisons between the different flow 
regimes, bed elevations, and sediment sizes are conducted.  Similarities and 
difference are commented upon between the general trends seen in the data.   
The transition between open channel and inlet controlled partially 
pressurized flow regimes are discussed with regards to the range of flow rates 
that the transition are observed to occur for.  This information may prove of 
interest to practicing engineers applying the methods recommended by this 
research.  
The last objective of the study is to develop a valid testing methodology to 
be used in further research into bed load transport in culvert applications.  A 
detailed presentation regarding the model itself can be found in Chapter III.  This 
chapter also discusses the computational methodologies used to calculate the 
flowrates, the critical shear stress values, and the various model predictions of 
the sediment yield required to develop this research study.  Chapter IV presents 
a detailed description of the testing methodologies used in the acquisition of this 
data.  Appendix C has the procedural description used during the testing 
process.  Methodologies are described for the determination of the critical shear 
stress values as well as the methods used in the bed load sediment yield 
collection.  Recommendations are made to refine the existing model and possible 
testing method improvements can be found in the future research portion of this 
document. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RECOMENDATIONS 
 It is recommended that the practicing engineer use the methods discussed 
in the results portion of this study to predict bed load transport through a 30.20 
cm (11.89 in) ID culvert system.  The application of the appropriate coefficient to 
the DuBoys or Toffaleti method will provide the engineer with a far more accurate 
prediction method for sediment bed load transport through their design.  The 
reader is cautioned to realize that testing of these models involved sediment 
transport continuity through the culvert system.  As such, the coefficients should 
not be expected to predict the flushing of the entire sediment bed nor the 
complete aggradation or blocking of the culvert. 
 The author recommends the use of the Shield diagram for the acquisition 
of appropriate critical shear stress values provided the energy grade line of the 
flow is used in the calculation process.  The author further recommends that th 
reader acknowledge that open channel and partially pressurized flow regimes will 
initiate sediment motion earlier than fully pressurized flow regimes.  It is also 
recognized that Shields diagram should not be considered to give on finite critical 
shear stress value, but rather due to the stochastic nature of incipient motion, 
should be considered to highlight a range of values that should be considered by 
the engineer for conservatism in design. 
 The practicing engineer is asked to be aware of bedform and sediment 
size impacts upon culvert hydraulics.  They should be aware of the four 
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predominant bedform regimes present in culvert sediment transport of very 
coarse sand and the four bedform regimes present in culvert sediment transport 
of smaller gravels.  The demonstrated application example and procedure found 
in Appendix J is recommended as a design consideration to the practicing 
engineer for the design of culvert sediment transport capacity. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
 Future research potential abounds in this area of sedimentation 
engineering.  Initially, the author would like to discuss the limitations on his 
studies and implementations that would broaden the scope of obtainable 
collected data through alterations to his model setup.  This discussion should 
prove helpful in the future research of this subject. 
 
HEIGHT OF HEADWATER 
  
 
 Limitations upon available driving heads are existent in this study due to 
the height of the walls on the model’s head and tail-box.  Of particular notice are 
the friction losses associated with the larger gravels requiring greater driving 
heads than those needed for the small gravels and coarse sands.  The available 
heads are directly limited by head box wall height and subsequently the number 
of data runs for the 14.58 mm (0.57 in) gravels was not as extensive as the 
number of data runs for the smaller sediments.   Increased wall heights would be 
of considerable advantage in the testing of coarse grain sediments with their 
larger associated friction loses due to both grain and form roughness.  For future 
research the author recommends increasing the head and tailbox wall heights by 
at least 0.91 m (3.00 ft).  This would not only allow steeper energy grade line 
slopes for the coarser sediments, but would also allow a larger head differential 
to be investigated for all sediments used in the study.  It would also certainly be 
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worthwhile to test the finer sediments over a broader range of differential heads 
than that which is available with this current model.   
 
SEDIMENT SIZE RANGE 
  
 
 It is worthwhile to investigate a broader range of sediment sizes than the 
three sediments used in this current study.  Inclusion of cobles, silts and other 
finer grained sediments would allow the transport equations to be developed and 
tested over a more robust sediment sample size.  Incipient motion studies over 
larger sediments was conducted at the Utah Water Research Laboratory by 
Crookston and Tullis (2008), but that particular study did not venture into sand, 
silt, or any other fine sediment size category.  Furthermore, their study did not 
investigate full barrel pressurization for culvert applications. 
  
CHANGES IN MODEL FOOTPRINT SIZE 
  
 
 Investigations into finer sized sediment will require a larger tailbox.  The 
square footage of the existing model’s tailbox is only sufficient to allow testing of 
sediments with minimal median diameters of approximately 1.33 mm (0.05 in).  
The testing of silts and other fines will certainly require the enlargement of the 
tailbox area to allow sediments to fall from suspension.  Such settling would also 
require larger time frames. 
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SEDIMENT DELIVERY METHODS 
  
 
 Another limitation constrained on this study involves the method of 
sediment delivery to the headbox.  The hopper sediment deliver system used in 
this particular study was found to not deliver sediment fast enough to the culvert 
inflow when higher sediment transport rates were tested.  While appropriate 
measures were then implemented to still facilitate sediment delivery, a number of 
other solutions should be implemented with a new model design.  It is thought 
that any one of three options can be implemented to counter this limitation.  The 
three options include the construction of a larger hopper, the implementation of a 
variable speed belt deliver system, or the use of a recirculating sediment system 
to supply sediment to the model.   
 The first option requires easy model access to allow loader deliveries of 
sediment to the hopper.  The higher flow rates will require multiple sediment 
loads to be delivered to the hopper during the run time.  The current hopper size 
can accommodate approximately 4.95 cubic meters (175.00 cubic feet) of 
sediment although it was found to run much better with 2.97 cubic meters 
(105.00 cubic feet) of sediment.  The author would recommend quadrupling this 
hopper size if this sediment deliver method is chosen again.  Furthermore, the 
existing hopper allows the delivery of the sediment through the turning of a hand 
crank which operated an auger bit forcing sediment towards the hopper opening.  
At times this feed rate was assisted with individual shovel work.  It would be 
worthwhile to investigate the automation of such an auger system with some type 
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of potentiometer control allowing for variable supply speeds to be set for 
sediment delivery.  It would be easy to calibrate auger speeds set by 
potentiometer to a given sediment supply rate.   
 The second option includes the use of a variable speed belt delivery 
system.  This has the advantage of allowing sediments to be placed on the belt 
system away from the model.  This system is envisioned to be quite similar to 
those belt conveyors used in gravel quarries.  Disadvantages include the ability 
to maintain a uniform rate of sediment deliver upon the belt, insuring a constant 
sediment infeed rate into the model.  A series of baffles could possibly be 
constructed to facilitate this delivery uniformity.   
 The recirculating sediment supply system has the advantage of easily 
maintaining a continuous sediment rate for extended periods of time.  This would 
allow the model to reach a very close equilibrium of sediment and water flow 
rates.  True equilibrium in terms of both uniform flow for sediments and water is 
ultimately unobtainable due to the presence of moving bedforms (Yalin, 1972).  
 
MULTIPLE CULVERT DIAMETERS 
  
 
 Of particular interest would be research into variable diameters of culvert 
sizes.  Testing of a variety of culvert diameters to ensure the correct calibration of 
existing sediment transport equation coefficients would be of considerable 
importance to the engineering community.  This would allow the sensitivity of the 
transport equations to be verified in regards to the diameter of the culverts 
system they would be applied to.  Through consideration of the current research 
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into open channel and inlet controlled culvert flow conditions, by both this study 
and Crookston and Tullis (2008), there is an indication of no considerable impact 
upon incipient motion inception by a change in culvert diameters.  This statement 
should be thoroughly investigated for verification.  Further research is thus 
required comparing this studies research culvert sediment transport to the same 
conditions with different culvert diameters.  
 
CULVERT SLOPE CHANGES 
  
 
 In addition investigations into a variety of culvert slope effects upon 
sediment transport, and bedform initiation and migration is needed.  Research 
has been conducted (Buffington and Montgomery 1997) regarding slope impacts 
upon the initiation of motion for open channel applications, but to this authors 
knowledge nothing has been done in closed conduit or culvert applications.  
Slopes should range from extremely mild to extremely steep. Studies regarding 
transport equation sensitivity to different slopes under culvert flow regimes are 
certainly warranted.   
 
MULTI-BARREL CULVERT SYSTEMS 
  
 
 Studies into the impact of culvert sediment transport and incipient motion 
is also warranted in multi-barrel culvert systems.  Many culvert installations in 
practice are actually in the form of a series of culverts buried side by side to allow 
for larger passing flowrates.  Investigations into the hydraulic impacts of such a 
configuration of culvert upon their sediment transport capacity would also be 
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warranted and would diffidently contribute to a thorough understanding of culvert 
sedimentation engineering. 
 
APPROACH CONFIGURATIONS 
  
 
 Any modification to the approach configuration of the culvert system will 
have impacts upon its hydraulics and sediment transport abilities.  Studies into 
sediment transport with different entrance and exit configurations would reveal 
their impacts upon culvert sediment transport.  A variety of configurations could 
be tested rather easily and then calibrated into the existing empirical sediment 
transport equation coefficients.  Crookston and Tullis (2008) conducted a similar 
study looking into entrance and exit configuration impacts upon incipient motion 
for open channel and partial pressurized flow regimes in bottomless arch culvert 
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 This study is concerned with three primary sediment sizes to be used in 
incipient motion, sediment transport, and maintenance velocity data acquisition.  
Each of the three sediment sizes were analyzed for the development of grain 
size distribution graphs that provided the information to later be used in the 
subsequent studies.  Specific gravity testing, sieve analysis, and particle-size 
gradation was conducted on each of the three available sediments. The results 
can be seen below.  
 The sediment classification designated as sand for this study has two 
samples used in this study with the following results associated with them.  Two 
different sands were used in the study because of complications with obtaining 
enough sand for the sediment yield portion of this project.  The two samples are 
simply designated as sand or Bear Lake sand.  The former was only used in 
incipient motion studies, while the later was used in incipient motion and yield 
studies.   
 For the sand sediments the following apply.  The grain shape is 
considered bulky and angular.  The Dm is 2.23 mm (0.09 inches).  The coefficient 
of gradation, uniformity, and curvature are 4.822, 1.419, and 0.791 respectively.  
The standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the grain size distribution are 
3.131, 0.874, and 0.003 respectively.  This sand would be considered a poorly 
graded, clean, gravely sand with little or no fines, as greater than 50 percent 
passes a #4 sieve while less than 50 percent passes a #200 sieve.  The USCS 
designation for this sand would be SP.  This sand is not to be considered well 
graded as the uniformity coefficient is not greater than 6 even though its 
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gradation coefficient is greater than 1.  The sorting coefficient as described by 
Engelund and Hansen (1967) is 1.696.  The grain size distribution curve for this 
sand can be seen in figure A1 below. 
For the Bear Lake sand sediments the following apply.  The grain shape is 
considered bulky and angular.  The Dm is 1.33 mm (0.05 inches).  The coefficient 
of gradation, uniformity, and curvature are 1.868, 3.200, and 0.8167 respectively.  
The standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the grain size distribution are 
1.857, -0.172, and -0.293 respectively.  This sand would be considered a poorly 
graded, clean, gravely sand with little or no fines, as greater than 50 percent 
passes a #4 sieve while less than 50 percent passes a #200 sieve.  The USCS 
designation for this sand would be SP.  This sand is not to be considered well 
graded as the uniformity coefficient is not greater than 6 even though its 
gradation coefficient is greater than 1.  The sorting coefficient as described by 
Engelund and Hansen (1967) is 1.592.  The grain size distribution curve for this 
sand can be seen in Figure A2. 
The pea gravel used in the experiments was close to 6.50 mm (0.25 inch) 
medial diameter.  The grain shape is considered bulky and angular.  The Dm is 
6.50 mm (0.26 inches).  The coefficient of gradation, uniformity, and curvature 
are 1.425, 1.929, and 0.905 respectively.  The standard deviation, skewness, 
and kurtosis of the grain size distribution are 1.422, -0.173, and -0.376 
respectively.  This gravel is considered to be poorly graded, clean, with little or no 
fines, as more than 50 percent is retained on both a No. 200 and No. 4 sieve.  
The USCS designation for this gravel would be GP.  This pea gravel is not 
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considered well graded as the uniformity coefficient is not greater than 4 even 
though its gradation coefficient is greater than 1.  The sorting coefficient as 
described by Engelund and Hansen (1967) is 1.268.  The grain size distribution 
curve for this sand can be seen in Figure A3. 
The 14.58 mm (0.57 inch) gravel used in the experiments is close to 0.57 
inches medial diameter.  The grain shape is considered bulky and angular.  The 
Dm is 14.58 mm (0.57 inches).  The coefficient of gradation, uniformity, and 
curvature are 1.303, 1.704, and 0.978 respectively.  The standard deviation, 
skewness, and kurtosis of the grain size distribution are 1.302, -0.162, and -
0.230 respectively.  This gravel is considered a poorly graded, clean, with little or 
no fines due to more than 50 percent retention on both a No. 200 and No. 4 
sieve.  The USCS designation for this gravel would be GP.  This 14.58 mm (0.50 
inch) gravel is considered well graded as the uniformity coefficient is not greater 
than 4 even though its gradation coefficient is greater than 1.  The sorting 
coefficient as described by Engelund and Hansen (1967) is 1.188.The grain size 
distribution curve for this gravel can be seen in Figure A4. 
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Figure A1.  Grain size distribution for 2.23 mm diameter sand. 
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Figure A2.  Grain size distribution for 1.33 mm diameter Bear Lake sand. 
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Figure A3.  Grain size distribution for 6.35 mm gravel. 
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 Figure A4.  Grain size distribution for 14.58 mm diameter gravel. 
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 Table B1.  UWRL flow meter calibration for 18 inch orifice plate. 
 
Table ?.  Utah Water Research Laboratory Flow Meter Calibration Data
Meter Manufacturer: shop orifice Throat Diameter (in.) = 10.9944
Calibration Date: 12/5/2005 ßeta Ratio = 0.6133
Meter Calibration Location: 24-inch line Inlet Diameter (in.) = 17.9266
Purchase Order: .00 Nominal Pipe dia. = 18-inch
Serial Number: 23-4328 Pipe Diameter (in.) = 17.927
Project name: 947.00
Water Temperature (F) = 35.9
Pipe Setup Water Unit Weight( pcf) = 62.43
Upstream: 18-inch pip wall pipe Kinematic viscosity (ft^2/s) = 1.79E-05
Downstream: 18-inch pip wall pipe
Calibration Performed by: Scott Anderson
Orifice Pipe Dev from Maximum
Run Flow ∆P Reynolds C mean Uncertainty
No. (gpm) (in. H2O) Number (%) in C (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 378.02 0.65 40,006 0.6348 2.64% 0.29%
2 433.07 0.86 45,833 0.6323 2.24% 0.27%
3 526.18 1.27 55,686 0.6317 2.14% 0.26%
4 661.53 2.05 70,011 0.6243 0.95% 0.25%
5 801.90 2.99 84,866 0.6271 1.39% 0.29%
6 1085.77 5.53 114,909 0.6241 0.92% 0.26%
13 5670.26 158.12 600,091 0.6098 -1.40% 0.26%
14 6378.87 199.97 675,084 0.6100 -1.37% 0.26%
15 7107.33 248.57 752,178 0.6096 -1.43% 0.25%
Average coefficient : 0.6226
Standard deviation : 0.0103
Certified by:
Steven L. Barfuss P.E.
Senior Engineer
All measurement equipment used for this calibration is regularly calibrated to NIST (available upon request). 
Total measurement uncertainty is less than 0.25%.
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y = -3E-36x6 + 9E-30x5 - 8E-24x4 + 3E-18x3 - 2E-13x2 - 2E-07x + 0.6406
R2 = 0.9798
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    Figure B1.  Coefficient graph for 18 inch orifice plate. 
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Table B2.  UWRL flow meter calibration for 8 inch orifice plate. 
Table ?.  Utah Water Research Laboratory Flow Meter Calibration Data
Meter Manufacturer: shop orifice Throat Diameter (in.) = 6.0040
Calibration Date: 12/5/2005 ßeta Ratio = 0.7582
Meter Calibration Location: 24-inch line Inlet Diameter (in.) = 7.9183
Purchase Order: - Nominal Pipe dia. = 8-inch
Serial Number: 23-4328 Pipe Diameter (in.) = 7.918
Project name: 947.00
Water Temperature (F) = 42.7
Pipe Setup Water Unit Weight( pcf) = 62.43
Upstream: 8-inch std wall pipe Kinematic viscosity (ft^2/s) = 1.60E-05
Downstream: 8-inch std wall pipe
Calibration Performed by: Scott
Orifice Pipe Dev from Maximum
Run Flow ∆P Reynolds C mean Uncertainty
No. (gpm) (in. H2O) Number (%) in C (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 132.01 0.68 35,428 0.6434 1.91% 0.20%
2 155.38 0.93 41,699 0.6436 1.95% 0.18%
3 183.72 1.32 49,307 0.6406 1.48% 0.17%
4 232.79 2.13 62,475 0.6392 1.25% 0.16%
5 275.12 2.99 73,836 0.6370 0.91% 0.20%
6 372.03 5.50 99,844 0.6352 0.62% 0.17%
13 1943.24 156.33 521,521 0.6223 -1.42% 0.16%
14 2225.37 205.24 597,238 0.6220 -1.47% 0.16%
15 2434.09 245.38 653,253 0.6222 -1.44% 0.16%
Average coefficient : 0.6340
Standard deviation : 0.0092
Certified by:
Steven L. Barfuss P.E.
Senior Engineer
All measurement equipment used for this calibration is regularly calibrated to NIST (available upon request). 
Total measurement uncertainty is less than 0.25%.
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y = 8E-14x2 - 9E-08x + 0.6445
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    Figure B2.  Coefficient graph for 8 inch orifice plate. 
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INCIPIENT MOTION AND SEDIMENT YIELD PROCEDURE CHECKLISTS 
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Incipient Motion Procedural Checklist 
Pre 
1. Rake bed to uniform grade 
2. Set datum string 
3. Measure bed level at all three points 
4. Close all drains 
5. Check manometer for zero 
6. Initiate slow filling flow rate into boxes and culvert 
7. Check manometer for proper function 
8. Place stop logs to initial setting 
 
Run 
1. Initiate desired flow rate 
2. Increase flow rate until sediment motion is observed 
3. Set flow rate to acquire desired visual level of sediment motion (may have 
to adjust stop logs) 
4. Read manometer and record 
5. Read stilling well head heights and record 
6. Read staff gauges head height (verify stilling well measurements) 
   PAUSE (verify no change for steps 4,5,6) 
7. Record bed depths (radially from sample hole and perpendicular to bed) 
8. Record temperature with digital thermometer at center tap 
9. Hook up static poly-flow lines 
10. Record static measurements 
11. Recheck head and tailwater measurement on stilling basins and staff 
gauges 
12. Record dynamic head measurements at ½” intervals through flow profile 
at all three taps 
13. Recheck head and tailwater measurement on stilling basins and staff 
gauges 
14. Take velocity measurements at inlet and outlet 
15. Take appropriate notes for observations 
 
Post 
 
1. Close supply line butterfly valve 
2. Open all drains 
3. Re-level sediments 
4. Recheck bed elevation measurements 
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Sediment Yield Procedural Checklist 
 
Pre-Run 
 
1. Run model while supplying sediment to get a bed level established (no 
data here) 
2. Measure bed level at all three points 
3. Level bed using manual method 
4. Set datum string 
5. Close all drains 
6. Check manometer for zero 
7. Initiate slow filling flow rate into boxes and culvert 
8. Check manometer for proper function 
9. Place stop logs to initial setting 
 
Run 
 
1. Calculate manometer reading for desired target flow rate 
2. Set target flow rate 
3. Start sediment supply 
4. Check datum string 
5. Increase or decrease sediment supply appropriately 
6. Allow equalization of tail and headbox head levels 
7. Record manometer reading 
8. Record temperature 
9. Remove outlet sediments 
10. Begin timer 
11. Record head and tailwater elevation 
12. Check datum string  
13. Increase or decrease sediment supply appropriately 
14. Record head and tailwater elevation 
 
Time permitting 
 
1. Record static head measurements (min and max) 
2. Record dynamic head measurements from tap #3 at ½” intervals 
3. Record bedform type, wavelength, amplitude, and travel time. 
4. Video sediment transport 
 
Run 
 
14. Record head and tailwater elevation 
15. Re-verify manometer readings 
16. Shut off supply line 
17. Insert flow stop in outlet of culvert 
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18. Stop timer 
19. Open head and tailbox drains 
 
Post 
 
1. Record bed elevations 
2. Shovel outlet sediments to drier racks 
3. Dry sand below heaters with rack on a draining slope 
4. Weigh and record sediment weight 
5. Recharge sediment supply with more sediment 
6. Level bed elevations (if required) 
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SAND REMOVAL AUTHORIZATION 
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    Figure D1.  Bear Lake sand removal authorization, page 1. 
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Figure D2.  Bear Lake sand removal authorization, page 2. 
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APPENDIX E 
CALCULATED AND ACTUAL BED LOAD SEDIMENT YIELDS 
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Table E1.  Actual and predicted yields, FP flows, 6.50 mm gravel at 101.6 mm 
bed level.  
 
Run Actual Yield 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
# (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) 
1 57.46 41.48 36.07 28.82 33.30 36.71 29.27 57.75 55.76 
2 45.73 39.44 36.89 29.60 22.82 35.85 30.32 47.48 45.65 
3 36.85 28.16 36.00 25.12 1.64 27.25 29.56 28.47 22.39 
4 45.53 33.11 29.06 20.37 39.42 27.41 22.03 64.27 53.37 
5 17.27 10.16 25.25 11.12 -5.00 6.55 18.83 8.74 3.62 
6 25.81 12.95 27.62 12.81 -2.97 10.34 20.82 13.92 6.67 
7 27.37 19.61 31.24 17.64 0.49 18.05 24.40 22.95 14.21 
8 0.23 1.19 0.88 -0.22 2.98 -10.64 -0.50 2.13 0.61 
9 54.77 79.41 73.15 76.79 -19.35 81.30 73.17 31.99 60.81 
 
    
     
     
 
Table E2.  Actual and predicted yields for full pressurized 6.50 mm gravel and 
152.4 mm bed level. 
Run Actual Yield 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
# (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) 
1 7.97 7.86 10.75 5.53 6.31 4.37 7.02 0.09 7.74 
2 10.43 7.04 7.91 4.10 3.90 2.63 5.05 20.80 9.41 
3 12.53 8.99 10.90 5.66 5.15 5.23 6.84 24.51 12.51 
4 9.82 8.75 13.66 7.16 8.54 6.20 9.23 13.31 6.55 
5 11.57 6.29 9.39 4.65 5.92 2.59 6.31 11.27 4.54 
6 46.60 24.56 22.59 16.41 14.17 21.27 15.22 42.91 45.51 
7 44.20 19.22 22.74 15.98 19.14 18.20 16.41 22.44 20.28 
8 43.38 34.07 37.81 30.66 32.44 34.73 28.72 22.79 35.53 
9 54.38 40.19 51.00 42.30 40.18 44.55 41.03 14.97 30.32 
10 25.89 29.18 54.30 37.69 28.95 37.41 44.06 7.66 12.58 
11 16.13 12.64 18.59 10.66 11.75 11.20 12.70 17.18 11.14 
12 29.65 5.70 1.57 1.01 -9.26 -1.16 1.01 61.14 32.79 
13 22.69 7.98 3.90 2.34 -7.04 1.47 2.35 61.59 33.11 
14 0.63 6.31 18.98 7.89 7.25 5.08 13.32 2.99 1.08 
15 2.37 10.84 29.03 14.02 11.48 12.63 21.09 4.90 2.88 
16 85.46 101.03 81.16 94.71 91.67 94.75 70.77 19.13 104.27 
17 74.67 66.97 62.28 67.64 68.01 69.49 53.18 17.97 70.04 
18 76.04 87.69 76.72 87.93 88.52 85.33 68.61 15.19 72.31 
19 0.11 1.78 0.36 0.17 -1.53 -4.95 0.26 12.18 3.85 
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Table E3.  Actual and predicted yields, FP flows, 6.50 mm gravel at 203.2 mm 
bed level.  
 
Run Actual Yield 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
# (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) 
1 26.40 19.32 23.67 19.47 -0.22 19.56 20.33 37.14 20.00 
2 41.74 26.66 32.39 28.69 -0.28 27.86 28.53 32.76 26.03 
3 11.91 7.62 11.04 6.80 -0.09 5.86 8.51 32.67 7.17 
4 42.37 27.83 33.44 30.22 -0.30 29.17 29.86 31.46 26.75 
5 3.03 3.20 3.78 2.31 -0.04 -0.17 3.51 15.44 1.69 
6 3.64 4.70 5.86 3.70 -0.06 1.94 5.13 23.14 3.39 
7 2.76 3.45 4.09 2.43 -0.04 0.03 3.55 19.96 2.35 
8 20.04 13.84 17.56 12.69 -0.15 12.85 13.82 45.08 16.46 
9 78.01 68.55 63.24 74.39 -0.64 65.38 58.37 30.80 84.86 
10 30.80 19.97 29.77 23.87 -0.21 22.55 26.99 20.54 12.72 
11 78.20 53.87 56.06 65.66 -0.54 56.61 59.61 16.55 40.49 
12 80.39 74.22 70.48 84.15 -0.69 71.47 67.01 24.94 78.76 
13 0.01 1.40 0.26 0.45 -0.01 -3.22 0.72 11.22 0.93 
14 0.14 1.64 0.17 0.32 -0.01 -3.33 0.46 33.34 3.65 
 
Table E4.  Actual and predicted yields, OC and PP flows, 6.50 mm gravel at 
177.8 mm bed level. 
 
Run Actual Yield 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
# (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) 
1 0.01 0.27 0.47 0.25 0.48 -6.29 1.02 NA 0.00 
2 0.51 0.72 2.80 0.88 1.12 -5.08 2.69 2.16 0.65 
3 3.22 1.79 7.17 2.67 2.76 -2.00 6.26 9.16 5.57 
4 12.20 3.19 19.71 9.58 4.32 7.19 17.29 5.52 5.10 
5 18.89 8.71 23.11 12.69 8.53 14.30 16.65 56.32 21.93 
6 37.98 31.70 54.29 41.11 30.30 44.82 45.21 58.04 56.45 
7 65.93 56.59 67.33 59.97 57.10 61.30 63.09 53.25 64.00 
8 109.47 116.73 101.96 112.43 116.83 103.48 107.39 35.29 99.82 
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Table E5.  Actual and predicted yields, FP flows, 1.33 mm sand at 152.4 mm bed 
level.  
 
Run Actual Yield 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
# (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) 
1 2.791 1.398 9.673 2.282 1.947 1.38728 6.7571 0.0931 0.602 
2 7.063 2.019 7.028 2.011 5.655 1.61816 4.4504 13.722 3.631 
3 16.22 13.42 23.32 13.3 23.62 16.7638 18.468 47.408 21.09 
4 42.28 33.13 47.32 36.87 36.08 40.3472 44.745 46.123 33.52 
5 94.78 99.62 82.18 97.8 96.41 94.9533 89.28 61.722 98.35 
6 28.21 22.42 41.14 26.48 24.07 30.1585 36.955 36.294 21.3 
7 0.385 0.186 1.612 0.199 0.673 -1.83865 0.968 NA 0.069 
 
 
Table E6.  Actual and predicted yields, OC and PP flows, 1.33 mm sand at 152.4 
mm bed level. 
 
Run Actual Yield 
Engelund 
and 
Hansen 
Meyer 
Peter 
Mőller 
Shields Tofalleti Schoklitsch DuBoys Yang Rottner 
# (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) (kg/min) 
1 0.75 0.75 2.483 0.108 -0.32 -2.37149 1.2206 2.4494 0.018 
2 0.908 0.162 2.04 0.115 1.023 -2.21419 1.0961 NA 0.031 
3 3.461 0.892 5.338 0.581 2.514 -1.26617 3.0895 3.7451 0.988 
4 5.418 3.318 11.8 2.257 5.806 1.38298 8.0196 4.1627 4.653 
5 11.27 14.04 20.75 7.762 20.04 8.83201 16.48 NA 29.59 
6 36.44 37.22 53.25 44.65 41.37 47.4504 53.024 NA 36.35 
7 97.28 86.25 75.5 90.12 97.8 88.8177 82.183 NA 98.23 
8 56.45 48.94 63.23 61.56 47.34 60.4754 60.655 NA 41.3 
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Table E7.  Run times and associated flow rates for testing of 6.50 mm gravel. 
 
  
101.6 mm 
Pressurized 
152.4 mm 
Pressurized 
203.2 mm 
Pressurized 
177.8 mm OC & 
Partial Pressurized 
Run Time Flow Rate Time 
Flow 
Rate Time 
Flow 
Rate Time 
Flow 
Rate 
# (sec) (m3/s) (sec) (m3/s) (sec) (m3/s) (sec) (m3/s) 
1 288.4 0.0362 1582.4 0.0430 681.0 0.0673 1823.8 0.0212 
2 350.3 0.0369 1330.4 0.0439 510.0 0.0702 1728.5 0.0265 
3 356.0 0.0329 1284.3 0.0430 1360.1 0.0528 1292.1 0.0350 
4 268.6 0.0330 1106.7 0.0432 489.2 0.0711 493.2 0.0452 
5 692.0 0.0232 1176.7 0.0419 1119.1 0.0464 665.5 0.0527 
6 412.6 0.0229 545.4 0.0555 990.0 0.0510 388.6 0.0633 
7 432.6 0.0269 588.3 0.0548 1426.0 0.0465 332.9 0.0706 
8 6275.9 0.0173 571.1 0.0579 808.8 0.0617 229.8 0.0793 
9 206.2 0.0397 454.0 0.0559 312.2 0.0843 N/A N/A 
10 5026.3 0.0166 804.3 0.0461 335.5 0.0844 N/A N/A 
11 N/A N/A 1150.8 0.0456 621.6 0.0635 N/A N/A 
12 N/A N/A 676.1 0.0513 245.0 0.0825 N/A N/A 
13 N/A N/A 867.5 0.0513 261.7 0.0842 N/A N/A 
14 N/A N/A 1936.2 0.0332 2470.7 0.0416 N/A N/A 
15 N/A N/A 1186.7 0.0361 7201.5 0.0416 N/A N/A 
16 N/A N/A 239.1 0.0704 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
17 N/A N/A 313.9 0.0686 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
18 N/A N/A 298.4 0.0720 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
19 N/A N/A 8835.0 0.0320 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 
Table E8.  Run times and associated flow rates for testing of 1.33 mm sand. 
  
152.4 mm 
Pressurized 
152.4 mm OC & 
Partial Pressurized 
Run Time Flow Rate Time 
Flow 
Rate 
# (sec) (m3/s) (sec) (m3/s) 
1 2110.2 0.0236 1908.4 0.0030 
2 1057.8 0.0296 2715.6 0.0051 
3 508.1 0.0447 1389.5 0.0098 
4 359.2 0.0503 1200.0 0.0154 
5 223.5 0.0645 1009.1 0.0272 
6 535.9 0.0427 739.6 0.0469 
7 1878.0 0.0153 232.4 0.0598 
8 N/A N/A 326.3 0.0529 
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Table G1.  Sediment yield data log. 
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Table G2.  Critical shear data log. 
Run # Temp.
deg F H u/s H d/s Point 1 Point 2 Point 3
Velocities in Inlet/Outlet
Date:
In   (ft/s) Out (ft/s) In   (ft/s) Out (ft/s) In   (ft/s) Out (ft/s) In   (ft/s) Out (ft/s) In   (ft/s) Out (ft/s) Data Recorded by: Wade Goodridge
A From U/S
B Lpipe = in clear pipe
C Lpipe = in whole pipe
D From U/S
E Lpt1 = in
F Lpt2 = in
G Lpt3 = in
H
I
Dynamic Heads (for Velocities)
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3
Top
1"
2"
3"
4"
5"
6"
7"
8"
9"
10"
11"
1/2" 
above bot
Bpttom
Depths
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3
60
45
30
15
0
15
30
45
60
Notes: Visual incipient motion method of 15 entrained particles in 1 min
All depths taken includining 1 pipe wall thickness.
Date Head & Tailwater (in) Manometer (cm) Static Head in Pipe (in)
18 " Orifice 8" Orifice
Open Cannel Water Surface Depth (in)Open Cannel Water Surface Depth (in)
Point
Velocities in Outlet and Inlet (ft/s)
Tailwater = Tailwater = Tailwater = Tailwater = Tailwater = 
Depths 
(in)
Dynamic Head in Pipe (in)
Tailwater = 24.8" Tailwater = 20.9" Tailwater = 16.9" Tailwater = 13.7" Tailwater = 15.2
Open Cannel Water Surface Depth (in)
Degrees 
(F)
Depths to Sediment Surface (in)
Tailwater = 24.8" Tailwater = 20.9" Tailwater = 16.9" Tailwater = 13.7" Tailwater = 
Open Cannel Water Surface Depth (in) Open Cannel Water Surface Depth (in)
A
B
C
B D E GF
OUTLET
F E D B
C
B
A
INLET
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Table H21.  Critical limits data for 1.33 mm pea gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGLslope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
0.773 4719.66 0.0775 0.0448 0.985 0.0792 0.025 0.0770 0.0301 20.729 0.068
0.642 4660.65 0.1335 0.0513 0.988 0.1387 0.030 0.0846 0.0364 22.784 0.083
0.770 4704.70 0.0783 0.0450 0.989 0.0801 0.025 0.0770 0.0301 20.745 0.069
0.824 31944.12 0.1217 0.0323 0.985 0.1956 0.262 0.1288 0.0843 33.292 0.192
0.807 31324.76 0.1269 0.0327 0.985 0.2081 0.268 0.1302 0.0861 33.645 0.196
0.737 30095.74 0.1604 0.0347 0.989 0.2771 0.297 0.1371 0.0955 35.441 0.217
0.874 28248.13 0.1049 0.0321 0.986 0.2127 0.281 0.1425 0.1031 36.195 0.235
0.874 28248.13 0.1049 0.0321 0.986 0.2127 0.281 0.1425 0.1031 36.195 0.235
0.801 27499.59 0.1326 0.0340 0.990 0.2845 0.315 0.1510 0.1159 38.366 0.264
0.915 28607.27 0.0463 0.0271 0.983 0.0742 0.215 0.0882 0.0395 22.361 0.090
0.874 28198.96 0.0524 0.0278 0.986 0.0889 0.235 0.0921 0.0431 23.360 0.098
0.836 27814.41 0.0591 0.0286 0.989 0.1052 0.254 0.0958 0.0467 24.304 0.106
0.901 28468.40 0.0603 0.0286 0.984 0.1068 0.240 0.1041 0.0551 26.408 0.125
0.861 28068.23 0.0683 0.0294 0.987 0.1262 0.259 0.1081 0.0594 27.416 0.135
0.836 27814.41 0.0739 0.0299 0.989 0.1403 0.271 0.1107 0.0622 28.064 0.142
 
 
Table H22.  Critical limits data for 1.33 mm pea gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
0.773 4719.66 0.0117 0.0295 0.985 0.0107 0.023 0.0283 0.0016 7.623 0.004
0.642 4660.65 0.0201 0.0332 0.988 0.0193 0.028 0.0315 0.0019 8.491 0.004
0.770 4704.70 0.0118 0.0296 0.989 0.0109 0.023 0.0283 0.0016 7.637 0.004
0.824 31944.12 0.0681 0.0286 0.985 0.1007 0.241 0.0924 0.0166 23.884 0.038
0.807 31324.76 0.0710 0.0290 0.985 0.1072 0.247 0.0934 0.0169 24.146 0.039
0.737 30095.74 0.0897 0.0307 0.989 0.1445 0.277 0.0990 0.0190 25.594 0.043
0.874 28248.13 0.0513 0.0277 0.986 0.0863 0.233 0.0908 0.0160 23.058 0.036
0.874 28248.13 0.0513 0.0277 0.986 0.0863 0.233 0.0908 0.0160 23.058 0.036
0.801 27499.59 0.0649 0.0292 0.990 0.1198 0.271 0.0980 0.0186 24.899 0.042
0.915 28607.27 0.0453 0.0269 0.983 0.0720 0.213 0.0868 0.0146 22.018 0.033
0.874 28198.96 0.0513 0.0277 0.986 0.0863 0.233 0.0908 0.0160 23.016 0.036
0.836 27814.41 0.0579 0.0285 0.989 0.1022 0.252 0.0945 0.0173 23.958 0.039
0.901 28468.40 0.0472 0.0272 0.984 0.0766 0.220 0.0882 0.0151 22.358 0.034
0.861 28068.23 0.0534 0.0280 0.987 0.0914 0.239 0.0920 0.0164 23.335 0.037
0.836 27814.41 0.0579 0.0285 0.989 0.1022 0.252 0.0945 0.0173 23.958 0.039
 
 
Table H23.  Critical limits data for 2.23 mm pea gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
1.070 45402.62 0.1077 0.0292 0.987 1.7674 2.664 0.5029 0.4906 240.442 0.756
1.096 45739.90 0.1008 0.0288 0.989 1.6201 2.565 0.4934 0.4723 235.903 0.728
1.096 45739.90 0.1008 0.0288 0.989 1.6219 2.568 0.4937 0.4728 236.036 0.729
1.266 52290.45 0.0936 0.0276 0.989 1.7197 2.932 0.5870 0.6685 277.854 1.030
1.332 53104.86 0.0816 0.0268 0.991 1.4318 2.702 0.5635 0.6161 266.747 0.949
1.266 52290.45 0.0936 0.0276 0.989 1.7114 2.918 0.5855 0.6652 277.179 1.025
0.950 34605.07 0.2879 0.0383 0.986 0.0383 0.019 0.0657 0.0084 31.106 0.013
1.400 38143.49 0.0990 0.0298 0.990 0.0298 0.032 0.0855 0.0142 40.452 0.022
1.399 38163.89 0.0993 0.0298 0.990 0.0298 0.032 0.0854 0.0141 40.421 0.022
1.237 63774.21 0.1602 0.0296 0.984 2.1495 2.674 0.6410 0.7972 303.440 1.229
1.191 62912.06 0.1770 0.0303 0.980 2.4066 2.776 0.6531 0.8276 309.169 1.275
1.292 64967.51 0.1432 0.0288 0.987 1.8534 2.516 0.6218 0.7501 294.325 1.156
0.940 40501.03 0.3407 0.0384 0.977 4.0772 1.992 0.6710 0.8737 317.650 1.346
0.999 41357.68 0.2894 0.0369 0.979 3.4057 1.881 0.6521 0.8250 308.675 1.271
0.938 40629.46 0.3436 0.0384 0.973 4.1311 2.012 0.6743 0.8821 319.179 1.359
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Table H24.  Critical limits data for 2.23 mm pea gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
1.070 45402.62 0.0402 0.0240 0.987 0.3810 1.540 0.2335 0.1058 111.633 0.163
1.096 45739.90 0.0376 0.0237 0.989 0.3305 1.403 0.2228 0.0963 106.547 0.148
1.096 45739.90 0.0376 0.0237 0.989 0.3308 1.405 0.2230 0.0964 106.603 0.149
1.266 52290.45 0.0282 0.0219 0.989 0.1833 1.038 0.1916 0.0712 90.704 0.110
1.332 53104.86 0.0246 0.0213 0.991 0.1056 0.662 0.1530 0.0454 72.449 0.070
1.266 52290.45 0.0282 0.0219 0.989 0.1825 1.033 0.1912 0.0709 90.507 0.109
0.950 34605.07 0.0442 0.0258 0.986 0.0258 0.082 0.0540 0.0056 25.539 0.009
1.400 38143.49 0.0152 0.0207 0.990 0.0207 0.143 0.0713 0.0099 33.731 0.015
1.399 38163.89 0.0153 0.0207 0.990 0.0207 0.143 0.0712 0.0098 33.705 0.015
1.237 63774.21 0.0369 0.0222 0.984 0.2608 1.409 0.2233 0.0967 105.704 0.149
1.191 62912.06 0.0408 0.0227 0.980 0.3158 1.582 0.2366 0.1086 111.995 0.167
1.292 64967.51 0.0330 0.0217 0.987 0.2022 1.192 0.2054 0.0818 97.216 0.126
0.940 40501.03 0.0533 0.0260 0.977 0.3917 1.222 0.2080 0.0839 98.452 0.129
0.999 41357.68 0.0453 0.0251 0.979 0.2953 1.042 0.1920 0.0715 90.899 0.110
0.938 40629.46 0.0538 0.0260 0.973 0.3988 1.240 0.2095 0.0852 99.173 0.131
 
 
Table H25.  Critical limits data for 2.23 mm pea gravel, 203.2 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
1.184 55053.46 0.1204 0.0288 0.959 0.1749 0.261 0.1751 0.0595 82.896 0.092
0.983 51910.20 0.1988 0.0323 0.926 0.3241 0.333 0.1978 0.0759 93.617 0.117
1.229 55646.14 0.1088 0.0281 0.964 0.1548 0.249 0.1710 0.0567 80.947 0.087
1.689 97959.42 0.0627 0.0226 0.950 0.1073 0.385 0.1957 0.0743 92.319 0.114
1.401 84123.03 0.0943 0.0252 0.933 0.1779 0.439 0.2090 0.0847 98.591 0.131
1.753 97951.61 0.0560 0.0221 0.964 0.0912 0.352 0.1872 0.0680 88.305 0.105
1.406 68684.63 0.0685 0.0246 0.950 0.1536 0.420 0.1948 0.0736 92.980 0.113
1.323 66784.76 0.0799 0.0255 0.933 0.1904 0.461 0.2041 0.0808 97.433 0.125
1.494 72029.09 0.0598 0.0238 0.956 0.1285 0.397 0.1894 0.0696 90.389 0.107
1.490 74237.27 0.0622 0.0238 0.940 0.1388 0.426 0.1962 0.0747 93.664 0.115
1.423 70908.64 0.0682 0.0244 0.940 0.1554 0.435 0.1983 0.0763 94.670 0.118
1.519 71688.88 0.0567 0.0235 0.964 0.1183 0.377 0.1846 0.0661 88.133 0.102
 
 
Table H26.  Critical limits data for 2.23 mm pea gravel, 203.2 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
1.184 55053.46 0.0362 0.0227 0.959 0.0443 0.219 0.0881 0.0151 41.716 0.023
0.983 51910.20 0.0599 0.0253 0.926 0.0859 0.293 0.1018 0.0201 48.189 0.031
1.229 55646.14 0.0328 0.0223 0.964 0.0388 0.207 0.0856 0.0142 40.503 0.022
1.689 97959.42 0.0223 0.0187 0.950 0.0263 0.265 0.0968 0.0182 45.667 0.028
1.401 84123.03 0.0335 0.0207 0.933 0.0491 0.340 0.1098 0.0234 51.782 0.036
1.753 97951.61 0.0199 0.0184 0.964 0.0216 0.234 0.0910 0.0161 42.947 0.025
1.406 68684.63 0.0268 0.0206 0.950 0.0388 0.271 0.0979 0.0186 46.737 0.029
1.323 66784.76 0.0313 0.0213 0.933 0.0515 0.318 0.1061 0.0219 50.656 0.034
1.494 72029.09 0.0234 0.0200 0.956 0.0300 0.237 0.0915 0.0162 43.676 0.025
1.490 74237.27 0.0244 0.0200 0.940 0.0330 0.259 0.0957 0.0178 45.704 0.027
1.423 70908.64 0.0267 0.0205 0.940 0.0391 0.279 0.0994 0.0192 47.454 0.030
1.519 71688.88 0.0222 0.0198 0.964 0.0267 0.217 0.0877 0.0149 41.863 0.023
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Table H27.  Critical limits data for 2.23 mm pea gravel, 254.00 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
1.933 120366.08 0.0081 0.0153 0.868 -0.0088 -0.228 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
1.853 118926.36 0.0091 0.0156 0.830 -0.0075 -0.178 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
1.721 116501.15 0.0111 0.0162 0.734 -0.0046 -0.093 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
1.237 76396.68 0.0304 0.0207 0.843 0.0544 0.384 0.1020 0.0202 53.863 0.031
1.237 76396.68 0.0304 0.0207 0.843 0.0544 0.384 0.1020 0.0202 53.863 0.031
1.121 74326.27 0.0397 0.0219 0.714 0.0975 0.564 0.1237 0.0297 65.317 0.046
1.305 77725.34 0.0445 0.0221 0.868 0.0975 0.459 0.1441 0.0403 74.872 0.062
1.268 77094.24 0.0481 0.0225 0.843 0.1121 0.498 0.1501 0.0437 77.981 0.067
1.162 75229.60 0.0611 0.0237 0.734 0.1778 0.663 0.1732 0.0582 89.976 0.090
1.957 137475.15 0.0234 0.0178 0.868 0.0302 0.320 0.1202 0.0280 62.376 0.043
1.854 134080.43 0.0268 0.0183 0.843 0.0382 0.364 0.1282 0.0319 66.502 0.049
1.651 128513.33 0.0364 0.0195 0.734 0.0671 0.506 0.1512 0.0443 78.426 0.068
5.904 190983.45 0.0024 0.0118 0.816 -0.0013 -0.065 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
8.798 206927.15 0.0008 0.0099 0.830 -0.0017 -0.179 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
5.010 192896.40 0.0039 0.0127 0.672 -0.0020 -0.070 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
 
 
Table H28.  Critical limits data for 2.23 mm pea gravel, 254.00 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
1.933 120366.08 0.0159 0.0171 0.868 0.0131 0.173 0.0782 0.0119 42.455 0.018
1.853 118926.36 0.0178 0.0174 0.830 0.0188 0.228 0.0898 0.0157 48.788 0.024
1.721 116501.15 0.0218 0.0181 0.734 0.0332 0.348 0.1109 0.0239 60.248 0.037
1.237 76396.68 0.0396 0.0217 0.843 0.0842 0.455 0.1269 0.0312 66.987 0.048
1.237 76396.68 0.0396 0.0217 0.843 0.0842 0.455 0.1269 0.0312 66.987 0.048
1.121 74326.27 0.0518 0.0230 0.714 0.1452 0.644 0.1510 0.0442 79.713 0.068
1.305 77725.34 0.0349 0.0212 0.868 0.0673 0.405 0.1197 0.0278 62.191 0.043
1.268 77094.24 0.0377 0.0215 0.843 0.0780 0.443 0.1252 0.0304 65.077 0.047
1.162 75229.60 0.0478 0.0226 0.734 0.1265 0.603 0.1461 0.0414 75.903 0.064
1.957 137475.15 0.0183 0.0171 0.868 0.0198 0.268 0.0974 0.0184 50.515 0.028
1.854 134080.43 0.0210 0.0176 0.843 0.0256 0.311 0.1049 0.0213 54.421 0.033
1.651 128513.33 0.0285 0.0187 0.734 0.0463 0.446 0.1257 0.0306 65.188 0.047
5.904 190983.45 0.0009 0.0103 0.816 -0.0028 -0.342 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
8.798 206927.15 0.0003 0.0087 0.830 -0.0020 -0.534 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
5.010 192896.40 0.0015 0.0110 0.672 -0.0049 -0.436 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
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Table H29.  Critical limits data for 6.50 mm pea gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.567 94157.38 0.0649 0.0229 0.989 0.1286 0.286 0.3255 0.2055 441.237 0.100
2.682 95439.51 0.0576 0.0224 0.987 0.1103 0.267 0.3148 0.1923 426.839 0.094
2.461 92947.61 0.0727 0.0235 0.991 0.1489 0.304 0.3357 0.2187 455.137 0.107
2.598 94056.01 0.0688 0.0232 0.989 0.1377 0.286 0.3408 0.2254 460.532 0.110
2.598 94056.01 0.0688 0.0232 0.989 0.1377 0.286 0.3408 0.2254 460.532 0.110
2.490 92829.55 0.0772 0.0238 0.990 0.1594 0.304 0.3515 0.2397 474.860 0.117
2.482 93584.41 0.0802 0.0239 0.991 0.1674 0.310 0.3590 0.2500 485.814 0.122
2.415 92810.10 0.0863 0.0243 0.991 0.1836 0.322 0.3659 0.2597 495.169 0.127
2.552 94388.64 0.0744 0.0235 0.990 0.1521 0.298 0.3519 0.2403 476.292 0.117
2.623 95444.50 0.0682 0.0231 0.989 0.1364 0.285 0.3426 0.2277 465.199 0.111
2.350 92277.02 0.0918 0.0246 0.991 0.1988 0.334 0.3704 0.2662 502.993 0.130
2.623 95444.50 0.0682 0.0231 0.989 0.1364 0.285 0.3426 0.2277 465.199 0.111
2.626 95706.04 0.0658 0.0229 0.989 0.1307 0.283 0.3356 0.2186 456.547 0.106
2.482 94057.77 0.0767 0.0237 0.991 0.1588 0.307 0.3497 0.2372 475.655 0.116
2.352 92529.88 0.0886 0.0244 0.991 0.1908 0.332 0.3632 0.2560 494.066 0.125
4.703 166607.23 0.0282 0.0178 0.990 0.0327 0.161 0.3008 0.1756 408.486 0.086
3.127 145151.57 0.0835 0.0222 0.984 0.1240 0.271 0.3894 0.2942 528.808 0.143
3.447 151553.28 0.0651 0.0210 0.985 0.0911 0.241 0.3678 0.2625 499.445 0.128
2.984 132534.91 0.0513 0.0206 0.990 0.0764 0.258 0.2916 0.1650 398.647 0.080
2.402 121858.89 0.0904 0.0232 0.985 0.1567 0.342 0.3362 0.2193 459.568 0.107
2.457 125278.06 0.0869 0.0230 0.984 0.1467 0.335 0.3326 0.2147 454.729 0.105
 
 
Table H30.  Critical limits data for 6.50 mm pea gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.567 94157.38 0.0062 0.0152 0.989 -0.0075 -0.017 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.682 95439.51 0.0055 0.0149 0.987 -0.0085 -0.021 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.461 92947.61 0.0069 0.0155 0.991 -0.0064 -0.013 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.598 94056.01 0.0060 0.0151 0.989 -0.0078 -0.016 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.598 94056.01 0.0060 0.0151 0.989 -0.0078 -0.016 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.490 92829.55 0.0067 0.0154 0.990 -0.0067 -0.013 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.482 93584.41 0.0068 0.0155 0.991 -0.0066 -0.012 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.415 92810.10 0.0073 0.0157 0.991 -0.0057 -0.010 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.552 94388.64 0.0063 0.0153 0.990 -0.0073 -0.014 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.623 95444.50 0.0059 0.0150 0.989 -0.0080 -0.017 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.350 92277.02 0.0079 0.0159 0.991 -0.0048 -0.008 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.623 95444.50 0.0059 0.0150 0.989 -0.0080 -0.017 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.626 95706.04 0.0059 0.0150 0.989 -0.0080 -0.017 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.482 94057.77 0.0068 0.0154 0.991 -0.0065 -0.013 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.352 92529.88 0.0079 0.0159 0.991 -0.0048 -0.008 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
4.703 166607.23 0.0018 0.0115 0.990 -0.0025 -0.012 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.127 145151.57 0.0053 0.0138 0.984 -0.0004 -0.001 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.447 151553.28 0.0041 0.0132 0.985 -0.0013 -0.003 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.984 132534.91 0.0055 0.0141 0.990 -0.0016 -0.005 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.402 121858.89 0.0097 0.0157 0.985 0.0038 0.008 0.0171 0.0006 23.429 0.000
2.457 125278.06 0.0093 0.0155 0.984 0.0035 0.008 0.0169 0.0006 23.133 0.000
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Table H31.  Critical limits data for 6.50 mm pea gravel, 203.20 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.289 93690.38 0.1103 0.0254 0.953 0.2734 0.461 0.4232 0.3476 496.070 0.169
2.128 91707.60 0.1344 0.0265 0.926 0.3580 0.521 0.4502 0.3933 527.727 0.192
2.128 91707.60 0.1344 0.0265 0.926 0.3580 0.521 0.4502 0.3933 527.727 0.192
1.507 66396.45 0.2310 0.0317 0.953 0.6135 0.494 0.4174 0.3380 526.642 0.165
1.401 64991.29 0.2814 0.0332 0.926 0.7956 0.554 0.4418 0.3788 557.532 0.185
1.493 66210.17 0.2370 0.0319 0.950 0.6344 0.501 0.4204 0.3429 530.429 0.167
1.531 63396.08 0.2370 0.0322 0.950 0.6338 0.501 0.4308 0.3601 507.656 0.175
1.545 63574.44 0.2310 0.0320 0.953 0.6130 0.494 0.4277 0.3550 504.028 0.173
1.412 61920.37 0.2947 0.0339 0.917 0.8464 0.569 0.4593 0.4094 541.272 0.199
2.225 115090.97 0.1804 0.0269 0.953 0.3335 0.408 0.4544 0.4006 567.434 0.195
2.195 114957.53 0.1879 0.0271 0.947 0.3506 0.417 0.4595 0.4097 573.800 0.200
2.155 115851.64 0.2001 0.0274 0.930 0.3788 0.434 0.4689 0.4266 585.498 0.208
1.557 80082.34 0.2483 0.0309 0.953 0.5460 0.482 0.4067 0.3210 508.786 0.156
1.444 79120.59 0.3074 0.0324 0.922 0.7144 0.542 0.4316 0.3614 539.862 0.176
1.559 83765.07 0.2588 0.0309 0.940 0.5542 0.490 0.4102 0.3266 513.196 0.159
2.283 102263.83 0.1181 0.0253 0.933 0.3064 0.502 0.4468 0.3875 551.253 0.189
2.205 101237.06 0.1297 0.0258 0.917 0.3493 0.534 0.4608 0.4121 568.496 0.201
2.390 103649.77 0.1043 0.0246 0.950 0.2585 0.464 0.4297 0.3583 530.106 0.175
2.372 116137.68 0.1349 0.0253 0.953 0.2397 0.389 0.4106 0.3272 489.481 0.159
2.103 110585.30 0.1843 0.0272 0.922 0.3610 0.460 0.4468 0.3874 532.654 0.189
2.298 114049.47 0.1457 0.0258 0.950 0.2653 0.404 0.4186 0.3400 498.987 0.166
2.180 114007.44 0.1628 0.0264 0.940 0.3090 0.432 0.4286 0.3564 524.088 0.174
2.127 112571.74 0.1733 0.0268 0.935 0.3360 0.447 0.4358 0.3685 532.941 0.180
2.263 117206.43 0.1498 0.0258 0.940 0.2756 0.415 0.4200 0.3423 513.603 0.167
 
 
Table H32.  Critical limits data for 6.50 mm pea gravel, 203.20 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.289 93690.38 0.0100 0.0165 0.953 -0.0023 -0.043 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.128 91707.60 0.0122 0.0171 0.926 0.0022 0.035 0.0351 0.0024 41.127 0.001
2.128 91707.60 0.0122 0.0171 0.926 0.0022 0.035 0.0351 0.0024 41.127 0.001
1.507 66396.45 0.0232 0.0202 0.953 0.0289 0.232 0.0905 0.0159 114.221 0.008
1.401 64991.29 0.0282 0.0210 0.926 0.0432 0.299 0.1029 0.0205 129.851 0.010
1.493 66210.17 0.0238 0.0203 0.950 0.0305 0.240 0.0922 0.0165 116.284 0.008
1.531 63396.08 0.0226 0.0203 0.950 0.0271 0.224 0.0891 0.0154 105.025 0.008
1.545 63574.44 0.0221 0.0202 0.953 0.0256 0.216 0.0874 0.0148 103.013 0.007
1.412 61920.37 0.0281 0.0212 0.917 0.0428 0.301 0.1033 0.0207 121.684 0.010
2.225 115090.97 0.0126 0.0165 0.953 0.0087 0.152 0.0734 0.0104 91.612 0.005
2.195 114957.53 0.0131 0.0167 0.947 0.0096 0.163 0.0759 0.0112 94.770 0.005
2.155 115851.64 0.0140 0.0168 0.930 0.0111 0.181 0.0801 0.0125 100.072 0.006
1.557 80082.34 0.0256 0.0199 0.953 0.0334 0.286 0.1005 0.0196 125.762 0.010
1.444 79120.59 0.0317 0.0207 0.922 0.0478 0.353 0.1117 0.0242 139.722 0.012
1.559 83765.07 0.0267 0.0199 0.940 0.0354 0.304 0.1037 0.0209 129.783 0.010
2.283 102263.83 0.0105 0.0164 0.933 -0.0014 -0.026 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.205 101237.06 0.0115 0.0166 0.917 0.0007 0.013 0.0211 0.0009 25.974 0.000
2.390 103649.77 0.0093 0.0160 0.950 -0.0037 -0.075 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.372 116137.68 0.0110 0.0161 0.953 0.0061 0.121 0.0655 0.0083 78.038 0.004
2.103 110585.30 0.0150 0.0171 0.922 0.0127 0.198 0.0836 0.0136 99.713 0.007
2.298 114049.47 0.0119 0.0164 0.950 0.0074 0.138 0.0698 0.0095 83.194 0.005
2.180 114007.44 0.0136 0.0168 0.940 0.0101 0.170 0.0776 0.0117 94.868 0.006
2.127 112571.74 0.0144 0.0170 0.935 0.0116 0.185 0.0810 0.0127 99.073 0.006
2.263 117206.43 0.0125 0.0165 0.940 0.0084 0.152 0.0734 0.0105 89.819 0.005
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Table H33.  Critical limits data for 6.50 mm pea gravel, 254.00 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.673 128512.57 0.0787 0.0224 0.953 0.1156 0.279 0.3213 0.2003 434.106 0.098
2.347 123375.24 0.1116 0.0241 0.926 0.1796 0.333 0.3515 0.2398 474.988 0.117
2.363 123793.87 0.1096 0.0240 0.926 0.1756 0.331 0.3501 0.2379 473.066 0.116
1.163 78216.39 0.5218 0.0365 0.743 1.5897 0.826 0.5184 0.5215 685.197 0.254
1.242 81704.95 0.4472 0.0349 0.801 1.2060 0.715 0.4823 0.4514 637.484 0.220
1.217 81151.19 0.4720 0.0354 0.778 1.3220 0.752 0.4949 0.4752 654.064 0.231
4.333 195835.32 0.0587 0.0197 0.801 0.0881 0.279 0.4546 0.4011 588.735 0.195
4.584 203715.24 0.0516 0.0191 0.734 0.0789 0.279 0.4552 0.4020 589.406 0.196
5.156 215380.37 0.0383 0.0180 0.683 0.0561 0.251 0.4316 0.3615 558.902 0.176
1.196 81845.89 0.4369 0.0347 0.778 1.1652 0.721 0.4566 0.4045 615.856 0.197
1.196 82535.49 0.4414 0.0347 0.761 1.1936 0.737 0.4618 0.4138 622.907 0.202
1.115 80485.37 0.5301 0.0364 0.648 1.7295 0.930 0.5186 0.5219 699.548 0.254
2.479 140449.28 0.0863 0.0224 0.868 0.2377 0.577 0.4274 0.3544 615.119 0.173
2.183 135533.50 0.1220 0.0241 0.714 0.4394 0.827 0.5117 0.5079 736.373 0.247
2.195 135734.19 0.1202 0.0240 0.724 0.4259 0.811 0.5065 0.4977 728.917 0.242
2.243 126280.49 0.1192 0.0243 0.769 0.3944 0.742 0.4981 0.4814 666.215 0.234
2.243 126280.49 0.1192 0.0243 0.769 0.3944 0.742 0.4981 0.4814 666.215 0.234
2.192 125479.73 0.1269 0.0247 0.734 0.4457 0.800 0.5174 0.5195 692.065 0.253
2.215 117652.26 0.1146 0.0245 0.786 0.3675 0.713 0.4749 0.4375 604.406 0.213
2.176 117064.57 0.1204 0.0247 0.761 0.4026 0.753 0.4881 0.4623 621.285 0.225
2.151 116692.82 0.1242 0.0249 0.743 0.4280 0.782 0.4975 0.4803 633.234 0.234
2.243 124789.84 0.1257 0.0246 0.769 0.4187 0.747 0.5132 0.5110 678.288 0.249
2.243 124789.84 0.1257 0.0246 0.769 0.4187 0.747 0.5132 0.5110 678.288 0.249
2.217 124385.70 0.1297 0.0248 0.752 0.4449 0.775 0.5228 0.5304 691.060 0.258
2.219 120652.52 0.1100 0.0242 0.801 0.3433 0.688 0.4597 0.4100 604.489 0.200
2.191 120231.38 0.1138 0.0244 0.786 0.3648 0.712 0.4680 0.4249 615.354 0.207
2.093 118711.44 0.1290 0.0250 0.714 0.4661 0.830 0.5051 0.4951 664.270 0.241
2.631 133588.44 0.0805 0.0224 0.899 0.2090 0.527 0.4253 0.3510 566.918 0.171
2.303 128628.07 0.1157 0.0241 0.778 0.3769 0.727 0.4998 0.4848 666.268 0.236
2.201 127034.11 0.1309 0.0248 0.704 0.4820 0.850 0.5402 0.5663 720.127 0.276
 
 
Table H34.  Critical limits data for 6.50 mm pea gravel, 254.00 mm bed elevation 
w/ Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.673 128512.57 0.0075 0.0149 0.953 0.0035 0.088 0.0558 0.0060 75.382 0.003
2.347 123375.24 0.0107 0.0159 0.926 0.0058 0.113 0.0632 0.0078 85.426 0.004
2.363 123793.87 0.0105 0.0158 0.926 0.0075 0.148 0.0724 0.0102 97.864 0.005
1.163 78216.39 0.0567 0.0231 0.743 0.0469 0.224 0.0890 0.0154 117.694 0.007
1.242 81704.95 0.0486 0.0223 0.801 0.0314 0.171 0.0778 0.0118 102.860 0.006
1.217 81151.19 0.0513 0.0226 0.778 0.0361 0.189 0.0817 0.0130 108.032 0.006
4.333 195835.32 0.0028 0.0120 0.801 0.0027 0.176 0.0789 0.0121 102.225 0.006
4.584 203715.24 0.0025 0.0117 0.734 0.0005 0.041 0.0379 0.0028 49.025 0.001
5.156 215380.37 0.0018 0.0111 0.683 -0.0003 -0.029 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
1.196 81845.89 0.0534 0.0227 0.778 0.0496 0.251 0.0942 0.0172 127.042 0.008
1.196 82535.49 0.0540 0.0227 0.761 0.0401 0.202 0.0846 0.0139 114.135 0.007
1.115 80485.37 0.0648 0.0236 0.648 0.0635 0.279 0.0994 0.0192 134.037 0.009
2.479 140449.28 0.0097 0.0153 0.868 -0.0045 -0.098 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.183 135533.50 0.0136 0.0163 0.714 0.0016 0.027 0.0309 0.0018 44.436 0.001
2.195 135734.19 0.0134 0.0163 0.724 -0.0215 -0.367 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.243 126280.49 0.0126 0.0163 0.769 0.0047 0.084 0.0545 0.0058 72.908 0.003
2.243 126280.49 0.0126 0.0163 0.769 0.0002 0.003 0.0110 0.0002 14.653 0.000
2.192 125479.73 0.0134 0.0165 0.734 -0.0039 -0.066 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.215 117652.26 0.0128 0.0165 0.786 0.0048 0.083 0.0542 0.0057 68.976 0.003
2.176 117064.57 0.0135 0.0167 0.761 -0.0007 -0.012 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.151 116692.82 0.0139 0.0168 0.743 -0.0019 -0.032 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.243 124789.84 0.0126 0.0163 0.769 -0.0014 -0.024 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.243 124789.84 0.0126 0.0163 0.769 -0.0030 -0.053 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.217 124385.70 0.0130 0.0164 0.752 -0.0054 -0.094 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.219 120652.52 0.0127 0.0164 0.801 0.0038 0.066 0.0483 0.0045 63.473 0.002
2.191 120231.38 0.0131 0.0165 0.786 0.0022 0.038 0.0367 0.0026 48.324 0.001
2.093 118711.44 0.0149 0.0169 0.714 -0.0006 -0.010 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.631 133588.44 0.0083 0.0151 0.899 -0.0001 -0.002 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.303 128628.07 0.0119 0.0161 0.778 -0.0015 -0.028 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.201 127034.11 0.0135 0.0164 0.704 -0.0051 -0.087 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
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Table H35.  Critical limits data for 14.58 mm gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation w/ 
Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
3.182 131412.36 0.1266 0.0244 0.989 0.2937 0.370 0.6096 0.7210 1885.908 0.151
3.632 136828.64 0.0886 0.0227 0.990 0.1895 0.311 0.5589 0.6060 1729.026 0.127
3.032 129508.36 0.1442 0.0251 0.985 0.3447 0.395 0.6293 0.7683 1946.820 0.161
3.075 133714.68 0.1684 0.0257 0.983 0.4125 0.411 0.6981 0.9457 2163.427 0.198
3.075 133714.68 0.1684 0.0257 0.983 0.4125 0.411 0.6981 0.9457 2163.427 0.198
3.223 135625.06 0.1484 0.0250 0.987 0.3531 0.386 0.6770 0.8894 2098.064 0.186
3.922 172998.70 0.1178 0.0229 0.980 0.2826 0.409 0.7372 1.0544 2280.553 0.221
4.012 174178.67 0.1108 0.0226 0.983 0.2617 0.396 0.7256 1.0215 2244.714 0.214
3.922 172998.70 0.1178 0.0229 0.980 0.2826 0.409 0.7372 1.0544 2280.553 0.221
 
 
Table H36.  Critical limits data for 14.58 mm gravel, 152.40 mm bed elevation w/ 
Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
3.182 131412.36 0.0045 0.0137 0.989 -0.0106 -0.380 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.632 136828.64 0.0031 0.0129 0.990 -0.0118 -0.549 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.032 129508.36 0.0051 0.0140 0.985 -0.0099 -0.323 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.075 133714.68 0.0050 0.0139 0.983 -0.0102 -0.339 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.075 133714.68 0.0050 0.0139 0.983 -0.0102 -0.339 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.223 135625.06 0.0044 0.0136 0.987 -0.0108 -0.397 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.922 172998.70 0.0031 0.0124 0.980 -0.0130 -0.707 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
4.012 174178.67 0.0030 0.0123 0.983 -0.0131 -0.742 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.922 172998.70 0.0031 0.0124 0.980 -0.0130 -0.707 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
 
 
Table H37.  Critical limits data for 14.58 mm gravel, 203.20 mm bed elevation w/ 
Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
3.083 169170.91 0.2261 0.0261 0.926 0.3923 0.371 0.6828 0.9046 2094.744 0.189
2.867 167916.56 0.2792 0.0272 0.868 0.5231 0.428 0.7331 1.0427 2249.010 0.218
3.165 146797.74 0.1195 0.0237 0.953 0.3035 0.472 0.6164 0.7373 1837.745 0.154
3.227 147642.78 0.1134 0.0234 0.959 0.2831 0.458 0.6070 0.7150 1809.713 0.150
2.942 143691.05 0.1456 0.0247 0.926 0.3961 0.533 0.6547 0.8317 1951.831 0.174
3.040 143299.22 0.1315 0.0242 0.940 0.3453 0.501 0.6315 0.7739 1863.594 0.162
3.218 145718.51 0.1128 0.0234 0.959 0.2812 0.458 0.6033 0.7062 1780.284 0.148
2.884 141114.90 0.1517 0.0250 0.917 0.4196 0.548 0.6605 0.8465 1949.115 0.177
3.202 149757.93 0.1260 0.0238 0.953 0.3221 0.476 0.6424 0.8007 1931.412 0.168
3.202 149757.93 0.1260 0.0238 0.953 0.3221 0.476 0.6424 0.8007 1931.412 0.168
3.084 148119.34 0.1394 0.0243 0.940 0.3686 0.505 0.6620 0.8503 1990.332 0.178
3.151 169293.58 0.1644 0.0245 0.889 0.4804 0.600 0.7722 1.1569 2416.942 0.242
3.620 176277.25 0.1129 0.0226 0.953 0.2863 0.472 0.6847 0.9097 2143.205 0.190
3.765 178341.91 0.1015 0.0221 0.964 0.2487 0.443 0.6638 0.8549 2077.710 0.179
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Table H38.  Critical limits data for 14.58 mm gravel, 203.20 mm bed elevation w/ 
Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
3.083 169170.91 0.0064 0.0139 0.926 0.0001 0.003 0.0107 0.0002 32.818 0.000
2.867 167916.56 0.0079 0.0144 0.868 0.0015 0.045 0.0397 0.0031 121.811 0.001
3.165 146797.74 0.0053 0.0138 0.953 -0.0111 -0.394 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.227 147642.78 0.0050 0.0137 0.959 -0.0114 -0.419 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.942 143691.05 0.0064 0.0143 0.926 -0.0099 -0.304 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.040 143299.22 0.0059 0.0141 0.940 -0.0106 -0.345 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.218 145718.51 0.0050 0.0137 0.959 -0.0114 -0.417 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.884 141114.90 0.0067 0.0144 0.917 -0.0095 -0.280 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.202 149757.93 0.0051 0.0137 0.953 -0.0113 -0.410 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.202 149757.93 0.0051 0.0137 0.953 -0.0113 -0.410 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.084 148119.34 0.0057 0.0140 0.940 -0.0108 -0.362 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.151 169293.58 0.0059 0.0137 0.889 -0.0119 -0.419 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.620 176277.25 0.0040 0.0129 0.953 -0.0130 -0.601 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
3.765 178341.91 0.0036 0.0126 0.964 -0.0131 -0.657 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
 
 
Table H39.  Critical limits data for 14.58 mm gravel, 254.00 mm bed elevation w/ 
Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and EGL slope. 
  
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.904 160570.61 0.1368 0.0239 0.843 0.4184 0.655 0.6641 0.8556 2050.995 0.179
2.988 161885.06 0.1265 0.0235 0.868 0.3706 0.614 0.6432 0.8027 1986.521 0.168
2.826 159349.78 0.1472 0.0242 0.816 0.4716 0.699 0.6862 0.9137 2119.435 0.191
2.681 146187.32 0.1520 0.0248 0.868 0.4532 0.625 0.6380 0.7898 1983.688 0.165
3.174 153545.66 0.0961 0.0225 0.953 0.2374 0.459 0.5468 0.5801 1700.136 0.121
2.901 149550.73 0.1227 0.0237 0.917 0.3319 0.536 0.5909 0.6774 1837.185 0.142
2.924 162769.94 0.1557 0.0244 0.843 0.4832 0.664 0.7186 1.0020 2234.390 0.210
3.432 170476.56 0.1008 0.0223 0.940 0.2573 0.487 0.6155 0.7351 1913.763 0.154
3.312 168714.76 0.1110 0.0227 0.926 0.2939 0.518 0.6349 0.7821 1974.006 0.164
3.213 169791.03 0.1394 0.0237 0.889 0.4007 0.590 0.7192 1.0035 2213.791 0.210
3.493 173941.84 0.1112 0.0226 0.933 0.2912 0.506 0.6664 0.8615 2051.198 0.180
3.462 173493.98 0.1139 0.0227 0.930 0.3010 0.514 0.6715 0.8749 2066.985 0.183
6.668 345464.98 0.0491 0.0173 0.889 0.0710 0.276 0.6280 0.7651 2034.877 0.160
2.875 167833.83 0.1556 0.0243 0.786 0.5242 0.749 0.7358 1.0505 2310.825 0.220
2.791 166465.15 0.1686 0.0247 0.743 0.6090 0.820 0.7701 1.1505 2418.271 0.241
2.745 165712.11 0.1764 0.0249 0.714 0.6675 0.869 0.7930 1.2200 2490.214 0.255
 
 
Table H40.  Critical limits data for 14.58 mm gravel, 254.00 mm bed elevation w/ 
Von Carmen method, Vanoni sidewall correction, and bed slope. 
 
Vel from q Re f f w Tw f b Rb V* τb V*Ds/ν τo/((γs-γw)D50)
fps Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless ft Dimensionless ft ft/s lb/ft2 Dimensionless Dimensionless
2.904 160570.61 0.0072 0.0143 0.843 -0.0106 -0.314 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000
2.988 161885.06 0.0730 0.0212 0.868 0.1958 6.177 0.4675 0.4241 1443.970 0.089
2.826 159349.78 0.0850 0.0219 0.816 0.2515 7.096 0.5011 0.4872 1547.627 0.102
2.681 146187.32 0.1520 0.0248 0.868 0.4532 11.503 0.6380 0.7898 1983.688 0.165
3.174 153545.66 0.0961 0.0225 0.953 0.2374 8.449 0.5468 0.5801 1700.136 0.121
2.901 149550.73 0.1227 0.0237 0.917 0.3319 9.867 0.5909 0.6774 1837.185 0.142
2.924 162769.94 0.1557 0.0244 0.843 0.4832 14.594 0.7186 1.0020 2234.390 0.210
3.432 170476.56 0.1008 0.0223 0.940 0.2573 10.706 0.6155 0.7351 1913.763 0.154
3.312 168714.76 0.1110 0.0227 0.926 0.2939 11.391 0.6349 0.7821 1974.006 0.164
3.213 169791.03 0.1394 0.0237 0.889 0.4007 14.616 0.7192 1.0035 2213.791 0.210
3.493 173941.84 0.1112 0.0226 0.933 0.2912 12.548 0.6664 0.8615 2051.198 0.180
3.462 173493.98 0.1139 0.0227 0.930 0.3010 12.742 0.6715 0.8749 2066.985 0.183
6.668 345464.98 0.0491 0.0173 0.889 0.0710 11.145 0.6280 0.7651 2034.877 0.160
2.875 167833.83 0.1556 0.0243 0.786 0.5242 15.301 0.7358 1.0505 2310.825 0.220
2.791 166465.15 0.1686 0.0247 0.743 0.6090 16.757 0.7701 1.1505 2418.271 0.241
2.745 165712.11 0.1764 0.0249 0.714 0.6675 17.769 0.7930 1.2200 2490.214 0.255
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APPENDIX I 
VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMS USED WITH EXCEL CALCULATIONS 
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Newton Rhapson method used to calculate fw in Vanoni’s sidewall correction 
procedure 
 
Function newton(f, Re) 
Dim fw, Fun, FFun, dFdFun As Double 
'f 
'fw=F 
fw = 0.001 
Fun = 10 ^ (1 / (2 * Sqr(fw)) + 0.4) / (fw ^ 1.5) - Re / f 
Do While Abs(Fun) > 0.001 
  fw = fw * 1.001 
  FFun = 10 ^ (1 / (2 * Sqr(fw)) + 0.4) / (fw ^ 1.5) - Re / f 
  dFdFun = (FFun - Fun) / (fw - fw / 1.001) 
  fw = fw / 1.001 
  fw = fw - Fun / dFdFun 
  Fun = 10 ^ (1 / (2 * Sqr(fw)) + 0.4) / (fw ^ 1.5) - Re / f 
Loop 
newton = fw 
End Function 
 
 
 
Newton Rhapson method used to calculate u’* in Toffaleti method determining 
hydraulically rough or Smooth 
 
Function HydRoughSmooth(guess, g, S, vis, V) 
Dim uguess, Fun, FFun, dFdFun As Double 
uguess = guess 
Fun = V / (5.75 * WorksheetFunction.Log10(3.67 * (uguess ^ 2 / (g * S) * uguess) 
/ vis)) - uguess 
Do While Abs(Fun) > 0.0001 
    uguess = uguess * 1.0001 
    FFun = V / (5.75 * WorksheetFunction.Log10(3.67 * (uguess ^ 2 / (g * S) * 
uguess) / vis)) - uguess 
    dFdFun = (FFun - Fun) / (uguess - uguess / 1.0001) 
    uguess = uguess / 1.0001 
    uguess = uguess - Fun / dFdFun 
Fun = V / (5.75 * WorksheetFunction.Log10(3.67 * (uguess ^ 2 / (g * S) * uguess) 
/ vis)) - uguess 
Loop 
HydRoughSmooth = uguess 
End Function 
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Newton Rhapson method used to calculate u’* in Toffaleti method determining 
the grain related shear velocity 
 
Function GrainShearVel(guess, g, S, ks, V) 
Dim uguess, Fun, FFun, dFdFun As Double 
 
uguess = guess 
Fun = V / (5.75 * WorksheetFunction.Log10(12.27 * ((uguess ^ 2 / (g * S))) / ks)) - 
uguess 
Do While Abs(Fun) > 0.001 
    uguess = uguess * 1.001 
    FFun = V / (5.75 * WorksheetFunction.Log10(12.27 * ((uguess ^ 2 / (g * S))) / 
ks)) - uguess 
    dFdFun = (FFun - Fun) / (uguess - uguess / 1.001) 
    uguess = uguess / 1.001 
    uguess = uguess - Fun / dFdFun 
Fun = V / (5.75 * WorksheetFunction.Log10(12.27 * ((uguess ^ 2 / (g * S))) / ks)) - 
uguess 
Loop 
GrainShearVel = uguess 
End Function 
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APPENDIX J 
MATLAB CODE FOR VERIFICATION OF INCIPIENT MOTION RESULTS 
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%                    CALLED FUNCTION 
function[u]=f_and_Re(fw,Reynolds,f) 
u=1/(20*(Reynolds/f)^0.1-39)-fw;  %curve fit equation from cheng and chua 
 
 
%                                                   PEA GRAVEL DATA 
clear all; 
g=32.17; 
%GENERAL SHIELDS DIAGRAM GENERATION 
%Grain Reynolds Number Data From Shields Diagram 
xshields=[0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000]; 
%Shields Parameter Data from Shields Diagram 
yshields=[0.36 0.27 0.212 0.17 0.148 0.124 0.111 0.103 0.0615 0.044 0.0362 
0.0324 0.0316 0.031 0.0307 0.0306 0.03065 0.0315 0.0336 0.036 0.04 0.041 
0.0419 0.0424 0.0437 0.0512 0.0556 0.06 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 
0.0607]; 
%% 
%IMPORTING DATA 
data_all = load('DataAll.txt'); 
%data_Gravel = load('Gravel.txt'); 
%data_Sand = load('Sand.txt'); 
%MANIPULATING THE DATA 
Sediment=data_all(:,1); 
Runnumber=data_all(:,2); 
AreaDesignation=data_all(:,3); 
DepthBottom=data_all(:,4); 
DepthWaterSurf=data_all(:,5); 
Temp=data_all(:,6); 
Hustream=data_all(:,7); 
Hdstream=data_all(:,8); 
FlowCondition=data_all(:,9); 
%% 
%PIPE PARAMETERS 
%Input%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WallThickness=0.4345; %in inches 
PipeDiameter=11.8895; %in inches 
Rise=0.125; %in inches 
Run=112.5; %in inches 
LengthPipe=177.9375; %in in 
%Calculated 
PipeRadius=PipeDiameter/2; %in inches 
PipeCirc=2*3.14159*PipeRadius; %in inches 
PipeBedSlope=Rise/Run; %in In/in 
%% 
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%CALCS FOR CROSS SECTIONAL FLOW AREAS 
IDPipetoBed=DepthBottom-WallThickness; 
BedDepth=PipeDiameter-IDPipetoBed; 
Beta=acos(1-(BedDepth/PipeRadius)); 
BetaDeg=Beta/(3.14159*180); 
TopWidth=2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta); 
for i=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if DepthWaterSurf(i)>0; 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=DepthWaterSurf(i)-WallThickness; 
        BetaAir(i)=acos(1-(DepthWaterSurf(i)/PipeRadius)); 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=BetaAir(i)/(3.14159*180); 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=((3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))))-PipeRadius^2*(BetaAir(i)-
cos(BetaAir(i))*sin(BetaAir(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=((3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i))-2*PipeRadius.*BetaAir(i); 
    else 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=0; 
        BetaAir(i)=0; 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=0; 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=(3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=(3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i); 
    end 
end 
HydRadiusInches=FlowAreaInches./FlowPerimeterInches; 
FlowAreaResults=[IDPipetoBed IDtoWaterSurf' BedDepth Beta BetaDeg 
TopWidth BetaAir' BetaAirDeg' FlowAreaInches' FlowPerimeterInches' 
HydRadiusInches']; 
%% 
%SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF SEDIMENT 
for j=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if Sediment(j)==1;  %Sand 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=2.23; %in mm   Manual Input 
        WeightSample=23.5;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=2.884; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.8924;  %in inches 
        TempWater=49.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
 277
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==2;  %1/4 Angular Pea Gravel 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=6.495; %in mm 
        WeightSample=33.1;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=3.625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.71;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==3;  %3/4 Angular Gravel 
    %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=14.575; %in mm 
        WeightSample=41.75;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=4.5625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.72925;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    end 
%CALCULATING SHIELDS PARAMETER AND GRAIN REYNOLDS NUMBER 
%VONN CARMEN METHOD (with EGL replacing the bed slope) 
    SedDiaFt(j)=SedDiameterFt; 
    GammaSedFinal(j)=GammaSed; 
    Viscosity(j)=-2.05311855E-16.*Temp(j).^5 + 1.57200331E-13.*Temp(j).^4 - 
0.0000000000488423412.*Temp(j).^3 + 0.00000000795087653.*Temp(j).^2 - 
0.000000727612662.*Temp(j) + 0.0000358396421;  %in ft2/s 
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    Slope(j)=(Hustream(j)-Hdstream(j))/LengthPipe;  %in in/in 
    FlowAreaFt(j)=FlowAreaInches(j)/144;  %in Ft 
    FlowPerimeterFt(j)=FlowPerimeterInches(j)/12;  %in Ft 
    HydraulicRadiusFt(j)=FlowAreaFt(j)./FlowPerimeterFt(j);  %in Ft2/Ft 
    ShearVelocity(j)=sqrt(g.*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)'.*Slope(j));    %in ft/s 
    GammaWater(j)=-0.0000000008.*Temp(j).^4 + 0.0000006.*Temp(j).^3 - 
0.0002.*Temp(j).^2 + 0.0127.*Temp(j) + 62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
    RhoWater(j)=GammaWater(j)/g;  %in lbs*s2/ft4 
    ShearStress(j)=ShearVelocity(j).^2.*RhoWater(j);   %in lbs/ft2 
    GrainReynoldsNum(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  %in 
(ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
    ShieldsParameter(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        if DepthWaterSurf(j)==0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumCC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterCC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        elseif DepthWaterSurf(j)>0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumOC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterOC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        end 
end    
Results=[Viscosity' Slope' FlowAreaFt' FlowPerimeterFt' HydraulicRadiusFt' 
ShearVelocity' GammaWater' RhoWater' ShearStress' GrainReynoldsNum' 
ShieldsParameter' SedDiaFt' GammaSedFinal']; 
ShieldsResults=[GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter']; 
figure(1); 
loglog(xshields,yshields,'--b',GrainReynoldsNum,ShieldsParameter,'.r'); 
grid on; 
legend('Shields','Data'); 
%% 
%PLOTTING SHIELDS RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT 
figure(2); 
loglog(xshields,yshields,'--
r',GrainReynoldsNumOC,ShieldsParameterOC,'xg',GrainReynoldsNumCC,Shield
sParameterCC,'.b'); 
grid on; 
legend('Shields','Open Channel','Presurized Channel',5); 
title('VonCarmen Mthd using EGL','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 
xlabel('Grain Reynolds # (Re*=U*D50/vis)'); 
ylabel('Shields Parameter (T/gammas-gammaw)*D50)'); 
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%                                                        VON CARMEN MTHD 
%                                                        BED 
clear all; 
g=32.17; 
%GENERAL SHIELDS DIAGRAM GENERATION 
%Grain Reynolds Number Data From Shields Diagram 
xshields=[0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000]; 
%Shields Parameter Data from Shields Diagram 
yshields=[0.36 0.27 0.212 0.17 0.148 0.124 0.111 0.103 0.0615 0.044 0.0362 
0.0324 0.0316 0.031 0.0307 0.0306 0.03065 0.0315 0.0336 0.036 0.04 0.041 
0.0419 0.0424 0.0437 0.0512 0.0556 0.06 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 
0.0607]; 
%% 
%IMPORTING DATA 
data_all = load('DataAll.txt'); 
%data_Gravel = load('Gravel.txt'); 
%data_Sand = load('Sand.txt'); 
%MANIPULATING THE DATA 
Sediment=data_all(:,1); 
Runnumber=data_all(:,2); 
AreaDesignation=data_all(:,4); 
DepthBottom=data_all(:,5); 
DepthWaterSurf=data_all(:,6); 
Temp=data_all(:,7); 
Hustream=data_all(:,8); 
Hdstream=data_all(:,9); 
FlowCondition=data_all(:,10); 
FlowRate=data_all(:,11); 
%% 
%PIPE PARAMETERS 
%Input%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WallThickness=0.4345; %in inches 
PipeDiameter=11.8895; %in inches 
Rise=0.125; %in inches 
Run=112.5; %in inches 
LengthPipe=177.9375; %in in 
%Calculated 
PipeRadius=PipeDiameter/2; %in inches 
PipeCirc=2*3.14159*PipeRadius; %in inches 
PipeBedSlope=Rise/Run; %in In/in 
%% 
%CALCS FOR CROSS SECTIONAL FLOW AREAS 
IDPipetoBed=DepthBottom-WallThickness; 
BedDepth=PipeDiameter-IDPipetoBed; 
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Beta=acos(1-(BedDepth/PipeRadius)); 
BetaDeg=Beta/(3.14159*180); 
TopWidth=2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta); 
for i=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if DepthWaterSurf(i)>0; 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=DepthWaterSurf(i)-WallThickness; 
        BetaAir(i)=acos(1-(DepthWaterSurf(i)/PipeRadius)); 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=BetaAir(i)/(3.14159*180); 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=((3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))))-PipeRadius^2*(BetaAir(i)-
cos(BetaAir(i))*sin(BetaAir(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=((3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i))-2*PipeRadius.*BetaAir(i); 
    else 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=0; 
        BetaAir(i)=0; 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=0; 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=(3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=(3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i); 
    end 
end 
HydRadiusInches=FlowAreaInches./FlowPerimeterInches; 
FlowAreaResults=[IDPipetoBed IDtoWaterSurf' BedDepth Beta BetaDeg 
TopWidth BetaAir' BetaAirDeg' FlowAreaInches' FlowPerimeterInches' 
HydRadiusInches']; 
%% 
%SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF SEDIMENT 
for j=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if Sediment(j)==1;  %Sand 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=2.23; %in mm   Manual Input 
        WeightSample=23.5;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=2.884; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.8924;  %in inches 
        TempWater=49.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
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        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==2;  %1/4 Angular Pea Gravel 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=6.495; %in mm 
        WeightSample=33.1;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=3.625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.71;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==3;  %3/4 Angular Gravel 
    %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=14.575; %in mm 
        WeightSample=41.75;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=4.5625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.72925;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    end 
%% 
%CALCULATING SHIELDS PARAMETER AND GRAIN REYNOLDS NUMBER 
%VONN CARMEN METHOD (with EGL replacing the bed slope) 
    SedDiaFt(j)=SedDiameterFt; 
    GammaSedFinal(j)=GammaSed; 
    Viscosity(j)=-2.05311855E-16.*Temp(j).^5 + 1.57200331E-13.*Temp(j).^4 - 
0.0000000000488423412.*Temp(j).^3 + 0.00000000795087653.*Temp(j).^2 - 
0.000000727612662.*Temp(j) + 0.0000358396421;  %in ft2/s 
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    Slope(j)=PipeBedSlope;  %in in/in 
    FlowAreaFt(j)=FlowAreaInches(j)/144;  %in Ft 
    FlowPerimeterFt(j)=FlowPerimeterInches(j)/12;  %in Ft 
    HydraulicRadiusFt(j)=FlowAreaFt(j)./FlowPerimeterFt(j);  %in Ft2/Ft 
    ShearVelocity(j)=sqrt(g.*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)'.*Slope(j));    %in ft/s 
    GammaWater(j)=-0.0000000008.*Temp(j).^4 + 0.0000006.*Temp(j).^3 - 
0.0002.*Temp(j).^2 + 0.0127.*Temp(j) + 62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
    RhoWater(j)=GammaWater(j)/g;  %in lbs*s2/ft4 
    ShearStress(j)=ShearVelocity(j).^2.*RhoWater(j);   %in lbs/ft2 
    AveFlowVel(j)=FlowRate(j)/FlowAreaFt(j); 
    GrainReynoldsNum(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  %in 
(ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
    ShieldsParameter(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        if DepthWaterSurf(j)==0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumCC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterCC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        elseif DepthWaterSurf(j)>0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumOC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterOC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        end 
end    
Results=[Viscosity' Slope' FlowAreaFt' FlowRate AveFlowVel' FlowPerimeterFt' 
HydraulicRadiusFt' ShearVelocity' GammaWater' RhoWater' ShearStress' 
GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter' SedDiaFt' GammaSedFinal']; 
ShieldsResults=[GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter']; 
%% 
%PLOTTING SHIELDS RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT  
%USING VON CARMEN METHOD AND BED SLOPE 
figure(2); 
loglog(xshields,yshields,'--
r',GrainReynoldsNumOC,ShieldsParameterOC,'xg',GrainReynoldsNumCC,Shield
sParameterCC,'.b'); 
grid on; 
legend('Shields','Open Channel','Presurized Channel',5); 
title('VonCarmen Mthd using Bed','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 
xlabel('Grain Reynolds # (Re*=U*D50/vis)'); 
ylabel('Shields Parameter (T/gammas-gammaw)*D50)'); 
%% 
%CREATING A NOTEPAD FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
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wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenBed.txt'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenBed=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenBed,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenBed,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        %3.3f        
%2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     %3.3f      
%3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     %3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenBed); 
%% 
%CREATING A EXCELL FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenBed.dat'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenBed=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenBed,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenBed,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        %3.3f        
%2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     %3.3f      
%3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     %3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenBed); 
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%                                                        VON CARMEN MTHD 
%                                                        EGL 
clear all; 
g=32.17; 
%GENERAL SHIELDS DIAGRAM GENERATION 
%Grain Reynolds Number Data From Shields Diagram 
xshields=[0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000]; 
%Shields Parameter Data from Shields Diagram 
yshields=[0.36 0.27 0.212 0.17 0.148 0.124 0.111 0.103 0.0615 0.044 0.0362 
0.0324 0.0316 0.031 0.0307 0.0306 0.03065 0.0315 0.0336 0.036 0.04 0.041 
0.0419 0.0424 0.0437 0.0512 0.0556 0.06 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 
0.0607]; 
%% 
%IMPORTING DATA 
data_all = load('DataAll.txt'); 
%data_Gravel = load('Gravel.txt'); 
%data_Sand = load('Sand.txt'); 
%MANIPULATING THE DATA 
Sediment=data_all(:,1); 
Runnumber=data_all(:,2); 
AreaDesignation=data_all(:,4); 
DepthBottom=data_all(:,5); 
DepthWaterSurf=data_all(:,6); 
Temp=data_all(:,7); 
Hustream=data_all(:,8); 
Hdstream=data_all(:,9); 
FlowCondition=data_all(:,10); 
FlowRate=data_all(:,11); 
%% 
%PIPE PARAMETERS 
%Input%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WallThickness=0.4345; %in inches 
PipeDiameter=11.8895; %in inches 
Rise=0.125; %in inches 
Run=112.5; %in inches 
LengthPipe=177.9375; %in in 
%Calculated 
PipeRadius=PipeDiameter/2; %in inches 
PipeCirc=2*3.14159*PipeRadius; %in inches 
PipeBedSlope=Rise/Run; %in In/in 
%% 
%CALCS FOR CROSS SECTIONAL FLOW AREAS 
IDPipetoBed=DepthBottom-WallThickness; 
BedDepth=PipeDiameter-IDPipetoBed; 
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Beta=acos(1-(BedDepth/PipeRadius)); 
BetaDeg=Beta/(3.14159*180); 
TopWidth=2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta); 
for i=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if DepthWaterSurf(i)>0; 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=DepthWaterSurf(i)-WallThickness; 
        BetaAir(i)=acos(1-(DepthWaterSurf(i)/PipeRadius)); 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=BetaAir(i)/(3.14159*180); 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=((3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))))-PipeRadius^2*(BetaAir(i)-
cos(BetaAir(i))*sin(BetaAir(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=((3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i))-2*PipeRadius.*BetaAir(i); 
    else 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=0; 
        BetaAir(i)=0; 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=0; 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=(3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=(3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i); 
    end 
end 
HydRadiusInches=FlowAreaInches./FlowPerimeterInches; 
FlowAreaResults=[IDPipetoBed IDtoWaterSurf' BedDepth Beta BetaDeg 
TopWidth BetaAir' BetaAirDeg' FlowAreaInches' FlowPerimeterInches' 
HydRadiusInches']; 
%% 
%SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF SEDIMENT 
for j=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if Sediment(j)==1;  %Sand 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=2.23; %in mm   Manual Input 
        WeightSample=23.5;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=2.884; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.8924;  %in inches 
        TempWater=49.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
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        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==2;  %1/4 Angular Pea Gravel 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=6.495; %in mm 
        WeightSample=33.1;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=3.625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.71;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG;  
    elseif Sediment(j)==3;  %3/4 Angular Gravel 
    %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=14.575; %in mm 
        WeightSample=41.75;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=4.5625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.72925;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    end 
%% 
%CALCULATING SHIELDS PARAMETER AND GRAIN REYNOLDS NUMBER 
%VONN CARMEN METHOD (with EGL replacing the bed slope) 
    SedDiaFt(j)=SedDiameterFt; 
    GammaSedFinal(j)=GammaSed; 
    Viscosity(j)=-2.05311855E-16.*Temp(j).^5 + 1.57200331E-13.*Temp(j).^4 - 
0.0000000000488423412.*Temp(j).^3 + 0.00000000795087653.*Temp(j).^2 - 
0.000000727612662.*Temp(j) + 0.0000358396421;  %in ft2/s 
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    Slope(j)=(Hustream(j)-Hdstream(j))/LengthPipe;  %in in/in 
    FlowAreaFt(j)=FlowAreaInches(j)/144;  %in Ft 
    FlowPerimeterFt(j)=FlowPerimeterInches(j)/12;  %in Ft 
    HydraulicRadiusFt(j)=FlowAreaFt(j)./FlowPerimeterFt(j);  %in Ft2/Ft 
    ShearVelocity(j)=sqrt(g.*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)'.*Slope(j));    %in ft/s 
    GammaWater(j)=-0.0000000008.*Temp(j).^4 + 0.0000006.*Temp(j).^3 - 
0.0002.*Temp(j).^2 + 0.0127.*Temp(j) + 62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
    RhoWater(j)=GammaWater(j)/g;  %in lbs*s2/ft4 
    ShearStress(j)=ShearVelocity(j).^2.*RhoWater(j);   %in lbs/ft2 
    AveFlowVel(j)=FlowRate(j)/FlowAreaFt(j); 
    GrainReynoldsNum(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  %in 
(ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
    ShieldsParameter(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2)     
        if DepthWaterSurf(j)==0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumCC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterCC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        elseif DepthWaterSurf(j)>0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumOC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterOC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        end 
end    
Results=[Viscosity' Slope' FlowAreaFt' FlowRate AveFlowVel' FlowPerimeterFt' 
HydraulicRadiusFt' ShearVelocity' GammaWater' RhoWater' ShearStress' 
GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter' SedDiaFt' GammaSedFinal']; 
ShieldsResults=[GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter']; 
%% 
%PLOTTING SHIELDS RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT  
%USING VON CARMEN METHOD AND EGL SLOPE 
figure(2); 
loglog(xshields,yshields,'--
r',GrainReynoldsNumOC,ShieldsParameterOC,'xg',GrainReynoldsNumCC,Shield
sParameterCC,'.b'); 
grid on; 
legend('Shields','Open Channel','Presurized Channel',5); 
title('VonCarmen Mthd using EGL','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 
xlabel('Grain Reynolds # (Re*=U*D50/vis)'); 
ylabel('Shields Parameter (T/gammas-gammaw)*D50)'); 
%% 
%CREATING A NOTEPAD FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
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wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenEGL.txt'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenEGL=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        %3.3f        
%2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     %3.3f      
%3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     %3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenEGL); 
%% 
%CREATING A EXCELL FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenEGL.dat'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenEGL=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        %3.3f        
%2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     %3.3f      
%3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     %3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenEGL); 
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%                                                        VON CARMEN MTHD 
%                                                        BED WITH VANONI 
%                                                        SIDEWALL 
%                                                        CORRECTION 
%                                             
clear all; 
g=32.17; 
%GENERAL SHIELDS DIAGRAM GENERATION 
%Grain Reynolds Number Data From Shields Diagram 
xshields=[0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000]; 
%Shields Parameter Data from Shields Diagram 
yshields=[0.36 0.27 0.212 0.17 0.148 0.124 0.111 0.103 0.0615 0.044 0.0362 
0.0324 0.0316 0.031 0.0307 0.0306 0.03065 0.0315 0.0336 0.036 0.04 0.041 
0.0419 0.0424 0.0437 0.0512 0.0556 0.06 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 
0.0607]; 
%% 
%IMPORTING DATA 
data_all = load('DataAll.txt'); 
%data_Gravel = load('Gravel.txt'); 
%data_Sand = load('Sand.txt'); 
%MANIPULATING THE DATA 
Sediment=data_all(:,1); 
Runnumber=data_all(:,2); 
AreaDesignation=data_all(:,4); 
DepthBottom=data_all(:,5); 
DepthWaterSurf=data_all(:,6); 
Temp=data_all(:,7); 
Hustream=data_all(:,8); 
Hdstream=data_all(:,9); 
FlowCondition=data_all(:,10); 
FlowRate=data_all(:,11); 
%% 
%PIPE PARAMETERS 
%Input%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WallThickness=0.4345; %in inches 
PipeDiameter=11.8895; %in inches 
Rise=0.125; %in inches 
Run=112.5; %in inches 
LengthPipe=177.9375; %in in 
%Calculated 
PipeRadius=PipeDiameter/2; %in inches 
PipeCirc=2*3.14159*PipeRadius; %in inches 
PipeBedSlope=Rise/Run; %in In/in 
%% 
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%CALCS FOR CROSS SECTIONAL FLOW AREAS 
IDPipetoBed=DepthBottom-WallThickness; 
BedDepth=PipeDiameter-IDPipetoBed; 
Beta=acos(1-(BedDepth/PipeRadius)); 
BetaDeg=Beta/(3.14159*180); 
TopWidth=2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta); 
for i=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if DepthWaterSurf(i)>0; 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=DepthWaterSurf(i)-WallThickness; 
        BetaAir(i)=acos(1-(DepthWaterSurf(i)/PipeRadius)); 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=BetaAir(i)/(3.14159*180); 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=((3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))))-PipeRadius^2*(BetaAir(i)-
cos(BetaAir(i))*sin(BetaAir(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=((3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i))-2*PipeRadius.*BetaAir(i); 
    else 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=0; 
        BetaAir(i)=0; 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=0; 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=(3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=(3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i); 
    end 
end 
HydRadiusInches=FlowAreaInches./FlowPerimeterInches; 
FlowAreaResults=[IDPipetoBed IDtoWaterSurf' BedDepth Beta BetaDeg 
TopWidth BetaAir' BetaAirDeg' FlowAreaInches' FlowPerimeterInches' 
HydRadiusInches']; 
%% 
%SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF SEDIMENT 
for j=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if Sediment(j)==1;  %Sand 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=2.23; %in mm   Manual Input 
        WeightSample=23.5;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=2.884; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.8924;  %in inches 
        TempWater=49.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
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        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==2;  %1/4 Angular Pea Gravel 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=6.495; %in mm 
        WeightSample=33.1;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=3.625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.71;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==3;  %3/4 Angular Gravel 
    %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=14.575; %in mm 
        WeightSample=41.75;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=4.5625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.72925;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    end 
%% 
%CALCULATING SHIELDS PARAMETER AND GRAIN REYNOLDS NUMBER 
%VONN CARMEN METHOD (with EGL replacing the bed slope) 
    SedDiaFt(j)=SedDiameterFt; 
    GammaSedFinal(j)=GammaSed; 
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    Viscosity(j)=-2.05311855E-16.*Temp(j).^5 + 1.57200331E-13.*Temp(j).^4 - 
0.0000000000488423412.*Temp(j).^3 + 0.00000000795087653.*Temp(j).^2 - 
0.000000727612662.*Temp(j) + 0.0000358396421;  %in ft2/s 
    Slope(j)=PipeBedSlope;  %in in/in 
    FlowAreaFt(j)=FlowAreaInches(j)/144;  %in Ft 
    FlowPerimeterFt(j)=FlowPerimeterInches(j)/12;  %in Ft 
    AveFlowVel(j)=FlowRate(j)/FlowAreaFt(j);  %in ft/s 
    HydraulicRadiusFt(j)=FlowAreaFt(j)./FlowPerimeterFt(j);  %in Ft2/Ft 
    Reynolds(j)=(4*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)*AveFlowVel(j))/Viscosity(j); 
    f(j)=(8*g*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)*Slope(j))/(AveFlowVel(j)^2); 
    fw(j)=fzero(@(u) f_and_Re(u,Reynolds(j),f(j)),0.028); 
    Tw(j)=(2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta(j)))/12; 
    fb(j)=f(j)+FlowPerimeterFt(j)/Tw(j)*(f(j)-fw(j)); 
    Rb(j)=(fb(j)*AveFlowVel(j)^2)/(8*g*Slope(j)); 
    ShearVelocity(j)=sqrt(g.*Rb(j)'.*Slope(j));    %in ft/s 
    GammaWater(j)=-0.0000000008.*Temp(j).^4 + 0.0000006.*Temp(j).^3 - 
0.0002.*Temp(j).^2 + 0.0127.*Temp(j) + 62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
    RhoWater(j)=GammaWater(j)/g;  %in lbs*s2/ft4 
    ShearStress(j)=ShearVelocity(j).^2.*RhoWater(j);   %in lbs/ft2 
    GrainReynoldsNum(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  %in 
(ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
    ShieldsParameter(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        if DepthWaterSurf(j)==0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumCC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterCC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        elseif DepthWaterSurf(j)>0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumOC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterOC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        end 
end      
Results=[Viscosity' Slope' FlowAreaFt' FlowRate AveFlowVel' FlowPerimeterFt' 
HydraulicRadiusFt' ShearVelocity' GammaWater' RhoWater' ShearStress' 
GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter' SedDiaFt' GammaSedFinal']; 
ShieldsResults=[GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter']; 
%% 
%PLOTTING SHIELDS RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT  
%USING VON CARMEN METHOD AND BED SLOPE 
%AND VANONI SIDEWALL CORRECTION w/ Ave Vel 
figure(2); 
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loglog(xshields,yshields,'--
r',GrainReynoldsNumOC,ShieldsParameterOC,'xg',GrainReynoldsNumCC,Shield
sParameterCC,'.b'); 
grid on; 
legend('Shields','Open Channel','Presurized Channel',5); 
title('VonCarmen Mthd using Bed and Vanoni Sidewall Correction and Average 
Velocity','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 
xlabel('Grain Reynolds # (Re*=U*D50/vis)'); 
ylabel('Shields Parameter (T/gammas-gammaw)*D50)'); 
%% 
%CREATING A NOTEPAD FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenBedVanoni.txt'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenBedVanoni=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenBedVanoni,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenBedVanoni,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        
%3.3f        %2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     
%3.3f      %3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     
%3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
%fclose(VonCarmenBedVanoni); 
%% 
%CREATING A EXCELL FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenBedVanoni.dat'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenBedVanoni=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenBedVanoni,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
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    fprintf(VonCarmenBedVanoni,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        
%3.3f        %2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     
%3.3f      %3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     
%3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenBedVanoni); 
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%                                                        VON CARMEN MTHD 
%                                                        EGL WITH VANONI 
%                                                        SIDEWALL 
%                                                        CORRECTION AND AVE 
%                                                        VELOCITIES 
clear all; 
g=32.17; 
%GENERAL SHIELDS DIAGRAM GENERATION 
%Grain Reynolds Number Data From Shields Diagram 
xshields=[0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000]; 
%Shields Parameter Data from Shields Diagram 
yshields=[0.36 0.27 0.212 0.17 0.148 0.124 0.111 0.103 0.0615 0.044 0.0362 
0.0324 0.0316 0.031 0.0307 0.0306 0.03065 0.0315 0.0336 0.036 0.04 0.041 
0.0419 0.0424 0.0437 0.0512 0.0556 0.06 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 
0.0607]; 
%% 
%IMPORTING DATA 
data_all = load('DataAll.txt'); 
%data_Gravel = load('Gravel.txt'); 
%data_Sand = load('Sand.txt'); 
%MANIPULATING THE DATA 
Sediment=data_all(:,1); 
Runnumber=data_all(:,2); 
AreaDesignation=data_all(:,4); 
DepthBottom=data_all(:,5); 
DepthWaterSurf=data_all(:,6); 
Temp=data_all(:,7); 
Hustream=data_all(:,8); 
Hdstream=data_all(:,9); 
FlowCondition=data_all(:,10); 
FlowRate=data_all(:,11); 
%% 
%PIPE PARAMETERS 
%Input%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WallThickness=0.4345; %in inches 
PipeDiameter=11.8895; %in inches 
Rise=0.125; %in inches 
Run=112.5; %in inches 
LengthPipe=177.9375; %in in 
%Calculated 
PipeRadius=PipeDiameter/2; %in inches 
PipeCirc=2*3.14159*PipeRadius; %in inches 
PipeBedSlope=Rise/Run; %in In/in 
%% 
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%CALCS FOR CROSS SECTIONAL FLOW AREAS 
IDPipetoBed=DepthBottom-WallThickness; 
BedDepth=PipeDiameter-IDPipetoBed; 
Beta=acos(1-(BedDepth/PipeRadius)); 
BetaDeg=Beta/(3.14159*180); 
TopWidth=2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta); 
for i=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if DepthWaterSurf(i)>0; 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=DepthWaterSurf(i)-WallThickness; 
        BetaAir(i)=acos(1-(DepthWaterSurf(i)/PipeRadius)); 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=BetaAir(i)/(3.14159*180); 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=((3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))))-PipeRadius^2*(BetaAir(i)-
cos(BetaAir(i))*sin(BetaAir(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=((3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i))-2*PipeRadius.*BetaAir(i); 
    else 
        IDtoWaterSurf(i)=0; 
        BetaAir(i)=0; 
        BetaAirDeg(i)=0; 
        FlowAreaInches(i)=(3.14159.*PipeRadius^2)-PipeRadius^2.*(Beta(i)-
cos(Beta(i)).*sin(Beta(i))); 
        FlowPerimeterInches(i)=(3.14159*2*PipeRadius)-
(2*PipeRadius.*Beta(i))+TopWidth(i); 
    end 
end 
HydRadiusInches=FlowAreaInches./FlowPerimeterInches; 
FlowAreaResults=[IDPipetoBed IDtoWaterSurf' BedDepth Beta BetaDeg 
TopWidth BetaAir' BetaAirDeg' FlowAreaInches' FlowPerimeterInches' 
HydRadiusInches']; 
%% 
%SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATIONS FOR SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF SEDIMENT 
for j=1:length(Runnumber); 
    if Sediment(j)==1;  %Sand 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=2.23; %in mm   Manual Input 
        WeightSample=23.5;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=2.884; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.8924;  %in inches 
        TempWater=49.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
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        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==2;  %1/4 Angular Pea Gravel 
        %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=6.495; %in mm 
        WeightSample=33.1;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=3.625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.71;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    elseif Sediment(j)==3;  %3/4 Angular Gravel 
    %Inputs 
        SedDiametermm=14.575; %in mm 
        WeightSample=41.75;  %in lbs 
        DisplaceH2OHeight=4.5625; %in inches 
        BucketDia=10.72925;  %in inches 
        TempWater=60.3;  %in deg F 
        %Calcs 
        SedDiameterFt=(SedDiametermm/25.4)/12;  %in Ft 
        VolumeSed=(3.14159*(BucketDia/2)^2*DisplaceH2OHeight)/144/12;  %in 
Ft3 
        GammaSed=WeightSample/VolumeSed;  %in lbs/ft3 
        GammaWaterforSG=-0.0000000008*TempWater^4 + 
0.0000006*TempWater^3 - 0.0002*TempWater^2 + 0.0127*TempWater + 
62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
        SGSed=GammaSed/GammaWaterforSG; 
    end 
%% 
%CALCULATING SHIELDS PARAMETER AND GRAIN REYNOLDS NUMBER 
%VONN CARMEN METHOD (with EGL replacing the bed slope) 
    SedDiaFt(j)=SedDiameterFt; 
    GammaSedFinal(j)=GammaSed; 
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    Viscosity(j)=-2.05311855E-16.*Temp(j).^5 + 1.57200331E-13.*Temp(j).^4 - 
0.0000000000488423412.*Temp(j).^3 + 0.00000000795087653.*Temp(j).^2 - 
0.000000727612662.*Temp(j) + 0.0000358396421;  %in ft2/s 
    Slope(j)=(Hustream(j)-Hdstream(j))/LengthPipe;  %in in/in 
    FlowAreaFt(j)=FlowAreaInches(j)/144;  %in Ft 
    FlowPerimeterFt(j)=FlowPerimeterInches(j)/12;  %in Ft 
    AveFlowVel(j)=FlowRate(j)/FlowAreaFt(j);  %in ft/s 
    HydraulicRadiusFt(j)=FlowAreaFt(j)./FlowPerimeterFt(j);  %in Ft2/Ft 
    Reynolds(j)=(4*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)*AveFlowVel(j))/Viscosity(j); 
    f(j)=(8*g*HydraulicRadiusFt(j)*Slope(j))/(AveFlowVel(j)^2); 
    fw(j)=fzero(@(u) f_and_Re(u,Reynolds(j),f(j)),0.5); 
    Tw(j)=(2*PipeRadius*sin(Beta(j)))/12; 
    fb(j)=f(j)+FlowPerimeterFt(j)/Tw(j)*(f(j)-fw(j)); 
    Rb(j)=(fb(j)*AveFlowVel(j)^2)/(8*g*Slope(j)); 
    ShearVelocity(j)=sqrt(g.*Rb(j)'.*Slope(j));    %in ft/s 
    GammaWater(j)=-0.0000000008.*Temp(j).^4 + 0.0000006.*Temp(j).^3 - 
0.0002.*Temp(j).^2 + 0.0127.*Temp(j) + 62.199;  % in lbs/ft3 
    RhoWater(j)=GammaWater(j)/g;  %in lbs*s2/ft4 
    ShearStress(j)=ShearVelocity(j).^2.*RhoWater(j);   %in lbs/ft2 
    GrainReynoldsNum(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  %in 
(ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
    ShieldsParameter(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        if DepthWaterSurf(j)==0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumCC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterCC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        elseif DepthWaterSurf(j)>0; 
            GrainReynoldsNumOC(j)=ShearVelocity(j).*SedDiameterFt./Viscosity(j);  
%in (ft2/s)/(ft2/s) 
            ShieldsParameterOC(j)=ShearStress(j)./((GammaSed-
GammaWater(j)).*SedDiameterFt);   %in (lb/ft2)/(lb/ft2) 
        end 
end    
Results=[Viscosity' Slope' FlowAreaFt' FlowRate AveFlowVel' FlowPerimeterFt' 
HydraulicRadiusFt' ShearVelocity' GammaWater' RhoWater' ShearStress' 
GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter' SedDiaFt' GammaSedFinal']; 
ShieldsResults=[GrainReynoldsNum' ShieldsParameter']; 
%% 
%PLOTTING SHIELDS RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT  
%USING VON CARMEN METHOD AND EGL SLOPE AND VANONI'S 
SIDEWALL CORRECTION 
figure(2); 
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loglog(xshields,yshields,'--
r',GrainReynoldsNumOC,ShieldsParameterOC,'xg',GrainReynoldsNumCC,Shield
sParameterCC,'.b'); 
grid on; 
legend('Shields','Open Channel','Presurized Channel',5); 
title('VonCarmen Mthd using EGL and Vanoni Sidewall Correction and Average 
Velocity','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 
xlabel('Grain Reynolds # (Re*=U*D50/vis)'); 
ylabel('Shields Parameter (T/gammas-gammaw)*D50)'); 
%% 
%CREATING A NOTEPAD FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenEGLVanoni.txt'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenEGL=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        %3.3f        
%2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     %3.3f      
%3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     %3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenEGL); 
%% 
%CREATING A EXCELL FILE OF THE DATA CALCULATED AND INPUT 
loc=cd; 
wrkdir='workD\VonCarmenEGLVanoni.dat'; 
wrkdir=strrep(wrkdir,'workD',loc); 
VonCarmenEGL=fopen(wrkdir,'w'); 
printstring=' SedType RunNum AreaDesig DepthtoBed DepthtoWaterSurf Temp   
HeadUS   HeadDS  FlowCond   Viscosity     Slope   FlowAreaFt  FlowRate 
AveFlowVel FlowPerimFt HydRad ShearVel GammaWater RhoWater 
ShearStress GReynNum ShieldPara SedDiaFt GammaSedFinal'; 
fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,printstring); 
for k=1:length(Runnumber); 
    fprintf(VonCarmenEGL,'\n%4.0f       %1.0f       %1.0f       %3.3f        %3.3f        
%2.1f    %3.2f    %3.2f   %3.3f    %1.3e    %1.4f    %3.3f       %3.3f     %3.3f      
 300
%3.3f    %3.3f   %2.5f      %2.1f    %1.4f     %3.3f      %4.3f     %2.3f     %3.3f       
%3.2f',Sediment(k),Runnumber(k),AreaDesignation(k),DepthBottom(k),DepthWat
erSurf(k),Temp(k),Hustream(k),Hdstream(k),FlowCondition(k),Viscosity(k),Slope(
k),FlowAreaFt(k),FlowRate(k),AveFlowVel(k),FlowPerimeterFt(k),HydraulicRadiu
sFt(k),ShearVelocity(k),GammaWater(k),RhoWater(k),ShearStress(k),GrainReyn
oldsNum(k),ShieldsParameter(k),SedDiaFt(k),GammaSedFinal(k)); 
end 
fclose(VonCarmenEGL); 
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Table K1.  Calibrated yield results from Engelund and Hansen method with 6.50 
mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth γs d50 V V
2 γw Senergy Rh τo gs Qs Qs 
mm N/m3 mm mps (mps)2 N/m3 m/m m kg/m2 kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.22 1.48 9804.23 0.03822 0.046 4.442 0.434 0.131 7.857
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.26 1.59 9804.08 0.03428 0.045 3.947 0.388 0.117 7.037
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.31 1.72 9804.77 0.03990 0.043 4.402 0.497 0.150 8.991
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.19 1.42 9804.58 0.04159 0.047 4.924 0.483 0.146 8.753
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.12 1.26 9803.65 0.03541 0.047 4.271 0.347 0.105 6.293
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.72 2.95 9804.18 0.05508 0.043 6.015 1.359 0.409 24.558
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.48 2.20 9805.71 0.05170 0.047 6.197 1.061 0.320 19.219
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.65 2.74 9804.73 0.06800 0.045 7.854 1.881 0.568 34.067
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.60 2.55 9804.73 0.07952 0.045 9.184 2.218 0.670 40.187
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.33 1.77 9804.08 0.08261 0.045 9.481 1.611 0.486 29.183
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.30 1.69 9804.39 0.04833 0.045 5.582 0.698 0.211 12.644
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.60 2.54 9804.34 0.02304 0.043 2.508 0.316 0.095 5.698
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.61 2.60 9804.44 0.02866 0.042 3.098 0.442 0.133 7.981
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 0.91 0.82 9804.39 0.04777 0.047 5.691 0.348 0.105 6.310
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.03 1.06 9804.18 0.05957 0.045 6.880 0.598 0.181 10.838
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 2.11 4.44 9805.18 0.10509 0.044 11.751 5.584 1.684 101.035
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.89 3.57 9805.05 0.08711 0.047 10.314 3.696 1.116 66.968
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.98 3.93 9804.96 0.09779 0.047 11.579 4.840 1.462 87.696
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.04 1.08 9807.04 0.01939 0.042 2.052 0.099 0.030 1.782
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.31 1.72 9806.78 0.05451 0.059 8.228 1.137 0.322 19.321
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.38 1.90 9806.70 0.06351 0.059 9.546 1.565 0.444 26.661
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.08 1.17 9806.80 0.03878 0.057 5.656 0.440 0.127 7.623
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.39 1.92 9806.54 0.06463 0.059 9.755 1.638 0.464 27.834
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.90 0.82 9806.07 0.02698 0.059 4.072 0.188 0.053 3.195
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.99 0.98 9806.70 0.03091 0.060 4.685 0.277 0.078 4.701
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.93 0.87 9806.62 0.02754 0.058 4.070 0.201 0.058 3.454
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.25 1.57 9806.24 0.04721 0.058 6.916 0.800 0.231 13.845
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.72 2.97 9805.89 0.08992 0.057 13.116 3.954 1.143 68.556
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.58 2.50 9805.89 0.08992 0.061 13.960 3.647 1.011 60.687
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.22 1.48 9805.93 0.06126 0.060 9.360 1.185 0.333 19.968
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.53 2.34 9806.59 0.08655 0.062 13.541 3.260 0.898 53.875
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.71 2.93 9806.75 0.09554 0.058 13.997 4.291 1.237 74.222
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.84 0.70 9806.75 0.01742 0.058 2.564 0.081 0.023 1.398
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.96 0.92 9806.98 0.01742 0.053 2.333 0.092 0.027 1.643
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 2.07 4.29 9807.26 0.07756 0.028 5.564 2.515 0.691 41.486
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.99 3.97 9806.94 0.07531 0.029 5.616 2.363 0.657 39.436
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.69 2.87 9806.82 0.07194 0.030 5.539 1.672 0.469 28.159
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 2.02 4.07 9806.87 0.07306 0.027 5.003 2.037 0.552 33.109
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.16 1.34 9806.85 0.05901 0.031 4.638 0.600 0.169 10.162
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.28 1.63 9806.87 0.06660 0.029 4.859 0.781 0.216 12.955
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.50 2.26 9806.75 0.07081 0.029 5.166 1.183 0.327 19.615
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 0.87 0.75 9806.91 0.02079 0.031 1.635 0.070 0.020 1.186
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 2.14 4.59 9806.85 0.10903 0.029 8.131 4.758 1.324 79.411
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 0.59 0.34 9807.21 0.01574 0.065 2.620 0.015 0.004 0.267
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 0.79 0.62 9807.24 0.02136 0.063 3.397 0.041 0.012 0.720
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 1.00 1.00 9807.26 0.02810 0.064 4.543 0.101 0.030 1.791
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 0.99 0.97 9807.40 0.04271 0.063 6.827 0.181 0.053 3.193
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 1.64 2.71 9807.47 0.04889 0.054 6.694 0.490 0.145 8.712
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 2.26 5.12 9807.49 0.07531 0.054 10.361 1.787 0.528 31.704
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 2.71 7.32 9807.47 0.08430 0.057 12.156 3.246 0.943 56.588
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 3.23 10.45 9807.40 0.10678 0.057 15.604 6.740 1.946 116.731
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Table K2.  Calibrated yield results from Meyer-Peter Müeller method with 6.50 
mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh Qb/Q Kb/Kr γs γw S B' B d65 qs Qs Qs 
mm m N/m3 N/m3 m/m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.745 24954.01 9804.23 0.03822 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.593 0.179 10.749
FP 152.40 0.05 0.75 0.754 24954.01 9804.08 0.03428 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.436 0.132 7.906
FP 152.40 0.04 0.75 0.738 24954.01 9804.77 0.03990 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.603 0.182 10.899
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.734 24954.01 9804.58 0.04159 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.754 0.228 13.665
FP 152.40 0.05 0.73 0.756 24954.01 9803.65 0.03541 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.519 0.157 9.394
FP 152.40 0.04 0.76 0.735 24954.01 9804.18 0.05508 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.251 0.377 22.595
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.744 24954.01 9805.71 0.05170 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.256 0.379 22.743
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.744 24954.01 9804.73 0.06800 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.087 0.630 37.810
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.746 24954.01 9804.73 0.07952 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.815 0.850 50.999
FP 152.40 0.05 0.75 0.744 24954.01 9804.08 0.08261 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.998 0.905 54.298
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.757 24954.01 9804.39 0.04833 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.026 0.310 18.593
FP 152.40 0.04 0.76 0.758 24954.01 9804.34 0.02304 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.087 0.026 1.566
FP 152.40 0.04 0.76 0.737 24954.01 9804.44 0.02866 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.216 0.065 3.899
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.744 24954.01 9804.39 0.04777 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.048 0.316 18.978
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.752 24954.01 9804.18 0.05957 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.602 0.484 29.026
FP 152.40 0.04 0.75 0.738 24954.01 9805.18 0.10509 0.047 0.250 7.80 4.485 1.353 81.158
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.738 24954.01 9805.05 0.08711 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.437 1.038 62.278
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.762 24954.01 9804.96 0.09779 0.047 0.250 7.80 4.235 1.279 76.726
FP 203.20 0.04 0.76 0.642 24954.01 9807.04 0.01939 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.020 0.006 0.365
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.644 24954.01 9806.78 0.05451 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.393 0.394 23.669
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.662 24954.01 9806.70 0.06351 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.901 0.540 32.391
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.642 24954.01 9806.80 0.03878 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.637 0.184 11.043
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.642 24954.01 9806.54 0.06463 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.968 0.557 33.445
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.639 24954.01 9806.07 0.02698 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.222 0.063 3.778
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.655 24954.01 9806.70 0.03091 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.346 0.098 5.860
FP 203.20 0.06 0.65 0.660 24954.01 9806.62 0.02754 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.238 0.068 4.095
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.662 24954.01 9806.24 0.04721 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.015 0.293 17.557
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.622 24954.01 9805.89 0.08992 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.648 1.054 63.238
FP 203.20 0.06 0.62 0.634 24954.01 9805.89 0.08992 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.649 1.012 60.718
FP 203.20 0.06 0.63 0.616 24954.01 9805.93 0.06126 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.767 0.496 29.769
FP 203.20 0.06 0.62 0.660 24954.01 9806.59 0.08655 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.392 0.934 56.064
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.657 24954.01 9806.75 0.09554 0.047 0.250 7.80 4.075 1.175 70.479
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.701 24954.01 9806.75 0.01742 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.015 0.004 0.258
FP 203.20 0.05 0.70 0.803 24954.01 9806.98 0.01742 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.009 0.003 0.166
FP 101.60 0.03 0.80 0.787 24954.01 9807.26 0.07756 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.186 0.601 36.066
FP 101.60 0.03 0.79 0.783 24954.01 9806.94 0.07531 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.210 0.615 36.886
FP 101.60 0.03 0.78 0.783 24954.01 9806.82 0.07194 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.137 0.600 36.003
FP 101.60 0.03 0.78 0.807 24954.01 9806.87 0.07306 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.788 0.484 29.063
FP 101.60 0.03 0.81 0.803 24954.01 9806.85 0.05901 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.490 0.421 25.254
FP 101.60 0.03 0.80 0.808 24954.01 9806.87 0.06660 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.666 0.460 27.620
FP 101.60 0.03 0.81 0.805 24954.01 9806.75 0.07081 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.884 0.521 31.240
FP 101.60 0.03 0.81 0.802 24954.01 9806.91 0.02079 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.052 0.015 0.879
FP 101.60 0.03 0.80 0.812 24954.01 9806.85 0.10903 0.047 0.250 7.80 4.383 1.219 73.148
OC/PP 177.80 0.07 0.81 0.801 24954.01 9807.21 0.01574 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.027 0.008 0.470
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.80 0.807 24954.01 9807.24 0.02136 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.158 0.047 2.800
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.81 0.807 24954.01 9807.26 0.02810 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.405 0.119 7.169
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.81 0.801 24954.01 9807.40 0.04271 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.120 0.328 19.709
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 0.80 0.805 24954.01 9807.47 0.04889 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.301 0.385 23.109
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 0.81 0.000 24954.01 9807.49 0.07531 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.060 0.905 54.294
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.00 0.000 24954.01 9807.47 0.08430 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.863 1.122 67.335
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.00 0.000 24954.01 9807.40 0.10678 0.047 0.250 7.80 5.887 1.699 101.962
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Table K3.  Calibrated yield results from Shields method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth q Rh S τo τcr γs γw D50 qs Qs Qs
mm cms m m/m kg/m2 kg/m2 N/m3 N/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05 0.03822 4.44156 1.846 24954.01 9807.73 6.80 0.305 0.092 5.534
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05 0.03428 3.94675 1.846 24954.01 9807.58 6.80 0.226 0.068 4.095
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04 0.03990 4.40239 1.846 24954.01 9808.27 6.80 0.313 0.094 5.663
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05 0.04159 4.92420 1.846 24954.01 9808.08 6.80 0.395 0.119 7.161
FP 152.40 0.041 0.05 0.03541 4.27147 1.846 24954.01 9807.15 6.80 0.257 0.078 4.653
FP 152.40 0.055 0.04 0.05508 6.01505 1.846 24954.01 9807.68 6.80 0.908 0.274 16.412
FP 152.40 0.054 0.05 0.05170 6.19674 1.846 24954.01 9809.21 6.80 0.882 0.266 15.975
FP 152.40 0.057 0.05 0.06800 7.85368 1.846 24954.01 9808.23 6.80 1.692 0.511 30.660
FP 152.40 0.055 0.05 0.07952 9.18426 1.846 24954.01 9808.23 6.80 2.335 0.705 42.297
FP 152.40 0.046 0.05 0.08261 9.48074 1.846 24954.01 9807.58 6.80 2.081 0.628 37.687
FP 152.40 0.045 0.05 0.04833 5.58195 1.846 24954.01 9807.89 6.80 0.589 0.178 10.661
FP 152.40 0.051 0.04 0.02304 2.50791 1.846 24954.01 9807.84 6.80 0.056 0.017 1.007
FP 152.40 0.050 0.04 0.02866 3.09817 1.846 24954.01 9807.94 6.80 0.130 0.039 2.343
FP 152.40 0.033 0.05 0.04777 5.69075 1.846 24954.01 9807.89 6.80 0.436 0.132 7.892
FP 152.40 0.036 0.05 0.05957 6.88008 1.846 24954.01 9807.68 6.80 0.774 0.234 14.018
FP 152.40 0.070 0.04 0.10509 11.75090 1.846 24954.01 9808.68 6.80 5.234 1.578 94.710
FP 152.40 0.070 0.05 0.08711 10.31421 1.846 24954.01 9808.55 6.80 3.734 1.127 67.646
FP 152.40 0.071 0.05 0.09779 11.57853 1.846 24954.01 9808.46 6.80 4.854 1.466 87.936
FP 203.20 0.032 0.04 0.01939 2.05218 1.846 24954.01 9810.54 6.80 0.009 0.003 0.166
FP 203.20 0.063 0.06 0.05451 8.22805 1.846 24954.01 9810.28 6.80 1.146 0.325 19.471
FP 203.20 0.065 0.06 0.06351 9.54551 1.846 24954.01 9810.20 6.80 1.684 0.478 28.695
FP 203.20 0.050 0.06 0.03878 5.65612 1.846 24954.01 9810.30 6.80 0.392 0.113 6.799
FP 203.20 0.066 0.06 0.06463 9.75491 1.846 24954.01 9810.04 6.80 1.778 0.504 30.217
FP 203.20 0.043 0.06 0.02698 4.07161 1.846 24954.01 9809.57 6.80 0.136 0.039 2.315
FP 203.20 0.047 0.06 0.03091 4.68466 1.846 24954.01 9810.20 6.80 0.218 0.062 3.701
FP 203.20 0.044 0.06 0.02754 4.06958 1.846 24954.01 9810.12 6.80 0.141 0.041 2.431
FP 203.20 0.058 0.06 0.04721 6.91607 1.846 24954.01 9809.74 6.80 0.734 0.212 12.692
FP 203.20 0.080 0.06 0.08992 13.11565 1.846 24954.01 9809.39 6.80 4.291 1.240 74.393
FP 203.20 0.077 0.06 0.08992 13.95953 1.846 24954.01 9809.39 6.80 4.401 1.221 73.232
FP 203.20 0.058 0.06 0.06126 9.36004 1.846 24954.01 9809.43 6.80 1.417 0.398 23.871
FP 203.20 0.075 0.06 0.08655 13.54055 1.846 24954.01 9810.09 6.80 3.973 1.094 65.661
FP 203.20 0.080 0.06 0.09554 13.99680 1.846 24954.01 9810.25 6.80 4.865 1.402 84.147
FP 203.20 0.039 0.06 0.01742 2.56352 1.846 24954.01 9810.25 6.80 0.026 0.007 0.445
FP 203.20 0.041 0.05 0.01742 2.33288 1.846 24954.01 9809.98 6.80 0.018 0.005 0.324
FP 101.60 0.033 0.03 0.07756 5.56395 1.846 24954.01 9810.76 6.80 1.747 0.480 28.818
FP 101.60 0.034 0.03 0.07531 5.61633 1.846 24954.01 9810.44 6.80 1.773 0.493 29.596
FP 101.60 0.030 0.03 0.07194 5.53891 1.846 24954.01 9810.32 6.80 1.491 0.419 25.123
FP 101.60 0.029 0.03 0.07306 5.00317 1.846 24954.01 9810.37 6.80 1.253 0.340 20.374
FP 101.60 0.021 0.03 0.05901 4.63846 1.846 24954.01 9810.35 6.80 0.656 0.185 11.119
FP 101.60 0.021 0.03 0.06660 4.85884 1.846 24954.01 9810.37 6.80 0.773 0.214 12.812
FP 101.60 0.024 0.03 0.07081 5.16636 1.846 24954.01 9810.25 6.80 1.064 0.294 17.643
FP 101.60 0.016 0.03 0.02079 1.63450 1.846 24954.01 9810.41 6.80 -0.013 -0.004 -0.221
FP 101.60 0.036 0.03 0.10903 8.13111 1.846 24954.01 9810.35 6.80 4.601 1.280 76.791
OC/PP 177.80 0.020 0.07 0.01574 2.61976 1.846 24954.01 9810.71 6.80 0.015 0.004 0.254
OC/PP 177.80 0.026 0.06 0.02136 3.39747 1.846 24954.01 9810.75 6.80 0.050 0.015 0.883
OC/PP 177.80 0.034 0.06 0.02810 4.54264 1.846 24954.01 9810.76 6.80 0.151 0.045 2.672
OC/PP 177.80 0.043 0.06 0.04271 6.82723 1.846 24954.01 9810.90 6.80 0.544 0.160 9.577
OC/PP 177.80 0.051 0.05 0.04889 6.69407 1.846 24954.01 9810.97 6.80 0.714 0.212 12.694
OC/PP 177.80 0.061 0.05 0.07531 10.36110 1.846 24954.01 9810.99 6.80 2.317 0.685 41.108
OC/PP 177.80 0.067 0.06 0.08430 12.15563 1.846 24954.01 9810.97 6.80 3.440 1.000 59.975
OC/PP 177.80 0.075 0.06 0.10678 15.60425 1.846 24954.01 9810.90 6.80 6.492 1.874 112.437
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Table K4.  Calibrated yield results from Toffaleti method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Vave dm gsbi gssLi gssMi gssUi Total Qs Qs
mm m/s mm kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/day kg/min
FP 152.40 1.22 6.50 -0.121 0.232 -0.189 -0.012 -0.091 9080.608 6.306
FP 152.40 1.26 6.50 -0.107 0.259 -0.201 -0.007 -0.056 5618.275 3.902
FP 152.40 1.31 6.50 -0.130 0.298 -0.232 -0.011 -0.074 7413.402 5.148
FP 152.40 1.19 6.50 -0.134 0.215 -0.186 -0.018 -0.123 12301.997 8.543
FP 152.40 1.12 6.50 -0.101 0.176 -0.149 -0.011 -0.085 8519.223 5.916
FP 152.40 1.72 6.50 -0.331 0.728 -0.571 -0.031 -0.205 20398.995 14.166
FP 152.40 1.48 6.50 -0.290 0.451 -0.396 -0.042 -0.276 27564.482 19.142
FP 152.40 1.65 6.50 -0.448 0.644 -0.577 -0.087 -0.468 46713.893 32.440
FP 152.40 1.60 6.50 -0.467 0.573 -0.552 -0.134 -0.579 57862.079 40.182
FP 152.40 1.33 6.50 -0.288 0.310 -0.320 -0.120 -0.417 41682.233 28.946
FP 152.40 1.30 6.50 -0.182 0.289 -0.250 -0.028 -0.169 16925.284 11.754
FP 152.40 1.60 6.50 -0.031 0.569 -0.404 0.000 0.134 -13339.024 -9.263
FP 152.40 1.61 6.50 -0.068 0.589 -0.418 -0.001 0.102 -10139.353 -7.041
FP 152.40 0.91 6.50 -0.077 0.087 -0.088 -0.026 -0.104 10434.252 7.246
FP 152.40 1.03 6.50 -0.119 0.133 -0.135 -0.045 -0.166 16533.285 11.481
FP 152.40 2.11 6.50 -1.120 1.446 -1.343 -0.307 -1.323 132000.166 91.667
FP 152.40 1.89 6.50 -0.808 1.007 -0.970 -0.210 -0.981 97936.019 68.011
FP 152.40 1.98 6.50 -0.995 1.181 -1.167 -0.295 -1.276 127476.961 88.526
FP 203.20 1.04 6.50 -0.018 0.139 -0.098 0.000 0.022 -2200.680 -1.528
FP 203.20 1.31 6.50 -0.340 0.302 -0.393 -0.119 -0.551 32240.410 22.389
FP 203.20 1.38 6.50 -0.417 0.354 -0.482 -0.177 -0.722 42394.484 29.441
FP 203.20 1.08 6.50 -0.155 0.158 -0.181 -0.037 -0.214 12808.896 8.895
FP 203.20 1.39 6.50 -0.430 0.362 -0.498 -0.188 -0.754 44133.237 30.648
FP 203.20 0.90 6.50 -0.080 0.087 -0.094 -0.013 -0.100 5836.556 4.053
FP 203.20 0.99 6.50 -0.113 0.117 -0.132 -0.021 -0.148 8654.284 6.010
FP 203.20 0.93 6.50 -0.085 0.097 -0.102 -0.012 -0.102 6067.469 4.214
FP 203.20 1.25 6.50 -0.262 0.258 -0.304 -0.069 -0.377 22444.186 15.586
FP 203.20 1.72 6.50 -0.883 0.746 -1.020 -0.436 -1.593 95169.890 66.090
FP 203.20 1.58 6.50 -0.742 0.558 -0.882 -0.476 -1.542 88409.111 61.395
FP 203.20 1.22 6.50 -0.290 0.233 -0.339 -0.148 -0.544 31563.395 21.919
FP 203.20 1.53 6.50 -0.674 0.502 -0.806 -0.440 -1.418 80732.916 56.065
FP 203.20 1.71 6.50 -0.898 0.732 -1.043 -0.507 -1.716 102282.001 71.029
FP 203.20 0.84 6.50 -0.042 0.068 -0.060 -0.002 -0.035 2098.433 1.457
FP 203.20 0.96 6.50 -0.039 0.107 -0.083 -0.001 -0.015 944.302 0.656
FP 101.60 2.07 6.50 -0.210 1.393 -0.942 -0.018 0.222 47950.620 33.299
FP 101.60 1.99 6.50 -0.220 1.220 -0.830 -0.020 0.151 32860.147 22.820
FP 101.60 1.69 6.50 -0.189 0.709 -0.487 -0.022 0.011 2354.463 1.635
FP 101.60 2.02 6.50 -0.136 1.271 -0.857 -0.011 0.267 56762.234 39.418
FP 101.60 1.16 6.50 -0.078 0.200 -0.141 -0.013 -0.032 -7196.457 -4.998
FP 101.60 1.28 6.50 -0.093 0.277 -0.189 -0.015 -0.020 -4277.954 -2.971
FP 101.60 1.50 6.50 -0.131 0.474 -0.322 -0.018 0.003 707.084 0.491
FP 101.60 0.87 6.50 -0.004 0.076 -0.052 0.000 0.019 4289.821 2.979
FP 101.60 2.14 6.50 -0.529 1.552 -1.067 -0.084 -0.128 -27865.338 -19.351
OC/PP 177.80 0.59 6.50 -0.023 0.021 -0.026 -0.004 -0.031 691.232 0.480
OC/PP 177.80 0.79 6.50 -0.055 0.057 -0.064 -0.008 -0.071 1615.803 1.122
OC/PP 177.80 1.00 6.50 -0.129 0.125 -0.149 -0.022 -0.175 3977.494 2.762
OC/PP 177.80 0.99 6.50 -0.151 0.119 -0.177 -0.067 -0.275 6220.925 4.320
OC/PP 177.80 1.64 6.50 -0.496 0.654 -0.630 -0.067 -0.539 12280.752 8.528
OC/PP 177.80 2.26 6.50 -1.587 1.888 -1.930 -0.286 -1.916 43632.963 30.301
OC/PP 177.80 2.71 6.50 -2.991 3.416 -3.597 -0.502 -3.675 82221.818 57.098
OC/PP 177.80 3.23 6.50 -5.773 6.165 -6.811 -1.149 -7.569 168235.863 116.830
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Table K5.  Calibrated yield results from Schoklitsch method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S Rh dsi gs Gs G's 
mm m/m m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.03822 0.046 6.50 0.24 0.073 4.365
FP 152.40 0.03428 0.045 6.50 0.15 0.044 2.632
FP 152.40 0.03990 0.043 6.50 0.29 0.087 5.229
FP 152.40 0.04159 0.047 6.50 0.34 0.103 6.201
FP 152.40 0.03541 0.047 6.50 0.14 0.043 2.589
FP 152.40 0.05508 0.043 6.50 1.18 0.354 21.269
FP 152.40 0.05170 0.047 6.50 1.00 0.303 18.199
FP 152.40 0.06800 0.045 6.50 1.92 0.579 34.735
FP 152.40 0.07952 0.045 6.50 2.46 0.743 44.554
FP 152.40 0.08261 0.045 6.50 2.07 0.624 37.413
FP 152.40 0.04833 0.045 6.50 0.62 0.187 11.199
FP 152.40 0.02304 0.043 6.50 -0.06 -0.019 -1.157
FP 152.40 0.02866 0.042 6.50 0.08 0.025 1.474
FP 152.40 0.04777 0.047 6.50 0.28 0.085 5.085
FP 152.40 0.05957 0.045 6.50 0.70 0.210 12.628
FP 152.40 0.10509 0.044 6.50 5.24 1.579 94.751
FP 152.40 0.08711 0.047 6.50 3.84 1.158 69.495
FP 152.40 0.09779 0.047 6.50 4.71 1.422 85.327
FP 203.20 0.01939 0.042 6.50 -0.27 -0.082 -4.949
FP 203.20 0.05451 0.059 6.50 1.15 0.326 19.557
FP 203.20 0.06351 0.059 6.50 1.63 0.464 27.857
FP 203.20 0.03878 0.057 6.50 0.34 0.098 5.863
FP 203.20 0.06463 0.059 6.50 1.72 0.486 29.174
FP 203.20 0.02698 0.059 6.50 -0.01 -0.003 -0.168
FP 203.20 0.03091 0.060 6.50 0.11 0.032 1.938
FP 203.20 0.02754 0.058 6.50 0.00 0.001 0.034
FP 203.20 0.04721 0.058 6.50 0.74 0.214 12.853
FP 203.20 0.08992 0.057 6.50 3.77 1.090 65.381
FP 203.20 0.08992 0.061 6.50 3.75 1.039 62.340
FP 203.20 0.06126 0.060 6.50 1.34 0.376 22.549
FP 203.20 0.08655 0.062 6.50 3.43 0.944 56.616
FP 203.20 0.09554 0.058 6.50 4.13 1.191 71.468
FP 203.20 0.01742 0.058 6.50 -0.19 -0.054 -3.219
FP 203.20 0.01742 0.053 6.50 -0.19 -0.056 -3.334
FP 101.60 0.07756 0.028 6.50 2.23 0.612 36.709
FP 101.60 0.07531 0.029 6.50 2.15 0.598 35.855
FP 101.60 0.07194 0.030 6.50 1.62 0.454 27.250
FP 101.60 0.07306 0.027 6.50 1.69 0.457 27.406
FP 101.60 0.05901 0.031 6.50 0.39 0.109 6.549
FP 101.60 0.06660 0.029 6.50 0.62 0.172 10.337
FP 101.60 0.07081 0.029 6.50 1.09 0.301 18.052
FP 101.60 0.02079 0.031 6.50 -0.63 -0.177 -10.636
FP 101.60 0.10903 0.029 6.50 4.87 1.355 81.302
OC/PP 177.80 0.01574 0.065 6.50 -0.36 -0.105 -6.292
OC/PP 177.80 0.02136 0.063 6.50 -0.29 -0.085 -5.077
OC/PP 177.80 0.02810 0.064 6.50 -0.11 -0.033 -1.999
OC/PP 177.80 0.04271 0.063 6.50 0.41 0.120 7.190
OC/PP 177.80 0.04889 0.054 6.50 0.80 0.238 14.304
OC/PP 177.80 0.07531 0.054 6.50 2.53 0.747 44.819
OC/PP 177.80 0.08430 0.057 6.50 3.52 1.022 61.305
OC/PP 177.80 0.10678 0.057 6.50 5.97 1.725 103.480
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Table K6.  Calibrated yield results from DuBoys method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh S γs τo τcr d50 qb Qb Q'b
mm m m/m N/m3 kg/m2 kg/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.046 0.03822 24954.01 4.442 1.846 6.80 0.387 0.117 7.020
FP 152.40 0.045 0.03428 24954.01 3.947 1.846 6.80 0.279 0.084 5.048
FP 152.40 0.043 0.03990 24954.01 4.402 1.846 6.80 0.378 0.114 6.838
FP 152.40 0.047 0.04159 24954.01 4.924 1.846 6.80 0.509 0.154 9.229
FP 152.40 0.047 0.03541 24954.01 4.271 1.846 6.80 0.348 0.105 6.306
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05508 24954.01 6.015 1.846 6.80 0.843 0.254 15.224
FP 152.40 0.047 0.05170 24954.01 6.197 1.846 6.80 0.906 0.274 16.412
FP 152.40 0.045 0.06800 24954.01 7.854 1.846 6.80 1.586 0.479 28.725
FP 152.40 0.045 0.07952 24954.01 9.184 1.846 6.80 2.265 0.684 41.031
FP 152.40 0.045 0.08261 24954.01 9.481 1.846 6.80 2.433 0.734 44.060
FP 152.40 0.045 0.04833 24954.01 5.582 1.846 6.80 0.701 0.212 12.696
FP 152.40 0.043 0.02304 24954.01 2.508 1.846 6.80 0.056 0.017 1.008
FP 152.40 0.042 0.02866 24954.01 3.098 1.846 6.80 0.130 0.039 2.353
FP 152.40 0.047 0.04777 24954.01 5.691 1.846 6.80 0.735 0.222 13.321
FP 152.40 0.045 0.05957 24954.01 6.880 1.846 6.80 1.164 0.351 21.086
FP 152.40 0.044 0.10509 24954.01 11.751 1.846 6.80 3.911 1.180 70.771
FP 152.40 0.047 0.08711 24954.01 10.314 1.846 6.80 2.935 0.886 53.180
FP 152.40 0.047 0.09779 24954.01 11.579 1.846 6.80 3.787 1.144 68.612
FP 203.20 0.042 0.01939 24954.01 2.052 1.846 6.80 0.014 0.004 0.256
FP 203.20 0.059 0.05451 24954.01 8.228 1.846 6.80 1.196 0.339 20.327
FP 203.20 0.059 0.06351 24954.01 9.546 1.846 6.80 1.674 0.475 28.528
FP 203.20 0.057 0.03878 24954.01 5.656 1.846 6.80 0.491 0.142 8.510
FP 203.20 0.059 0.06463 24954.01 9.755 1.846 6.80 1.757 0.498 29.865
FP 203.20 0.059 0.02698 24954.01 4.072 1.846 6.80 0.206 0.058 3.508
FP 203.20 0.060 0.03091 24954.01 4.685 1.846 6.80 0.303 0.086 5.134
FP 203.20 0.058 0.02754 24954.01 4.070 1.846 6.80 0.206 0.059 3.549
FP 203.20 0.058 0.04721 24954.01 6.916 1.846 6.80 0.799 0.230 13.816
FP 203.20 0.057 0.08992 24954.01 13.116 1.846 6.80 3.367 0.973 58.367
FP 203.20 0.061 0.08992 24954.01 13.960 1.846 6.80 3.852 1.068 64.088
FP 203.20 0.060 0.06126 24954.01 9.360 1.846 6.80 1.602 0.450 26.992
FP 203.20 0.062 0.08655 24954.01 13.541 1.846 6.80 3.607 0.994 59.611
FP 203.20 0.058 0.09554 24954.01 13.997 1.846 6.80 3.874 1.117 67.007
FP 203.20 0.058 0.01742 24954.01 2.564 1.846 6.80 0.042 0.012 0.723
FP 203.20 0.053 0.01742 24954.01 2.333 1.846 6.80 0.026 0.008 0.463
FP 101.60 0.028 0.07756 24954.01 5.564 1.846 6.80 1.775 0.488 29.275
FP 101.60 0.029 0.07531 24954.01 5.616 1.846 6.80 1.817 0.505 30.321
FP 101.60 0.030 0.07194 24954.01 5.539 1.846 6.80 1.755 0.493 29.563
FP 101.60 0.027 0.07306 24954.01 5.003 1.846 6.80 1.355 0.367 22.028
FP 101.60 0.031 0.05901 24954.01 4.638 1.846 6.80 1.111 0.314 18.830
FP 101.60 0.029 0.06660 24954.01 4.859 1.846 6.80 1.256 0.347 20.824
FP 101.60 0.029 0.07081 24954.01 5.166 1.846 6.80 1.472 0.407 24.402
FP 101.60 0.031 0.02079 24954.01 1.635 1.846 6.80 -0.030 -0.008 -0.502
FP 101.60 0.029 0.10903 24954.01 8.131 1.846 6.80 4.384 1.220 73.175
OC/PP 177.80 0.065 0.01574 24954.01 2.620 1.846 6.80 0.059 0.017 1.023
OC/PP 177.80 0.063 0.02136 24954.01 3.397 1.846 6.80 0.152 0.045 2.693
OC/PP 177.80 0.064 0.02810 24954.01 4.543 1.846 6.80 0.354 0.104 6.258
OC/PP 177.80 0.063 0.04271 24954.01 6.827 1.846 6.80 0.982 0.288 17.287
OC/PP 177.80 0.054 0.04889 24954.01 6.694 1.846 6.80 0.937 0.278 16.655
OC/PP 177.80 0.054 0.07531 24954.01 10.361 1.846 6.80 2.548 0.754 45.211
OC/PP 177.80 0.057 0.08430 24954.01 12.156 1.846 6.80 3.619 1.052 63.094
OC/PP 177.80 0.057 0.10678 24954.01 15.604 1.846 6.80 6.200 1.790 107.389
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Table K7.  Calibrated yield results from Yangs method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S γs γw Rh τo τcr q qb Qb Q'b 
  mm m/m N/m3 N/m3 m kg/m2 kg/m3 cms kg/s/m kg/s kg/min 
FP 152.40 0.03822 24954.01 9804.23 0.05 4.442 1.846 0.043 2.438 0.004 0.254 
FP 152.40 0.03428 24954.01 9804.08 0.05 3.947 1.846 0.043 3.071 0.927 55.623 
FP 152.40 0.03990 24954.01 9804.77 0.04 4.402 1.846 0.043 3.625 1.092 65.533 
FP 152.40 0.04159 24954.01 9804.58 0.05 4.924 1.846 0.043 1.965 0.593 35.594 
FP 152.40 0.03541 24954.01 9803.65 0.05 4.271 1.846 0.041 1.664 0.502 30.143 
FP 152.40 0.05508 24954.01 9804.18 0.04 6.015 1.846 0.055 6.352 1.913 114.753 
FP 152.40 0.05170 24954.01 9805.71 0.05 6.197 1.846 0.054 3.313 1.000 60.004 
FP 152.40 0.06800 24954.01 9804.73 0.05 7.854 1.846 0.057 3.363 1.016 60.931 
FP 152.40 0.07952 24954.01 9804.73 0.05 9.184 1.846 0.055 2.210 0.667 40.030 
FP 152.40 0.08261 24954.01 9804.08 0.05 9.481 1.846 0.046 1.131 0.341 20.489 
FP 152.40 0.04833 24954.01 9804.39 0.05 5.582 1.846 0.045 2.536 0.766 45.949 
FP 152.40 0.02304 24954.01 9804.34 0.04 2.508 1.846 0.051 9.053 2.725 163.501 
FP 152.40 0.02866 24954.01 9804.44 0.04 3.098 1.846 0.050 9.125 2.745 164.703 
FP 152.40 0.04777 24954.01 9804.39 0.05 5.691 1.846 0.033 0.442 0.133 8.003 
FP 152.40 0.05957 24954.01 9804.18 0.05 6.880 1.846 0.036 0.723 0.218 13.093 
FP 152.40 0.10509 24954.01 9805.18 0.04 11.751 1.846 0.070 2.827 0.853 51.156 
FP 152.40 0.08711 24954.01 9805.05 0.05 10.314 1.846 0.070 2.653 0.801 48.061 
FP 152.40 0.09779 24954.01 9804.96 0.05 11.579 1.846 0.071 2.242 0.677 40.625 
FP 203.20 0.01939 24954.01 9807.04 0.04 2.052 1.846 0.032 1.808 0.543 32.565 
FP 203.20 0.05451 24954.01 9806.78 0.06 8.228 1.846 0.063 0.902 0.256 15.337 
FP 203.20 0.06351 24954.01 9806.70 0.06 9.546 1.846 0.065 0.794 0.225 13.526 
FP 203.20 0.03878 24954.01 9806.80 0.06 5.656 1.846 0.050 0.778 0.225 13.488 
FP 203.20 0.06463 24954.01 9806.54 0.06 9.755 1.846 0.066 0.764 0.217 12.990 
FP 203.20 0.02698 24954.01 9806.07 0.06 4.072 1.846 0.043 0.375 0.106 6.376 
FP 203.20 0.03091 24954.01 9806.70 0.06 4.685 1.846 0.047 0.564 0.159 9.556 
FP 203.20 0.02754 24954.01 9806.62 0.06 4.070 1.846 0.044 0.479 0.137 8.243 
FP 203.20 0.04721 24954.01 9806.24 0.06 6.916 1.846 0.058 1.076 0.310 18.615 
FP 203.20 0.08992 24954.01 9805.89 0.06 13.116 1.846 0.080 0.734 0.212 12.718 
FP 203.20 0.08992 24954.01 9805.89 0.06 13.960 1.846 0.077 0.416 0.115 6.918 
FP 203.20 0.06126 24954.01 9805.93 0.06 9.360 1.846 0.058 0.503 0.141 8.480 
FP 203.20 0.08655 24954.01 9806.59 0.06 13.541 1.846 0.075 0.413 0.114 6.832 
FP 203.20 0.09554 24954.01 9806.75 0.06 13.997 1.846 0.080 0.595 0.172 10.297 
FP 203.20 0.01742 24954.01 9806.75 0.06 2.564 1.846 0.039 0.268 0.077 4.633 
FP 203.20 0.01742 24954.01 9806.98 0.05 2.333 1.846 0.041 0.770 0.229 13.765 
FP 101.60 0.07756 24954.01 9807.26 0.03 5.564 1.846 0.033 28.743 7.902 474.123 
FP 101.60 0.07531 24954.01 9806.94 0.03 5.616 1.846 0.034 23.354 6.496 389.785 
FP 101.60 0.07194 24954.01 9806.82 0.03 5.539 1.846 0.030 13.874 3.895 233.718 
FP 101.60 0.07306 24954.01 9806.87 0.03 5.003 1.846 0.029 32.460 8.794 527.634 
FP 101.60 0.05901 24954.01 9806.85 0.03 4.638 1.846 0.021 4.233 1.195 71.723 
FP 101.60 0.06660 24954.01 9806.87 0.03 4.859 1.846 0.021 6.893 1.905 114.281 
FP 101.60 0.07081 24954.01 9806.75 0.03 5.166 1.846 0.024 11.362 3.140 188.392 
FP 101.60 0.02079 24954.01 9806.91 0.03 1.635 1.846 0.016 1.030 0.291 17.448 
FP 101.60 0.10903 24954.01 9806.85 0.03 8.131 1.846 0.036 15.735 4.377 262.611 
OC/PP 177.80 0.01574 24954.01 9807.21 0.07 2.620 1.846 0.020 NA NA NA 
OC/PP 177.80 0.02136 24954.01 9807.24 0.06 3.397 1.846 0.026 0.132 0.039 2.332 
OC/PP 177.80 0.02810 24954.01 9807.26 0.06 4.543 1.846 0.034 0.559 0.165 9.896 
OC/PP 177.80 0.04271 24954.01 9807.40 0.06 6.827 1.846 0.043 0.339 0.099 5.962 
OC/PP 177.80 0.04889 24954.01 9807.47 0.05 6.694 1.846 0.051 3.424 1.014 60.837 
OC/PP 177.80 0.07531 24954.01 9807.49 0.05 10.361 1.846 0.061 3.533 1.045 62.694 
OC/PP 177.80 0.08430 24954.01 9807.47 0.06 12.156 1.846 0.067 3.300 0.959 57.522 
OC/PP 177.80 0.10678 24954.01 9807.40 0.06 15.604 1.846 0.075 2.201 0.635 38.127 
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Table K8.  Calibrated yield results from Rottner method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed 
Depth
Rh ζs q A V qb Qb Q'b
mm m cms m2 m/s kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.035 1.207 0.427 0.129 7.735
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.035 1.248 0.519 0.157 9.410
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.04 0.033 1.298 0.692 0.209 12.511
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.036 1.178 0.362 0.109 6.552
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.037 1.112 0.250 0.076 4.536
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.05 0.032 1.697 2.519 0.758 45.509
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.05 0.037 1.470 1.119 0.338 20.276
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.06 0.035 1.639 1.961 0.592 35.530
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.06 0.035 1.583 1.674 0.505 30.320
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.05 0.035 1.317 0.694 0.210 12.576
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.05 0.035 1.289 0.615 0.186 11.136
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.05 0.032 1.575 1.816 0.547 32.794
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.05 0.032 1.574 1.835 0.552 33.114
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.03 0.037 0.897 0.060 0.018 1.084
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.035 1.021 0.159 0.048 2.880
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.07 0.033 2.084 5.763 1.738 104.269
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.07 0.036 1.931 3.866 1.167 70.046
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.07 0.036 1.946 3.991 1.205 72.307
FP 203.20 0.04 2.545 0.03 0.031 1.036 0.214 0.064 3.848
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.06 0.051 1.219 1.177 0.333 20.005
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.07 0.051 1.283 1.528 0.434 26.030
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.05 0.049 1.031 0.413 0.119 7.166
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.07 0.051 1.288 1.574 0.446 26.751
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.04 0.051 0.840 0.100 0.028 1.691
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.05 0.052 0.916 0.200 0.056 3.388
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.04 0.050 0.880 0.136 0.039 2.347
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.06 0.049 1.184 0.952 0.274 16.460
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.08 0.049 1.646 4.895 1.414 84.864
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.08 0.053 1.438 2.908 0.807 48.392
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.06 0.052 1.120 0.755 0.212 12.719
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.07 0.054 1.382 2.450 0.675 40.489
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.08 0.049 1.618 4.554 1.313 78.766
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.04 0.049 0.792 0.054 0.015 0.927
FP 203.20 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.043 0.938 0.204 0.061 3.652
FP 101.60 0.03 2.544 0.03 0.017 1.396 3.381 0.929 55.765
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.03 0.019 0.867 2.735 0.761 45.655
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.03 0.019 1.867 1.329 0.373 22.388
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.03 0.016 1.240 3.284 0.890 53.373
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.020 1.280 0.214 0.060 3.619
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.018 1.888 0.403 0.111 6.675
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.018 2.423 0.857 0.237 14.209
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.020 2.559 0.036 0.010 0.606
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.04 0.019 3.314 3.644 1.014 60.811
OC/PP 177.80 0.07 2.544 0.02 0.389 0.052 0.000 0.000 0.000
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.03 0.361 0.071 0.037 0.011 0.646
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.03 0.377 0.090 0.315 0.093 5.568
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.04 0.493 0.088 0.290 0.085 5.102
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 2.544 0.05 0.481 0.106 1.234 0.366 21.931
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 2.544 0.06 0.484 0.127 3.181 0.941 56.450
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.07 0.518 0.130 3.672 1.067 64.006
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.08 0.528 0.142 5.763 1.664 99.823
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Table K9.  Calibrated yield results from Engelund and Hansen method with 1.33 
mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth γs d50 V V
2 γw Senergy Rh τo gs Qs Qs 
mm N/m3 mm mps (mps)2 N/m3 m/m m kg/m2 kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.63 0.39 9807.29 0.01855 0.048 2.322 0.077 0.023 1.398
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.88 0.77 9807.29 0.01630 0.044 1.888 0.112 0.034 2.019
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.33 1.78 9807.39 0.03316 0.044 3.828 0.741 0.224 13.417
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.51 2.27 9807.10 0.05170 0.044 5.949 1.831 0.552 33.128
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 2.02 4.07 9807.27 0.07531 0.043 8.406 5.518 1.660 99.624
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.33 1.77 9807.28 0.04833 0.043 5.413 1.242 0.374 22.424
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.47 0.22 9807.27 0.00787 0.043 0.890 0.010 0.003 0.186
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.36 0.13 9806.24 0.01798 0.023 1.084 0.009 0.013 0.750
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.39 0.15 9806.78 0.01180 0.033 1.029 0.004 0.003 0.162
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.38 0.14 9806.98 0.00506 0.049 0.648 0.050 0.001 0.075
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.63 0.40 9806.98 0.01742 0.038 1.719 0.184 0.015 0.892
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.85 0.72 9807.02 0.02529 0.042 2.756 0.778 0.055 3.318
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.34 1.79 9805.97 0.03372 0.045 3.941 2.057 0.234 14.040
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.41 1.98 9807.39 0.06126 0.044 7.049 4.772 0.620 37.225
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.82 3.30 9807.43 0.07756 0.043 8.776 2.701 1.438 86.254
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.47 2.15 9807.21 0.06575 0.046 7.988 0.000 0.816 48.946
 
 
Table K10.  Calibrated yield results from Meyer-Peter Müeller method with 1.33 
mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh Qb/Q Kb/Kr γs γw S B' B d65 qs Qs Qs 
mm m N/m3 N/m3 m/m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.048 0.73 0.649 25691.47 9807.29 0.01855 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.534 0.161 9.673
FP 152.40 0.044 0.75 0.649 25691.47 9807.29 0.01630 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.388 0.117 7.028
FP 152.40 0.044 0.75 0.649 25691.47 9807.39 0.03316 0.047 0.250 1.55 1.289 0.389 23.321
FP 152.40 0.044 0.75 0.649 25691.47 9807.10 0.05170 0.047 0.250 1.55 2.615 0.789 47.320
FP 152.40 0.043 0.76 0.649 25691.47 9807.27 0.07531 0.047 0.250 1.55 4.552 1.370 82.182
FP 152.40 0.043 0.76 0.649 25691.47 9807.28 0.04833 0.047 0.250 1.55 2.278 0.686 41.140
FP 152.40 0.043 0.76 0.649 25691.47 9807.27 0.00787 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.089 0.027 1.612
OC/PP 152.40 0.023 0.83 0.609 25691.47 9806.24 0.01798 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.137 0.041 2.483
OC/PP 152.40 0.033 0.80 0.609 25691.47 9806.78 0.01180 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.113 0.034 2.040
OC/PP 152.40 0.049 0.72 0.609 25691.47 9806.98 0.00506 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.027 0.008 0.485
OC/PP 152.40 0.038 0.78 0.609 25691.47 9806.98 0.01742 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.296 0.089 5.338
OC/PP 152.40 0.042 0.76 0.609 25691.47 9807.02 0.02529 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.654 0.197 11.805
OC/PP 152.40 0.045 0.75 0.609 25691.47 9805.97 0.03372 0.047 0.250 1.55 1.150 0.346 20.753
OC/PP 152.40 0.044 0.75 0.609 25691.47 9807.39 0.06126 0.047 0.250 1.55 2.943 0.887 53.249
OC/PP 152.40 0.043 0.76 0.609 25691.47 9807.43 0.07756 0.047 0.250 1.55 4.178 1.258 75.503
OC/PP 152.40 0.046 0.74 0.609 25691.47 9807.21 0.06575 0.047 0.250 1.55 3.490 1.054 63.231
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Table K11.  Calibrated yield results from Shields method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth q Rh S τo τcr γs γw D50 qs Qs Qs
mm cms m m/m kg/m2 kg/m2 N/m3 N/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.023 0.048 0.01855 2.32177 0.189 25691.47 9810.79 1.24 0.126 0.038 2.282
FP 152.40 0.029 0.044 0.01630 1.88770 0.189 25691.47 9810.79 1.24 0.111 0.034 2.011
FP 152.40 0.044 0.044 0.03316 3.82787 0.189 25691.47 9810.89 1.24 0.735 0.222 13.301
FP 152.40 0.050 0.044 0.05170 5.94920 0.189 25691.47 9810.60 1.24 2.038 0.615 36.875
FP 152.40 0.064 0.043 0.07531 8.40568 0.189 25691.47 9810.77 1.24 5.417 1.630 97.798
FP 152.40 0.042 0.043 0.04833 5.41327 0.189 25691.47 9810.78 1.24 1.466 0.441 26.479
FP 152.40 0.015 0.043 0.00787 0.89029 0.189 25691.47 9810.77 1.24 0.011 0.003 0.199
OC/PP 152.40 0.003 0.023 0.01798 1.08380 0.189 25691.47 9809.74 1.24 0.006 0.002 0.108
OC/PP 152.40 0.005 0.033 0.01180 1.02853 0.189 25691.47 9810.28 1.24 0.006 0.002 0.115
OC/PP 152.40 0.010 0.049 0.00506 0.64812 0.189 25691.47 9810.48 1.24 0.003 0.001 0.051
OC/PP 152.40 0.010 0.038 0.01742 1.71870 0.189 25691.47 9810.48 1.24 0.032 0.010 0.581
OC/PP 152.40 0.015 0.042 0.02529 2.75554 0.189 25691.47 9810.52 1.24 0.125 0.038 2.257
OC/PP 152.40 0.027 0.045 0.03372 3.94138 0.189 25691.47 9809.47 1.24 0.430 0.129 7.762
OC/PP 152.40 0.047 0.044 0.06126 7.04851 0.189 25691.47 9810.89 1.24 2.468 0.744 44.655
OC/PP 152.40 0.060 0.043 0.07756 8.77568 0.189 25691.47 9810.93 1.24 4.987 1.502 90.123
OC/PP 152.40 0.053 0.046 0.06575 7.98757 0.189 25691.47 9810.71 1.24 3.398 1.026 61.562
 
 
Table K12.  Calibrated yield results from Toffaleti method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Vave dm gsbi gssLi gssMi gssUi Total Qs
Qs 
(lbs/min)
mm m/s mm kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/day kg/min
FP 152.40 0.63 1.33 0.012 0.372 1.552 2.699 4.634 2804.429 1.948
FP 152.40 0.88 1.33 0.041 1.151 4.492 7.773 13.459 8142.939 5.655
FP 152.40 1.33 1.33 0.157 4.607 18.788 32.684 56.237 34019.428 23.625
FP 152.40 1.51 1.33 0.221 6.783 28.760 50.148 85.913 51962.155 36.085
FP 152.40 2.02 1.33 0.593 18.029 76.928 134.503 230.053 138837.274 96.415
FP 152.40 1.33 1.33 0.149 4.511 19.200 33.554 57.413 34659.096 24.069
FP 152.40 0.47 1.33 0.005 0.140 0.536 0.923 1.604 968.897 0.673
OC/PP 152.40 0.36 1.33 -0.223 0.057 -0.271 -0.089 -0.527 -454.609 -0.316
OC/PP 152.40 0.39 1.33 0.698 0.077 0.749 0.187 1.710 1473.405 1.023
OC/PP 152.40 0.38 1.33 0.161 0.067 0.075 0.006 0.309 264.891 0.000
OC/PP 152.40 0.63 1.33 1.577 0.368 1.783 0.491 4.219 3619.607 2.514
OC/PP 152.40 0.85 1.33 2.938 1.007 4.172 1.607 9.724 8360.605 5.806
OC/PP 152.40 1.34 1.33 11.037 4.506 13.692 4.314 33.549 28864.775 20.045
OC/PP 152.40 1.41 1.33 12.628 5.422 29.531 21.506 69.088 59571.117 41.369
OC/PP 152.40 1.82 1.33 31.330 12.760 70.299 49.128 163.518 140839.502 97.805
OC/PP 152.40 1.47 2.33 12.608 6.344 33.141 26.855 78.948 68168.607 47.339
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Table K13.  Calibrated yield results from Schoklitsch method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S Rh dsi gs Gs (lbs/s)
G's 
(lbs/min)
mm m/m m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.04780 0.048 1.33 0.08 0.023 1.387
FP 152.40 0.04423 0.044 1.33 0.09 0.027 1.618
FP 152.40 0.04408 0.044 1.33 0.93 0.279 16.764
FP 152.40 0.04394 0.044 1.33 2.23 0.672 40.348
FP 152.40 0.04262 0.043 1.33 5.26 1.583 94.955
FP 152.40 0.04277 0.043 1.33 1.67 0.503 30.159
FP 152.40 0.04321 0.043 1.33 -0.10 -0.031 -1.839
OC/PP 152.40 0.02301 0.023 1.33 -0.13 -0.040 -2.372
OC/PP 152.40 0.03328 0.033 1.33 -0.12 -0.037 -2.214
OC/PP 152.40 0.04893 0.049 1.33 -0.12 -0.035 -2.074
OC/PP 152.40 0.03767 0.038 1.33 -0.07 -0.021 -1.266
OC/PP 152.40 0.04160 0.042 1.33 0.08 0.023 1.383
OC/PP 152.40 0.04463 0.045 1.33 0.49 0.147 8.832
OC/PP 152.40 0.04394 0.044 1.33 2.62 0.791 47.451
OC/PP 152.40 0.04321 0.043 1.33 4.91 1.480 88.819
OC/PP 152.40 0.04638 0.046 1.33 3.34 1.008 60.476
 
 
Table K14.  Calibrated yield results from DuBoys method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed 
Depth
Rh S γs τo τcr d50 qb Qb Q'b
mm m m/m N/m3 kg/m2 kg/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.048 0.04780 25691.47 2.322 0.189 1.24 0.373 0.113 6.757
FP 152.40 0.044 0.04423 25691.47 1.888 0.189 1.24 0.246 0.074 4.450
FP 152.40 0.044 0.04408 25691.47 3.828 0.189 1.24 1.021 0.308 18.468
FP 152.40 0.044 0.04394 25691.47 5.949 0.189 1.24 2.473 0.746 44.746
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04262 25691.47 8.406 0.189 1.24 4.945 1.488 89.282
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04277 25691.47 5.413 0.189 1.24 2.046 0.616 36.956
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04321 25691.47 0.890 0.189 1.24 0.054 0.016 0.968
OC/PP 152.40 0.023 0.02301 25691.47 1.084 0.189 1.24 0.067 0.020 1.221
OC/PP 152.40 0.033 0.03328 25691.47 1.029 0.189 1.24 0.061 0.018 1.096
OC/PP 152.40 0.049 0.04893 25691.47 0.648 0.189 1.24 0.024 0.007 0.425
OC/PP 152.40 0.038 0.03767 25691.47 1.719 0.189 1.24 0.172 0.051 3.090
OC/PP 152.40 0.042 0.04160 25691.47 2.756 0.189 1.24 0.445 0.134 8.020
OC/PP 152.40 0.045 0.04463 25691.47 3.941 0.189 1.24 0.913 0.275 16.480
OC/PP 152.40 0.044 0.04394 25691.47 7.049 0.189 1.24 2.931 0.884 53.025
OC/PP 152.40 0.043 0.04321 25691.47 8.776 0.189 1.24 4.547 1.370 82.185
OC/PP 152.40 0.046 0.04638 25691.47 7.988 0.189 1.24 3.348 1.011 60.656
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Table K15.  Calibrated yield results from Yangs method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S γs γw Rh τo τcr q qb Qb Q'b
mm m/m N/m3 N/m3 m kg/m2 kg/m3 cms kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.04780 25691.47 9810.79 0.05 2.322 0.189 0.023 0.229 0.058 3.453
FP 152.40 0.04423 25691.47 9810.79 0.04 1.888 0.189 0.029 0.234 0.074 4.458
FP 152.40 0.04408 25691.47 9810.89 0.04 3.828 0.189 0.044 0.721 0.347 20.819
FP 152.40 0.04394 25691.47 9810.60 0.04 5.949 0.189 0.050 1.258 0.681 40.850
FP 152.40 0.04262 25691.47 9810.77 0.04 8.406 0.189 0.064 2.279 1.581 94.864
FP 152.40 0.04277 25691.47 9810.78 0.04 5.413 0.189 0.042 0.973 0.448 26.866
FP 152.40 0.04321 25691.47 9810.77 0.04 0.890 0.189 0.015 0.055 0.009 0.524
OC/PP 152.40 0.02301 25691.47 9809.74 0.02 1.084 0.189 0.003 0.014 0.000 0.027
OC/PP 152.40 0.03328 25691.47 9810.28 0.03 1.029 0.189 0.005 0.000 0.001 0.077
OC/PP 152.40 0.04893 25691.47 9810.48 0.05 0.648 0.189 0.010 1.497 0.003 0.172
OC/PP 152.40 0.03767 25691.47 9810.48 0.04 1.719 0.189 0.010 6.077 0.008 0.456
OC/PP 152.40 0.04160 25691.47 9810.52 0.04 2.756 0.189 0.015 27.035 0.031 1.852
OC/PP 152.40 0.04463 25691.47 9809.47 0.04 3.941 0.189 0.027 144.304 0.137 8.240
OC/PP 152.40 0.04394 25691.47 9810.89 0.04 7.049 0.189 0.047 291.885 0.733 43.982
OC/PP 152.40 0.04321 25691.47 9810.93 0.04 8.776 0.189 0.060 208.060 1.483 88.962
OC/PP 152.40 0.04638 25691.47 9810.71 0.05 7.988 0.189 0.053 0.000 1.057 63.414
 
 
Table K16.  Calibrated yield results from Rottner method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh ζs q A V qb Qb Q'b
mm m cms m2 m/s kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.05 2.619 0.02 0.038 0.614 0.033 0.010 0.602
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.03 0.034 0.866 0.201 0.061 3.631
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.04 0.034 1.320 1.166 0.352 21.095
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.05 0.033 1.490 1.852 0.559 33.517
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.06 0.032 1.991 5.448 1.639 98.357
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.04 0.032 1.314 1.179 0.355 21.299
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.01 0.033 0.446 0.004 0.001 0.069
OC/PP 152.40 0.02 2.619 0.00 0.089 0.033 0.001 0.000 0.018
OC/PP 152.40 0.03 2.619 0.01 0.141 0.036 0.002 0.001 0.031
OC/PP 152.40 0.05 2.619 0.01 0.276 0.035 0.001 0.000 0.012
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.01 0.168 0.058 0.055 0.016 0.988
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.02 0.195 0.079 0.258 0.078 4.653
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.03 0.219 0.124 1.639 0.493 29.594
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.05 0.359 0.131 2.009 0.606 36.348
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.06 0.351 0.171 5.435 1.637 98.227
OC/PP 152.40 0.05 2.619 0.05 0.389 0.136 2.279 0.688 41.297
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Table L1.  Uncalibrated yield results from Engelund and Hansen method with 
6.50 mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth γs d50 V V
2 γw Senergy Rh τo gs Qs Qs 
mm N/m3 mm mps (mps)2 N/m3 m/m m kg/m2 kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.22 1.48 9804.23 0.03822 0.046 4.442 1.101 0.332 19.940
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.26 1.59 9804.08 0.03428 0.045 3.947 0.986 0.298 17.858
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.31 1.72 9804.77 0.03990 0.043 4.402 1.262 0.380 22.817
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.19 1.42 9804.58 0.04159 0.047 4.924 1.226 0.370 22.213
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.12 1.26 9803.65 0.03541 0.047 4.271 0.882 0.266 15.969
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.72 2.95 9804.18 0.05508 0.043 6.015 3.450 1.039 62.325
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.48 2.20 9805.71 0.05170 0.047 6.197 2.693 0.813 48.775
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.65 2.74 9804.73 0.06800 0.045 7.854 4.772 1.441 86.457
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.60 2.55 9804.73 0.07952 0.045 9.184 5.630 1.700 101.988
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.33 1.77 9804.08 0.08261 0.045 9.481 4.089 1.234 74.063
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.30 1.69 9804.39 0.04833 0.045 5.582 1.771 0.535 32.088
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.60 2.54 9804.34 0.02304 0.043 2.508 0.801 0.241 14.461
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.61 2.60 9804.44 0.02866 0.042 3.098 1.122 0.338 20.253
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 0.91 0.82 9804.39 0.04777 0.047 5.691 0.884 0.267 16.013
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.03 1.06 9804.18 0.05957 0.045 6.880 1.518 0.458 27.506
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 2.11 4.44 9805.18 0.10509 0.044 11.751 14.171 4.274 256.410
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.89 3.57 9805.05 0.08711 0.047 10.314 9.381 2.833 169.954
FP 152.40 24954.01 6.80 1.98 3.93 9804.96 0.09779 0.047 11.579 12.284 3.709 222.558
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.04 1.08 9807.04 0.01939 0.042 2.052 0.251 0.075 4.522
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.31 1.72 9806.78 0.05451 0.059 8.228 3.220 0.912 54.716
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.38 1.90 9806.70 0.06351 0.059 9.546 4.431 1.258 75.502
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.08 1.17 9806.80 0.03878 0.057 5.656 1.245 0.360 21.588
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.39 1.92 9806.54 0.06463 0.059 9.755 4.638 1.314 78.824
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.90 0.82 9806.07 0.02698 0.059 4.072 0.532 0.151 9.049
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.99 0.98 9806.70 0.03091 0.060 4.685 0.786 0.222 13.313
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.93 0.87 9806.62 0.02754 0.058 4.070 0.568 0.163 9.782
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.25 1.57 9806.24 0.04721 0.058 6.916 2.267 0.653 39.207
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.72 2.97 9805.89 0.08992 0.057 13.116 11.199 3.236 194.144
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.58 2.50 9805.89 0.08992 0.061 13.960 10.329 2.864 171.860
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.22 1.48 9805.93 0.06126 0.060 9.360 3.356 0.942 56.548
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.53 2.34 9806.59 0.08655 0.062 13.541 9.231 2.543 152.570
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 1.71 2.93 9806.75 0.09554 0.058 13.997 12.152 3.503 210.190
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.84 0.70 9806.75 0.01742 0.058 2.564 0.229 0.066 3.959
FP 203.20 24954.01 6.80 0.96 0.92 9806.98 0.01742 0.053 2.333 0.260 0.078 4.653
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 2.07 4.29 9807.26 0.07756 0.028 5.564 4.463 1.227 73.620
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.99 3.97 9806.94 0.07531 0.029 5.616 4.193 1.166 69.983
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.69 2.87 9806.82 0.07194 0.030 5.539 2.966 0.833 49.970
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 2.02 4.07 9806.87 0.07306 0.027 5.003 3.615 0.979 58.755
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.16 1.34 9806.85 0.05901 0.031 4.638 1.064 0.301 18.033
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.28 1.63 9806.87 0.06660 0.029 4.859 1.387 0.383 22.990
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 1.50 2.26 9806.75 0.07081 0.029 5.166 2.099 0.580 34.808
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 0.87 0.75 9806.91 0.02079 0.031 1.635 0.124 0.035 2.105
FP 101.60 24954.01 6.80 2.14 4.59 9806.85 0.10903 0.029 8.131 8.443 2.349 140.922
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 0.59 0.34 9807.21 0.01574 0.065 2.620 0.116 0.034 2.024
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 0.79 0.62 9807.24 0.02136 0.063 3.397 0.308 0.091 5.456
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 1.00 1.00 9807.26 0.02810 0.064 4.543 0.767 0.226 13.569
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 0.99 0.97 9807.40 0.04271 0.063 6.827 1.375 0.403 24.194
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 1.64 2.71 9807.47 0.04889 0.054 6.694 3.715 1.100 66.003
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 2.26 5.12 9807.49 0.07531 0.054 10.361 13.538 4.003 240.202
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 2.71 7.32 9807.47 0.08430 0.057 12.156 24.594 7.146 428.732
OC/PP 177.80 24954.01 6.80 3.23 10.45 9807.40 0.10678 0.057 15.604 51.063 14.740 884.400
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Table L2.  Uncalibrated yield results from Meyer-Peter Müeller method with 6.50 
mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh Qb/Q Kb/Kr γs γw S B' B d65 qs Qs Qs 
mm m N/m3 N/m3 m/m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.745 24954.01 9804.23 0.03822 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.968 0.594 35.664
FP 152.40 0.05 0.75 0.754 24954.01 9804.08 0.03428 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.561 0.471 28.285
FP 152.40 0.04 0.75 0.738 24954.01 9804.77 0.03990 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.993 0.601 36.031
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.734 24954.01 9804.58 0.04159 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.378 0.718 43.076
FP 152.40 0.05 0.73 0.756 24954.01 9803.65 0.03541 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.776 0.536 32.167
FP 152.40 0.04 0.76 0.735 24954.01 9804.18 0.05508 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.609 1.087 65.195
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.744 24954.01 9805.71 0.05170 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.621 1.093 65.583
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.744 24954.01 9804.73 0.06800 0.047 0.250 7.80 5.631 1.700 102.006
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.746 24954.01 9804.73 0.07952 0.047 0.250 7.80 7.364 2.223 133.409
FP 152.40 0.05 0.75 0.744 24954.01 9804.08 0.08261 0.047 0.250 7.80 7.796 2.354 141.216
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.757 24954.01 9804.39 0.04833 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.057 0.923 55.376
FP 152.40 0.04 0.76 0.758 24954.01 9804.34 0.02304 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.577 0.174 10.425
FP 152.40 0.04 0.76 0.737 24954.01 9804.44 0.02866 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.964 0.290 17.393
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.744 24954.01 9804.39 0.04777 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.109 0.939 56.327
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.752 24954.01 9804.18 0.05957 0.047 0.250 7.80 4.464 1.348 80.873
FP 152.40 0.04 0.75 0.738 24954.01 9805.18 0.10509 0.047 0.250 7.80 11.294 3.406 204.346
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.738 24954.01 9805.05 0.08711 0.047 0.250 7.80 8.834 2.668 160.052
FP 152.40 0.05 0.74 0.762 24954.01 9804.96 0.09779 0.047 0.250 7.80 10.707 3.233 193.989
FP 203.20 0.04 0.76 0.642 24954.01 9807.04 0.01939 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.337 0.101 6.069
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.644 24954.01 9806.78 0.05451 0.047 0.250 7.80 4.713 1.335 80.104
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.662 24954.01 9806.70 0.06351 0.047 0.250 7.80 6.149 1.747 104.791
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.642 24954.01 9806.80 0.03878 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.515 0.727 43.604
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.642 24954.01 9806.54 0.06463 0.047 0.250 7.80 6.338 1.795 107.710
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.639 24954.01 9806.07 0.02698 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.219 0.345 20.711
FP 203.20 0.06 0.64 0.655 24954.01 9806.70 0.03091 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.620 0.458 27.457
FP 203.20 0.06 0.65 0.660 24954.01 9806.62 0.02754 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.270 0.365 21.873
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.662 24954.01 9806.24 0.04721 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.628 1.046 62.759
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.622 24954.01 9805.89 0.08992 0.047 0.250 7.80 10.984 3.174 190.431
FP 203.20 0.06 0.62 0.634 24954.01 9805.89 0.08992 0.047 0.250 7.80 10.988 3.047 182.837
FP 203.20 0.06 0.63 0.616 24954.01 9805.93 0.06126 0.047 0.250 7.80 5.773 1.621 97.266
FP 203.20 0.06 0.62 0.660 24954.01 9806.59 0.08655 0.047 0.250 7.80 10.283 2.833 169.958
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.657 24954.01 9806.75 0.09554 0.047 0.250 7.80 12.152 3.503 210.201
FP 203.20 0.06 0.66 0.701 24954.01 9806.75 0.01742 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.419 0.120 7.225
FP 203.20 0.05 0.70 0.803 24954.01 9806.98 0.01742 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.384 0.114 6.866
FP 101.60 0.03 0.80 0.787 24954.01 9807.26 0.07756 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.535 0.972 58.311
FP 101.60 0.03 0.79 0.783 24954.01 9806.94 0.07531 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.571 0.993 59.598
FP 101.60 0.03 0.78 0.783 24954.01 9806.82 0.07194 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.460 0.972 58.292
FP 101.60 0.03 0.78 0.807 24954.01 9806.87 0.07306 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.930 0.794 47.620
FP 101.60 0.03 0.81 0.803 24954.01 9806.85 0.05901 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.476 0.699 41.946
FP 101.60 0.03 0.80 0.808 24954.01 9806.87 0.06660 0.047 0.250 7.80 2.743 0.758 45.487
FP 101.60 0.03 0.81 0.805 24954.01 9806.75 0.07081 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.076 0.850 51.002
FP 101.60 0.03 0.81 0.802 24954.01 9806.91 0.02079 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.185 0.052 3.127
FP 101.60 0.03 0.80 0.812 24954.01 9806.85 0.10903 0.047 0.250 7.80 6.842 1.903 114.192
OC/PP 177.80 0.07 0.81 0.801 24954.01 9807.21 0.01574 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.365 0.106 6.379
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.80 0.807 24954.01 9807.24 0.02136 0.047 0.250 7.80 0.797 0.235 14.099
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.81 0.807 24954.01 9807.26 0.02810 0.047 0.250 7.80 1.479 0.436 26.166
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.81 0.801 24954.01 9807.40 0.04271 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.287 0.964 57.859
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 0.80 0.805 24954.01 9807.47 0.04889 0.047 0.250 7.80 3.731 1.105 66.290
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 0.81 0.000 24954.01 9807.49 0.07531 0.047 0.250 7.80 7.943 2.349 140.942
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.00 0.000 24954.01 9807.47 0.08430 0.047 0.250 7.80 9.834 2.857 171.430
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 0.00 0.000 24954.01 9807.40 0.10678 0.047 0.250 7.80 14.562 4.204 252.220
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Table L3.  Uncalibrated yield results from Shields method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth q Rh S τo τcr γs γw D50 qs Qs Qs
mm cms m m/m kg/m2 kg/m2 N/m3 N/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05 0.03822 4.44156 1.846 24954.01 9807.73 6.80 8.558 2.584 155.048
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05 0.03428 3.94675 1.846 24954.01 9807.58 6.80 6.335 1.913 114.752
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04 0.03990 4.40239 1.846 24954.01 9808.27 6.80 8.777 2.645 158.677
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05 0.04159 4.92420 1.846 24954.01 9808.08 6.80 11.075 3.344 200.653
FP 152.40 0.041 0.05 0.03541 4.27147 1.846 24954.01 9807.15 6.80 7.200 2.173 130.381
FP 152.40 0.055 0.04 0.05508 6.01505 1.846 24954.01 9807.68 6.80 25.455 7.664 459.838
FP 152.40 0.054 0.05 0.05170 6.19674 1.846 24954.01 9809.21 6.80 24.712 7.460 447.618
FP 152.40 0.057 0.05 0.06800 7.85368 1.846 24954.01 9808.23 6.80 47.421 14.318 859.076
FP 152.40 0.055 0.05 0.07952 9.18426 1.846 24954.01 9808.23 6.80 65.419 19.752 1185.113
FP 152.40 0.046 0.05 0.08261 9.48074 1.846 24954.01 9807.58 6.80 58.298 17.600 1055.970
FP 152.40 0.045 0.05 0.04833 5.58195 1.846 24954.01 9807.89 6.80 16.489 4.979 298.719
FP 152.40 0.051 0.04 0.02304 2.50791 1.846 24954.01 9807.84 6.80 1.562 0.470 28.215
FP 152.40 0.050 0.04 0.02866 3.09817 1.846 24954.01 9807.94 6.80 3.637 1.094 65.647
FP 152.40 0.033 0.05 0.04777 5.69075 1.846 24954.01 9807.89 6.80 12.207 3.686 221.135
FP 152.40 0.036 0.05 0.05957 6.88008 1.846 24954.01 9807.68 6.80 21.681 6.546 392.764
FP 152.40 0.070 0.04 0.10509 11.75090 1.846 24954.01 9808.68 6.80 146.665 44.228 2653.681
FP 152.40 0.070 0.05 0.08711 10.31421 1.846 24954.01 9808.55 6.80 104.614 31.590 1895.371
FP 152.40 0.071 0.05 0.09779 11.57853 1.846 24954.01 9808.46 6.80 135.993 41.065 2463.895
FP 203.20 0.032 0.04 0.01939 2.05218 1.846 24954.01 9810.54 6.80 0.259 0.078 4.665
FP 203.20 0.063 0.06 0.05451 8.22805 1.846 24954.01 9810.28 6.80 44.066 12.481 748.883
FP 203.20 0.065 0.06 0.06351 9.54551 1.846 24954.01 9810.20 6.80 64.763 18.394 1103.635
FP 203.20 0.050 0.06 0.03878 5.65612 1.846 24954.01 9810.30 6.80 15.083 4.358 261.484
FP 203.20 0.066 0.06 0.06463 9.75491 1.846 24954.01 9810.04 6.80 68.385 19.370 1162.187
FP 203.20 0.043 0.06 0.02698 4.07161 1.846 24954.01 9809.57 6.80 5.239 1.484 89.040
FP 203.20 0.047 0.06 0.03091 4.68466 1.846 24954.01 9810.20 6.80 8.400 2.373 142.352
FP 203.20 0.044 0.06 0.02754 4.06958 1.846 24954.01 9810.12 6.80 5.431 1.558 93.501
FP 203.20 0.058 0.06 0.04721 6.91607 1.846 24954.01 9809.74 6.80 28.222 8.136 488.162
FP 203.20 0.080 0.06 0.08992 13.11565 1.846 24954.01 9809.39 6.80 165.043 47.688 2861.259
FP 203.20 0.077 0.06 0.08992 13.95953 1.846 24954.01 9809.39 6.80 169.277 46.944 2816.617
FP 203.20 0.058 0.06 0.06126 9.36004 1.846 24954.01 9809.43 6.80 54.492 15.302 918.131
FP 203.20 0.075 0.06 0.08655 13.54055 1.846 24954.01 9810.09 6.80 152.802 42.090 2525.408
FP 203.20 0.080 0.06 0.09554 13.99680 1.846 24954.01 9810.25 6.80 187.104 53.940 3236.404
FP 203.20 0.039 0.06 0.01742 2.56352 1.846 24954.01 9810.25 6.80 0.993 0.286 17.134
FP 203.20 0.041 0.05 0.01742 2.33288 1.846 24954.01 9809.98 6.80 0.698 0.208 12.470
FP 101.60 0.033 0.03 0.07756 5.56395 1.846 24954.01 9810.76 6.80 19.093 5.249 314.940
FP 101.60 0.034 0.03 0.07531 5.61633 1.846 24954.01 9810.44 6.80 19.380 5.391 323.446
FP 101.60 0.030 0.03 0.07194 5.53891 1.846 24954.01 9810.32 6.80 16.298 4.576 274.562
FP 101.60 0.029 0.03 0.07306 5.00317 1.846 24954.01 9810.37 6.80 13.698 3.711 222.662
FP 101.60 0.021 0.03 0.05901 4.63846 1.846 24954.01 9810.35 6.80 7.172 2.025 121.519
FP 101.60 0.021 0.03 0.06660 4.85884 1.846 24954.01 9810.37 6.80 8.445 2.334 140.022
FP 101.60 0.024 0.03 0.07081 5.16636 1.846 24954.01 9810.25 6.80 11.629 3.213 192.809
FP 101.60 0.016 0.03 0.02079 1.63450 1.846 24954.01 9810.41 6.80 -0.143 -0.040 -2.420
FP 101.60 0.036 0.03 0.10903 8.13111 1.846 24954.01 9810.35 6.80 50.283 13.987 839.228
OC/PP 177.80 0.020 0.07 0.01574 2.61976 1.846 24954.01 9810.71 6.80 0.500 0.146 8.734
OC/PP 177.80 0.026 0.06 0.02136 3.39747 1.846 24954.01 9810.75 6.80 1.718 0.507 30.394
OC/PP 177.80 0.034 0.06 0.02810 4.54264 1.846 24954.01 9810.76 6.80 5.198 1.532 91.949
OC/PP 177.80 0.043 0.06 0.04271 6.82723 1.846 24954.01 9810.90 6.80 18.729 5.494 329.620
OC/PP 177.80 0.051 0.05 0.04889 6.69407 1.846 24954.01 9810.97 6.80 24.586 7.281 436.867
OC/PP 177.80 0.061 0.05 0.07531 10.36110 1.846 24954.01 9810.99 6.80 79.736 23.580 1414.773
OC/PP 177.80 0.067 0.06 0.08430 12.15563 1.846 24954.01 9810.97 6.80 118.408 34.402 2064.127
OC/PP 177.80 0.075 0.06 0.10678 15.60425 1.846 24954.01 9810.90 6.80 223.423 64.494 3869.654
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Table L4.  Uncalibrated yield results from Toffaleti method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Vave dm gsbi gssLi gssMi gssUi Total Qs Qs
mm m/s mm kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/day kg/min
FP 152.40 1.22 6.50 -0.121 0.232 -0.189 -0.012 -0.091 -54.908 -0.038
FP 152.40 1.26 6.50 -0.107 0.259 -0.201 -0.007 -0.056 -33.972 -0.024
FP 152.40 1.31 6.50 -0.130 0.298 -0.232 -0.011 -0.074 -44.827 -0.031
FP 152.40 1.19 6.50 -0.134 0.215 -0.186 -0.018 -0.123 -74.386 -0.052
FP 152.40 1.12 6.50 -0.101 0.176 -0.149 -0.011 -0.085 -51.513 -0.036
FP 152.40 1.72 6.50 -0.331 0.728 -0.571 -0.031 -0.205 -123.347 -0.086
FP 152.40 1.48 6.50 -0.290 0.451 -0.396 -0.042 -0.276 -166.674 -0.116
FP 152.40 1.65 6.50 -0.448 0.644 -0.577 -0.087 -0.468 -282.465 -0.196
FP 152.40 1.60 6.50 -0.467 0.573 -0.552 -0.134 -0.579 -349.875 -0.243
FP 152.40 1.33 6.50 -0.288 0.310 -0.320 -0.120 -0.417 -252.040 -0.175
FP 152.40 1.30 6.50 -0.182 0.289 -0.250 -0.028 -0.169 -102.342 -0.071
FP 152.40 1.60 6.50 -0.031 0.569 -0.404 0.000 0.134 80.657 0.056
FP 152.40 1.61 6.50 -0.068 0.589 -0.418 -0.001 0.102 61.310 0.043
FP 152.40 0.91 6.50 -0.077 0.087 -0.088 -0.026 -0.104 -63.093 -0.044
FP 152.40 1.03 6.50 -0.119 0.133 -0.135 -0.045 -0.166 -99.972 -0.069
FP 152.40 2.11 6.50 -1.120 1.446 -1.343 -0.307 -1.323 -798.165 -0.554
FP 152.40 1.89 6.50 -0.808 1.007 -0.970 -0.210 -0.981 -592.190 -0.411
FP 152.40 1.98 6.50 -0.995 1.181 -1.167 -0.295 -1.276 -770.815 -0.535
FP 203.20 1.04 6.50 -0.018 0.139 -0.098 0.000 0.022 13.307 0.009
FP 203.20 1.31 6.50 -0.340 0.302 -0.393 -0.119 -0.551 -311.955 -0.217
FP 203.20 1.38 6.50 -0.417 0.354 -0.482 -0.177 -0.722 -410.205 -0.285
FP 203.20 1.08 6.50 -0.155 0.158 -0.181 -0.037 -0.214 -123.938 -0.086
FP 203.20 1.39 6.50 -0.430 0.362 -0.498 -0.188 -0.754 -427.028 -0.297
FP 203.20 0.90 6.50 -0.080 0.087 -0.094 -0.013 -0.100 -56.474 -0.039
FP 203.20 0.99 6.50 -0.113 0.117 -0.132 -0.021 -0.148 -83.738 -0.058
FP 203.20 0.93 6.50 -0.085 0.097 -0.102 -0.012 -0.102 -58.708 -0.041
FP 203.20 1.25 6.50 -0.262 0.258 -0.304 -0.069 -0.377 -217.168 -0.151
FP 203.20 1.72 6.50 -0.883 0.746 -1.020 -0.436 -1.593 -920.854 -0.639
FP 203.20 1.58 6.50 -0.742 0.558 -0.882 -0.476 -1.542 -855.437 -0.594
FP 203.20 1.22 6.50 -0.290 0.233 -0.339 -0.148 -0.544 -305.404 -0.212
FP 203.20 1.53 6.50 -0.674 0.502 -0.806 -0.440 -1.418 -781.163 -0.542
FP 203.20 1.71 6.50 -0.898 0.732 -1.043 -0.507 -1.716 -989.670 -0.687
FP 203.20 0.84 6.50 -0.042 0.068 -0.060 -0.002 -0.035 -20.304 -0.014
FP 203.20 0.96 6.50 -0.039 0.107 -0.083 -0.001 -0.015 -9.137 -0.006
FP 101.60 2.07 6.50 -0.210 1.393 -0.942 -0.018 0.222 122.301 0.085
FP 101.60 1.99 6.50 -0.220 1.220 -0.830 -0.020 0.151 83.812 0.058
FP 101.60 1.69 6.50 -0.189 0.709 -0.487 -0.022 0.011 6.005 0.004
FP 101.60 2.02 6.50 -0.136 1.271 -0.857 -0.011 0.267 144.775 0.101
FP 101.60 1.16 6.50 -0.078 0.200 -0.141 -0.013 -0.032 -18.355 -0.013
FP 101.60 1.28 6.50 -0.093 0.277 -0.189 -0.015 -0.020 -10.911 -0.008
FP 101.60 1.50 6.50 -0.131 0.474 -0.322 -0.018 0.003 1.803 0.001
FP 101.60 0.87 6.50 -0.004 0.076 -0.052 0.000 0.019 10.941 0.008
FP 101.60 2.14 6.50 -0.529 1.552 -1.067 -0.084 -0.128 -71.072 -0.049
OC/PP 177.80 0.59 6.50 -0.023 0.021 -0.026 -0.004 -0.031 -17.953 -0.012
OC/PP 177.80 0.79 6.50 -0.055 0.057 -0.064 -0.008 -0.071 -41.967 -0.029
OC/PP 177.80 1.00 6.50 -0.129 0.125 -0.149 -0.022 -0.175 -103.308 -0.072
OC/PP 177.80 0.99 6.50 -0.151 0.119 -0.177 -0.067 -0.275 -161.577 -0.112
OC/PP 177.80 1.64 6.50 -0.496 0.654 -0.630 -0.067 -0.539 -318.969 -0.222
OC/PP 177.80 2.26 6.50 -1.587 1.888 -1.930 -0.286 -1.916 -1133.284 -0.787
OC/PP 177.80 2.71 6.50 -2.991 3.416 -3.597 -0.502 -3.675 -2135.556 -1.483
OC/PP 177.80 3.23 6.50 -5.773 6.165 -6.811 -1.149 -7.569 -4369.608 -3.034
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Table L5.  Uncalibrated yield results from Schoklitsch method with 6.50 mm 
mean sediment diameter. 
Flow Bed Depth S Rh dsi gs Gs G's 
mm m/m m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.03822 0.046 6.50 0.89 0.270 16.195
FP 152.40 0.03428 0.045 6.50 0.54 0.163 9.766
FP 152.40 0.03990 0.043 6.50 1.07 0.323 19.400
FP 152.40 0.04159 0.047 6.50 1.27 0.383 23.007
FP 152.40 0.03541 0.047 6.50 0.53 0.160 9.606
FP 152.40 0.05508 0.043 6.50 4.37 1.315 78.911
FP 152.40 0.05170 0.047 6.50 3.73 1.125 67.520
FP 152.40 0.06800 0.045 6.50 7.11 2.148 128.869
FP 152.40 0.07952 0.045 6.50 9.12 2.755 165.301
FP 152.40 0.08261 0.045 6.50 7.66 2.313 138.806
FP 152.40 0.04833 0.045 6.50 2.29 0.692 41.548
FP 152.40 0.02304 0.043 6.50 -0.24 -0.072 -4.291
FP 152.40 0.02866 0.042 6.50 0.30 0.091 5.469
FP 152.40 0.04777 0.047 6.50 1.04 0.314 18.865
FP 152.40 0.05957 0.045 6.50 2.59 0.781 46.852
FP 152.40 0.10509 0.044 6.50 19.43 5.859 351.539
FP 152.40 0.08711 0.047 6.50 14.23 4.297 257.836
FP 152.40 0.09779 0.047 6.50 17.47 5.276 316.572
FP 203.20 0.01939 0.042 6.50 -1.02 -0.306 -18.362
FP 203.20 0.05451 0.059 6.50 5.64 1.599 95.928
FP 203.20 0.06351 0.059 6.50 8.02 2.277 136.642
FP 203.20 0.03878 0.057 6.50 1.66 0.479 28.760
FP 203.20 0.06463 0.059 6.50 8.42 2.385 143.102
FP 203.20 0.02698 0.059 6.50 -0.05 -0.014 -0.823
FP 203.20 0.03091 0.060 6.50 0.56 0.158 9.506
FP 203.20 0.02754 0.058 6.50 0.01 0.003 0.168
FP 203.20 0.04721 0.058 6.50 3.64 1.051 63.048
FP 203.20 0.08992 0.057 6.50 18.50 5.345 320.702
FP 203.20 0.08992 0.061 6.50 18.38 5.096 305.788
FP 203.20 0.06126 0.060 6.50 6.56 1.843 110.609
FP 203.20 0.08655 0.062 6.50 16.80 4.628 277.709
FP 203.20 0.09554 0.058 6.50 20.27 5.843 350.560
FP 203.20 0.01742 0.058 6.50 -0.91 -0.263 -15.790
FP 203.20 0.01742 0.053 6.50 -0.91 -0.273 -16.352
FP 101.60 0.07756 0.028 6.50 4.84 1.331 79.858
FP 101.60 0.07531 0.029 6.50 4.67 1.300 78.000
FP 101.60 0.07194 0.030 6.50 3.52 0.988 59.282
FP 101.60 0.07306 0.027 6.50 3.67 0.994 59.619
FP 101.60 0.05901 0.031 6.50 0.84 0.237 14.247
FP 101.60 0.06660 0.029 6.50 1.36 0.375 22.488
FP 101.60 0.07081 0.029 6.50 2.37 0.655 39.271
FP 101.60 0.02079 0.031 6.50 -1.37 -0.386 -23.138
FP 101.60 0.10903 0.029 6.50 10.60 2.948 176.867
OC/PP 177.80 0.01574 0.065 6.50 -1.37 -0.400 -23.997
OC/PP 177.80 0.02136 0.063 6.50 -1.09 -0.323 -19.361
OC/PP 177.80 0.02810 0.064 6.50 -0.43 -0.127 -7.624
OC/PP 177.80 0.04271 0.063 6.50 1.56 0.457 27.422
OC/PP 177.80 0.04889 0.054 6.50 3.07 0.909 54.550
OC/PP 177.80 0.07531 0.054 6.50 9.63 2.849 170.924
OC/PP 177.80 0.08430 0.057 6.50 13.41 3.897 233.797
OC/PP 177.80 0.10678 0.057 6.50 22.79 6.577 394.639
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Table L6.  Uncalibrated yield results from DuBoys method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh S γs τo τcr d50 qb Qb Q'b
mm m m/m N/m3 kg/m2 kg/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.046 0.03822 24954.01 4.442 1.846 6.80 0.030 0.009 0.536
FP 152.40 0.045 0.03428 24954.01 3.947 1.846 6.80 0.021 0.006 0.385
FP 152.40 0.043 0.03990 24954.01 4.402 1.846 6.80 0.029 0.009 0.522
FP 152.40 0.047 0.04159 24954.01 4.924 1.846 6.80 0.039 0.012 0.704
FP 152.40 0.047 0.03541 24954.01 4.271 1.846 6.80 0.027 0.008 0.481
FP 152.40 0.043 0.05508 24954.01 6.015 1.846 6.80 0.064 0.019 1.162
FP 152.40 0.047 0.05170 24954.01 6.197 1.846 6.80 0.069 0.021 1.252
FP 152.40 0.045 0.06800 24954.01 7.854 1.846 6.80 0.121 0.037 2.192
FP 152.40 0.045 0.07952 24954.01 9.184 1.846 6.80 0.173 0.052 3.131
FP 152.40 0.045 0.08261 24954.01 9.481 1.846 6.80 0.186 0.056 3.362
FP 152.40 0.045 0.04833 24954.01 5.582 1.846 6.80 0.053 0.016 0.969
FP 152.40 0.043 0.02304 24954.01 2.508 1.846 6.80 0.004 0.001 0.077
FP 152.40 0.042 0.02866 24954.01 3.098 1.846 6.80 0.010 0.003 0.180
FP 152.40 0.047 0.04777 24954.01 5.691 1.846 6.80 0.056 0.017 1.017
FP 152.40 0.045 0.05957 24954.01 6.880 1.846 6.80 0.089 0.027 1.609
FP 152.40 0.044 0.10509 24954.01 11.751 1.846 6.80 0.298 0.090 5.401
FP 152.40 0.047 0.08711 24954.01 10.314 1.846 6.80 0.224 0.068 4.058
FP 152.40 0.047 0.09779 24954.01 11.579 1.846 6.80 0.289 0.087 5.236
FP 203.20 0.042 0.01939 24954.01 2.052 1.846 6.80 0.001 0.000 0.020
FP 203.20 0.059 0.05451 24954.01 8.228 1.846 6.80 0.135 0.038 2.289
FP 203.20 0.059 0.06351 24954.01 9.546 1.846 6.80 0.188 0.054 3.212
FP 203.20 0.057 0.03878 24954.01 5.656 1.846 6.80 0.055 0.016 0.958
FP 203.20 0.059 0.06463 24954.01 9.755 1.846 6.80 0.198 0.056 3.362
FP 203.20 0.059 0.02698 24954.01 4.072 1.846 6.80 0.023 0.007 0.395
FP 203.20 0.060 0.03091 24954.01 4.685 1.846 6.80 0.034 0.010 0.578
FP 203.20 0.058 0.02754 24954.01 4.070 1.846 6.80 0.023 0.007 0.400
FP 203.20 0.058 0.04721 24954.01 6.916 1.846 6.80 0.090 0.026 1.555
FP 203.20 0.057 0.08992 24954.01 13.116 1.846 6.80 0.379 0.110 6.571
FP 203.20 0.061 0.08992 24954.01 13.960 1.846 6.80 0.434 0.120 7.216
FP 203.20 0.060 0.06126 24954.01 9.360 1.846 6.80 0.180 0.051 3.039
FP 203.20 0.062 0.08655 24954.01 13.541 1.846 6.80 0.406 0.112 6.712
FP 203.20 0.058 0.09554 24954.01 13.997 1.846 6.80 0.436 0.126 7.544
FP 203.20 0.058 0.01742 24954.01 2.564 1.846 6.80 0.005 0.001 0.081
FP 203.20 0.053 0.01742 24954.01 2.333 1.846 6.80 0.003 0.001 0.052
FP 101.60 0.028 0.07756 24954.01 5.564 1.846 6.80 0.053 0.015 0.875
FP 101.60 0.029 0.07531 24954.01 5.616 1.846 6.80 0.054 0.015 0.906
FP 101.60 0.030 0.07194 24954.01 5.539 1.846 6.80 0.052 0.015 0.884
FP 101.60 0.027 0.07306 24954.01 5.003 1.846 6.80 0.041 0.011 0.658
FP 101.60 0.031 0.05901 24954.01 4.638 1.846 6.80 0.033 0.009 0.563
FP 101.60 0.029 0.06660 24954.01 4.859 1.846 6.80 0.038 0.010 0.622
FP 101.60 0.029 0.07081 24954.01 5.166 1.846 6.80 0.044 0.012 0.729
FP 101.60 0.031 0.02079 24954.01 1.635 1.846 6.80 -0.001 0.000 -0.015
FP 101.60 0.029 0.10903 24954.01 8.131 1.846 6.80 0.131 0.036 2.187
OC/PP 177.80 0.065 0.01574 24954.01 2.620 1.846 6.80 0.005 0.002 0.091
OC/PP 177.80 0.063 0.02136 24954.01 3.397 1.846 6.80 0.014 0.004 0.239
OC/PP 177.80 0.064 0.02810 24954.01 4.543 1.846 6.80 0.031 0.009 0.556
OC/PP 177.80 0.063 0.04271 24954.01 6.827 1.846 6.80 0.087 0.026 1.535
OC/PP 177.80 0.054 0.04889 24954.01 6.694 1.846 6.80 0.083 0.025 1.479
OC/PP 177.80 0.054 0.07531 24954.01 10.361 1.846 6.80 0.226 0.067 4.015
OC/PP 177.80 0.057 0.08430 24954.01 12.156 1.846 6.80 0.321 0.093 5.602
OC/PP 177.80 0.057 0.10678 24954.01 15.604 1.846 6.80 0.551 0.159 9.536
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Table L7.  Uncalibrated yield results from Yangs method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S γs γw Rh τo τcr q qb Qb Q'b 
  mm m/m N/m3 N/m3 m kg/m2 kg/m3 cms kg/s/m kg/s kg/min 
FP 152.40 0.03822 24954.01 9804.23 0.05 4.442 1.846 0.043 597.208 180.334 10820.01 
FP 152.40 0.03428 24954.01 9804.08 0.05 3.947 1.846 0.043 541.134 163.374 9802.45 
FP 152.40 0.03990 24954.01 9804.77 0.04 4.402 1.846 0.043 591.602 178.252 10695.13 
FP 152.40 0.04159 24954.01 9804.58 0.05 4.924 1.846 0.043 663.885 200.468 12028.11 
FP 152.40 0.03541 24954.01 9803.65 0.05 4.271 1.846 0.041 558.414 168.543 10112.56 
FP 152.40 0.05508 24954.01 9804.18 0.04 6.015 1.846 0.055 1042.35 313.825 18829.49 
FP 152.40 0.05170 24954.01 9805.71 0.05 6.197 1.846 0.054 1060.96 320.292 19217.54 
FP 152.40 0.06800 24954.01 9804.73 0.05 7.854 1.846 0.057 1420.85 428.999 25739.91 
FP 152.40 0.07952 24954.01 9804.73 0.05 9.184 1.846 0.055 1604.7 484.508 29070.46 
FP 152.40 0.08261 24954.01 9804.08 0.05 9.481 1.846 0.046 1366.15 412.421 24745.25 
FP 152.40 0.04833 24954.01 9804.39 0.05 5.582 1.846 0.045 794.509 239.887 14393.22 
FP 152.40 0.02304 24954.01 9804.34 0.04 2.508 1.846 0.051 401.55 120.863 7251.78 
FP 152.40 0.02866 24954.01 9804.44 0.04 3.098 1.846 0.050 491.135 147.739 8864.36 
FP 152.40 0.04777 24954.01 9804.39 0.05 5.691 1.846 0.033 589.501 177.99 10679.41 
FP 152.40 0.05957 24954.01 9804.18 0.05 6.880 1.846 0.036 775.302 234.088 14045.27 
FP 152.40 0.10509 24954.01 9805.18 0.04 11.751 1.846 0.070 2583.51 779.078 46744.67 
FP 152.40 0.08711 24954.01 9805.05 0.05 10.314 1.846 0.070 2279.47 688.315 41298.91 
FP 152.40 0.09779 24954.01 9804.96 0.05 11.579 1.846 0.071 2578.32 778.555 46713.28 
FP 203.20 0.01939 24954.01 9807.04 0.04 2.052 1.846 0.032 208.136 62.479 3748.74 
FP 203.20 0.05451 24954.01 9806.78 0.06 8.228 1.846 0.063 1730.88 490.263 29415.80 
FP 203.20 0.06351 24954.01 9806.70 0.06 9.546 1.846 0.065 2094.17 594.782 35686.90 
FP 203.20 0.03878 24954.01 9806.80 0.06 5.656 1.846 0.050 940.062 271.622 16297.34 
FP 203.20 0.06463 24954.01 9806.54 0.06 9.755 1.846 0.066 2167.67 613.982 36838.93 
FP 203.20 0.02698 24954.01 9806.07 0.06 4.072 1.846 0.043 590.161 167.16 10029.60 
FP 203.20 0.03091 24954.01 9806.70 0.06 4.685 1.846 0.047 746.917 210.969 12658.15 
FP 203.20 0.02754 24954.01 9806.62 0.06 4.070 1.846 0.044 591.757 169.796 10187.75 
FP 203.20 0.04721 24954.01 9806.24 0.06 6.916 1.846 0.058 1330.82 383.661 23019.69 
FP 203.20 0.08992 24954.01 9805.89 0.06 13.116 1.846 0.080 3478.42 1005.06 60303.38 
FP 203.20 0.08992 24954.01 9805.89 0.06 13.960 1.846 0.077 3680.75 1020.74 61244.33 
FP 203.20 0.06126 24954.01 9805.93 0.06 9.360 1.846 0.058 1856.59 521.36 31281.60 
FP 203.20 0.08655 24954.01 9806.59 0.06 13.541 1.846 0.075 3491.37 961.716 57702.95 
FP 203.20 0.09554 24954.01 9806.75 0.06 13.997 1.846 0.080 3681.3 1061.28 63676.81 
FP 203.20 0.01742 24954.01 9806.75 0.06 2.564 1.846 0.039 332.93 95.7576 5745.46 
FP 203.20 0.01742 24954.01 9806.98 0.05 2.333 1.846 0.041 302.986 90.2488 5414.93 
FP 101.60 0.07756 24954.01 9807.26 0.03 5.564 1.846 0.033 630.298 173.281 10396.88 
FP 101.60 0.07531 24954.01 9806.94 0.03 5.616 1.846 0.034 648.206 180.31 10818.59 
FP 101.60 0.07194 24954.01 9806.82 0.03 5.539 1.846 0.030 569.328 159.848 9590.87 
FP 101.60 0.07306 24954.01 9806.87 0.03 5.003 1.846 0.029 515.872 139.756 8385.37 
FP 101.60 0.05901 24954.01 9806.85 0.03 4.638 1.846 0.021 336.242 94.9566 5697.39 
FP 101.60 0.06660 24954.01 9806.87 0.03 4.859 1.846 0.021 348.095 96.1929 5771.57 
FP 101.60 0.07081 24954.01 9806.75 0.03 5.166 1.846 0.024 434.942 120.192 7211.52 
FP 101.60 0.02079 24954.01 9806.91 0.03 1.635 1.846 0.016 88.5199 24.9985 1499.91 
FP 101.60 0.10903 24954.01 9806.85 0.03 8.131 1.846 0.036 1008.96 280.661 16839.65 
OC/PP 177.80 0.01574 24954.01 9807.21 0.07 2.620 1.846 0.020 173.787 50.5947 3035.68 
OC/PP 177.80 0.02136 24954.01 9807.24 0.06 3.397 1.846 0.026 281.096 82.8706 4972.24 
OC/PP 177.80 0.02810 24954.01 9807.26 0.06 4.543 1.846 0.034 497.197 146.58 8794.79 
OC/PP 177.80 0.04271 24954.01 9807.40 0.06 6.827 1.846 0.043 963.73 282.692 16961.54 
OC/PP 177.80 0.04889 24954.01 9807.47 0.05 6.694 1.846 0.051 1102.77 326.584 19595.02 
OC/PP 177.80 0.07531 24954.01 9807.49 0.05 10.361 1.846 0.061 2049.27 606.01 36360.57 
OC/PP 177.80 0.08430 24954.01 9807.47 0.06 12.156 1.846 0.067 2681.25 779.008 46740.49 
OC/PP 177.80 0.10678 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 3867.11 1116.3 66977.81 
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Table L8.  Uncalibrated yield results from Rottner method with 6.50 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed 
Depth
Rh ζs q A V qb Qb Q'b
mm m cms m
2
m/s kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.035 1.207 1.718 0.519 31.121
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.035 1.248 2.090 0.631 37.861
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.04 0.033 1.298 2.784 0.839 50.335
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.036 1.178 1.455 0.439 26.359
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.037 1.112 1.008 0.304 18.248
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.05 0.032 1.697 10.136 3.052 183.097
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.05 0.037 1.470 4.504 1.360 81.578
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.06 0.035 1.639 7.891 2.383 142.950
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.06 0.035 1.583 6.734 2.033 121.987
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.05 0.035 1.317 2.793 0.843 50.599
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.05 0.035 1.289 2.473 0.747 44.805
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.05 0.032 1.575 7.306 2.199 131.942
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.05 0.032 1.574 7.382 2.220 133.230
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.03 0.037 0.897 0.241 0.073 4.361
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.035 1.021 0.640 0.193 11.588
FP 152.40 0.04 2.545 0.07 0.033 2.084 23.186 6.992 419.506
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.07 0.036 1.931 15.555 4.697 281.818
FP 152.40 0.05 2.545 0.07 0.036 1.946 16.057 4.849 290.913
FP 203.20 0.04 2.545 0.03 0.031 1.036 0.860 0.258 15.481
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.06 0.051 1.219 1.698 0.481 28.849
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.07 0.051 1.283 2.203 0.626 37.537
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.05 0.049 1.031 0.596 0.172 10.334
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.07 0.051 1.288 2.270 0.643 38.576
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.04 0.051 0.840 0.143 0.041 2.439
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.05 0.052 0.916 0.288 0.081 4.886
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.04 0.050 0.880 0.197 0.056 3.384
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.06 0.049 1.184 1.372 0.396 23.737
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.08 0.049 1.646 7.059 2.040 122.378
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.08 0.053 1.438 4.194 1.163 69.783
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.06 0.052 1.120 1.089 0.306 18.341
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.07 0.054 1.382 3.533 0.973 58.387
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.08 0.049 1.618 6.567 1.893 113.585
FP 203.20 0.06 2.545 0.04 0.049 0.792 0.077 0.022 1.337
FP 203.20 0.05 2.545 0.04 0.043 0.938 0.295 0.088 5.266
FP 101.60 0.03 2.544 0.03 0.017 1.396 41.654 11.451 687.086
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.03 0.019 0.867 33.704 9.375 562.519
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.03 0.019 1.867 16.375 4.598 275.851
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.03 0.016 1.240 40.457 10.960 657.620
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.020 1.280 2.631 0.743 44.586
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.018 1.888 4.960 1.371 82.240
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.018 2.423 10.559 2.918 175.069
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.02 0.020 2.559 0.440 0.124 7.460
FP 101.60 0.03 2.545 0.04 0.019 3.314 44.893 12.488 749.260
OC/PP 177.80 0.07 2.544 0.02 0.389 0.052 0.000 0.000 0.000
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.03 0.361 0.071 0.032 0.010 0.570
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.03 0.377 0.090 0.278 0.082 4.917
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.04 0.493 0.088 0.256 0.075 4.505
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 2.544 0.05 0.481 0.106 1.090 0.323 19.367
OC/PP 177.80 0.05 2.544 0.06 0.484 0.127 2.810 0.831 49.850
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.07 0.518 0.130 3.242 0.942 56.522
OC/PP 177.80 0.06 2.544 0.08 0.528 0.142 5.090 1.469 88.152
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Table L9.  Uncalibrated yield results from Engelund and Hansen method with 
1.33 mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth γs d50 V V
2 γw Senergy Rh τo gs Qs Qs 
mm N/m3 mm mps (mps)2 N/m3 m/m m kg/m2 kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.63 0.39 9807.29 0.01855 0.048 2.322 0.565 0.171 10.232
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.88 0.77 9807.29 0.01630 0.044 1.888 0.816 0.246 14.774
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.33 1.78 9807.39 0.03316 0.044 3.828 5.425 1.636 98.163
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.51 2.27 9807.10 0.05170 0.044 5.949 13.396 4.039 242.366
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 2.02 4.07 9807.27 0.07531 0.043 8.406 40.373 12.148 728.864
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.33 1.77 9807.28 0.04833 0.043 5.413 9.085 2.734 164.060
FP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.47 0.22 9807.27 0.00787 0.043 0.890 0.075 0.023 1.363
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.36 0.13 9806.24 0.01798 0.023 1.084 0.065 0.018 1.080
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.39 0.15 9806.78 0.01180 0.033 1.029 0.030 0.020 1.184
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.38 0.14 9806.98 0.00506 0.049 0.648 0.363 0.009 0.545
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.63 0.40 9806.98 0.01742 0.038 1.719 1.346 0.109 6.528
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 0.85 0.72 9807.02 0.02529 0.042 2.756 5.690 0.405 24.276
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.34 1.79 9805.97 0.03372 0.045 3.941 15.052 1.712 102.720
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.41 1.98 9807.39 0.06126 0.044 7.049 34.916 4.539 272.342
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.82 3.30 9807.43 0.07756 0.043 8.776 19.764 10.517 631.049
OC/PP 152.40 25691.47 1.24 1.47 2.15 9807.21 0.06575 0.046 7.988 0.000 5.968 358.094
 
 
Table L10.  Uncalibrated yield results from Meyer-Peter Müeller method with 1.33 
mm mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh Qb/Q Kb/Kr γs γw S B' B d65 qs Qs Qs 
mm m N/m3 N/m3 m/m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.048 0.73 1.000 25691.47 9807.29 0.01855 0.047 0.250 1.55 1.574 0.475 28.493
FP 152.40 0.044 0.75 1.000 25691.47 9807.29 0.01630 0.047 0.250 1.55 1.172 0.353 21.207
FP 152.40 0.044 0.75 1.000 25691.47 9807.39 0.03316 0.047 0.250 1.55 3.625 1.093 65.596
FP 152.40 0.044 0.75 1.000 25691.47 9807.10 0.05170 0.047 0.250 1.55 7.195 2.170 130.173
FP 152.40 0.043 0.76 1.000 25691.47 9807.27 0.07531 0.047 0.250 1.55 12.379 3.725 223.487
FP 152.40 0.043 0.76 1.000 25691.47 9807.28 0.04833 0.047 0.250 1.55 6.289 1.893 113.578
FP 152.40 0.043 0.76 1.000 25691.47 9807.27 0.00787 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.327 0.098 5.908
OC/PP 152.40 0.023 0.83 1.000 25691.47 9806.24 0.01798 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.550 0.166 9.957
OC/PP 152.40 0.033 0.80 1.000 25691.47 9806.78 0.01180 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.468 0.141 8.466
OC/PP 152.40 0.049 0.72 1.000 25691.47 9806.98 0.00506 0.047 0.250 1.55 0.165 0.049 2.969
OC/PP 152.40 0.038 0.78 1.000 25691.47 9806.98 0.01742 0.047 0.250 1.55 1.072 0.322 19.297
OC/PP 152.40 0.042 0.76 1.000 25691.47 9807.02 0.02529 0.047 0.250 1.55 2.212 0.665 39.915
OC/PP 152.40 0.045 0.75 1.000 25691.47 9805.97 0.03372 0.047 0.250 1.55 3.768 1.134 68.017
OC/PP 152.40 0.044 0.75 1.000 25691.47 9807.39 0.06126 0.047 0.250 1.55 9.337 2.816 168.940
OC/PP 152.40 0.043 0.76 1.000 25691.47 9807.43 0.07756 0.047 0.250 1.55 13.150 3.961 237.663
OC/PP 152.40 0.046 0.74 1.000 25691.47 9807.21 0.06575 0.047 0.250 1.55 11.027 3.330 199.795
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Table L11.  Uncalibrated yield results from Shields method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth q Rh S τo τcr γs γw D50 qs Qs Qs
mm cms m m/m kg/m2 kg/m2 N/m3 N/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.023 0.048 0.01855 2.32177 0.189 25691.47 9810.79 1.24 9.253 2.792 167.504
FP 152.40 0.029 0.044 0.01630 1.88770 0.189 25691.47 9810.79 1.24 8.158 2.461 147.661
FP 152.40 0.044 0.044 0.03316 3.82787 0.189 25691.47 9810.89 1.24 53.959 16.274 976.456
FP 152.40 0.050 0.044 0.05170 5.94920 0.189 25691.47 9810.60 1.24 149.620 45.118 2707.071
FP 152.40 0.064 0.043 0.07531 8.40568 0.189 25691.47 9810.77 1.24 397.689 119.661 7179.641
FP 152.40 0.042 0.043 0.04833 5.41327 0.189 25691.47 9810.78 1.24 107.644 32.398 1943.909
FP 152.40 0.015 0.043 0.00787 0.89029 0.189 25691.47 9810.77 1.24 0.810 0.244 14.643
OC/PP 152.40 0.003 0.023 0.01798 1.08380 0.189 25691.47 9809.74 1.24 0.482 0.145 8.716
OC/PP 152.40 0.005 0.033 0.01180 1.02853 0.189 25691.47 9810.28 1.24 0.513 0.155 9.284
OC/PP 152.40 0.010 0.049 0.00506 0.64812 0.189 25691.47 9810.48 1.24 0.227 0.068 4.083
OC/PP 152.40 0.010 0.038 0.01742 1.71870 0.189 25691.47 9810.48 1.24 2.604 0.781 46.888
OC/PP 152.40 0.015 0.042 0.02529 2.75554 0.189 25691.47 9810.52 1.24 10.093 3.035 182.108
OC/PP 152.40 0.027 0.045 0.03372 3.94138 0.189 25691.47 9809.47 1.24 34.696 10.440 626.385
OC/PP 152.40 0.047 0.044 0.06126 7.04851 0.189 25691.47 9810.89 1.24 199.176 60.061 3603.685
OC/PP 152.40 0.060 0.043 0.07756 8.77568 0.189 25691.47 9810.93 1.24 402.416 121.216 7272.964
OC/PP 152.40 0.053 0.046 0.06575 7.98757 0.189 25691.47 9810.71 1.24 274.202 82.801 4968.086
 
 
Table L12.  Uncalibrated yield results from Toffaleti method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Vave dm gsbi gssLi gssMi gssUi Total Qs
Qs 
(lbs/min)
mm m/s mm kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/s/m kg/day kg/min
FP 152.40 0.63 1.33 0.012 0.372 1.552 2.699 4.634 2796.435 1.942
FP 152.40 0.88 1.33 0.041 1.151 4.492 7.773 13.459 8119.726 5.639
FP 152.40 1.33 1.33 0.157 4.607 18.788 32.684 56.237 33922.449 23.557
FP 152.40 1.51 1.33 0.221 6.783 28.760 50.148 85.913 51814.027 35.982
FP 152.40 2.02 1.33 0.593 18.029 76.928 134.503 230.053 138441.491 96.140
FP 152.40 1.33 1.33 0.149 4.511 19.200 33.554 57.413 34560.294 24.000
FP 152.40 0.47 1.33 0.005 0.140 0.536 0.923 1.604 966.135 0.671
OC/PP 152.40 0.36 1.33 -0.223 0.057 -0.271 -0.089 -0.527 -317.975 -0.221
OC/PP 152.40 0.39 1.33 0.698 0.077 0.749 0.187 1.710 1030.569 0.716
OC/PP 152.40 0.38 1.33 0.161 0.067 0.075 0.006 0.309 185.277 0.000
OC/PP 152.40 0.63 1.33 1.577 0.368 1.783 0.491 4.219 2531.723 1.758
OC/PP 152.40 0.85 1.33 2.938 1.007 4.172 1.607 9.724 5847.800 4.061
OC/PP 152.40 1.34 1.33 11.037 4.506 13.692 4.314 33.549 20189.378 14.020
OC/PP 152.40 1.41 1.33 12.628 5.422 29.531 21.506 69.088 41666.835 28.935
OC/PP 152.40 1.82 1.33 31.330 12.760 70.299 49.128 163.518 98509.758 68.410
OC/PP 152.40 1.47 2.33 12.608 6.344 33.141 26.855 78.948 47680.323 33.111
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Table L13.  Uncalibrated yield results from Schoklitsch method with 1.33 mm 
mean sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S Rh dsi gs Gs (lbs/s)
G's 
(lbs/min)
mm m/m m mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.04780 0.048 1.33 0.38 0.114 6.812
FP 152.40 0.04423 0.044 1.33 0.44 0.132 7.945
FP 152.40 0.04408 0.044 1.33 4.55 1.372 82.310
FP 152.40 0.04394 0.044 1.33 10.95 3.302 198.104
FP 152.40 0.04262 0.043 1.33 25.82 7.770 466.218
FP 152.40 0.04277 0.043 1.33 8.20 2.468 148.077
FP 152.40 0.04321 0.043 1.33 -0.50 -0.150 -9.028
OC/PP 152.40 0.02301 0.023 1.33 -0.67 -0.201 -12.071
OC/PP 152.40 0.03328 0.033 1.33 -0.62 -0.188 -11.270
OC/PP 152.40 0.04893 0.049 1.33 -0.59 -0.176 -10.554
OC/PP 152.40 0.03767 0.038 1.33 -0.36 -0.107 -6.445
OC/PP 152.40 0.04160 0.042 1.33 0.39 0.117 7.039
OC/PP 152.40 0.04463 0.045 1.33 2.49 0.749 44.956
OC/PP 152.40 0.04394 0.044 1.33 13.35 4.025 241.526
OC/PP 152.40 0.04321 0.043 1.33 25.01 7.535 452.089
OC/PP 152.40 0.04638 0.046 1.33 16.99 5.130 307.824
 
 
Table L14.  Uncalibrated yield results from DuBoys method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed 
Depth
Rh S γs τo τcr d50 qb Qb Q'b
mm m m/m N/m3 kg/m2 kg/m3 mm kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.048 0.04780 25691.47 2.322 0.189 1.24 1.494 0.451 27.039
FP 152.40 0.044 0.04423 25691.47 1.888 0.189 1.24 0.984 0.297 17.808
FP 152.40 0.044 0.04408 25691.47 3.828 0.189 1.24 4.084 1.232 73.900
FP 152.40 0.044 0.04394 25691.47 5.949 0.189 1.24 9.896 2.984 179.047
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04262 25691.47 8.406 0.189 1.24 19.789 5.954 357.255
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04277 25691.47 5.413 0.189 1.24 8.189 2.465 147.876
FP 152.40 0.043 0.04321 25691.47 0.890 0.189 1.24 0.214 0.065 3.873
OC/PP 152.40 0.023 0.02301 25691.47 1.084 0.189 1.24 0.320 0.097 5.791
OC/PP 152.40 0.033 0.03328 25691.47 1.029 0.189 1.24 0.288 0.087 5.200
OC/PP 152.40 0.049 0.04893 25691.47 0.648 0.189 1.24 0.112 0.034 2.014
OC/PP 152.40 0.038 0.03767 25691.47 1.719 0.189 1.24 0.814 0.244 14.657
OC/PP 152.40 0.042 0.04160 25691.47 2.756 0.189 1.24 2.109 0.634 38.047
OC/PP 152.40 0.045 0.04463 25691.47 3.941 0.189 1.24 4.331 1.303 78.183
OC/PP 152.40 0.044 0.04394 25691.47 7.049 0.189 1.24 13.904 4.193 251.557
OC/PP 152.40 0.043 0.04321 25691.47 8.776 0.189 1.24 21.573 6.498 389.893
OC/PP 152.40 0.046 0.04638 25691.47 7.988 0.189 1.24 15.882 4.796 287.760
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Table L15.  Uncalibrated yield results from Yangs method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth S γs γw Rh τo τcr q qb Qb Q'b
mm m/m N/m3 N/m3 m kg/m2 kg/m3 cms kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.04780 25691.47 9810.79 0.05 2.322 0.189 0.023 4913.131 1237.342 74240.537
FP 152.40 0.04423 25691.47 9810.79 0.04 1.888 0.189 0.029 5033.476 1597.335 95840.087
FP 152.40 0.04408 25691.47 9810.89 0.04 3.828 0.189 0.044 15490.001 7459.845 447590.682
FP 152.40 0.04394 25691.47 9810.60 0.04 5.949 0.189 0.050 27048.988 14636.891 878213.444
FP 152.40 0.04262 25691.47 9810.77 0.04 8.406 0.189 0.064 48997.158 33990.856 2039451.353
FP 152.40 0.04277 25691.47 9810.78 0.04 5.413 0.189 0.042 20925.045 9626.426 577585.574
FP 152.40 0.04321 25691.47 9810.77 0.04 0.890 0.189 0.015 1185.097 187.746 11264.782
OC/PP 152.40 0.02301 25691.47 9809.74 0.02 1.084 0.189 0.003 289.684 9.244 554.647
OC/PP 152.40 0.03328 25691.47 9810.28 0.03 1.029 0.189 0.005 0.000 26.323 1579.351
OC/PP 152.40 0.04893 25691.47 9810.48 0.05 0.648 0.189 0.010 30767.273 58.991 3539.465
OC/PP 152.40 0.03767 25691.47 9810.48 0.04 1.719 0.189 0.010 124861.069 156.290 9377.407
OC/PP 152.40 0.04160 25691.47 9810.52 0.04 2.756 0.189 0.015 555523.755 634.263 38055.797
OC/PP 152.40 0.04463 25691.47 9809.47 0.04 3.941 0.189 0.027 2965189.681 2821.923 169315.378
OC/PP 152.40 0.04394 25691.47 9810.89 0.04 7.049 0.189 0.047 5997708.405 15062.429 903745.712
OC/PP 152.40 0.04321 25691.47 9810.93 0.04 8.776 0.189 0.060 4275258.400 30466.872 1828012.315
OC/PP 152.40 0.04638 25691.47 9810.71 0.05 7.988 0.189 0.053 0.000 21717.253 1303035.172
 
 
Table L16.  Uncalibrated yield results from Rottner method with 1.33 mm mean 
sediment diameter. 
 
Flow Bed Depth Rh ζs q A V qb Qb Q'b
mm m cms m2 m/s kg/s/m kg/s kg/min
FP 152.40 0.05 2.619 0.02 0.038 0.614 0.043 0.013 0.775
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.03 0.034 0.866 0.259 0.078 4.679
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.04 0.034 1.320 1.502 0.453 27.185
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.05 0.033 1.490 2.387 0.720 43.194
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.06 0.032 1.991 7.021 2.113 126.753
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.04 0.032 1.314 1.520 0.457 27.448
FP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.01 0.033 0.446 0.005 0.001 0.090
OC/PP 152.40 0.02 2.619 0.00 0.089 0.033 0.001 0.000 0.017
OC/PP 152.40 0.03 2.619 0.01 0.141 0.036 0.002 0.000 0.028
OC/PP 152.40 0.05 2.619 0.01 0.276 0.035 0.001 0.000 0.011
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.01 0.168 0.058 0.050 0.015 0.906
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.02 0.195 0.079 0.236 0.071 4.264
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.03 0.219 0.124 1.502 0.452 27.115
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.05 0.359 0.131 1.841 0.555 33.304
OC/PP 152.40 0.04 2.619 0.06 0.351 0.171 4.980 1.500 90.000
OC/PP 152.40 0.05 2.619 0.05 0.389 0.136 2.088 0.631 37.838
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Toffaleti Method with Ruby’s Fall Velocity 
(Recommended by author for coarse grain sand bedload transport in 30.20 mm 
(11.889 in) culvert. 
 
The following sample calculation is conducted to demonstrate the Toffaleti 
method for coarse grain sand with the following properties.  Calculations are 
conducted in standard units similar to that demonstrated in the HEC RAS 
manual.  This method is based on the HEC RAS calculation procedure in 
Appendix E of their version 4.0 Reference manual. 
 
Input Parameters 
 
Open Channel flow conditions through culvert 
Dm = 1.33 mm (0.0044 ft)   
SEGL = 0.0174   
RH = 0.038 m (0.124 ft) 
Temp = 5.89 oC (42.6 oF) 
Tw = 0.300 m (0.985 ft)  
D65 = 1.55 mm (0.00508 ft) 
Specific Weight Water = 9808.1 N/m3 (62.416 lb/ft3) 
 
 
Constants 
 
Acceleration of gravity  g = 9.81 m/s2 (32.17 ft/s2) 
 
Solution 
 
Nikaradse Roughness Value, using d65, as per Einstein, 1950, p. 
 
ks = D65 ks = 1.55 mm (0.00508 ft) 
 
Grain-related shear velocity as per Einstein, 1950, p. 
 
Guess value for u’*guess = 0.199 
 
Iterate for u’* using      




































=
sk
gS
u
V
u
2
*
*
'
27.12log75.5
'
  = 0.171 
 
Check u’* value for iteration stop 
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Check for hydraulically rough or smooth grains 
 
Again,guess value for u’*guess      = 0.169 
 
Calculate δ’ using 
guessu
v
*
'
'
6.11
=δ      = 0.0014 
 
Check = ks/δ        = 3.45 
 
Calculate u’* using  
h      Roug                                        otherwise '
Smooth  5 Check  if     
'
'
67.3log75.5'
*
*
2
*
*
u
v
u
gS
u
V
u
<




































= = 0.128 
 
Check u’* value for iteration stop 
 
Check for transitional regime 
 
Calculate Ф using  
'δ
sk=Φ       = 3.451 
 
Calculate u’* using  
                                             otherwise '
10   0.1 if     
'
'
27.12log75.5'
*
*
2
*
*
u
Φ
v
u
gS
u
V
u
<<




































=   =0.194 
 
Recalculate δ’ and Ф using 
'δ
sk=Φ  and 
*
'
6.11
'
u
v
=δ  and reiterate 
 
Check u’* value for iteration stop 
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Calculate coefficients A and k4 
 
Calculate Afactor using  
( )
*
3
15
'10
10
u
vA factor =     = 0.664 
 
Calculate A using 
( )
( )
( )
( ) 1.3  if 594.22
3.1  0.72 if                     48.0
72.0 if 85.221
66.0 if 079.39
5.0 if 5987.9
872.2
660.4
481.0
5445.1
>
≤<
≤
≤
≤
=
−
factorfactor
factor
factorfactor
factorfactor
factorfactor
AA
A
AA
AA
AA
A
 = 33.0 
 
Calculate k4 factor using  
( )
65
5
*
3
15
4 10
'10
10 Sd
u
vk factor =   = 5.884 
 
Calculate k4 using  
( )
( )
( ) 35.0 if 510.0
35.0 0.25 if 315.5
25.0 if   0.1
4
028.1
4
4
205.1
4
4
4
>
≤<
≤
=
−
factorfactor
factorfactor
factor
kk
kk
k
k
 = 0.082 
 
Calculate Ak4 using  44 AkAk =      = 2.722 
 
Check for low Ak4 
 
Calculate check using  
16 Ak if   
16  Ak if      16
44
4
4 ≥
<
=
Ak
Ak
   = 16 
 
Calculate more coefficients 
 
 Calculate TT using ( )TTT 00009.0051.010.1 +=    = 0.060 
 
 Calculate nV using  TnV 00048.01198.0 +=              = 0.140 
 
 Calculate cZ udsing  TcZ 667.067.260 −=              = 232.26 
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Obtain Fall Velocity using Ruby’s Method 
 
 Calculate ωi using  
2
1











 −
=
w
ws
mi gDF γ
γγ
ω              = 0.372 
 
  where F = 0.79 for temperatures from 10 to 25 degrees C 
 
 Calculate zi using 
RSc
Vw
z
z
i
i =                 = 1.533 
 
 Check zi using  
( )
otherwise   
n  z if      5.1 Vi
i
V
i
z
n
z
<
=
               = 1.533 
 
Empirical relationship for gssLi 
 
 Calculate gssLi using 
3
5
3
5
2
4
00058.0
600.0












=
mT
i
ssLi
D
V
AkT
p
g
             = 0.248 
 
 Calculate Mi using 
( )
iV
zn
m
zn
ssLi
i
zn
DR
g
M
iV
iV
756.01
2
24.11
756.01
756.01
−+
−





=
−+
−+
       = 0.971 
 
Concentration 
 
 Calculate CLi using  ( ) Vi nzVi
i
Li VRnp
MC
−+
= 756.012.43
             = 0.080 
 
 Check for unrealistically high concentration and adjust Mi if necessary, 
 
 Calculate C2d using 
iz
h
m
Lid R
DCC
756.0
2
2
−






=
              = 1.739 
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 Calculate CLi using  100  C if   
R
2D
100
100  C if                    
2d756.0
h
m
2d
≥






<
= − iz
Li
Li
C
C
             = 0.080 
 
 Calculate Mi using  ( )[ ]Vi nzhViLii VRnpCM −+= 756.012.43              = 0.971 
 
Bed Load Transport 
  
 Calculate gsbi using ( )( )iV znmisbi DMg 756.012 −+=               = 1.059 
Lower Layer Transport 
 
 Calculate gssLi using  
 
 
( )
( )( )














−+
−





=
−+
−+
iV
zn
m
zn
h
issLi
zn
D
R
Mg
iV
iV
756.01
2
24.11
756.01
756.01
              = 0.248 
 
Middle Layer Transport 
 
 Calculate gssMi using  
 
 














−+













−











=
−+−+
iV
zn
h
zn
h
z
h
issMi
zn
RRR
Mg
iViVi
1
24.115.224.11
11244.0
            = 1.198 
 
Upper Layer Transport 
   
  
Calculate gssUi using  
 
( )














−+













−











=
−+
−+
iV
zn
hzn
z
h
z
h
issMi
zn
R
R
RR
Mg
iV
iV
ii
5.11
5.25.224.11
5.11
5.11
5.0244.0
 = 0.330 
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Total Transport per unit width with Calibrated Coeffcient 
 
 Calculate gsi using ( )ssUissMissLisbisi ggggCg +++=   = 4.053 
 
where C = 1.4297 calibrated in this study for a half full culvert with 1.33 
mm (0.052 in) mean sediment diameter with open channel and partially 
pressurized inlet flow conditions. 
 
 
Total Transport 
 
 Calclate G using 
wsiTgG =     = 3.990   tons/day 
         = 5.542   lbs/min 
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DuBoys Method 
(Recommended by author for 6.50 mm gravel bedload transport in 30.20 mm 
(11.889 in) culvert. 
 
The following sample calculation is conducted to demonstrate the DuBoys 
method for 6.50 mm mean sediment diameter with the sediment bed filling half 
the culvert with the following properties.  The calculations are carried out with 
standard units. 
 
Input Parameters 
 
Fully pressurized flow conditions 
C = 2.267 for these conditions as defined in this study 
Dm = 6.80 mm (0.0223 ft)   
SEGL = 0.038 m/m (0.038 ft/ft)   
RH = 0.046 m (0.150 ft) 
Temp = 10.1 oC (50.2 oF) 
Tw = 0.302 m (0.985 ft)  
Specific Weight Water = 9804.1 N/m3 (62.403 lb/ft3) 
Specific weight Sediment = 25688.1 N/ m3 (163.466 lb/ft3) 
τcr = 18.10 N/m2 (0.378 lbs/ft2) 
 
 
Constants 
 
Acceleration of gravity  g = 9.81 m/s2 (32.17 ft/s2) 
 
Solution 
 
Calculate τo using        = 0.932 lbs/ft2 
 
Calculate qb using       = 0.278 lbs/s/m 
 
 
Calculate Qb using        = 16.528 lbs/min 
 
where C = 2.267  calibrated in this study for a sediment bed 
filling half the culvert with 6.50 mm (0.26 in) 
mean sediment diameter and fully pressurized 
flow conditions 
 
*note: with the DuBoys formula the Dm should be entered in in mm 
 
 
 
( )cb
d
Cq τττ −=
4
3
50
( )EGLhso SRγτ =
60wbb TqQ =
 335
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX N 
SAMPLE CULVERT DESIGN APPLICATION 
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The following culvert design application demonstrates a procedure to use 
for sizing culvert bed elevations for a 12 inch diameter culvert subject to a 1.50 
cfs upstream flow rate with an associated 2.0 ton per day sediment yield.  A bed 
depth of .33 ft will adequately allow the 2.0 tons/day sediment yield to pass as a 
rolling bedform.  The energy loss associated with the entrance and exit losses 
and friction loss of the culvert between the head and tailwaters is taken directly 
from data in this studies experiments.  With further research it will be broken 
down for direct application into the energy equation.  The following procedure 
applies to this process. 
Objective: Design a circular culvert under a road crossing for a 1.5 cfs flood 
event that produces sediment transport of 2 tons/day with a gravel 
size of 0.0223 ft median diameter and a road elevation of 3 feet.  
The water temperature is 50 degrees F.  Investigate consequences 
of different bed elevations. 
 
 
Temp 50 oF 
    
 
ν 
1.41E-
05 ft2/s 
   
 
Design Flow 1.5 cfs 
   
 
Design Yield 2 tons/day 
          
  
Y d/s 
guess 1.581637 ft 
   
  
m 2 ft/ft 
   
  
b 1 ft 
   
  
S 0.0002 ft/ft 
   
  
Kn 1.486 
   
  
n 0.08 for earth unlined canal (an approximation) 
  
A d/s 6.584792 ft2 
   
  
P d/s 8.073298 ft 
   
  
Q 1.51 cfs using mannings 
 
 
Tailwater (Tw) 1.58164 
ft  calculated as normal depth due to assumed mild U/s and 
D/schannels 
 
Entrance, Exit, and friction 
Losses 0.258 
ft  from data for bedform friction, pipe wall friction, and minor and 
major losses 
 
Headwater (Hw) 1.83964 
ft  calc from Tw using energy equation and culvert minor and 
friction losses 
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Hw-Tw 0.258 ft 
            
 
Road Height 3 ft 
           
 
Required Conduit Q 1.5 cfs from design flood 
  
 
τc 0.32 lb/ft
2
 from incipient investigation using this study 
 
γs 158.774 lbs/ft
3
 
    
 
Lculvert 14.8279 ft 
    
 
Sculvert EGL 0.0174 ft/ft the driving pressure head that affects tou in DuBoys 
       
 
sediment dm 0.0223 ft     or 6.797 mm to be used in DuBoys eq. 
 
Radius (R) of Culvert 0.5 ft 
    
 
Bed Depth in Conduit (Yb) 0.33 ft         or 100.6 mm     
  
 
β 1.22388 radians  =acos(1-(Y/R)) 
  
 
Wbed 0.94043 ft  =2Rsin(β) 
  
 
Abed 0.20781 ft
2
  =R^2(β-cosβ)sinβ 
  
 
Apipe 0.7854 ft
2
  =πR^2 
   
 
Aflow 0.57759 ft
2
  =Apipe-Abed 
  
 
Pbed 1.22388 ft  =2Rβ 
   
 
Ppipe 3.14159 ft  =2πR 
   
 
Pflow 2.85814 ft  =Ppipe-Pbed 
  
 
Rhflow 0.20209 ft
2
/ft  =Aflow/Pflow 
  
 
τo 0.55829 lb/ft
2
 
    
 
Vculvert 2.59699 fps 
    
 
V* 0.33633 ft/s  =sqrt(gRhS) 
          
 
D* 0.27805 
 
read on bedform graph Fig 54 
 
 
Re* 530.073 
 
read on bedform graph Fig 54 
 
 
Bedform Rolling 
             
 
Rh/dm 9.06219 
    
 
C 1.66181 from Fig 49 or DuBoys curve fit eq.   y = 0.2662x2 - 4.4237x + 19.889 
       
 
qb 0.05252 lbs/s/ft from new DuBoys eq. 
 
 
 
 
Qb 0.04939 lb/s 
    
 
Q'b 2.96329 lb/min 
    
 
Q'b 2.13357 ton/day 
    
        
 
Sediment Status OK to transport sed load 
   
 
Overtop Status OK, Hw is less than road elevation 
  
 
Exaample 1 passes the flow and sediment adequately with a flat bed 
( )cb
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Temp 50 oF 
    
ν 
1.41E-
05 ft2/s 
   Design Flow 1.5 cfs 
   Design Yield 2 tons/day 
   
      
 
Y d/s 
guess 1.581637 ft 
   
 
m 2 ft/ft 
   
 
b 1 ft 
   
 
S 0.0002 ft/ft 
   
 
Kn 1.486 
   
 
n 0.08 for earth unlined canal (an approximation) 
 
A d/s 6.584792 ft2 
   
 
P d/s 8.073298 ft 
   
 
Q 1.51 cfs using mannings 
 Tailwater (Tw) 1.58164 ft  calculated as normal depth due to assumed mild U/s and D/schannels 
Entrance, Exit, and friction 
Losses 0.71 
ft  from data for bedform friction, pipe wall friction, and minor and 
major losses 
Headwater (Hw) 2.29164 
ft  calc from Tw using energy equation and culvert minor and friction 
losses 
       Hw-Tw 0.71 ft 
           Road Height 3 ft 
          Required Conduit Q 1.5 cfs from design flood 
  τc 0.32 lb/ft
2
 from incipient investigation using this study 
γs 158.774 lbs/ft
3
 
    Lculvert 14.8279 ft 
    Sculvert EGL 0.04788 ft/ft the driving pressure head that affects tou in DuBoys 
      sediment dm 0.0223 ft     or 6.797 mm to be used in DuBoys eq. 
Radius (R) of Culvert 0.5 ft 
    Bed Depth in Conduit (Yb) 0.5 ft         or 152.4 mm     
  β 1.5708 radians  =acos(1-(Y/R)) 
  Wbed 1 ft  =2Rsin(β) 
  Abed 0.3927 ft
2
  =R^2(β-cosβ)sinβ 
  Apipe 0.7854 ft
2
  =πR^2 
   Aflow 0.3927 ft
2
  =Apipe-Abed 
  Pbed 1.5708 ft  =2Rβ 
   Ppipe 3.14159 ft  =2πR 
   Pflow 2.5708 ft  =Ppipe-Pbed 
  Rhflow 0.15275 ft
2
/ft  =Aflow/Pflow 
  τo 1.16131 lb/ft
2
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Vculvert 3.81972 fps 
    V* 0.48508 ft/s  =sqrt(gRhS) 
         D* 0.19584 
 
read on bedform graph Fig 54 
 Re* 764.508 
 
read on bedform graph Fig 54 
 Bedform Dunes 
            Rh/dm 6.84995 
    C 2.07746 from Fig 49 or DuBoys curve fit eq.   y = 0.2662x2 - 4.4237x + 19.889 
      
qb 0.48217 lbs/s/ft from new DuBoys eq. 
 
 
 Qb 0.48217 lb/s 
    Q'b 28.9303 lb/min 
    Q'b 20.8298 ton/day 
    
       Sediment Status OK to transport sed load 
   Overtop Status OK, Hw is less than road elevation 
  
 
Example 2 passes the sediment load and flow rate but does so with a dune 
bedform.  We would prefer to design to a flat bedform such as rolling therefor it 
fails. 
 
Temp 50 oF 
    ν 1.41E-05 ft2/s 
   Design Flow 1.5 cfs 
   Design Yield 2 tons/day 
   
      
 
Y d/s guess 1.581637 ft 
   
 
m 2 ft/ft 
   
 
b 1 ft 
   
 
S 0.0002 ft/ft 
   
 
Kn 1.486 
   
 
n 0.08 for earth unlined canal (an approximation) 
 
A d/s 6.584792 ft2 
   
 
P d/s 8.073298 ft 
   
 
Q 1.51 cfs using mannings 
 
Tailwater (Tw) 1.5816375 
ft  calculated as normal depth due to assumed mild U/s and 
D/schannels 
Entrance, Exit, and friction 
Losses 1.61 
ft  from data for bedform friction, pipe wall friction, and minor and 
major losses 
Headwater (Hw) 3.1916375 
ft  calc from Tw using energy equation and culvert minor and friction 
losses 
       Hw-Tw 1.61 ft 
           
( )cb
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Road Height 3 ft 
          Required Conduit Q 1.5 cfs from design flood 
  τc 0.32 lb/ft
2
 from incipient investigation using this study 
γs 158.774 lbs/ft
3
 
    Lculvert 14.827917 ft 
    Sculvert EGL 0.108579 ft/ft the driving pressure head that affects tou in DuBoys 
      sediment dm 0.0223 ft     or 6.797 mm to be used in DuBoys eq. 
Radius (R) of Culvert 0.5 ft 
    Bed Depth in Conduit (Yb) 0.8 ft         or 243.8 mm     
  β 2.2142974 radians  =acos(1-(Y/R)) 
  Wbed 0.8 ft  =2Rsin(β) 
  Abed 0.5628595 ft
2
  =R^2(β-cosβ)sinβ 
  Apipe 0.7853982 ft
2
  =πR^2 
   Aflow 0.2225387 ft
2
  =Apipe-Abed 
  Pbed 2.2142974 ft  =2Rβ 
   Ppipe 3.1415927 ft  =2πR 
   Pflow 1.7272952 ft  =Ppipe-Pbed 
  Rhflow 0.1288365 ft
2
/ft  =Aflow/Pflow 
  τo 2.2210793 lb/ft
2
 
    Vculvert 6.7404014 fps 
    V* 0.6708383 ft/s  =sqrt(gRhS) 
         D* 0.1267091 
 
read on bedform graph Fig 54 
 Re* 1057.2783 
 
read on bedform graph Fig 54 
 Bedform Dune/Trans 
            Rh/dm 5.7774217 
    C 3.2168034 from Fig 49 or DuBoys curve fit eq.   y = 0.2662x2 - 4.4237x + 19.889 
      
qb 3.2266282 lbs/s/ft from new DuBoys eq. 
 
 
 Qb 2.5813026 lb/s 
    Q'b 154.87815 lb/min 
    Q'b 111.51227 ton/day 
    
       Sediment Status OK to transport sed load 
   Overtop Status Overtopped 
     
       Example 3 passes the sediment load but fails to sufficiently pass the flow causing 
the overtopping of the road.  This design fails. 
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The following procedure was used to develop these solutions and represents the 
design process for culvert sizing for sediment yield capacities. 
 
1. The design flow will be given/input. 
2. Assume mild U/s and D/s channels, which means the TW will be 
calculated as a normal depth. 
3. Assume a pressurized culvert because of high HW and TW due to flood, 
which means the energy equation is used to calculate the HW from the 
D/s TW and the energy loss of the culvert. 
4. Assume the exit and entrance losses of the culvert and assume the 
sediment transport, Qs, will not affect the inlet and outlet losses.  
However, sediment transport will affect the culvert friction loss. 
5. Note that the culvert design should be checked for lesser flows and HW 
and TW depths because the transport capacity could be significantly 
reduced.   
6. Input the U/s and D/s channel geometry and flow characteristics (i.e. 
roughness).  
7. Input the conduit geometry and the road crossing (i.e. height). 
8. Input the sediment characteristic (i.e. size distribution, specific weights, 
etc). 
9. Calculate the TW for normal depth and the given Q. 
10. For clear water, no Qs, calculate the HW using the energy equation and 
the friction loss of the culvert with no sediment bed. 
11. Assume that normal depth will occur upstream of the culvert inlet and HW 
in the upstream channel. 
12. Either input the flood Qs or calculate the inlet Qs from a transport equation 
for the bed load in the upstream channel. 
13. Assume that the bed load transport will result in a sediment bed in the 
culvert. 
14. Guess the depth of the bed and calculate the width of the bed. 
15. Assume the bed is flat, will need to check for the bed forms later. 
16. Given the Q and bed depth, calculate the resistance or friction of the 
sediment bed and culvert. 
17. Calculate the HW using the energy equation and the friction loss of the 
culvert and the sediment bed. 
18. Check that the HW does not exceed the allowable depth for the height of 
the road crossing. 
19. Calculate the stream power or V/V* of the flow through the culvert. 
20. Calculate the type of sediment bedform that will exist in the culvert. 
21. If the bedform is not flat, repeat (16) through (20) until the bedform, the 
resistance, and the HW are known.  
22. With the bed depth, width, Q, V, bedform, and resistance known, calculate 
the transport Qs that the culvert is capable of. 
23. If the Qs of the culvert is not equal of the U/s channel inlet Qs, reduce or 
increase the bed width by changing the bed depth. 
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24. Repeat (14) through (23) until the U/s Qs equal the culvert Qs. 
25. Note that the HW may exceed allowable height or Qs of the culvert may 
never have the capacity to transport the U/s inlet Qs (i.e. the culvert will 
plug). 
26. Note that if the culvert Qs always exceeds the U/s channel inlet Qs, there 
will be no bed formation in the culvert. 
 
The above is a trial and error solution, but could also be done by simultaneous 
solution of equations. The trial and error solution does allow the use of graphs 
and plotted relationships. 
 
With the use of a pressurized culvert, the slope of the culvert is not an issue.  A 
partially full culvert will be significantly more difficult to design. 
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